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Welcome to our General Sale #49, our first auction of 2024. This will be my last sale with Sparks 
Auctions, as I am moving on to other projects. I wish to thank all those who have consigned to 
us, and bought from us during my 16 years with the company. I am very proud of what I have 
accomplished while here, and it is in big part because of our customers, philatelic friends, and our 
small team of dedicated and passionate staff.

This sale offers our usual wide range of material, with quality Canada and provinces, British 
Commonwealth and worldwide singles, sets and collections, including part two of the W.J. McGill 
collection of Scandinavia, a good offering of early Great Britain, and much more. Also of note is the 
first part of the Andrew Ellwood precancel collection and a great offering of the Canadian Admiral 
issue.

Be sure to have a close look at our over 400 exciting lots of postal history offerings, including 
part three (and last) of the extensive David Hobden and Michael Rixon pre-Confederation Upper 
Canada postal history collection and part three of the Gordon Richardson early Manitoba postal 
history collection, as well as a fine selection of useful postal history from Canada and worldwide 
countries including those in Scandinavia. Also of note in this sale is another great offering of 
philatelic literature.

We are proud to continue our long-standing tradition of showing online photos or scans of every 
single lot, so you know what you are buying, especially if you are not able to do pre-sale viewing 
in person. This sale is accompanied by thousands of high-quality pictures, far more than we can 
show in the print catalogue, which can all be seen in full colour on StampAuctionNetwork.com

As usual, this sale will be conducted live on StampAuctionNetwork.com, also with a live floor, 
via telephone and other traditional bidding methods. A reminder that our buyer’s fee is still at an 
industry-low 17%, and that all transactions are in Canadian dollars - a bonus for US customers and 
those using other currencies. 

Enjoy the sale!

  
Stéphane Cloutier, FPHSC, FRPSC
Auction Manager

Viewing will be booked by appointment only.

Please contact the office or see our website for more information.
Phone: 613-567-3336      Email: info@sparks-auctions.com
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Province of Canada
Pence Issues Scott #1-13

                    
               1 2

1       	 8 #1 1851 3d Red Beaver Imperforate on Laid Paper, used 
with target cancel and 4 ample margins, very fine. A nice ex-
ample of Canada’s first stamp.

               ......................................................................  Unitrade $1,600

2     	 8 #4 1852 3d Red Beaver Imperforate, a used vertical 
pair with target cancels, the pair has full to large margins all 
around, with only a few light wrinkles and a small thin at lower 
left, else very fine appearance.

                ...........................................................................Unitrade $600

                    
               3 4

3	 8 #4 1852 3d Deep Red Beaver Imperforate, used with light 
target cancel, four large margins, very fine.

                ...........................................................................Unitrade $300

4	 8 #4 1857 3d Red Beaver Imperforate, used with a desir-
able double ring datestamp reading in part “1857”. Diagonal 
crease and margin cut into at right, still with deep rich colour 
and clear sharp impression. Dated Pence issues are scarce.

                ..........................................................................Estimate $150

5	 8 #4 Group of Six Used 3d Beaver Imperforates, noting a 
variety of papers (thin, medium, thicker), shades and post-
marks, most have faults to a certain degree, still a useful 
group for the specialist. 8

                ..........................................................................Estimate $200

                    
               x6 7

6	 8 #4, 4c, 4d, 4ii Group of Six Used 3d Beaver Imperforates, 
with #s 4 (x2), 4c, 4d, 4ii (x2), more or less. We note shades 
and papers, and margins vary from cut into to mostly full / 
large. One stamp has a small tear in the margin, still a useful 
group for the specialist.

                .......................................................................... Scott U$1,200

7	 8 #4a 1852 3d Red Brown Beaver Imperforate, used with 
a light target cancel, four large margins and crisp impression, 
very fine.

                ...........................................................................Unitrade $350

 

8	 8 #4c 1852 3d Red Beaver Imperforate on Soft, Ribbed 
Paper, used with a 4-ring 21 (Montréal) cancel, a lovely stamp 
with rich colour and crisp impression, three large margins, 
just clear at left, fine.

                ...........................................................................Unitrade $400

        

9 E/P #7P var 1855 10d Blue Cartier Proof in Blue, with Kiss 
Print, printed on thick paper, with four clear to large margins, 
showing a striking partial second impression. The back shows 
the printer’s fingerprint in the colour of the proof. Horizontal 
crease and light soiling, still a unique pre-production variety 
as far as we are aware. A great item for the Pence or proof 
collector who has everything. Accompanied by a 2023 Greene 
Foundation certificate.

                ...................................................................... Estimate $1,000
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               10 11

10	 8 #7 1855 10d Blue Cartier Imperforate on Thin Crisp 
Paper, used with what looks like part of a June 1859 town 
postmark (and if so, a very late use, just before the July 1st 
decimalisation), as well as part of a red foreign receiver. The 
stamp has four clear margins, touching outer frameline at top 
left, fine.

                .......................................................................Unitrade $1,200

11 ** #8 1857 ½d Rose Queen Victoria Imperforate, mint with 
full original gum, never hinged. A remarkably crisp and fresh 
stamp, with four clear to large margins, fine. Catalogue value 
given has no premium added for the never hinged factor. Ac-
companied by a 2014 Greene Foundation certificate. An ideal 
stamp for the mint never hinged collector.

                .......................................................................Unitrade $1,400

                    

12      	 8 #8 1857 ½d Rose Queen Victoria Imperforate, used with 
part London foreign receiver in red. The stamp has four large 
and even margins and overall bright colour, a little bit dulled 
at right next to “AGE”, still a lovely and very fine stamp.

                .......................................................................Unitrade $1,000

Cents Issue Scott #14-20

13	 8 #15 Collection of 141 5c Beavers, all displayed in a stock-
book, sorted by owner as follows: unused (x1), mint (x2), ex-
tra fine (x15), very fine (x31), fine-very fine (x25), fine (x26), 
very good-fine (x16), very good (x9), good (x10), good minus 
(x6) and unclassified or faulty (x28, these not counted). Saw 
a variety of postmarks, incl. a few dated, corks, etc. and un-
checked by us for varieties, etc., a great lot for the specialist.  
8

                .......................................................................... Scott U$6,437

14	 8 #15 Specialized Collection of 5c Beavers, with a total of 
67 stamps, all in 102 cards, most of which are annotated 
as per printing flaws, positions, etc. Includes 8 pairs, a strip 
of four and the rest are singles. We noted several also with 
postmark interest, including partially or fully dated. A great lot 
for the specialist, ex Bileski and a good proportion are also ex 
Richard Lamb. 8

                ..........................................................................Estimate $350

                    
x15

15	 8/(*)/* #15 Specialized Study of the 5c Beaver, mounted 
and annotated on 6 quadrille pages, starts with a fine un-
used and fine mint hinged single, followed by 40 used stamps 
demonstrating a wide range of printing varieties, shades, 
postmarks, retouches, papers and more. All pages scanned 
online, overall fine to very fine.

                ..........................................................................Estimate $150

                    
               16 17

16	 8 #16 1859 10c Black Brown Consort, Perforated 11¾, 
used with Toronto square grid cancel, showing part of the 
stamp below, fine. Accompanied by a 1994 Greene Founda-
tion certificate.

                ....................................................................... Unitrade $3,500

17	 8 #16 1859 10c Black Brown Consort, Perforated 11¾, 
used with the slightest trace of postmarks, with deep rich co-
lour, fine.

                ....................................................................... Unitrade $3,500

        

18	 8 #19a 1859 17c Slate Blue Cartier, a used horizontal 
block of 12, with light grid cancels, from position 75-80 / 85-
90. A few of the stamps at bottom have small faults, which 
are not visible from the front. Any used multiple larger than 4 
of this stamp is quite rare, and this example is quite striking, 
a must have for the Cents issue collector. Ex Cantor collection 
(2011). Rsv. $2,400.

                .......................................................................Estimate $2,500
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x19

19	 8 #14/20 Collection of Used First Cents Issues, in black 
mounts on 4 quadrille pages, with the 1c (x14), 2c (x4, includ-
ing one unused with extension of vertical frameline), 5c (x20), 
10c (x27), 12½ (x7, incl. one unused) and 17c (x4). We note 
a few stamps with plate imprint, shades (especially the 10c 
values), a few better postmarks (incl. three 5c with 4-ring 22 
from Napanee) as well as a few stamps on thicker paper. A 
very nice quality collection, overall fine to very fine. All stamps 
scanned online.

                ..........................................................................Estimate $400

Large Queens Scott #21-33

                    
x20

20	 8/(*) #21, etc. Identified Group of the ½c Large Queen, 
with a mix of used and unused, identified by the owner as 
including Unitrade catalogue numbers 21c (thin paper, 2x un-
used and 6x used incl. a strip of 5), 21iv (“spur” variety, 1x 
unused and 5x used), 21vi (grey black shade, 6x used), and 
21vii (Bothwell paper, 4x used). Overall fine with a few minor 
faults.

                .......................................................................Unitrade $1,365

                    
x21

21	 8 #22, etc. Identified Group of the 1c Brown Red Large 
Queen, all used, identified by owner as Unitrade #s 22 (x10, 
incl. a pair), 22b (thin paper, x5) and 22ii (Bothwell paper, x3). 
Overall fine (with some better) but catalogued as fine only, 
with a few minor faults. One of the Bothwell paper stamps is 
accompanied by a 2009 Greene Foundation certificate.

                .......................................................................Unitrade $1,500

                    
x22

22	 8 #23 Group of the 1c Yellow Orange Large Queen, with 16 
used singles, a few have faults, all catalogued as fine only, 
even though a few are better centered.

                .......................................................................Unitrade $1,800

            

23 (*) #24 1868 2c Green Large Queen, unused (no gum) with 
lovely centering, showing a misplaced vertical guideline un-
der the left “2”. A very fine appearing stamp with only a pulled 
perf at left (not mentioned in certificate) and slightly clipped 
perfs at bottom. Accompanied by a 2023 Greene Foundation 
certificate.

                .......................................................................Unitrade $1,400

                    
x24

24	 8 #24, etc. Identified Group of the 2c Large Queen, all 
used, identified by owner as Unitrade #s 24 (x8) and 24b (thin 
paper, x19), noting that 8 stamps are fully dated in 1868. 
Overall fine (with some better) but catalogued as fine only, 
with a few minor faults.

                .......................................................................Unitrade $1,350
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25 E/P #25E National Bank Note Co. Typographed Die Essay 
for the 3c Large Queen Issue, printed in dark green on wove 
paper measuring 55 x 64 mm. This essay was designed by Jo-
seph Lindsey, and engraved by Alfred Jones and D.S. Ronald-
son. A very rare essay, accompanied by a 2022 Greene Foun-
dation certificate. Minuse & Pratt # 25EA-B. Rsv. $2,000.

                .......................................................................Estimate $2,000

                    
               x26 x27

26	 8 #25, etc. Identified Group of the 3c Large Queen, all 
used, identified by owner as Unitrade #s 25 (x25) and 25b 
(thin paper, x12), noting a few dated, incl. one with inverted 
year. Overall fine (with some better) but all catalogued as fine 
only, with a few minor faults.

                ...........................................................................Unitrade $860

27	 8 #26, etc. Identified Group of the 5c Large Queen, all 
used, identified by owner as Unitrade #s 26 (x8) and 26iv (x8, 
incl. one with a 2002 Greene Foundation certificate). Overall 
fine (with some better) but catalogued as fine only, with a few 
very minor faults.

                ....................................................................... Unitrade $2,080

                    
               28 x29

28 * #28 1868 12½c Blue Large Queen, mint with full original 
gum, lightly hinged. A remarkably fresh and attractive stamp, 
with deep colour, very fine. Accompanied by a 2023 Greene 
Foundation certificate. Rsv. $850.

                ....................................................................... Unitrade $2,800

29	 8 #28, etc. Identified Group of the 12½ Large Queen, all 
used, identified by owner as Unitrade #s 28 (x18), 28 var (ver-
tical mesh, paper 7, x5), 28i (milky blue, x5) and 28v (Both-
well paper, x3). Overall fine (with some better) but catalogued 
as fine only, with a few minor faults.

                ....................................................................... Unitrade $2,055

        

30	 8 #30c 1868 15c Deep Violet Large Queen on Very Thick 
Paper, used with light OTTAWA in grid cancel, a very well cen-
tered stamp with fresh colour, very fine. A difficult stamp to 
find in such nice quality.

                ....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

            

31	 8 #33 1868 3c Red Large Queen on Laid Paper, used with 
grid cancel and vergé line, light horizontal crease (visible in 
fluid only), else very good appearance.

                ...........................................................................Unitrade $500
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32	 8 #33 1868 3c Bright Red Large Queen on Laid Paper, 
used with pleasing target cancel, this remarkable stamp not 
only possesses strong laid lines, but is also fresh and very 
well centered, an extremely fine example of this sought af-
ter stamp, rarely offered in this condition. Accompanied by a 
2020 Greene Foundation certificate.

                ....................................................................... Unitrade $3,000

                    
x33

33	 8 #21-30 Collection of Used Large Queens, with #s 21 
(x11), 22 (x9), 23 (x8), 24 (x18), 25 (x18), 26 (x7), 27 (x12), 
28 (x11) and 29/30 (x18). A lovely group comprising of sev-
eral shades, papers, postmarks and more, including at least 
one on watermarked paper, at least one perf. 11½ x 12, va-
rieties (incl. a Pawnbroker in a pair), some identified by the 
owner. A high catalogue value collection in overall fine to very 
fine condition, all stamps are scanned online.

                ...................................................................... Estimate $1,000

                    
x34

34	 8 #21-30 Stock Page of Used Large Queens, with #s 21 
(x2), 22 (x6, including one with watermark), 23 (x7), 24 (3), 
25 (x3), 26, 27 (x5), 28 (x4) and 29/30 (x4, including a perf. 
11½ x 12). We note a variety of papers and shades (counted 
as least expensive), as well as some with better postmarks. A 
few have perf faults, else an overall fine lot with several very 
fine stamps.

                .......................................................................... Scott U$5,195

                    
x35

35 */(*) #21/30 Group of 5 Unused Large Queens, with #s 21, 
22, 24b, 29 and 30, all stamps are unused (no gum, and 
catalogued as such by Scott Classic) except for #29 which 
has hinged original gum, a fresh and fine group.

                ...........................................................................Scott U$1,740

Small Queens Scott #34-47

36 E/P #35P 1c Small Queen Defaced Plate Proof in Black, 
a complete right pane of 100 stamps from the “H & I” plate, 
showing three “Montreal Type V” plate imprints, a “ONE 
CENT” shaded counter at top right, a reversed “R” at left, and 
a “I” at top centre. This particular plate was defaced as it had 
outlived its usefulness, by adding 10 vertical strokes through 
the stamps. This is as far as we know the only surviving intact 
pane. It has been folded horizontally in three places, and is 
otherwise very fine and quite desirable. Our catalogue value 
of $60,000 does not include a premium for the several possi-
ble “imprint blocks of 4” (valued in Unitrade at $4,000 each) 
which would substantially augment the total c.v. A serious 
world-class rarity, ideal for the serious Small Queen or early 
Canada collector. Illustrated in Hillson The Small Queens of 
Canada (1989, p. 17). Rsv. $14,000.  See photo on page 9.

 .....................................................................Unitrade $60,000

                    

37 E/P #35P 1c Small Queen Defaced Plate Proof in Black, 
a right sheet margin horizontal pair, printed from the “H & I” 
plate on wove paper, from the plate defaced by adding verti-
cal bars through each stamp. Two diagonal creases, else fine 
appearance.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,200
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Lot 36
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38 E/P #36P 2c Small Queen Defaced Plate Proof in Black, a 
right sheet margin horizontal pair printed from the “A” plate 
on wove paper, from the plate defaced by adding a grid of 
short dashes to each stamp, very fine.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,200

                    

39 */** #37 1873 3c Orange Red Small Queen, Perforated 
12, a mint block of 10 with full original, hand applied gum. 
The outer left and right stamps have slight gum loss, so 
were counted as hinged. Light bends affecting two upper left 
stamps, else fine.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $960

40	 8/*/* #37, 41 Specialized Collection of 3c Small 
Queens with Marginal Plate Markings, on 11 exhibit pag-
es, including 10 mint or used singles with plate inscriptions 
(showing their position on the plate), two mint pairs and block 
of four with same, as well as two covers franked with an im-
print single each, plus a mint strip of three with part counter, 
and a mint lower right corner block of four meant to show 
the margin proportions. Also includes a rough cover mailed 
in 1891, with several delivery attempts and forwarding, plus 
three different D.L.O. postmarks, an octagonal “Not Called 
For / Toronto” postmark, etc. which was opened and resealed 
with pieces of SQ selvedge, including three with imprints. Last 
but not least are three legal documents on which each have 
cut-down stamps or imprint / counter selvedge to certify the 
signatures. An interesting and useful grouping, all scanned 
online. 8

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

41 (*)/* #37, 41 Group of Mint or Unused 3c Small Queens, 
most are in 102 cards, we counted 37 singles, 2 pairs, a strip 
of three and 4 blocks of four, for a total of 57 stamps, noting 
mostly Second Ottawa printings but also Montréal, with rose 
shades, etc. We note that most have original gum, some have 
no gum, and the centering varies from fine to very fine. All 
items scanned online. 8

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

42	 8 #37, 41, etc. Collection / Accumulation of 3c Small 
Queens in Two Stockbooks, one of the stockbooks contains 
hundreds of dated stamps, mostly sorted by month and year, 
from 1889 to 1897, plus others marked as not dated. The 
second stockbook has hundreds of stamps which appear to 
be sorted chronologically by printing, shade, paper and per-
foration, with many copper reds, early rose and rose carmine 
shades, with some postmark interest. In-person viewing is 
recommended on this one to better appreciate the variety, 
quantity and quality involved. Online photos only meant to 
give a small taste. 8

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

43	 8 #37, 41, etc. Collection / Accumulation of Small Queen 
Postmarks, Perfins, etc. mostly on 10 pages and in 11 stock 
pages, this is a better than usual accumulation, with its va-
riety of postmarks, including fancy letters, numbers, geo-
metrics, etc. crown cancels, precancels (with owner’s c.v. of 
over $300 for one group on the 3c), rollers, parcel cancels, 
2-ring numerals (includes a cover) and more. Also includes 
a page with W.J.G. perfins on three stamps, as well as hun-
dreds of bulk stamps in glassines and 102 cards, not neces-
sarily with postmark interest, but with some, plus a few mint, 
noted some early 1c shades, etc. A great lot for the collector 
or dealer, see photos for a sampling, better yet view this one 
in person to better appreciate its value. 8

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400

44 (*)/*/8 #37, 41, etc. Collection of 3c Small Queen Print-
ing Flaws and Varieties, mostly of the 3c value on 15 exhibit 
pages but also on a stock sheet and a page. The page shows 
3c with a strong “re-entry” with a Kershaw #258 blow-up, the 
stock sheet shows 17 strong offsets on various values plus 
three worn plates. The exhibit pages go through a plethora of 
various dots, scratches, guidelines, a strip of three with one 
mis-aligned stamp, worn plates, re-entries, dry printings, the 
“string of pearls” on 4 stamps, the “vampire bite” on a dated 
pair, misperforated stamps, pre-printing folds, imperforates 
(incl. a very fine sheet margin pair on thin paper), a slip or 
kiss print (with 2005 Greene Foundation certificate). Mostly 
used, with a few unused and three covers, all pages scanned 
online. 8

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

45	 8/*/* #37, 41, etc. Six Frame Exhibit on the 3c Small 
Queen Issue, 1870-1897, all neatly written-up on 96+ pages 
(92 of those pages have items on them) separated into the 
three major printings: 1870-73, 1873-88 and 1888-97 (and 
each exhibited separately). The first part (1870-73) was ex-
hibited at a recent BNAPEX show and won a gold medal. An 
interesting and tremendously informative collection / exhibit, 
which goes through many details of the printing processes, 
with many different perforations, shades, papers, etc. We 
counted 127 covers, plus numerous mint and used stamps, 
including mint blocks and many stamps on piece. Of note 
are a #37d (perf 12½) cover mailed from Saint John on 
JUL.22.1870, a 37d stamp with 2-ring #7 cancel and a 37d 
on piece with a postmark from an unlisted town Lower-Horton 
NB dated MAR.25.1870, as well as several 1870 copper red 
covers and stamps (incl. mint), deep rose thick soft paper 
stamps and covers, rose carmine and deep rose carmine Ga-
zette printing covers and stamps, and much more. The cov-
ers include several with 2c Registration stamps, some double 
frankings and other rates (United States, Great Britain, etc.), 
as well as a good variety of postmarks, noting many duplex. 
The collection also includes 4 certificates. This is a collection 
that merits to be viewed in person to better comprehend and 
appreciate the large variety and high quality of the material 
involved. We have scanned some pages to give a small taste 
only. Overall fine to very fine and rarely offered, a perfect op-
portunity to expand on, or add to an existing project. 8

 .......................................................................Estimate $2,500
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46	 8 #37a 1871 3c Deep Rose Small Queen, a used block of 
six, with 2-ring #33 cancels (Sherbrooke, RF 7, rare), tiny tear 
lower left and short perf lower right, still fine and a scarce 
multiple, especially so with this better postmark.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

                    
               47 48

47	 8 #37d 1870 3c Copper Red Small Queen, Perforated 
12½, used with grid cancel, light corner crease else very fine 
appearance.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

48	 8 #37d 1870 3c Copper Red Small Queen, Perforated 
12½, used with a Saint John, New Brunswick “o” in grid 
(looks like a double strike making the “o” appear as an “8”, 
short perf at left, else fine.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,000

                    
x49

49	 8 #37d 1870 3c Copper Red Small Queen, Perforated 
12½, four used singles, with a variety of cancels, one has 
clipped perfs at upper right, one has a corner crease and two 
tiny tears, else a very good to very fine group.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400

                    

50 */** #39 1880s 6c Yellow Brown Small Queen, Perforated 
12, a mint block of four from the “three dot state”, with full 
original gum, bottom stamps are never hinged, top have a 
hinge remnant. A lovely and fresh block, very fine and scarce. 
Accompanied by a 2023 Greene Foundation certificate. Rsv. 
$2,900.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $6,400

       

51 */** #40 1888 10c Dull Rose Small Queen, Perforated 
12, a mint plate block of 8, with large part original gum, cen-
tre block and lower right stamp are never hinged. The block 
shows an almost complete plate inscription at top right, fine. 
A very rare plate inscription block, c.v. is for 8 singles only. 
Accompanied by a 1988 Greene Foundation certificate.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $7,750
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52	 8 #40e 1874 10c Pale Milky Rose Lilac Small Queen, Per-
forated 11½ x 12, used with cork cancel and nice centering, 
a very fine example of this sought-after stamp.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $900

            

53 E/P 12½c Small Queen Die Essay in Dark Blue, printed on 
India paper measuring 28 x 33 mm. Small stain at upper left 
of stamp image, still a rare essay for a value that was never 
issued. Accompanied by a 2022 Richard Gratton AIEP certifi-
cate. Minuse & Pratt # E1a.

 .......................................................................Estimate $2,000

54 ** #41 1890s 3c Orange Vermilion Small Queen, mint with 
full original gum, never hinged. A well centered and fresh 
stamp in a distinct shade, very fine plus.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $270

55	 8 #41 Extensive Calendar Collection of the 3c Small 
Queen Issue, 1888 to 1898, with about 2,685 stamps (out 
of a possible 4,015 or so), all in black mounts on calendar 
template pages, filling two thick binders. All of the stamps are 
fully dated, and there is a number of lovely socked on the 
nose strikes. We note many types of postmarks, with broken 
circles, c.d.s., orbs, duplex, etc. An ideal candidate for con-
tinuation, or even a useful collection for the town postmark 
collector. Pages online are representative of the strike quality 
and presentation. 8

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

56	 8 #41, 77 Calendar Collection of the 3c Small Queen and 
2c QV Numeral, 1888 to 1903, we counted 1,250 3c SQ, 
plus another 640 2c Numerals, all hinged onto home made 
pages with space for more dates. The stamps all appear to 
be fully dated, and there is a range of different towns and 
postmark types. A great basis for continuation, or could be 
combined with Lot 55 in this sale. Photos show an example of 
what this collection looks like.  8

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

         

57 * #41b 1890s 3c Vermilion Small Queen Imperforate, a 
mint horizontal pair with original hinged gum, very fine. Ac-
companied by a 2008 Philatelic Foundation certificate.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $600

        

58 ** #46 1893 20c Vermilion Widow Weeds, mint never 
hinged, quite fresh and well centered between large even 
margins, extremely fine. A remarkable stamp in all respects, 
rarely encountered this nice. Accompanied by a 2023 Greene 
Foundation certificate.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $2,400

59	 8 #21-45 Collection / Accumulation of Used Large and 
Small Queens, the lot consists of 19 Large Queens, with at 
least one of every denomination, followed by hundreds of 
Small Queens of all denominations on 30 stock pages and 
several album pages. These include collections of town can-
cels (with lists of the towns), a group of 7 “imperforate” sin-
gles, some postmark interest (including 10 pages of 1c values 
with cork cancels) and many shades and printings including 
early First Ottawa. We counted numerous ½c to 3c values, as 
well as 5c (x100), 6c (x61), 8c (x39) and 10c (x29). Overall fine 
or better, online scans only show a small portion.  

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500
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60	 8/* #34-47 Interesting Group of Mostly Used Small 
Queens, on 14 retired circuit book pages, noting all values to 
the 50c, includes a few mint hinged, shades, printings, inter-
esting postmarks such as ring numerals, fancy, precancels, 
etc. All pages scanned online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

61	 8 #34/44 Accumulation of Over 1,000 Unpicked Small 
Queens, organized by denomination from ½c to 8c, in 13 zip 
lock bags. The majority of stamps are in the 1c to 3c range, 
along with 5c (x261), 6c (x22), 8c (x155), noting different 
shades, dated postmarks (including c.d.s, broken circles, 
squared circles), precancels, and more. A few faults to be ex-
pected, overall fine to better. Online photos show an overview.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

62 (*)/* #34/45 Stock Page Full of Mint and Unused Small 
Queen Issues to the 10c, with 47 stamps in all from the ½c 
to the 10c, includes a few shades. Most have hinged gum, 
some have no gum and a few have faults. Still an overall fine 
group.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

63	 8 #37,41 Accumulation of 3,885 Used 3c Small Queens, 
housed in a stockbook, organized by printing and postmark 
type by the owner. We note roughly half the stamps are cat-
egorized as “Montréal and 2nd Ottawa assorted postmarks 
(x2,241)”, along with selections of squared circles, c.d.s, tar-
gets, and more. Owner’s inventory attached to the stockbook, 
with online photos showing a sampling. A few faults to be ex-
pected. Ideal for the specialist, overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400

64	 8 #34-47 Collection of Used Small Queens, ½c to 50c, all 
displayed per denomination on 19 pages, with duplication of 
each value but also many shades, printings, postmarks, two 
pages of perf. 11½ x 12, as well as three mint stamps (incl. 
a 10c). The quantities offered are #34 (x16), 35 (x54), 36 
(x44), 37, etc. (x26), 38 (x29), 39 (x16), 40 (x25), 41 (x30), 
42 (x30), 43 (x28), 44 (x29), 45 (x10), 46 (x7), and 47 (x7) 
plus 24 stamps perforated 11½ x 12. The lot also includes 
registration stamps with shades, F1 (x6), F2 (x7). A good qual-
ity lot, overall fine to very fine, all pages are scanned online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

65	 8 #34/44 Accumulation of Roughly 750 Used Small 
Queens, generally organized by denomination, housed in 
7 Vario-style stock pages. We noted several useful cancels 
including squared circles, fancy corks, R.P.O., many dated 
stamps, etc, including some small towns. We counted many 
1c, 2c, 3c values, plus ½c (x3), 5c (x29), 6c (x6), 8c (x36), 
with lots of shades. Overall fine or better.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

66 (*)/* #34/45 Group of Mint or Unused Small Queen Issues, 
with #s 34 (3 singles, a strip of three and a block of four), 35, 
etc. (12 singles, two pairs and a block of six), 36 (10 singles), 
37/41 (2 singles), 39 (2 singles), 42 (1 single), 43 (2 singles), 
44 (6 singles) and 45 (3 singles). There is a mix of no gum 
and original gum and the overall centering is fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $350

67	 8 Accumulation of About 1,600 Used Small Queens, sort-
ed by denomination on black stock pages, we noted several 
useful cancels including 2-ring numerals, fancy corks, dated 
stamps, etc. We counted many 1c, 2c, 3c values, plus ½c 
(x9), 5c (x67), 6c (x7), 8c (x83), 10c (17), 20c and 50c (x4), 
with lots of shades. Overall fine or better.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

68	 8 Huge Accumulation / Collection of Used Small Queens, 
mostly made up of thousands of fully dated stamps, from all 
over the country, noting different types of postmarks, etc., on 
over 75 pages, in about 55 stock pages and in a stockbook 
and dealer counter book. We note mostly 1c and 3c values, 
but did see other values, at least to the 8c. Also noted a col-
lection of pairs and strips (up to the 5c), and more. A very 
useful lot for the calendar collector, etc. Our online photos 
show an overview, as well as a small sampling of the pages.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $350

Jubilee Issue Scott #50-65

69	 8 #53 Collection of Dated Town Cancels on 233 3c Jubi-
lees, on pages and in stock pages, mostly identified and sort-
ed alphabetically. Many socked on the nose cancels, overall 
very fine. Photos only show a small sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

        

70 ** #57 1897 10c Brown Violet Jubilee, mint never hinged, 
with four large and balanced margins, a fresh and extremely 
fine stamp. Accompanied by a 2023 Greene Foundation cer-
tificate. A superb stamp in all respects.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $750

Thousands of scans can 
be found online at

StampAuctionNetwork.com

Want more scans of a lot?
Email us at info@sparks-

auctions.com
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71 ** #61 1897 $1 Lake Jubilee, mint never hinged, with deep 
fresh colour and perfect gum, a lovely and very fine stamp. 
Accompanied by a 2023 Greene Foundation certificate. Rsv. 
$2,800.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $3,000

      

72 ** #63 1897 $3 Yellow Bistre Jubilee, mint never hinged, 
with deep rich colour, very fine. Accompanied by a 2023 
Greene Foundation certificate. Rsv. $2,200.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $8,000

      

73 ** #64 1897 $4 Purple Jubilee, mint never hinged, fresh 
and very fine. Accompanied by a 2023 Greene Foundation 
certificate. Rsv. $3,000.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $8,000

      

74 ** #65 1897 $5 Olive Green Jubilee, mint never hinged, 
with fresh colour and pristine gum, a fine-very fine stamp. 
Accompanied by a 2023 Greene Foundation certificate. Rsv. 
$2,000.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $5,500

75 * #50-60 Stock Page Full of Mint Hinged Jubilee Issues to 
the $1, with ½c (x3), 1c (x6), 2x (x7), 3c (x10), 5c (x5), 6c, 
8c (x3), 10c (NH plate strip of three plus 2x singles), 15c (x2, 
incl. a plate strip), 20c, 50c and $1 (gum thin). A few small 
faults and some with paper hinges, otherwise a fine group 
overall.

 ...........................................................................Scott U$5,757

                    
x76

76 */** #50/56 Group of 13 Mint Jubilee Blocks of Four, with 
the ½c (one NH and one with bottom two NH), 1c (3 blocks 
with 5 NH stamps), 2c (one NH and one with bottom two NH), 
3c (one with bottom two NH and a NH block of 6 with three 
stamps having faults), 5c (two blocks with bottom two NH 
each, one block has a crease), and 8c (two blocks with 5 NH 
stamps). Overall fine or better.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$6,715
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Leaf Issues Scott #66-73

                    
x77

77 ** #66a-73i 1897-1898 ½c to 10c Queen Victoria Leaf Set, 
Imperforate, a select set in horizontal pairs, all mint never 
hinged and fresh, with large margins and bright colours, three 
values have sheet margins, overall very fine to extremely fine. 
Includes #s 66a, 67a, 68a, 69a, 70a, 71a, 72i and 73i, and 
each pair is accompanied by a 2012 Greene Foundation cer-
tificate. If you have been waiting to obtain a nice, fresh set, 
this is the one. Rsv. $9,500.

 .....................................................................Unitrade $20,625

       

78 ** #71 1897 6c Brown Queen Victoria Leaf, mint never 
hinged, fresh and very fine. Accompanied by a 2023 Greene 
Foundation certificate.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $750

                    

79 */** #71 1897 6c Brown Queen Victoria Leaf, a mint block 
of four with sheet margin at left, lightly hinged on the upper 
left stamp, all others never hinged. There is a light fingerprint 
on the lower stamps (mentioned for strict accuracy) still a very 
fine block.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $2,500

Numeral Issues Scott #74-84

                    
               80 81

80 ** #79 1899 5c Blue Queen Victoria Numeral, mint never 
hinged, fine-very fine. Accompanied by a 2014 Richard Grat-
ton AIEP certificate.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $625

81 ** #79b 1899 5c Blue Queen Victoria Numeral on White 
Paper, mint never hinged, fresh and very fine. Accompanied 
by a 2023 Greene Foundation certificate.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,050

                    

82 (*) #79ii 1899 5c Blue Queen Victoria Numeral Imperforate 
on Bluish Paper, an unused (no gum, as issued) block of four, 
very fine.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,800

                    
               83 x84

83 ** #80 1898 6c Brown Queen Victoria Numeral, mint never 
hinged, very fine. Accompanied by a 2021 Richard Gratton 
AIEP certificate stating “some redistributed gum at lower right 
corner”.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $900

84 ** #82 1898 8c Orange Queen Victoria Numeral, a group of 
four mint never hinged singles, all fresh and fine.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,600
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85 ** #82 1868 8c Orange Queen Victoria Numeral, mint nev-
er hinged and well centered, perf tips at top are missing gum, 
still a very fine and attractive stamp. Accompanied by a 2023 
Greene Foundation certificate.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,950

        

86 ** #82 1898 8c Orange Queen Victoria Numeral, a mint 
never hinged left sheet margin block of 10, quite fresh and 
fine.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $4,000

                    
               87 88

87 ** #83i 1898 10c Deep Brown Violet Queen Victoria Nu-
meral, mint never hinged, fresh with perfect gum, fine-very 
fine. Accompanied by a 2018 and a 2023 Greene Foundation 
certificate.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,325

88 ** #84 1900 20c Olive Green Queen Victoria Numeral, mint 
never hinged, fine-very fine. Accompanied by a 2013 Richard 
Gratton AIEP certificate stating “light diagonal bend”.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,800

Imperial Penny Postage and Provisionals Scott #85-88

                    
x89        

89 */** #85, 86 1898 2c Map Issue, a group of 37 mint 
stamps, with a wide array of shades, and includes one with 
part of the centre cross, making it position 56. 14 of the 
stamps are never hinged, rest are lightly hinged, and a few 
have small gum bends, etc. Overall fine to very fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$3,080

90 */** #85, 86 1898 2c Map Issue, a group of mint blocks, 
with 5 blocks of four and a sheet margin block of six. The 
never hinged block of six is of “Muddy Waters” shade, and 
the blocks of four show a wide array of shades, including the 
rarest of the shades, the “deep lavender” shade. 14 of the 
stamps are never hinged, rest are lightly hinged, overall fine 
or better.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,880
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x91

91	 8/*/** #85, 86 1898 2c Map Issue, a double-sided stock 
page with 55 stamps, including 3 used (one with Three Rivers 
squared circle cancel) and 52 mint, including 31 never hinged 
and 21 hinged (those including 5 that have no gum). A good 
quality group, with many very fine centered stamps.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$3,967

King Edward VII Era -- Scott #89-95

92	 8 #90 Extensive Calendar Collection of 2c Carmine King 
Edward VII, all hinged onto about 100 quadrille pages, rang-
ing from July 1, 1903 (first day of issue) to December 31, 
1911. We estimate over 2,500 stamps in all, with many lovely 
town postmarks, many of those socked on the nose. Many of 
the dates are represented with two stamps, one underneath 
the other. A great basis for continuation, pages shown online 
are only a small sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

                    
               93 

93 ** #92 1903 7c Olive Bistre King Edward VII, a mint never 
hinged fresh stamp possessing flawless never hinged gum, 
with large and balanced margins, very fine plus. Accompanied 
by a 2023 Greene Foundation certificate. A lovely stamp in all 
respects.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,750

94 * #95 1908 50c Purple King Edward VII, mint hinged, fine-
very fine. Accompanied by a 2010 Richard Gratton AIEP cer-
tificate.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $950

95	 8/* #89-95 Valuable Group of Mint King Edward VII Is-
sues, displayed on 3 stock pages, with the 1c (x23), 2c Type 
II (x36), Type I (x1), 5c (x11), 7c (x26), 10c (x8, plus one faulty 
not counted), 20c (x13), 50c (one faulty not counted) and 2c 
imperforate (x19). The majority of the stamps are hinged, a 
few low values are never hinged (but counted as hinged) and 
some stamps have no gum (also counted as hinged). The lot 
also includes some used 20c and 50c values (these totaling 
$975). Overall fine, with some better and some with small 
faults.

 ........................................................................Scott U$26,450

Québec Tercentenary Scott #96-103

96 ** #96 1908 ½c Black Brown Québec Tercentenary, a 
complete sheet of 100, with plate 1 inscription at top and full 
selvedge. The sheet has previously been folded but there are 
no separations, overall fine.  See photo on page 18.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,900

97 ** #97 1908 1c Blue Green Québec Tercentenary, a com-
plete sheet of 100, with plate 3 inscription at top and full 
selvedge. The sheet has previously been folded, and there 
is separation in places, upper right stamp has a printer’s ink 
spot, and one stamp at bottom has its perforations bent, else 
overall fine. See photo on page 18.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$7,500

                    
x98

98 * #96-103 1908 ½c to 20c Québec Tercentenary Set, mint 
hinged, with a few small faults on the 2c, 5c and 15c val-
ues, also includes pairs of the ½c and 2c (both without gum). 
Overall fine, with the key value 20c fresh and fine-very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

King George V Era
Admiral Issues Scott #104-140

                    
               99 x100

99 ** #104 1911 1c Dark Green Admiral, mint never hinged, 
fresh and well centered, extremely fine. Accompanied by a 
2023 PSE certificate grading it as “VF-XF 85”.

 .......................................................................... Unitrade $120

100 */** #104, etc. Advanced Collection of Mint 1c Green 
Admiral Issues, neatly displayed on 6 album pages, with de-
scriptions and catalogue numbers. The collection includes 
8 different singles plus 7 different booklet panes, many of 
those with accompanying booklet single. We also note the 
presence of a page devoted to “blank” Admiral issues (a cor-
ner block and two singles, with an extensive write-up, these 
not part of the catalogue value). The 8 singles are #s 104, 
104b, 104c, 104e, 104ii, 104v, 104ix and 104viii. The book-
let panes are #s 104a (two shades), 104f, 104ai, 104aii, 
104aiii and 104aiv. One single and two panes are lightly 
hinged (indicated on pages), rest are never hinged. Catalogue 
value is for all very fine centered, except a few panes as fine 
(indicated on pages), see scans online.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $3,057
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               x101 x103

101 */** #105, etc. Advanced Collection of Mint 1c Yellow Ad-
miral Issues, neatly displayed on two album pages, with de-
scriptions and catalogue numbers. The collection includes 10 
different singles plus 2 different booklet panes and a booklet 
single. The 10 singles are #s 105, 105d (two shades), 105e, 
105f (three diff.), 105i and 105iv (two diff. shades). The book-
let panes are #s 105a (two shades) and 105b, the booklet 
single is 105as. Stamps were catalogued as very fine never 
hinged, unless otherwise indicated in pencil below those that 
are lightly hinged or fine centered, see scans online.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,135

102 ** #105f 1924 1c Yellow Admiral, Dry Printing, Die I, Pre-
cancelled, with Lathework, a full lower left pane of 100 
stamps with natural straight edge at top and at right. Each 
stamp has the “Brantford / Ont.” Style 3 precancel, and 
the bottom of the sheet has a full impression of the Type D 
lathework. A very rare, and probably unique sheet, ideal for 
the Admiral, precancel or lathework collector, with lovely nev-
er hinged gum and only a few separations. Ex Andrew Ellwood 
collection.  See photo on page 20.

 .................................................................................Est $1,000

103 */** #106, etc. Advanced Collection of Mint 2c Carmine 
Admiral Issues, neatly displayed on 4 album pages, with de-
scriptions and catalogue numbers. The collection includes 13 
different singles plus 5 different booklet panes and 2 differ-
ent booklet singles. The 13 singles are #s 106, 106b, 106c 
(2 diff.), 106ii (3 diff.), 106iii, 106iv, 106v (x2), 106vii and 
106ix. The booklet panes are #s 106a (2 diff.), 106aii, 106aiii 
and 106av, the booklet singles are 106as and 106aiiis. The 
stamps were catalogued as very fine never hinged, unless 
otherwise indicated in pencil below those that are either light-
ly hinged or fine centered, see scans online.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $1,576

        

104 ** #106b var 1911 2c Pink Admiral with Constant Plate 
Variety, mint never hinged, showing a prominent dot over “C” 
of “CENTS”, from plate 2, position 97. Fresh and well cen-
tered, extremely fine. A scarce variety, especially on such a 
lovely stamp. Accompanied by a 2019 PSE certificate grading 
it as “XF 90”.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $600

105 ** #106c 1914 2c Rose Carmine Admiral, mint never 
hinged, on surface coloured paper, fresh and well centered 
among four large margins, extremely fine. Accompanied by a 
2023 PSE certificate grading it as “XF 90J”. A lovely stamp in 
all respects.

 .......................................................................... Unitrade $120

                    
x106

106 */** #107, etc. Advanced Collection of Mint 2c Green 
Admiral Issues, neatly displayed on two album pages, with 
descriptions and catalogue numbers. The collection includes 
8 different singles plus 2 different booklet panes and 2 differ-
ent booklet singles. The 8 singles are #s 107 (2 diff.), 107a, 
107e, 107i, 107ii, 107iv (2 diff.). The booklet panes are #s 
107b and 107c, the booklet singles are 107bs and 107fs. The 
stamps were all catalogued as very fine never hinged, except 
for those that are lightly hinged, as indicated on the pages in 
pencil, see scans online.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,412

                    
x107

107 */** #108, 109, etc. Advanced Collection of Mint 3c 
Brown and 3c Carmine Admiral Issues, neatly displayed on 
two album pages, with descriptions and catalogue numbers. 
The collection includes 11 mostly different singles plus 3 dif-
ferent booklet panes and 3 different booklet singles. The 11 
singles are #s 108 (x3), 108b (toned and not counted), 108c 
(x2 diff.), 108ii, 109 (x2 diff.), 109c and 109d. The booklet 
panes are #s 108a, 109a (2 diff. shades), the booklet singles 
are 108as and 109as (2 diff. shades). The stamps were all 
catalogued as very fine never hinged, except for those that 
are either fine centered or lightly hinged, as indicated on the 
pages in pencil, see scans online.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,530
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               x108 109

108 */** #110, etc. Advanced Collection of Mint 4c Admiral 
Issues, neatly displayed on an album page, with descrip-
tions and catalogue numbers. The collection includes 5 dif-
ferent singles, identified as #s 110, 110b (2 shades), 110c 
and 110d. The stamps were all catalogued as very fine never 
hinged, except for those that are either lightly hinged, or less 
well centered, as indicated on the pages in pencil, see scans 
online.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $900

109 ** #110d 1925 4c Yellow Ochre Admiral, Dry Printing, mint 
never hinged, fresh and well centered among large margins, 
extremely fine. Accompanied by a 2019 PSE certificate grad-
ing it as “XF-Sup 95”.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $240

        

110 ** #111 1914 5c Dark Blue Admiral, mint never hinged, 
fresh and well centered, with deep rich colour, extremely fine. 
Accompanied by a 2019 PSE certificate grading it as “XF 90” 
and a 2019 Greene Foundation certificate.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $900

            

111 ** #111 1914 5c Dark Blue Admiral, mint never hinged 
and well centered, a fresh stamp with two very minor bends 
(barely seen on back), else very fine.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $900

                    
               x112 113

112 */** #111, etc. Advanced Collection of Mint 5c Blue Admi-
ral Issues, neatly displayed on an album page, with descrip-
tions and catalogue numbers. The collection includes 5 dif-
ferent singles, identified as #s 111 (3 different shades), 111a 
and 111b. The stamps were all catalogued as very fine never 
hinged, except for those that are either lightly hinged, or less 
well centered, as indicated on the pages in pencil, see scans 
online.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $2,160

113 ** #111a 1912 5c Indigo Admiral, mint never hinged, with 
flawless gum and deep rich colour, fine-very fine and a fresh 
example of this sought-after early 5c printing.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $1,710

                    
               114 115

114 ** #111b 1912 5c Grey Blue Admiral, mint never hinged, 
fresh and well centered among large margins, extremely fine. 
Accompanied by a 2019 PSE certificate grading it as “VF-XF 
85J”.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,200

115 ** #112 1922 5c Violet Admiral, Wet Printing, mint never 
hinged, fresh and very well centered, extremely fine. Accom-
panied by a 2022 PSE certificate grading it as “XF 90”.

 .......................................................................... Unitrade $180

        

116 ** #112, 112a 1922 and 1925 5c Violet Admirals, Wet 
Printing and Thin Paper, both are mint never hinged, fresh 
and very fine.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $330
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               x117 118

117 */** #112, etc. Advanced Collection of Mint 5c Violet 
Admiral Issues, neatly displayed on an album page, with de-
scriptions and catalogue numbers. The collection includes 
7 mostly different singles, identified as #s 112 (x2), 112a, 
112c, 112i, 112ii and 112iii. The stamps were all catalogued 
as very fine never hinged, except for those that are either 
lightly hinged, or less well centered, as indicated on the pages 
in pencil, see scans online.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,300

118 ** #113 1912 7c Yellow Ochre Admiral, mint never hinged, 
fresh and very well centered among huge, even margins, ex-
tremely fine. Accompanied by a 2023 PSE certificate grading 
it as “XF 90J”. A gorgeous example of this stamp.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $270

                    
x119

119 */** #113, etc. Advanced Collection of Mint 7c Yellow 
Green Admiral Issues, neatly displayed on an album page, 
with descriptions and catalogue numbers. The collection in-
cludes 10 mostly different singles, identified as #s 113 (2 
diff. shades), 113a, 113b (2 diff. shades, plus a third), 113c 
(2 diff. shades), 113iii and 113iv. The stamps were cata-
logued as all very fine hinged (some are a tad less well cen-
tered), see scans online.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $3,400

120 ** #113b 1912 7c Straw Admiral, mint never hinged, fresh 
and well centered, extremely fine. Accompanied by a 2021 
PSE certificate grading it as “VF-XF 85” and a 2017 Greene 
Foundation certificate..

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,050

            

121 ** #113b 1912 7c Straw Admiral, a mint never hinged block 
of four, with perfect gum and fresh colour, a lovely and very 
fine block. Accompanied by a 2023 Greene Foundation cer-
tificate. Rsv. $2,500.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $5,600

                    
               122 x123

122 ** #114 1924 7c Red Brown Admiral, Dry Printing, mint 
never hinged, fresh and well centered, extremely fine. Accom-
panied by a 2019 PSE certificate grading it as “XF 90” and a 
2019 Greene Foundation certificate.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $105

123 */** #114, etc. Advanced Collection of Mint 7c Red Brown 
Admiral Issues, neatly displayed on an album page, with de-
scriptions and catalogue numbers. The collection includes 
7 different singles, identified as #s 114, 114b, 114ii, 114iii, 
114iv, 114v and 114iii(v). The stamps were all catalogued as 
very fine never hinged, except for those that are either lightly 
hinged, or less well centered, as indicated on the pages in 
pencil, see scans online.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,355

                    
               124 x125

124 ** #115 1925 8c Blue Admiral, mint never hinged, fresh 
and well centered, extremely fine. Accompanied by a 2019 
PSE certificate grading it as “XF 90”.

 .......................................................................... Unitrade $180
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125 */** #115, etc. Advanced Collection of Mint 8c Blue Ad-
miral Issues, each with descriptions and catalogue numbers. 
The collection includes 4 different singles, identified as #s 
115 (3 diff. shades) and 115i. The stamps were catalogued 
as all very fine never hinged, except for those that are lightly 
hinged, as indicated on the pages in pencil, see scans online.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $500

                    

126 ** #116 1912 10c Plum Admiral, a mint never hinged 
(hinged in selvedge only) plate 2 strip of four, showing part 
of a printing order at left, very fine. Accompanied by a 2023 
Greene Foundation certificate. Rsv. $1,800.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $4,800

                    

127 ** #116 1912 10c Plum Admiral, a mint never hinged pair 
(hinged in margin only), with plate 10 inscription at top, fine 
and a scarce plate inscription issue.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $480

        

128 ** #116 1912 10c Plum Admiral, a mint never hinged single 
with sheet margin at top, fresh and fine-very fine.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $840

            
x129

129 * #116, etc. Advanced Collection of Mint 10c Plum Admiral 
Issues, neatly displayed on an album page, with descriptions 
and catalogue numbers. The collection includes 4 different 
singles, identified as #s 116 (2 different shades), 116a, 
116a/i. The stamps were catalogued as two fine hinged and 
two very fine hinged, as indicated on the pages in pencil, see 
scans online.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $1,170

                    
             

x130

130 */** #117, 118, etc. Advanced Collection of Mint 10c Blue 
and 10c Brown Admiral Issues, neatly displayed on an al-
bum page, with descriptions and catalogue numbers. The col-
lection includes 7 different singles, identified as #s 117, 117a 
(two shades), 117ii, 117iii, 118 and 118b. The stamps were 
catalogued as all very fine, either hinged or never hinged, as 
indicated on the pages in pencil, see scans online.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $1,010

                    
               131 132

131 ** #117a 1922 10c Blue Admiral, Dry Printing, mint never 
hinged, fresh and well centered, extremely fine. Accompanied 
by a 2019 PSE certificate grading it as “XF 90”.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $210

132 ** #119 1925 20c Olive Green Admiral, Dry Printing, mint 
never hinged, fresh and well centered, extremely fine. Accom-
panied by a 2022 PSE certificate grading it as “XF 90”.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $450
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               x133 134

133 * #119, etc. Advanced Collection of Mint 20c Admiral Is-
sues, neatly displayed on an album page, with descriptions 
and catalogue numbers. The collection includes 7 different 
singles, identified as #s 119 (two shades), 119b, 119c (two 
shades), 119d and 119iv. The stamps were catalogued as all 
very fine hinged, see scans online.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,530

134 ** #120 1925 50c Black Brown Admiral, Re-Engraved, Dry 
Printing, mint never hinged, quite fresh and very fine.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $300

            

135 */** #120 1925 50c Black Brown Admiral, Re-Engraved, 
Dry Printing, a mint block of four, with each stamp well cen-
tered, quite fresh and very lightly hinged at top only, leaving 
two NH stamps at bottom, very fine and attractive.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $800

                    
               x136 x137

136 * #120, etc. Advanced Collection of Mint 50c Admiral Is-
sues, each with descriptions and catalogue numbers. The 
collection includes 4 different singles, identified as #s 120, 
120a, 120i and 120ii. The stamps were catalogued as all 
very fine hinged, except where indicated in pencil, see scans 
online.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $870

137 * #122, etc. Advanced Group of Mint $1 Admiral Issues, 
each with descriptions and catalogue numbers. The collec-
tion includes 3 different singles, identified as #s 122, 122b, 
122iv. The stamps were catalogued as all very fine hinged, 
see scans online.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $770

                    
x138

138 */** #136-138 1924 1c to 3c Admiral Imperforates, con-
sisting of the three values in blocks of four (all of which are 
lightly hinged at top). Also includes a plate A127 inscription 
lathework block of 10 of the 3c, with a hinge mark on the 
top middle stamp only. A very fine and fresh group, with great 
colours.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $2,250

139 * #139v 1926 2c on 3c Admiral Surcharge Essay, a mint 
hinged vertical pair with large surcharge at top, and smaller 
one at bottom. The pair has a straight-edge at left and a tear 
at left of top and bottom stamps, still scarce, with fine appear-
ance. Accompanied by a 1981 B.P.A. certificate.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

140	 8 Calendar Collection of the 1c Green Admiral, Plus Other 
Values, we counted 363 different 1c green Admirals (Jan. 
1918 to Dec. 1920), all neatly displayed on quadrille pages 
in black mounts, with mounts there for the missing stamps 
also. This binder also contains a calendar collection of the 
1c, 2c and 3c values (incl. War Tax, 1912 to 1941) with about 
538 stamps, these sorted by day and month in manila pages. 
A great basis for continuation, or to add to an existing col-
lection. Our online photos show examples of pages from this 
collection.8

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200
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x141

141 */** Group of Mint Admiral Booklet Panes and Part Panes, 
with the 1c green (3x panes of 6, a pair and a block of four), 
1c yellow (2x panes of 6), 2c carmine (5x panes of 6 and 5x 
blocks of 4). Most of the items are lightly hinged and some 
have gum problems due to inter-leaving glazing, still an overall 
fine to very fine group, with some visibly very different shades.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

142 */** Group of Admiral Mint Coil Multiples, with Scott #s 
125 (strip of 4, strip of 3), 126 (strip of 7), 126a (block of 
4, irregular block of 8), 128 (strip of 4), 128a (block of 4, 
block of 8), 129 (strip of 3), 131 (strip of 4), 131iv (Toronto 
experimental coil, two strips of 4, catalogued by Unitrade as 
fine) and 132 (strip of 3). Most strips are hinged at either 
end with NH stamps in between, but we have conservatively 
catalogued the group as all hinged. Overall fine to very fine, all 
items scanned online.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,280

                    
x143

143 */** Valuable Group of Mint Admiral Blocks and Multiples, 
mostly in blocks of four, except where noted, including Scott 
#s 105, 107a (pair), 107e, 109 (plate strip of 4 with small 
stain and sheet margin block of 12), 114, 118, 120 (three 
blocks of 4), 122 (two blocks of 4), 139 (hinge thin at top), 
140 (block of 4 and block of 16 with 4 hinged stamps at top) 
and 184. These are mostly fresh and are lightly hinged at top 
only, leaving two NH stamps at bottom, overall fine to very 
fine, all items scanned online.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$5,824

144	 8 #104-122 Two Extensive Collections / Studies of Used 
Admirals, in two thick albums, each with many hundreds of 
stamps, with each value (incl. War Tax and coils) collected and 
identified for shades, printings, dies, papers, in-depth studies 
on retouches and re-entries, large assemblages of straight 
edges, dry and wet printings, guide dots and guidelines, pairs, 
all basic values in blocks of four, saw some dated postmarks, 
some mint hinged stamps here and there, and more. A great 
lot for the specialist, our online photos only show a very small 
sample and so we recommend in-person viewing of this one.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

145 */** #104/120, etc. Valuable Stock of Mint Admiral Is-
sues, with one to several of most issues in singles, pairs and 
a few blocks, with the vast majority of the material being nev-
er hinged, based on a large sampling we did. We note many 
shades, papers, printings, and the material is quite fresh 
throughout, noting only a few gum skips, etc. Also includes 
a small selection of coils, compound perfs and surcharges. 
Centering varies from fine to very fine, and our catalogue 
value is for all mint never hinged, not taking into account the 
very few lightly hinged stamps, and for the least expensive 
shade / paper / printing only. A nice quality lot for online deal-
ers, all pages are scanned online.

 ........................................................................ Scott U$24,423

Admiral War Tax Scott #MR1-MR7

        

146 ** #MR2C 1915 20c Olive Green Admiral War Tax, Over-
printed WAR TAX, mint never hinged, with sheet margin at 
top, well centered and fresh, extremely fine. A tough stamp 
to find this nice. Accompanied by a 2023 Greene Foundation 
certificate.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $720

        

147 ** #MR6 1916 2c + 1c Carmine Admiral War Tax Coil, a 
mint never hinged strip of four, well centered, fresh and very 
fine. Accompanied by a 2023 Greene Foundation certificate.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $2,400
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148 ** #MR7iii 1916 2c + 1c Yellow Brown Admiral War Tax 
Coil, Die I, mint never hinged and well centered among four 
large margins, very fine. Accompanied by a 2023 Greene 
Foundation certificate.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $750

149	 8 Extensive Calendar Collection of Various Admiral War 
Tax Issues, an old time collection neatly displayed in a 73-
page Stanley Gibbons Plymouth album. A good part of the col-
lection is devoted to dated stamps (incl. many lovely socked 
on the nose postmarks, noted a first day of issue, etc.), other 
pages relate to shades and there are a few pages showing 
straight edge reconstructions. We estimate between 1,500 
and 2,000 stamps, see online for a representative group of 
pictures.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

Confederation Series Scott #135, 141-148

150 ** 1867-1927 Confederation Presentation Book, in red 
leatherette with gold embossed lettering and Coat of Arms, 
containing 9 mint never hinged stamps issued that year (in-
cluding E3, Scott U$200), bilingual wording inside, with lovely 
marbling on inner covers, very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

Scroll Issue Scott #149-161

                    

151 ** #158 1929 50c Dark Blue Bluenose, mint never hinged, 
with impeccable gum, fresh and very well centered, very fine.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $700

                    

152 ** #158 1929 50c Dark Blue Bluenose, a mint never hinged 
block of four, quite fresh and fine-very fine overall.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,600

153 * #158 1929 50c Dark Blue Bluenose, a mint block of four, 
three stamps are lightly hinged, the fourth has gum dulling, so 
counted as all fine hinged.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $800

                    
x154

154 */** #158 1929 50c Dark Blue Bluenose, group of 8 mint 
stamps (two are in a pair), the upper right stamp in our online 
scan is never hinged, rest are lightly hinged, overall fine.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,700
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155	 8 #158, 158iii 1929 50c Dark Blue Bluenose with “Man 
on the Mast” Variety, a used block of four with a clear central 
1940 Ottawa c.d.s. (and part of a Toronto receiver), showing 
the “man on the mast” variety on the lower left stamp. Overall 
fine-very fine with light staining on back of each stamp. A rare 
variety, especially in multiples.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,725

156 */** #149-157 Valuable Group of Mint KGV Scroll Issue 
Multiples to the 20c, with each value in a block of 4 or larger, 
most of the blocks are lightly hinged on one or two stamps 
only (and catalogued as such), making the never hinged a 
large proportion of the lot. Includes blocks with sheet mar-
gins, including a few with plate inscriptions (these counted as 
stamps only). A very fresh group, overall fine to very fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$7,985

Arch-Leaf Issue Scott #162-183

                    
x157

157 */** #162/177, etc. Valuable Group of Mint KGV Arch Is-
sue Multiples to the $1, with each value (missing the 50c) 
in a block of 4 or larger, most of the blocks are lightly hinged 
on one or two stamps only (and catalogued as such), making 
the never hinged a large proportion of the lot. Includes blocks 
with sheet margins, including a few with plate inscriptions 
(these counted as stamps only). We also saw both printings 
of the 5c (rotary and flat press). A very fresh group, overall fine 
to very fine.

 ........................................................................Scott U$11,996

Medallion Issue etc. Scott #184-210

                    
x158

158 */** #195-201 Group of Mint KGV Medallion Blocks and 
Plate Blocks, complete and present in various quantities, in 
either blocks of four or larger (incl. one strip of 4), including 
a few plate blocks (these counted as such) as well as a NH 
upper right block of four of 199i (valued using Unitrade), and 
most of the blocks are lightly hinged on one or two stamps 
only, leaving the majority never hinged. A fresh group from an 
old time estate, overall very fine and all pictured online.

 ...........................................................................Scott U$4,479

We are always seeking nice material for our 
sales.  Contact us to discuss your 

consignment to our future auctions.

consign@sparks-auctions.com
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Silver Jubilee Issue Scott #211-216

                    
x159

159 E/P #211DP-216DP King George V Silver Jubilee Group of 
Trial Colour Die Proofs, missing the 3c, but with the 1c in 
blue green, 2c in black, 5c in blue, 10c in olive green and the 
13c in purple. Each is printed on India mounted on stout card 
measuring 75 x 75 mm (three lower values) and 87 x 77 mm 
(two high values) with die numbers and Canadian Bank Note 
Co. Ltd. Rare and very fine. Ex Sir Gawaine Baillie and still on 
his pages.

 .......................................................................Estimate $2,000

Queen Elizabeth II Era (1953-2022) -- Scott #321-

                    
x160

160 **/(*) Ca. 1950s Canadian Bank Note Company 2c “Ex-
periment / Specimen” Essay Group, with four horizontal im-
perforate pairs, each in a different colour combination, all on 
ungummed paper except for the green on white essay which 
is mint never hinged. A very fine group.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

                    
x161

161 E/P #303DP Production File for the 1951 3c Robert Bor-
den Issue, an amazing original group containing many items 
used in the production of the stamp, with a photograph, two 
reduced (stamp size) photographs, one destined for the en-
graver William Ford, two negative images of the issued stamp 
(one large and one small) as well as a beautiful and rare large 
die proof, in colour of issue, with several signatures and notes 
front and back, measuring 152 x 229 mm. We also note 19 
letters (Feb. to Apr. 1951) pertaining to the preparation of this 
stamp, each giving interesting and important information on 
the various stages involved, as well as the original two gov-
ernment-style large envelopes, each having once contained 
all or these items, which are itemized in a list on their covers. 
Last, but not least are three stamp-size original photographs 
(listed on the cover of one of the large envelopes) each de-
picting King George VI wearing his military medals, with the 
names of two engravers, probably in preparation for the se-
ries of stamps issued around the same time, but depicting 
him wearing a suit and tie. A unique ensemble of items, the 
like of which is rarely offered.

 .......................................................................Estimate $3,000

                    
x162

162 ** #411i 1963 $1 Canadian Exports with Low Fluores-
cence, a mint never hinged matched set of four corner plate 
blocks of four, very fine and scarce.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,000
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163 ** #454/465B Specialized Collection of Mint Never 
Hinged Centennials, 1967-1972, with roughly 350 stamps in 
20 Vario-style stock pages. The collection is organized by the 
owner, using older Unitrade numbers, noting a representation 
of various papers, tagging, fluorescence, gum types, precan-
cels, etc. A spot check indicated a few stamps cataloguing 
$20 and up. The lot also includes a selection of coil pairs and 
strips. Duplication up to 5 in a few cases. Online photos show 
a sampling of this popular collecting area. Very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

164 ** #454/465B Collection / Accumulation of Mint Never 
HInged Centennials in 70 Stock Cards, with many hundreds 
of stamps, organized by Unitrade numbers, from the owner. 
A spot check noted a few better with #s 460giii (c.v. $200), 
544iii, 463ii (x28, $560 total), along with stamps having vari-
ous papers, tagging, fluorescence, gum types, etc. Duplica-
tion ranges from 1 to 10 per glassine, with a few having 20 or 
more stamps. Online photos show an overview. Very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

                    
x165

165 ** #459biv 1969 6c Orange Centennial, Perforated 12.5 x 
12, on Hibrite Paper, a mint never hinged matched set of four 
corner blocks of four, very fine and scarce.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $720

                    
x166

166 ** #459ii 1968 6c Orange Centennial, Perforated 10, with 
Fluorescent Ink, a mint never hinged matched set of four cor-
ner blocks of four, very fine and scarce.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,000

                    
x167

167 ** #460fi 1972 6c Black Centennial, Die 1a, Perforated 
12, with PVA Gum Printed on Gum Side, a mint never hinged 
matched set of four corner plate blocks of four, LL margin has 
a pen notation, else very fine and scarce.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $500

                    

168 ** #460fpi var 1972 6c Black Centennial, Perforated 12, 
4mm General Tagging, with Dramatically Shifted Perfora-
tions, a mint never hinged block of four with the vertical per-
forations shifted right by 6mm, very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

                    
x169

169 ** #465pi 1971 25c Solemn Land, with Winnipeg 2 Bar 
Tagging on Hibrite Paper, a mint never hinged matched set 
of four corner plate blocks of four, very fine and scarce.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,000
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x170

170 ** #465Bii 1967 $1 Edmonton Oil Field, Hibrite with Dex-
trine Gum, a mint never hinged matched set of four corner 
plate blocks of four, very fine.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,000

                  
 171 172                 

171 ** #550piii 1971 8c Library of Parliament Imperforate, on 
Tagged, High Fluorescent Paper, a mint never hinged verti-
cal pair, very fine. John Jamieson once described this as “very 
rare”. Accompanied by a 2023 Greene Foundation certificate.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,600

172 ** #550q 1971 8c Library of Parliament Imperforate, on 
Tagged, Low Fluorescent Paper, a mint never hinged verti-
cal pair, very fine. John Jamieson once described this as “...
exceedingly rare, we’ve only handled 4 such pairs...”. Accom-
panied by a 2023 Greene Foundation certificate.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,400

173 ** #556 var 1971 (10c) Christmas Snowflakes with Silver 
Colour Omitted, a complete mint never hinged pane of 50, 
untagged and fine. Rare in this format, as most panes have 
been broken up. Retail value for each single stamp should 
easily be $75. See photo on page 31.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $750

                    

174 ** #556 var 1971 (10c) Christmas Snowflakes with Silver 
Colour Omitted, a mint never hinged lower left corner block 
of four, untagged and fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

                    
Detail Lot 175

175 ** #572ii 1974 8c Chief and Blanket with “Missing Bird on 
Totem Pole” Constant Plate Variety, in position 28 of a mint 
never hinged pane of 50, the bird is almost completely miss-
ing (only minuscule traces remain, see photo), very fine.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $266

176 ** #592 var 1974 7c Dark Brown Louis St Laurent, with 
One Bar tagging Error, a mint never hinged sheet of 100 with 
each stamp showing only one tagging bar at right. This identi-
fied in the online Adminware database as #592 G2aR and 
valued at $50 per stamp. Very fine. See photo on page 31.

 ...................................................................Adminware $5,000
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Lot 173

Lot 176
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x177

177 ** #595vi 1975 15c Mountain Sheep, Tagged OP2 on Hi-
brite Paper, a mint never hinged matched set of four corner 
blocks, very fine and rarely offered.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

                    

178 ** #641a 1974 8c Telephone Centenary Imperforate, a 
mint never hinged lower sheet margin vertical pair, very fine. 
Scarce, with only 100 stamps known.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

179 ** #641a 1974 8c Telephone Centenary Imperforate, a 
mint never hinged right sheet margin vertical pair, with a ver-
tical crease affecting both stamps, else very fine appearing. 
Scarce, with only 100 stamps known.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

                    
x180

180 ** #704 T1 1977 25c Queen Elizabeth II, Untagged, a mint 
never hinged matched set of four corner plate blocks of four, 
very fine.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $500

181 ** #704 T1 1977 25c Queen Elizabeth II, Untagged, with 
six corner plate blocks of four: UR (x2), LL (x2), LR (x2). In-
cludes a tagged single for comparison purposes. Very fine.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$750
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182 ** #714a 1977 12c Blue Parliament, Printed on Gum Side, 
a mint never hinged lower sheet margin block of four, very fine 
and scarce. Ex Sir Gawaine Baillie collection.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,600

                    

183 ** #723Ab 1978 (50c) Prairie Street Scene with “Ghost 
Town Variety” mint never hinged, with brown ink omitted, very 
fine and scarce. Accompanied by a 2023 Greene Foundation 
certificate.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $3,000

                    
Detail Lot 184

184 ** #741a 1977 10c Hunters Following Star Imperforate 
Between, a mint never hinged horizontal strip of 5, with the 
second and third stamps imperforate between, very fine. Ex 
Sir Gawaine Baillie and still on his page. Rsv. $800.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,500

                    
Detail Lot 185

185 ** #741v 1977 10c Hunters Following Star with triple Per-
foration Variety, a mint never hinged sheet margin block of 
six, with the two centre stamps having two extra rows of per-
forations right in the middle. there is also a double or triple 
horizontal row of perforations on the two middle stamps. Very 
fine and ex Sir Gawaine Baillie collection.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,000

         

186 ** #908ai 1981 (30c) Red Maple Leaf Imperforate, a mint 
never hinged strip of four, with the wide spacing variety in the 
centre, very fine and scarce. Catalogue value is for a normal 
imperforate strip only. Rsv. $650.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,000

            
Detail Lot 187

    
187 ** #953a 1987 36c Dark Red Parliament Coil, Imperfo-

rate, a strip of 15, with the two end stamps perforated, and 
the 13 in-between imperforate. A rate imperforate in such a 
large strip, very fine. Catalogue value given is for 6 imperfo-
rate pairs only. Ex Sir Gawaine Baillie and still on his page. 
Rsv. $900.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $2,250
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188 ** #1172h 1990 45c Pronghorn Imperforate, a mint never 
hinged horizontal block of 6, with sheet margin at left, very 
fine.  See photo above.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $3,600

189 ** #1181v 1989 $1 Runnymede Library Part Imperforate, 
a mint never hinged upper left corner block of 10, with both 
lower stamps imperforate. Very fine and rare. Ex Sir Gawaine 
Baillie and still on his page. Rsv. $1,800. See image above.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $4,000

Lot 188

Lot 189
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190 ** #1359ii 1992 43c Flag over Prairie with Double Print, 
a mint never hinged right sheet margin block of four, clearly 
showing a double impression of all colours, very fine and im-
pressive.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

                    

191 ** #1559 var 1995 43c Group of Seven Souvenir Sheet of 
Three, with Major Mis-Perforation, mint never hinged, with 
comb perforation shifted down and left, an attractive and very 
fine variety.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

            
Detail Lot 192

192 ** #1767 var 1999 (46c) Year of the Rabbit with Printing 
Variety, a mint never hinged sheet of 25, with the gold-co-
loured denomination partially obscured (cert says “dramati-
cally reduced”). The “46” is present, but is very difficult to 
see, which is a variety probably caused by a chemical reac-
tion to the “mottling” effect overlaid on the sheets after the 
colours were applied. An interesting sheet which is accompa-
nied by a 2023 Greene Foundation certificate.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

   

193 ** #2844 2015 Recalled Hoodoos UNESCO Souvenir 
Sheet, mint never hinged, very fine and popular.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $275

   

194 * #2844 2015 Recalled Hoodoos UNESCO Souvenir 
Sheet, on an Official Canada Post First Day cover, very fine 
and popular.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $650

Back of the Book
Complete Booklets

195 ** #BK1 1900 2c Carmine Queen Victoria Numeral Com-
plete Booklet, a gorgeous booklet containing two panes of 6 
very fine centered stamps, with original inter-leaving. The cov-
er has bright, fresh colour and the staple is tight. An extremely 
fine and seldom encountered complete booklet, the finest we 
have handled. Accompanied by a 2023 Greene Foundation 
certificate. Rsv. $3,400. See image on page 35.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $6,750

196 ** #BK28c/BK84 Collection of Roughly 280 Complete 
Booklets, 1937-1983, with each booklet in a glassine, and 
identified by the owner. A spot check revealed a few pre-1942 
booklets including Unitrade #s 28c, 29c (c.v. $70), 30, 32d, 
along with booklets cataloguing from $10 to $25 each. Own-
er’s older catalogue value totals $2,869, not including pre-
mium for very fine centering. Online photos show a sampling 
and overview. Overall fine to very fine.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $2,869
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197 ** #BK236 var 2000 47c Flag Over Inukshuk Booklet with 
Dramatically Shifted Die Cutting, both vertical and horizon-
tal die cutting are shifted, resulting in a vertical line through 
the middle of 5 top stamps and a “cross” in the middle of the 
bottom 5 stamps. Very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

   

198 ** #BK320 var 2005 $1,49 Himalayan Blue Poppy Book-
let, with Dramatically Shifted Die Cutting, the horizontal die 
cutting is shifted down by about 5mm, very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

199 ** #BK3e/BK87 Collection of Roughly 275 Complete 
Booklets, 1913-1985, in roughly 32 Vario-style stock pag-
es, housed in a binder. A spot check indicated 43 booklets, 
ranging from 1913 to 1942, noting just a few of the better 
with Unitrade #s BK9a (French, c.v. $1,300), BK11 (French, 
$750), BK12 (French, $500), BK13 ($800), along with a few 
English, French and bilingual booklets cataloguing $100 and 
up. 2022 Unitrade catalogue value for the lot totals $11,165 
(with no premium for VF stamps). Online photos show a few 
of the early booklets. Duplication up to 3 in some cases. We 
note some of the booklet covers have faults including edge 
wear, scuffs, etc. A nice lot for the booklet collector or dealer. 
Overall fine to very fine.

 .....................................................................Unitrade $11,165

Airmails Scott #C1-CE4

200 */** Group of Mint Air Mail and Special Delivery Air Mail 
Blocks and Plate Blocks, with #s C3 to C9 and CE1 to CE4, 
present in various quantities in either blocks of four or larger, 
including plate blocks (these counted as stamps only, so c.v. 
will be higher) and most of the blocks are lightly hinged on 
one or two stamps only, leaving the majority never hinged. A 
fresh group from an old time estate, overall very fine and all 
pictured online.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,436

Semi-Official Airmails Scott #CL1-CL52

201 E/P #CL13Pxv var 1926 (25c) Patricia Airways “Style One” 
Green and Red Proof on Buff Paper with Double Impression 
of the Airplane, an imperforate horizontal pair from the top of 
the sheet, showing red and green inscriptions in the margins. 
Both stamps show a very pronounced doubling of the red air-
plane image, and the red inscription in the right margin is also 
doubled. A scarce and desirable item, with full never hinged 
gum, very fine. Unitrade catalogue value for a pair without the 
red doubling is $1,600.  See image above.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

Lot 195

Lot 201
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202 ** #CL15c 1926 Patricia Airways “Style One” with Type B 
5c Overprint Descending in Red, a mint never hinged single 
which is fresh and very fine.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,125

                    
x203

203 ** #CL42R Yukon Airways & Exploration Co. Ltd. Unauthor-
ized Rouletted Reprints, in red, blue and orange, each colour 
is in a mint never hinged sheet of 10, with 25 sheets of each 
(75 in all). A few of the sheets have stuck together, still ma-
jority are very fine. Listed in Unitrade footnote at $25 for a 4 
colour set, which would give this group a pro-rated value of 
$4,500.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

204 ** #CL42R Yukon Airways & Exploration Co. Ltd. Unauthor-
ized Rouletted Reprints, a group of seven complete sets of 
four colours all four colours (red, blue, fuchsia and orange) in 
sheets of 10, all mint never hinged. These are listed in Uni-
trade footnote at $25 per set, which would give a catalogue 
value of $1,750 for this group. 8

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

205	 8/*/** #CL2/CL52 Group of 48 Semi-Official Airmail Is-
sues, in black mounts on van Dam album pages. All stamps 
mint hinged unless noted, with CL #s 2, 3, 5 (no gum), 5b, 
6 (x2, 1 creased), 7 (x2, n.h.), 8 (n.h.), 10 (n.h.), 11 (n.h.), 
12 (n.h., faults), 12a (n.h.), 13, 14, 15, 18, 19, 20b (c.v., 
$1,250), 24, 25, 25a, 25b (n.h.), 25c, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30 (x8, 
four never hinged, five with inverted overprint), 40 (n.h.), 42 
(used), 44, 45, 46a, 47, 48, 49, 50 (used), 51, 52 (n.h.). The 
lot also include CLP3 (faulty), CLP3a thin paper (no gum), and 
CLP5 (n.h.), and 4 first flights franked with CL40, CL42 (x2), 
and CL50. Owner’s 2022 Unitrade catalogue value totals 
$9,140. Online photos show the better pages. A few faults as 
noted, still fine to better.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $9,140

206 */** #CL3/CL52 Accumulation of Mint Semi-Official Air-
mails, 1924-1934, neatly organized in Vario-style stock pag-
es, noting singles, with a few blocks and complete panes, with 
CL #s 3 (x3), 6 (x7), 6d, 9 (x3, and a pane of 8 with some per-
foration separation), 10 (x5), 11, 12 (x4), 12b (x2), 40 (x8), 41 
(x7), 42 (x7), 43 pane of 8 (c.v. $375), 44 (x14), 45 pane of 
4 ($400), 46 (x2), 48 (x12), 50 (x9), 51 (x9), 52. The lot also 
includes CL42 proof on thick card ($450), along with CL42 
unofficial reprints in 4 colours with a set of singles and com-
plete sheets. Unitrade 2024 catalogue value totals $5,223 
(counted as mint hinged only, noting some never hinged ma-
terial in the lot). Online photos show all the stamps, overall 
fine to very fine.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $5,223

207 */** #CL6a/CL27 Group of 16 Semi-Official Airmail Is-
sues, neatly organized in clear mounts on 12 quadrille pages. 
All stamps mint hinged unless noted, with CL #s 6a imperfo-
rate pair (no gum, c.v. $600), 6d white spot variety (thin), 7 
(n.h.), 7a imperforate pair with shifted swastika background 
1cm to the right (n.h., $600), 10, 10b (n.h.), 12, 12b, 12d 
(n.h., $1,125), 14, 14g (n.h.), 15 (n.h.), 25 pale yellow paper 
(used), 26c block of 4 (1 n.h., $540 total, from lower half of 
sheet), 25e ($480 total, from lower half of sheet, toning spots 
on upper pair), 27($375). The lot also includes three Patricia 
Airways & Exploration Company cachet proofs, used for the 
CL13 first flight, and CL18 (x2) first flight. Online photos show 
the better pages. A few faults as noted, still a useful group in 
fine to very fine condition.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $5,384

Would you like to work with the 
Sparks Auctions team? We are seeking 

knowledgeable lotters to join us. 

Contact General Manager Peter MacDonald    
pmacdonald@sparks-auctions.com             

to express your interest, or have a look at 
our website for more information.
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Special Delivery Scott #E1-E11

   

208 ** #E1a 1898 10c Green Special Delivery, mint never 
hinged, very well centered and quite fresh, extremely fine. 
Accompanied by a 2023 Greene Foundation certificate. An 
outstanding stamp.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $600

209 ** #E1b 1898 10c Yellow Green Special Delivery, mint 
never hinged, quite fresh and very well centered among large 
margins, extremely fine and an exceptional stamp. Accompa-
nied by a 2023 Greene Foundation certificate (erroneously 
identifying it as E1ii).

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $750

            
Detail Lot 210

210 E/P #E3DP 1927 20c Orange Special Delivery Large Die 
Proof, die sunk on a card measuring 122 x 153 mm, with 
“XG-177” die number under the image, very fine, fresh and 
rare.

 ...................................................................... Estimate $1,500

                    
x211

211	 8/*/** #E3, a, b, c Extensive Collection of the 1927 10c 
Orange E3 Special Delivery Issue, with 52 mint stamps, in-
cluding an imperforate pair, an imperforate-between vertical 
pair, a lower left corner pair imperforate horizontally, sheet 
margin singles and blocks, two large inscription blocks, etc. 
The collection also includes 83 used stamps, including 7 
blocks of four, a block of 8 (postally used, rare), and the rest 
is a lovely assemblage of dated town cancelled singles, with 
c.d.s., duplex, R.P.O., etc. Also note a gold-covered sterling 
silver replica of the stamp. Accompanied by the owner’s write-
ups for each item, very fine with a huge catalogue value, and 
rarely offered. All pages are scanned online.

 ...................................................................... Estimate $1,500

212 (*) #E3s 1927 20c Orange Special Delivery, with SPECI-
MEN Overprint, unused (no gum) and very fine. Quite a rare 
stamp, ideal for any Special Delivery or 1927 Issues collector. 
Accompanied by a 1977 B.P.A. certificate.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

213 */** #E6 1935 20c Dark Carmine Special Delivery with 
Dramatic Mis-Perforation, a mint upper right corner block of 
10 with all of the horizontal perforations shifted up by at least 
3 - 4 mm. One stamp at bottom is very lightly hinged (also vlh 
in top selvedge), a rare and striking variety, the first we have 
seen.  See image on page 39.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200
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x214

214 */** #E3-E11 Group of Mint Special Delivery Blocks and 
Plate Blocks, with #s E3 (x14), E4 (14), E5 (x14), E6 (x14), E7 
(x14), E8 (x14), E9 (x42), E10 (x20) and E11 (x40). These are 
present in either blocks of four or larger, including many plate 
blocks (these counted as stamps only, so c.v. will be high-
er) and most of the blocks are lightly hinged on one or two 
stamps only, leaving the majority never hinged. We note that a 
few of the surcharged issues (E9 have damaged surcharges, 
including very damaged right “1”). A fresh group from an old 
time estate, overall very fine and all pictured online.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $5,471

Lot 213 

Registration Scott #F1-F3

                    

215 ** #F1b 1888 2c Deep Carmine Rose Registration, mint 
never hinged, with full original gum and deep rich colour dis-
tinct to the Montréal Gazette printing, fresh and fine-very fine.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,000

Postage Dues Scott #J1-40

                    

216 * #J2 1906 2c Reddish Violet Postage Due with Type D 
Lathework, a mint hinged single with sheet margin at left 
showing a full and detailed impression of the lathework. Fine-
very fine and the rarest of the 2c Due lathework items.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $2,500

    

217 * #J2 1906 2c Reddish Violet Postage Due with Type A 
Lathework, a mint single with sheet margin at left showing 
a lovely impression of the lathework. Very fine and scarce in 
this condition. Accompanied by a 2010 Greene Foundation 
certificate stating “NH” but we see evidence of previous hing-
ing, and have catalogued it as such.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $2,500
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218 * #J2 1906 2c Reddish Violet Postage Due with Type 
A Lathework, a mint lower left corner vertical pair, with 
sheet margin at left showing the start of the lathework at 
top (hinged), and part of the plate number at bottom (never 
hinged), with cutting arrow and natural straight edge at bot-
tom, very fine.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $2,500

         

219	 8 #J2 1906 2c Reddish Violet Postage Due with Type A 
Lathework, a used single with sheet margin at left showing a 
lovely impression of the lathework, fine.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,250

     

220 * #J2a 1924 2c Violet Postage Due on Thin Paper, with 
Type D Lathework, a mint hinged single with sheet margin at 
left showing a lovely impression of the lathework. A very fine 
stamp with large margins.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,600

221 ** #J21/J40 Collection of 46 Centennial Postage Due 
Matched Plate Blocks, 1967-1978, with 184 plate blocks 
in total, each set in a glassine, noting a complete set of 
regular issues, from First Issues to Fourth Issues, along with 
matched sets having different paper types including ribbed, 
hibrite, and with various fluorescence ranges. Just a few of 
the highlights include with Unitrade #s J32a (c.v. $400 total), 
J29ii ($400 total), J31iii ($200 total), J33ii ($200 total), J28iii 
($200 total), along with some matched sets cataloguing from 
$20 to $40 and up. Owner’s older Unitrade catalogue value 
totals $2,330. Online photos show an overview. Ideal for col-
lectors or dealers looking for stock, clean and very fine.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $2,330

Officials Scott #O8-105-O8-E9, O9-223-O10-E11, O1-
O49

222	 8/*/** Extensive Collection of Mint Officials, mounted 
on Scott pages (the NH are in black mounts), with 4 and 5 
hole O.H.M.S. perforations, and O.H.M.S. and G overprints, 
with many better items throughout, including varieties, such 
as narrow spacing strips of 3, no period after S, also saw 
matched sets of plate blocks, high values, and more. Quite a 
high value collection, mostly fresh and very fine, all pages are 
scanned online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $750

223	 8/*/** Valuable and Extensive Collection / Stock of Gov-
ernment Official Stamps, in 51 black stock pages, with 4 
and 5 hole perfins, G and O.H.M.S. overprints, in used and 
mint condition, including much never hinged. This offering is 
quite extensive, and includes a little bit of everything, noting 
5-hole used Admirals (x15 diff.), as well as many other used 
5-hole stamps. The 4-hole stamps are very well represented 
as well, with mint and used, varieties, multiples, etc. The 
overprinted stamps make up most of the quantity, again with 
both mint and used, multiples, including several NH matched 
sets of plate blocks. Throughout the offering we noted many 
nice c.d.s. cancelled stamps, as well as over 15 covers (all 
O.H.M.S. but not all with Official stamps). A long time ago, the 
owner catalogued this collection, and a spot check revealed 
that some prices are current, but most are now either lower or 
higher. His numbers were for mint ($8,206), used ($6,182), 
covers ($239) for a total of $14,627. We scanned only 16 of 
the 51 pages, and do not vouch for the authenticity of some 
of the stamps.

 ...................................................................... Estimate $1,500

                    
x224

224 */** Valuable Collection of Mint 4-Hole O.H.M.S. Perfin 
Blocks of Four, with #s O9-231-236, O9-241-245, O9-249-
262, O9-CE1-CE2, O9-E7, O9-E10, O9-C1, O9-C6-C8, and 
O10-285-286. Many of these are sheet margin blocks, 6 
are corner plate blocks (counted as stamps only), and most 
are hinged (mostly very lightly) on the top two stamps, never 
hinged on bottom two, except for a few where the hinge is on 
the margin only, leaving four NH stamps. A very fresh and very 
fine collection from an old time estate.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $6,315
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x225

225 */** Valuable Collection of Mint G and O.H.M.S. Over-
print Blocks of Four, complete for both types. Many of these 
are sheet margin blocks, also includes several corner plate 
blocks, and most are hinged (mostly very lightly) on the top 
two stamps, leaving the bottom two stamps NH. A very fresh 
and very fine collection from an old time estate.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $3,763

Officially Sealed Scott #OX1-OX4

                    

226 ** #OX2 1902 Queen Victoria Officially Sealed on Bluish 
Paper, mint never hinged and wonderfully centered among 
four large margins, extremely fine and rarely encountered this 
nice. Accompanied by a 2023 Greene Foundation certificate. 
Rsv. $2,500.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $3,200

Federal Revenues

227 ** #FCD6-FCD9 Large Accumulation of 2,894 Never Hinged 
Complete Sheets of the 1935 1c to 10c Bilingual Customs 
Duty Issues, many in original booklets of 50 sheets, stapled 
together in the sheet selvedge, with protective cardboard on 
top and/or bottom. The lot consists of FCD6 1c green (941 
sheets); FCD7 2c orange (1,742 sheets); FCD8 5c brown (201 
sheets); FCD9 10c blue (10 single sheets). 2022 van Dam 
catalogue value for the lot totals $176,461 (including 25% 
never hinged premium). We note different gums and shades, 
along with some perforation separation, gum bends, and a 
few creases on a few sheets, with the vast majority being in 
pristine condition. Online photos show an overview, this is a 
unique opportunity to acquire the world’s largest quantity of 
these, ever.

 .......................................................................Estimate $3,500

                    
x228

228 **/8 #FSC22/FSC25b Group of Four Different KGVI Law 
Stamps, each in a block of four, with FSC22 (NH), 24 (NH), 
25a (used) and 25b (NH). Overall very fine.

 ...........................................................................van Dam $530

229	 8/* Accumulation of Mint and Used Federal and Provincial 
Revenues, 1860s-1960s, with a few thousand stamps, in 
two stockbooks, retired dealer pages, 102 cards, and roughly 
30 stock pages housed in a binder. The lot has a little bit of 
everything, with a spot check indicating roughly 70% of the 
material relates to Federal revenues, noting excise, war tax, 
unemployment insurance, provincial and federal law stamps, 
luxury stamps, postal scrip issues, electricity and gas stamps, 
and more. A spot check noted Supreme Court FSC4 (used, 
c.v. $200); Excise FX20 block of 10 (used, $450), FX94 block 
of 10 (used, $275), leaving many other potential finds for the 
dedicated collector. Online photos show a sampling, with du-
plication up to 10 and up for some issues. We note a few 
small faults with a few of the stamps, overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250
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230	 8/*/** Collection of Mint and Used Federal Revenues in 
Three van Dam Albums, with many hundreds of stamps, in-
cluding a few blocks, and a selection of Provincial revenues. 
The strength of the collection is the first album containing 
many hundreds of neatly organized Federal revenues, with 
sets and partial sets of Bill, Weights and Measures, Supreme 
Court, War Tax, Excise Tax and more. Just a few of the better 
items include, with van Dam #s Bill FB1-FB15, FB17 (used, 
FB4, FB17 mint, c.v. $711 total), FB18-FB34 (used, $777 to-
tal); Weights and Measures FWM1-FWM7 (used, $760 total), 
FWM9-FWM12 (used, $208 total); FWM22-FWM33 (used, 
FWM33 mint, $249 total); Supreme Court FSC3-FSC5 (used, 
$485 used), FSC6 (mint n.g., $425); War Tax FWT7b (n.g, 
$650), FWT12b (n.g., $650); Excise mint and used set FX52-
FX94 ($1,526 total, noting 13c, $25 and $100 mint issues), 
along with a few singles, sets, and partial sets, cataloguing 
$50 to $100 and up. van Dam 2022 catalogue value for the 
album totals $16,205. The lot also includes two albums con-
taining a small selection of Provincial revenues (mainly Law 
stamps), noting better representation from Ontario and Qué-
bec. van Dam 2022 catalogue value for the two albums totals 
$987, with a $17,192 catalogue value for the collection (mint 
stamps are catalogued as mint hinged, with a spot check not-
ing a few never hinged, and mint no gum stamps). Duplica-
tion up to 3 for a few issues. A useful collection that should 
appeal to collectors and dealers alike. Online photos show a 
sampling.

 .....................................................................van Dam $17,192

231	 8/* Collection / Accumulation of Mint and Used Federal 
Revenues, 1860s-1960s, with many hundreds of stamps, 
including a few documents, in an album, with loose album 
and Vario-style album pages, and more. The lot begins with a 
van Dam album, containing roughly a hundred stamps, and a 
few partial sets, with mint and used Bill, Excise and War Tax 
stamps and more, with a spot check noting FB33-FB34 (used, 
c.v. $425 total), FB54 (n.h., $150), along with a few stamps 
cataloguing $10 and up. van Dam 2022 catalogue for the 
album totals $1,449. The lot continues with Gas and Electric 
Light Inspection, Weights and Measures, War Tax, Unemploy-
ment Insurance stamps and more, with a spot check indicat-
ing a Dominion of Canada Thrift Card with War Saving Stamps 
FWS1 (x4, $280); Unemployment Insurance FV75/FV105 (20 
different stamps, $406 total), along with a few stamps cata-
loguing $10 and up. An interesting lot for the revenue collec-
tor, with online photos showing a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

Federal Tobacco and Liquor Stamps

                    
x232

232 (*) Group of Plug Tobacco Stamps, with 5 each of the ½lb, 
1lb, 1½lb, 2lb, 2½lb, 3lb and 3½lb issues, all without se-
rial numbers, with Ryan catalogue numbers RMN393n-404n, 
fresh and very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

Provincial Revenues

x233

233 ** Massive and Valuable Lot of British Columbia Law 
Stamp Sheets, with van Dam catalogue numbers BCL23 (x 
321 sheets), BCL38 (x 1,209 sheets), BCL51 (x 3,613 sheets), 
BCL52 (x 715 sheets), BCL55 (x 2,906 sheets), BCL57 (x 835 
sheets), BCL58 (x 5,789 sheets) and BCL60 (x 129 sheets). 
All sheets are in fresh, and very fine condition, many with 
plate numbers, and are carefully packaged in manageable 
bundles. Some of the values (BCL 23, 57, 58) have listed con-
stant plate varieties, which are not included in our catalogue 
value. The van Dam catalogue value for this lot comes to a 
whopping $20,936,175 (yes, that's $20.9 million!). A unique 
opportunity to acquire such a valuable offering.

 .................................................................... Estimate $10,000

x234

234 ** #QL119 1923 $1 Bankruptcy Act / Loi de Faillite Law 
Stamp, a mint never hinged upper left corner block of 20, 
very fine.

 .......................................................................van Dam $1,500

235 ** #QR36 1962 $5 Coat of Arms Registration Issue, a 
group of 6 blocks of 20, all from top or bottom of sheet, very 
fine.

 .......................................................................van Dam $1,800

236 ** #SL45/SL50 Group of Four Different Saskatchewan 
Law Stamp Sheets, with van Dam #s SL45, SL46, SL48 and 
SL50, all in mint never hinged complete sheets of 50 with 
marginal inscriptions, etc. Some separation, still overall very 
fine and scarce.

 ....................................................................... van Dam $3,187

237	 8 #SL52 1938 $2 Purple Law Revenue Stamp, a bulk lot of 
about 1,000 used copies (by weight). Overall fine or better.

 ....................................................................... van Dam $2,500
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238 ** #SL68-SL76 1968 5c to $10 Law Stamp, Rouletted, 
all values in a mint never hinged pane of 50, with Canadian 
Bank Note Co. imprint in lower margin, quite fresh and very 
fine.

 ....................................................................... van Dam $2,500

239 ** #SL77 1968 $20 Rose Carmine Law Stamp, Rouletted, 
a mint never hinged pane of 50, with Canadian Bank Note Co. 
imprint in lower margin, quite fresh and very fine.

 .......................................................................van Dam $1,000

240 ** #SL78 1968 $50 Blue Law Stamp, Rouletted, a mint 
never hinged pane of 50, with Canadian Bank Note Co. im-
print in lower margin, quite fresh and very fine.

 ....................................................................... van Dam $2,500

241	 8 #YL8-YL12 Accumulation of Used Yukon Law Stamps, 
with the 10c (strip of 4), 25c (x80, incl. a pair), 50c (x26, 
incl. a pair). $1 (x32), $2 (x19), $3 (x3). All are punched CAN-
CELLED, and fine or better.

 .......................................................................van Dam $1,029

242	 8 Accumulation of Over 2,200 Documents With Province 
of Saskatchewan Law Stamps, generally ranging from the 
1920s to the 1940s, including several complete books from 
the Office of the Clerk of the Registrar District of Moose Jaw, 
along with insurance polices, purchase of goods, etc., all 
franked with Saskatchewan Law Stamps, with an assortment 
of frankings, including many solo frankings and a few high 
values. A nice project to assess the various rates and docu-
ments. Online photos show an overview of this large lot. Some 
faults to be expected as is the nature with this material. Over-
all fine to better.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400

Federal Wildlife Conservation Stamps

243 ** Group of 39 Federal and Provincial Wildlife Habitat 
Conservation Stamps, 1985-1999, with 12 Federal stamps, 
ranging from 1985 to 1999, along with 27 Provincial and Ter-
ritory stamps, with representation from every Province and 
Territory, ranging from 1992 to 1998. A spot check indicated 
a few better with 2022 van Dam #s Nova Scotia NSW1 and 
NSW2 (c.v. $100 each), with the remaining stamps catalogu-
ing from $15 to $40 each. Online photo shows an overview. 
Clean and very fine.

 .......................................................................van Dam $1,094

244 ** Group of Federal Wildlife Conservation Booklets and 
Sheets, 1999-2007, with 19 booklets, two for each year, 
along with a third from 1999. The lot also includes sheets of 
16 for years (using 2022 van Dam catalogue values) 1999 
($400), 2000 ($375), 2002 ($500), 2003 ($500), 2004 
($500), 2005 ($500), 2006 ($500), 2007 ($400). The lot 
also includes a matched set of plate blocks for years 2003, 
2005 ($1,000 total), along with 6 first day covers. Online pho-
tos show an overview. A clean and very fine offering.

 ....................................................................... van Dam $5,360

 Provincial Wildlife Conservation Stamps

245 ** Group of Québec Wildlife Conservation Booklets and 
Sheets, 2000-2007, with 20 booklets (duplication up to 2 
depending on the year), along with 8 miniature sheets of four 
for years 2000-2007. The lot also include imperforate sheets 
of four, for years 2003 (van Dam c.v. $175), 2004 ($150), 
2005 ($150), 2007 ($100). The lot also includes a booklet 
and miniature sheet of four for 1993, and 10 first day cov-
ers. 2022 van Dam catalogue value for the lot totals $1,745. 
Clean, colourful, and very fine.

 ....................................................................... van Dam $1,745

246 ** Large Inventory of Provincial Wildlife Conservation Rev-
enue Stamps from 1995 to 2004, from a good variety of 
provinces and territories, with light duplication up to three of 
each for some issues. The lot consists of 42 miniature sheets 
of 4 stamps in folder (c.v. $1,734), in addition to 14 signed by 
the artist (c.v. $ 630), also included are 41 single mini sheets 
of one stamps in folder (c.v. $630) and 17 signed (c.v. $ 357). 
Great lot for collectors or dealers, overall very fine. See online 
photo for an overview.

 ....................................................................... van Dam $3,531

Canada Precancels and Perfins

                    
               247 248

247 (*) #1-75 Toronto Style 1 Precancel on 1c QV Numeral, with-
out gum, a fine centered stamp with a thin at top, never the 
less a very rare stamp of which only 3 copies are known to 
exist, being a separated strip of three originally found by the 
Postmaster of Upper Stewiacke, NS. Ex Andrew Ellwood col-
lection.

 .....................................................................Precancel $3,000

248	 8 #1-89-WID Windsor and London Double Precancel on a 
1c King Edward VII, used with a light grid cancel, fine and 
very rare. Harry Lussey wrote in Topics (March 1986) that 
there are only two known examples of this combination (this 
one off cover, and our next lot on cover). Accompanied by a 
1999 Greene Foundation certificate. Ex Andrew Ellwood col-
lection.

 .....................................................................Precancel $2,000

        

249 * #1-89-WID Windsor and London Double Precancel on 
a 1c King Edward VII on Cover, a nice, clear impression on 
the stamp, on a (faulty) cover addressed to Aylesford, Nova 
Scotia. Harry Lussey wrote in Topics (March 1986) that there 
are only two known examples of this combination (this one 
on cover, and our previous lot on stamp). Ex Andrew Ellwood 
collection.

 .....................................................................Precancel $2,000
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250 */** #109iv 1923 3c Carmine Admiral Precancelled R-
Gauge Block of Four, mint with bottom stamps never hinged, 
plus Toronto Style 10-109 precancel and cutting arrow at top 
of selvedge, very fine, and possibly unique.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

251	 8/*/** Extensive and Specialized Precancel Collection, 
neatly displayed in black mounts in two deluxe Deveney 
Stamps precancel albums, which closely follow the Marasco 
and Taylor Precancel Catalogue. Volume 1 is for forerunners, 
bars and perfins, and volume 2 is for towns and cities. This is 
the most extensive collection we have offered to date, by far. 
It is loaded with stamps cataloguing $100 to $500, in fact far 
too many to list. One way to gauge the extensiveness of the 
collection is to say that we counted 2,395 different stamps in 
the towns and cities section alone, plus another 220 different 
forerunners and bar types for a total of 2,615 stamps. These 
numbers do not include the numerous added extras, usually 
in the form of pairs and blocks of four, but sometimes extra 
copies, or slight variations on the precancel. We noted that 
many stamps have never hinged gum, including the sought 
after Admirals, which adds to the desirability of this awesome 
collection. This collection was formed over a lifetime, and con-
tains quantities of items that are difficult to locate. We have 
scanned only a small portion of the pages online, and can 
easily offer video viewing on request. Ex Andrew Ellwood col-
lection.

 .................................................................... Estimate $15,000

252	 8/*/** Extensive Collection of Precancel Varieties, neatly 
displayed and described in a heavy binder containing 90 black 
stock pages. The collection includes the types of varieties list-
ed in Part IV of the Marasco and Taylor Precancel Catalogue, 
with broken bars, missing letters, partial letters, offsets of the 
precancel, stamps that have other postmarks, squished and 
clipped letters, missing province, and so many more, most ap-
pear to be constant varieties, as often proven with more than 
one issue or example of the variety. We counted about 558 
bar type stamps and 3,852 town and city type stamps, for a 
total of about 4,410 stamps, including duplication of up to 
dozens in some cases, and each pair and block was counted 
as one only. We did not count precisely but there appears to 
also be 400 to 500 number between bar types, identified by 
position, as well as varieties. A very unique collection, in fact 
we do not recall ever seeing anything like this offered before, 
and would have taken a lifetime to assemble. If catalogued, 
the value would be immense, so we estimated an average of 
$1 per stamp, based on the large quantity of items with high 
catalogue value, and the probable high level of interest. We 
show many representative pages online, but can also offer 
video viewing on simple request. Ex Andrew Ellwood collec-
tion.

 .......................................................................Estimate $5,000

253 * Group of 41 Early 1c Precancels on Cover, Queen Vic-
toria to King Edward VII, includes illustrated advertising, an 
1889 Birth Registration letter, 16x 1c Small Queen Covers, 
21x 1c Leaf or Numeral covers and 4x Edward covers. The 
precancels vary from single bars to wavy lines, with different 
Types, we even noted a few roller precancels and Household-
er covers. Some have faults, still a rarely offered lot with many 
lovely and valuable covers included. Photos show a good sam-
pling. Ex Andrew Ellwood collection.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400

254 * Group of 105 Covers with City or Town Precancels, 
mostly with Admiral frankings, but also Edward, Scroll and 
Arch, up to Medallion. There is a great variety of material 
here, including illustrated advertising, printed matter rates, 
wrappers, a newspaper bulk mailing receipt with 30 fifty cent 
Admirals, a Military Medal wrapper mailed registered from Ot-
tawa to Hamilton in 1921, a 1c stationery cover uprated with 
a 1c Scroll precancel to Mexico, a 1c Admiral precancel with 
International Harvester private perfin and more, with precan-
cels from a number of different places, including some variet-
ies such as inverted, misprints, etc. 13 covers are oversize, 
rest are #8 size and we noted a few faults (incl. a lovely colour 
illustrated advertising front), else overall fine to very fine. Ex 
Andrew Ellwood collection.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

255 * Group of 177 Covers with Various Precancelled Stamps, 
1890s to 1940s, with a few more recent, neatly displayed in 
a cover album. Starts with an 1896 The All Around Stamp 
Advertiser magazine / newspaper with a ½c Small Queen 
precancelled with a St Hyacinthe roller (very fine), rest are 
all #8 size covers or postcards with a great variety of precan-
celled stamps, including Queen Victoria Numerals (1c and 2c, 
x11), as well as Edwards, Admirals, Scrolls, Arch, etc. We also 
note a good variety of precancel Types, with wavy lines, bars, 
numbers between bars and city / town types. The majority of 
the covers have business corner cards, and we believe these 
were collected for that attribute. Nice overall quality and over-
all fine to very fine. Ex Andrew Ellwood collection.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

Cinderellas and Forgeries

256 ** Accumulation of Roughly 85 Christmas and Easter 
Seals Sheets, 1940s-1980s, along with many partial sheets, 
a few booklets and United States cinderella sheets. The ma-
jority of material appear to be from the 1950s to 1970s, with 
duplication up to three in a few cases, noting a few sheets 
with perforation separation. A nice holly jolly lot, with online 
pictures showing an overview.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

257 */** Accumulation of a Few Thousand Canada Cinderel-
las in a Binder, 1930s Onward, with singles, sets, and full 
sheets, noting a majority of Christmas and Easter seals, gen-
erally ranging from the 1950s to 2000s, along with Corona-
tion labels, airmail etiquettes, courier stamps, etc. We note 
a few items with retail prices ranging from $5 to $20. Online 
photos show a sampling, overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100
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British Columbia and Vancouver Island
    

258 */** #6i 1865 10c Blue Queen Victoria, Perforated 14, 
with Inverted Watermark, a strikingly fresh sheet margin 
block of 12, with full original hand-applied gum, 8 stamps are 
never hinged and four are very lightly hinged. The block shows 
a nearly complete “COLONIES” watermark in the margin, and 
the stamps all clearly show an inverted watermark. An im-
pressive and very fine block, worthy of the finest collection. 
Catalogue value does not include a premium for the never 
hinged stamps. Accompanied by a 2021 Greene Foundation 
certificate. Rsv. $15,000.

 .....................................................................Unitrade $24,000

Nova Scotia Cents

                    
x259

259	 8/* Mostly Used Collection on a Stock Page, starts off 
with three 3d blue Heraldic imperforates (two are very fine, 
one is fine, with shades), then a fine used 6d Heraldic imper-
forate, followed by 19 various Decimal issues (these mostly 
used, with a few mint).

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

Newfoundland Cents

260 ** #87b, iv, xi, xvi, xix 1910 1c Deep Green King James I, 
Perforated 12 x 14, a mint never hinged complete sheet of 
100, with full selvedge all around. A brief examination of the 
sheet revealed all 4 of the Unitrade-listed varieties (pos. 10, 
41, 42 and 52). The sheet has been folded in three places 
horizontally and one vertically, and there is a little separation 
in the selvedge. Overall very fine and a great sheet for the 
enthusiast.  See photo on page 47.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $3,432

    

261 */** #128 1920 3c on 15c Surcharge Issue, a mint block 
of four with the top two stamps lightly hinged, bottom two 
never hinged, all stamps are very nicely centered, very fine. 
An attractive block.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,800

Lot 258
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x262

262 ** #163-171, C6-C8 Two Mint Never Hinged Complete 
Sets, with Unitrade #s 163-171 (overall fine-very fine) and C8-
C8 (very fine) all are fresh and mint never hinged.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $630

263 ** #241a 1933 4c Carmine Eton College Imperforate, a 
complete sheet of 100, with a few wrinkles, else very fine and 
unique as far as we know. Ex Colonial and Foreign Stamp Co. 
(1978), Sir Gawaine Baillie (2006). Rsv. $2,500.  See photo 
on page 48.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $6,500

264 ** #257 1941-44 5c Violet Caribou, Die I, a complete sheet 
of 100, with full selvedge, overall very fine. See photo on page 
47.

 ............................................................................ Estimate $50

                  

265 (*) #OX1i 1905 Black King Edward VII Officially Sealed, on 
Blue Watermarked Paper, unused (no gum), showing three 
letters of the paper maker’s watermark, very fine. Accompa-
nied by a 2023 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,500

                  
x266

266 E/P #62/81 Group of 10 Different Plate Proof Singles, with 
Scott #s 62-65, 67, 68, 72, 74, 78 and 81. Very fine except 
for #67, which is fine.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $550

267 **/*/(*) #132b/234e Selection of Imperforate Issues, 
all in pairs unless noted otherwise, with #s 132b (NH mar-
gin pair with crease on right stamp), 163c (lower left corner 
pair, without gum and with crease), 165a (NH), 184c (lightly 
hinged), 190a (without gum), 191b (x2, one NH, one without 
gum), 196a (without gum), 215a (block of four without gum) 
and 234e (lightly hinged sheet margin single, not counted). 
Overall very fine.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $2,025

268 ** #189/270 Group of 10 Newfoundland Complete Sheets, 
with Scott#s 189 (sheet of 100), 226-228 (all in sheets of 
60), 253 (two plate 42965 sheets of 100), 258 (sheet of 
100), 268 (two UR panes of 50), 270 (sheet of 100). An over-
all fresh and very fine group.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $2,242

269 ** #208/270 Group of Newfoundland Complete or Partial 
Sheets, with Scott #s 208 (block of 50, with very light hinge 
marks, mostly in the margins), 247 (sheet of 100), 269 (sheet 
of 100 and block of 80), 270 (two folded sheets of 100 and a 
block of 80), 268 (block of 29 and block of 20, with creases, 
and one stamp with adherence) and C19 (folded sheet of 100 
and a block of 50). Overall fine to very fine.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$636

                  
x270

270 Advanced Collection of Newfoundland Stamp Forgeries, 
neatly written-up on 11 quadrille pages, starting with four 
“proofs” in black, followed by 66 various Pence Heraldic de-
sign forgeries, in various colours, mostly described as to how 
they can be identified against the original stamp (one original 
mint 3d is included). The last three pages contain 25 stamps 
from the first and second Cents series, again, well document-
ed. The collection includes both “mint” and “used” stamps 
from a variety of forgers using different methods, with a few 
faults here and there, still quite impressive. We have scanned 
every page for your viewing pleasure.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500
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Lot 260

Lot 264
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People’s Republic of China

                  
x271

271 ** #529/1089 Group of Mint Never Hinged Sets, Multiples, 
etc. with Scott #s 529-30 (set in margin pairs), 824 (margin 
block of 10, with stain on back of one stamp), 1084-89 (set 
in lower left corner pairs) and 1095-98 (set in margin pairs). 
Very fine and fresh.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$935

272 ** #907-916 1966 8f Occupations Set, with all 10 values in 
complete sheets of 50, mint never hinged and very fine. 8

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,375

                  
x273

273 ** #967/990 Selection of Better Items, 1967-1968, all 
mint never hinged, with Scott #s 967, 973, 975, 976, 980, 
982, 985, 987 and 990. Fresh and very fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$2,510

274 ** #1052 1970 8f Four Actors, a mint never hinged com-
plete sheet of 50, very fine. 8

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,900

                  
x275

275 ** #1108-1113 1973 Set of Panda Bears, each of the 6 
values are mint never hinged, presented in a corner block 
of 6, with plate inscription reading “Beijing Stamp Factory” 
and some with other imprints. We note a few very light corner 
bends (in margins), and one stamp has a very light offset, still 
a very fresh and very fine set, not often seen this nice.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,317

Cook Islands

                  
x276

276 * #103-108 1932-36 2sh6d to £5 Overprinted Set, mint 
very lightly hinged, with fresh bright colours, overall fine-very 
fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,070

Note:  

All Scott Catalogue values are in US 
Dollars.  We have not converted into 
equivalent Canadian dollar values. 
Please bid accordingly.
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Czechoslovakia

                  
x277

277 (*) #200a-201a 1934 1k and 2c Centenary of the National 
Anthem Souvenir Sheetlets of 15, Perforated 13½, both 
printed on ungummed thicker paper, and presented in their 
original folders reading “Where is my home?”, each sheet has 
its four outer stamps signed by Czech expert “Gilbert”, very 
fine and scarce.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,010

     
                  
 x278 x279

278 */8 #B31/B72 1919 Group of Hungarian and Austrian 
Stamps Overprinted “POSTA CESKOSLOVENSKA 1919” 
with Scott #s B21 (MLH, with 4 expert handstamps), B55-57 
(MLH, each with expert handstamp / signature, the top two 
values come with a 1979 Friedl certificate signed by Herbert 
Bloch), B58-63 (MH, 4 values have an expert handstamp), 
B65-66 (MH, one has an expert handstamp), B72 (two MH 
singles, both with expert handstamps, one has a crease), B88 
(used) and B89 (MH with two expert handstamps plus a 1980 
Stolow certificate). Overall fine to very fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,014

279 * #B37-B39 1919 Set of Austrian Airmail Stamps Over-
printed “POSTA CESKOSLOVENSKA 1919” the three values 
are mint lightly hinged, the two low values have expert hand-
stamps and the high value is accompanied by a 1983 Friedl / 
Herbert Bloch certificate and is also signed. Fine-very fine and 
scarce.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,000

                    
               x280 x281

280 * #B45, B46, B54 1919 Group of Three Austrian Postage 
Due Stamps Overprinted “POSTA CESKOSLOVENSKA 1919” 
all three are mint lightly hinged, with Scott #s B45 (with ex-
pert handstamp), B46 (with three expert handstamps) and 
B54 (with expert handstamp / signature plus a 1963 Phila-
telic Foundation certificate not mentioning the light crease). 
Overall very fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,275

281 * #B107/B115 1919 Group of Hungarian Postage Due 
Stamps Overprinted “POSTA CESKOSLOVENSKA 1919” with 
four mint hinged stamps, Scott #B107, B111, B112 (the high 
value, with at least 5 different expert handstamps) and B115 
(with expert handstamp). Overall fine-very fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$2,425

East Africa and Uganda Protectorates

     
                  
 x282 283

282	 8 #12/54 Group of 5 Better Used East Africa Items, with 
East Africa and Uganda Protectorates #12 (light squared 
circle cancel), 13 (slightly toned, with Mombasa squared 
circle cancels), 28 (neat Mombasa c.d.s. dated NOV.3.1909), 
54 (part c.d.s. cancel, with writing on back). Also includes a 
K.U.T. #47c (with 1938 c.d.s. cancel). Overall fine group.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,525

283	 8 #13 1903 5r Carmine and Black King Edward VII, 
Watermark Crown and CC, used with light c.d.s. dated 
FEB.28.1906, fresh colour and very fine.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$350
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France

284 (*) #117a 1901 15c Orange Mouchon, Imperforate, an un-
used (no gum) inter-panneau pane of 50, with “millésime” 
1 in the margin between the two panes of 25. There is a 
light bend across the pane, else a very fine and rare large 
multiple, as these are usually seen in pairs or small blocks. 
Catalogue value is for 50 singles with no gum, and the Yvert 
catalogue value for 50 singles with gum would be €21,250. 
Rsv. $1,600.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$6,250

                    

285 * #C3 1928 10fr on 90c Red Berthelot Airmail “Ile de 
France” Surcharge, mint hinged and fine-very fine. Accompa-
nied by a 1963 Hunziker (Switzerland) certificate, with same 
handstamp on back.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$2,400

Germany

286	 8/** #14/27 Selection of Four Early German Issues, with 
#s 14 (used pair with nice c.d.s. cancel, c.v. $220), #18 (mint 
never hinged block of four with sheet margin at right, with 
strong embossing, $270), #23 (mint never hinged block of 
four, fresh with strong embossing, $320) and #27 (mint never 
hinged block of 6 with strong embossing, $555).  8

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,365

                  
x287

287 ** #77b/92a 1902 1m to 5m Group of High Denomina-
tions, with the 1m (# 92a), 2m (# 79), 3m (#77b) and 5m (# 
78, with “Ab Dr. Hochstadter BPP” expert handstamp, denot-
ing Michel #81Ab which has a value of €1,400). All are mint 
never hinged and very fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,775

                  
x288

288 ** #351-362 1926-27 3pf to 80pf Famous Men Set, mint 
never hinged, includes the light green 5pf value (Scott 353b), 
fresh and generally fine to many very fine.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$882

Lot 284
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 x289 x290

289 ** #B49-B57, B50a-B54a 1933 Richard Wagner Semi-
Postal Set, the set is accompanied by 4 values of the differ-
ent perforations, the 20pf has a tiny gum scuff, all mint never 
hinged, fresh and fine-very fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$2,428

290 ** #C46-C56 1934 5pf to 3m Airmail Set, mint never 
hinged, fresh and very fine.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$600

Germany -- Berlin

                  
x291

291	 8 #9N18, 9N20 Two Used High Values, 2m Brown and 5m 
Blue with unusually light cancels, fine-very fine.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$825

                  
x292

292 * #9N21-9N34 1949 2pf to 2m Set Overprinted BERLIN Di-
agonally in Red, mint hinged, fresh and overall fine to very 
fine. Each stamp is accompanied by a 2023 Philatelic Foun-
dation certificate.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$425

Great Britain

293 E/P Presentation Book of Queen Victoria Companies’ 
Registration Die Proofs, a 4 page book (with faults) with a 
golden clasp and front cover reading “Companies’ Registra-
tion / Stamps & Dies / HONble E.C. Curzon / Registrar”. Page 
1 contains 5 different values of the issued stamps, mounted 
on glazed card, and the next 3 pages contain a total of 9 other 
Companies’ Registration embossed die issues in blue, in vari-
ous shapes and denominations. Each of the book’s 14 items 
is bound into its page, with a clear plastic protective film, and 
we have chosen to offer the lot intact, as it was given to the 
Registrar by De La Rue, long ago. A rare and desirable item, 
found in a local antique shop.  All pages photographed online.

 ...................................................................... Estimate $1,000

                    

294	 8 #1 1840 1p Black Queen Victoria Imperforate, used with 
Maltese Cross cancel in red, from plate 4, position LD, the 
stamp possesses four clear to large margins, fine-very fine.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$475

                    

295	 8 #1, 4 1840 1p Black Queen Victoria Imperforate, a West-
minster Collection souvenir folder containing used Great Brit-
ain #1 (with red Maltese Cross cancel) and #4 with face-free 
grid numeral cancels), overall fine-very fine.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$565

                    

296	 8 #2 1840 2d Blue Queen Victoria Imperforate, used with 
Maltese Cross cancel in black, position BK with four clear to 
large margins, bright colour and fine.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$975
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               297 298

297	 8 #2 1840 2d Blue Queen Victoria Imperforate, used with 
lovely Maltese Cross cancel, position OJ, with three large mar-
gins (showing parts of the adjoining stamps at right and left) 
just touching at lower left, fine.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$975

298	 8 #2 1840 2d Blue Queen Victoria Imperforate, used with 
Maltese Cross cancel in black, position MG, with four large to 
just clear margins, fine.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$975

     
                  
 299 300

299	 8 #5 1847 1sh Light Green Queen Victoria Embossed Im-
perforate, used with part numeral grid cancel, from lower 
right corner of sheet, toning spots in lower margin, else fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,000

300	 8 #7 1854 6d Red Violet Queen Victoria Embossed Imper-
forate, used with numeral 26 grid cancel, margins are clear 
at top to touching, fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,000

     
                  
 301 302

301	 8 #7 1854 6d Red Violet Queen Victoria Embossed Imper-
forate, used with numeral 324 grid cancel, margins are large 
on three sides, showing part of next stamp at top, fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,000

302	 8 #8 var 1850 1p Red Brown Queen Victoria, with Henry 
Archer Trial Perforation 16 (Alpha I), used with grid cancel, 
identified by owner as plate 97, fine. S.G. #16b, £650.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

303	 8 #20, 33 1857 and 1863 1d Red Queen Victoria Perforat-
ed 14 Plate Reconstruction, consisting of 240 stamps each, 
with a few extra 1863 issues, each showing all the plate let-
ters (AA-TL), neatly displayed in a stockbook. Scott catalogue 
value for the 1857 stamps totals $2,160 (catalogued at the 
least expensive value), and for 1863 issues $756 (x252, un-
checked for better plate numbers). Catalogue value for both 
reconstructions totals $2,916. Overall, a fine and difficult col-
lection to duplicate, ideal for collectors and Penny Red spe-
cialists. 8

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

304	 8 #33 Accumulation of 1p Red Queen Victoria Collected 
for Plate Numbers and Postmarks, with roughly 900 stamps 
in two stockbooks and on roughly 25 quadrille pages. The lot 
consists of two distinct parts, with roughly 600 stamps in two 
stockbooks, plated by the owner, noting better plate numbers 
including plate #s 219 (x4, Scott c.v. $360 total), 223 (x12, 
$690 total), 224 (x8, $560 total), along with some stamps 
cataloguing from $10 to $30 each. The second part of the 
lot consists of roughly 300 stamps, with the vast majority be-
ing perforated Penny Reds, collected for the postal cancella-
tions of London, identified for the various districts and inland 
branch numbers. Online photos show a sampling. We note a 
few faults with a few of the stamps, still fine to very fine. 8

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

      
 x305

305	 8 #33 1864 1d Perforated Red Queen Victoria Plating Col-
lection, with 151 different used plate numbers, between 72 
and 225. We note stamps that have clipped perfs, the key 
plate 225 is easily identifiable, overall fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

306	 8 #33 1864 1d Red Queen Victoria, Perforated 14, Plate 
123 and 124, Each in a Full Reconstruction of 240 Stamps, 
Positions AA to TL, all neatly laid out in two small stockbooks, 
with 12 stamps per page. Scott catalogue value for the lot to-
tals $1,440 (counted at $3 each). Plate reconstructions such 
as these are very difficult to duplicate, even more so, when all 
the stamps have to come from the same plate number. A few 
faults noted, overall fine. 8

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150
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               307 308

307 (*) #45 1865 6d Lilac Queen Victoria, Watermark Heraldic 
Emblems, unused (no gum), fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,400

308	 8 #57 1867 5sh Rose Queen Victoria, Plate 1, used with 
“Cornhill B.O.” c.d.s. dated MAY.16.1872, fine-very fine.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$775

                
               309 310

309	 8 #57 1867 5sh Rose Queen Victoria, Plate 1, used with 
neat “Grangemouth” c.d.s. dated JAN.5.1872, fine.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$775

310	 8 #57 1867 5sh Rose Queen Victoria, Plate 2, used with 
neat “Southport” c.d.s. dated JUN.2.1879, overall toning else 
fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,750

                    
               311 312

311 (*) #62 1873 6d Grey Queen Victoria Plate 16, Watermark 
Spray of Rose, unused (no gum), fine. S.G. #146sa, £300.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$575

312 (*) #62s 1873 6d Grey Queen Victoria Plate 15, Watermark 
Spray of Rose, Overprinted SPECIMEN, unused (no gum), 
fine. S.G. #146sa, £300.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

                    
               313 314

313 (*) #70 1870 4d Pale Olive Green Queen Victoria, Plate 16, 
unused (no gum), with a short perf at top, fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,625

314 * #73 1876 8d Orange Queen Victoria, mint hinged, fine.
 .......................................................................... Scott U$2,150

                
               315 316

315	 8 #74 1878 10sh Greenish Grey Queen Victoria, Water-
mark Maltese Cross, used with bold grid cancel, couple of 
small faults, else fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$3,750

316	 8 #74 1878 10sh Greenish Grey Queen Victoria, Water-
mark Maltese Cross, used with bold grid cancels, bit of over-
all toning, still fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$3,750

                
               317 318

317	 8 #75 1878 £1 Brown Lilac Queen Victoria, Water-
mark Maltese Cross, used with Manchester c.d.s. dated 
JAN.18.1883, two small thins, else very fine appearance.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$5,250

318 * #82 1881 2½d Ultramarine Queen Victoria, Plate 22, 
mint lightly hinged, fresh and fine.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$525
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               319 320

319 * #82 1881 2½d Ultramarine Queen Victoria, Plate 23, 
mint lightly hinged, fresh and fine.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$525

320 (*) #83 1881 3d Rose Queen Victoria, Plate 21, unused (no 
gum) with bright colour, fine.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$575

                    
               321 322

321 (*) #85 1880 5d Deep Indigo Queen Victoria, unused (no 
gum), fine.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$850

322 * #87 1881 1sh Salmon Queen Victoria, Plate 13, Water-
mark Imperial Crown, mint hinged (hr), fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,025

                    
               323 324

323 (*) #87 1881 1sh Salmon Queen Victoria, Plate 13, Water-
mark Imperial Crown, unused (no gum), fresh and fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,025

324	 8 #91a 1882 10sh Greenish Grey Queen Victoria on White 
Paper, Watermark Anchor, used with blurry cancel, a well 
centered stamp with a light crease at upper right, still very 
fine appearance.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$4,675

                    
               325 326

325	 8 #92a 1882 £1 Brown Lilac Queen Victoria on White Pa-
per, Watermark Anchor, used with Manchester c.d.s. dated 
APR.21.1883, very fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$8,000

326 * #94 1883 3d on 3d Violet Queen Victoria Surcharge, mint 
lightly hinged, fine.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$750

                
               327 328

327	 8 #96 1883 2sh6d Lilac Queen Victoria on White Paper, 
mint lightly hinged, with the slightest of a gum wrinkle, still 
fine-very fine.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$700

328 * #96s 1883 2sh6d Lilac Queen Victoria on White Paper, 
Overprinted SPECIMEN, mint hinged and well centered, light 
wrinkling at top, else very fine appearance. S.G. #178s, £425.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

                    
               x329 x330

329	 8 #98-107 1883-1884 ½p to 1sh Queen Victoria Set, most 
of the stamps have neat cancels, some dated, the 9d has 
small toning spots and colour slightly faded, else overall fine 
or better.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,994
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330 */** #111/126 Group of 1887-1900 Queen Victoria Jubi-
lee Mint Issues, with 15 stamps in all, including some du-
plication, missing the first 1sh but includes the second 1sh 
value. Gum includes some never hinged, some lightly hinged 
and some with hinge remnants. Overall fine or better, see pic-
ture online.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$549

      
 x331

331 */** #111s/122s 1887-1892 ½d to 1sh Queen Victoria 
Jubilee Issues with SPECIMEN Overprint, with 9 different 
values. Three values are never hinged (incl. the 9d), rest are 
lightly hinged, the 1sh value has toning, else an overall fine 
group. S.G. #s197s/212s, £585.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

332	 8 #124 1891 £1 Green Queen Victoria, used with Grace-
church Street oval registration cancels dated JAN.31.1895, 
fine.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$925

333	 8 #124 1891 £1 Green Queen Victoria, used with Lombard 
Street c.d.s. cancels dated JUL.18, very fine.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$925

334	 8 #142 1902 £1 Green King Edward VII, used with an oval 
registration cancel dated JUN.3.1903, light corner crease, 
fine.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$825

335	 8 #142 1902 £1 Green King Edward VII, used with light 
oval registration cancels, tiny tear at top else very fine appear-
ance.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$825

336 * #209 1929 £1 Black St George Slaying the Dragon, mint, 
extremely lightly hinged, well centered and very fine.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$750

337 * #209 1929 £1 Black St George Slaying the Dragon, mint 
hinged, fine-very fine.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$750
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x338

338 ** #249/275 1939-1948 2sh6d to £1 King George VI Set, 
mint never hinged, and includes the later issued £1 value, 
very fine.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$498

Greenland

                    
x339

339 ** #10-18 1945 1o to 5k Pictorial Set, mint never hinged, 
all have an expert handstamp, very fine.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$325

                    
x340

340 ** #19-27, 22a-27a 1945 1o to 5k Set with “DANMARK 
BEFRIET 5 MAJ 1945” Overprints, includes the regular set, 
plus the set with different coloured overprints, #s 24-27 have 
an expert handstamp, #27a is handstamped J. H. Stolow. All 
mint never hinged and fresh, very fine and rarely offered com-
plete.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$4,250

Hong Kong

341 * #60 1891 $5 on $10 Queen Victoria Surcharge, mint 
hinged, with deep rich colour, fresh and very fine.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$525

                    
x342

342 * #109-124 1912-14 1c to $10 King George V Set, Water-
mark Multiple Crown and CA, mint hinged (a few have small 
hr), includes an extra shade of the 50c, the $10 has a light 
residue on front, else mostly fresh and fine-very fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$2,627

                    

343 * #146 1925 $5 King George V, Watermark Multiple Crown 
and Script CA, mint hinged, with bright fresh colour, fine.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$600
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Iceland

                    
x344

344	 8/* #45/68 1902-03 Group of Overprints, with a mint and 
a used of the following Scott numbers: 45-48, 50, 51, 54, 55, 
58, 59 and 68. Overall fine to very fine.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$493

                    
x345

345	 8 #130 1922 5a on 16a Brown Christian IX Surcharge, with 
702 stamps in all, consisting of a group of 21 used blocks of 
25, each cancelled with clean Eskifjordur postmarks dated 
JUL.2.1922, as well as others making up the total in smaller 
blocks, etc. Very fine and rare in such a presentation.

 ........................................................................Scott U$21,060

346 */** #O4-O10 Specialized Collection of Mint Iceland Of-
ficials, all neatly mounted and annotated on 5 pages, with 
#s O4 (x2), O5 (31 hinged plus 4 never hinged, including one 
with an inverted watermark), O6 (x3), O7 (x2), O8 (x3, O9 
(x2) and O10 (x2). Many of the stamps are different, either 
in shades, types, papers and printings, as annotated by the 
owner, and often listed in Facit. A nice collection to expand 
upon, with all 5 pages scanned online. 8

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,140

India

347 ** #163, 165 1937 2r and 10r King George VI, each value is 
present in a mint gutter blocks of 40. The 2r has been sepa-
rated into three blocks, leaving a gutter block of 16, plus two 
blocks of 12. The 10r has been separated into two, a gutter 
block of 28 plus a block of 12 (see scans online for a visual 
explanation). A fresh and very fine group. Scott catalogue 
value pro-rated for the NH factor. S.G. value for never hinged 
is £1,960. 8

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,780

                    

348 * #203-206 1948 1½a to 10r Mahatma Gandhi Set, a mint 
set lightly hinged into a “Gandhi Memorial Stamps” presenta-
tion booklet. Very fine and quite fresh, and the first we have 
handled.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

Thousands of scans can 
be found online at

StampAuctionNetwork.com

Want more scans of a lot?
Email us at info@sparks-auctions.com

8
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x349

349 */** #203-206 1948 1½a to 10r Mahatma Gandhi Set, a 
mint set in blocks of four, three are corner blocks with part 
imprint, and the high value is a left sheet margin block. These 
are all super fresh, with each block having two lightly hinged 
stamps at top and two never hinged at bottom, except for the 
12a block where there are three lightly hinged stamps. Very 
fine and rarely offered.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$2,228

                    
x350

350 */(*) Bundi Group of 4 High Value Bundi Stamps, with S.G. 
numbers 46 to 49, either mint hinged or without gum, very 
fine. A scarce group.

 ..........................................................Stanley Gibbons £1,465

Kenya, Uganda, Tanganyika

               
               351 352

351	 8 #5 1921 12c Slate Grey King George V, Watermark 
Script CA, Perforated 14, used with a neat partial Nairobi 
double circle c.d.s. cancel, fine-very fine. Described by the 
previous owner as “among the rarest used 20th century East 
Africa stamps, vastly undercatalogued”. Accompanied by a 
2007 Brandon certificate. Stanley Gibbons catalogue #69.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

352	 8 #47c 1935 5c King George V Pictorial, Type II, Perforat-
ed 13 x 12, used with clean Nairobi double ring c.d.s., very 
fine. Stanley Gibbons # 111ba, £250.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$250

Latvia

353 ** #1 1918 5k Carmine First Issue, Imperforate, a com-
plete sheet of 228 (12 x 19) printed on the back of a gummed 
genuine German military map, with the two outer rows printed 
without map on back (24 stamps). The sheet was folded once 
vertically and has various creases and tears in the margins, 
still overall fine and quite scarce as a complete sheet (a little 
over 7,000 imperforate sheets were produced only). These 
were printed in the month following Latvia’s independence on 
November 18, 1918.  See photo page 61.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

354	 8 #1 1918 5k Carmine First Issue, Imperforate, a complete 
sheet of 228 (12 x 19) printed on the back of a gummed gen-
uine German military map, with the two outer rows printed 
without map on back (24 stamps). Each stamp is cancelled 
with a diagonal handstamp which we believe to be the Leepa-
ja postmark (third iteration, which is typically hard to read), 
which would make this one of the earliest C.T.O. sheets, or 
perhaps even precancel. The sheet has a tear at right affect-
ing one stamp, and has several creases in the margins, still 
overall fine and quite scarce as a complete sheet, as only a 
little over 7,000 imperforate sheets were produced. These 
were printed in the month following Latvia’s independence on 
November 18, 1918. See photo page 61.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250
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Liechtenstein

                    
x355

355 ** #114, 130, 131 Group of Three Better Issues from 
1933-1935, with Scott #s 114, 130 and 131, all three are 
quite fresh and never hinged.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,090

Luxembourg

                    
x356

356 ** #B65A-B65Q 1935 5c to 20fr Aid to Professionals Semi-
Postal Set, mint never hinged and very fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,100

Malaysian States -- Kelantan

                    
x357

357 * #29-43 1937-1940 1c to $5 Sultan Ismail Set, mint lightly 
hinged, with fresh bright colours, very fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,011

Mauritius

                    
x358

358  #1F/15F Three Different Forgery Sheets of the 1847-1859 
Queen Victoria Issues, engraved composite forgery sheets 
of 32 impressions in three different sheets: red, orange and 
blue of Post Office 1d and 2d, Post Paid 1d and 2d early and 
late impressions of various types, 1859 Lapirot 2d and Sher-
win 2d sheets have 8 of each stamps and are marked “Pri-
vater Nachdruck” on back. A total of 96 stamps, with large 
margins, we note a few bends, else very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

New Guinea

                    

359 ** #C44 1935 £2 Violet Plane Over Bulolo Goldfield, mint 
never hinged, fresh and very fine. Accompanied by a 2009 
B.P.A. certificate.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$350

New Zealand

                    
x360

360 * #AR53/AR89 Group of 21 Different Postal Fiscal Issues, 
all mint lightly hinged, with 8 having the first watermark and 
13 having the second, includes better issues such as AR57 
(c.v. $250), 61 ($300), 64-65 ($400 each), 67 and 69 ($400 
each), 87 ($500), etc. All fresh and overall fine to very fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$3,126
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               361 362

361 * #AR66 1939 £3 10sh Rose Postal Fiscal, mint lightly 
hinged and fresh, with a tiny inclusion at top, still fine-very 
fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$2,250

362 * #AR68 1939 £4 10sh Dark Olive Grey Postal Fiscal, mint 
lightly hinged, fresh and very fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$2,500

                    
x363

363 */** #AR70-AR73, AR98 1939-45 Group of Five Sur-
charged Postal Fiscal Issues, mint lightly hinged, the 11sh 
value is never hinged (catalogued as hinged only), all are 
fresh with bright colours, very fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,038

North Borneo

                    
x364

364 */** #193-207 1939 1c to $5 Pictorial Set, all mint never 
hinged except for 4 or 5 lower value stamps which are very 
lightly hinged, some of the stamps have light gum toning 
spots, else a very fine appearing set. Catalogue value is for all 
never hinged.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,200

Rhodesia

                    
x365

365 * #101-114 1910 ½d to 3sh Double Head Short Set, all 
mint hinged to lightly hinged, with strong and fresh colours, 
overall fine-very fine. A very nice group.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,470

                    
x366

366 * #101/111 Group of 17 Mint 1910 Double Head Issues, to 
the 1sh, with duplication of some values, most stamps have 
heavy hinge remnants and a few have hinge thins, else overall 
fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

St. Helena

                    

367 ** #B1-B4 1961 Set of Four Tristan Relief Fund Surcharg-
es, all four values are mint never hinged and have sheet mar-
gins at right or left. A fresh and remarkably well centered set, 
very fine. This is the first we have offered, and these do not 
come up very often, with only 454 sets produced. Each stamp 
has an expert signature on back in light pencil. S.G. #172-
175, £8,000.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$7,600
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Saudi Arabia

368 */** Selection of Mint Saudi Arabia Sets, with Scott #s 
69-74 (hinged, $270), 125-129 (NH, $137), 180-184 (NH, 
$196), 187-191 (NH, $144), J25-J27 (NH, $137) and C1-C5 
(hinged, top value NH, $181). An overall fine-very fine and 
useful group. 8

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,066

Spain

                    
x369

369 ** #605A-605F 1938 1p to 15p Submarine Set, Imperfo-
rate, a mint never hinged set of 6 in vertical sheet margin 
pairs, the 1p has pen writing in the margin, still very fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,750

Sudan

                    

370 * #MO1a 1905 1m Rose and Red Brown Military Official, 
with Overprint Variety, mint hinged, with “!” instead of “I” 
in OFFICIAL overprint variety, a well centered and very fine 
stamp with only tiny soiling on top of some perforations at top 
and a very light crease. Rare, with very few examples known, 
especially this nice. Ex Israelow and accompanied by a 1977 
Philatelic Foundation certificate (not mentioning the crease) 
and a 2023 RPSL Ltd. certificate. S.G. #A4a, £6,000.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$4,750

Tristan da Cunha

                    

371 ** #F2a (S.G.) 1970 2½p on 6d Surcharge on National Sav-
ings H.M.S. Cilicia Issue, Alongside Missing Surcharge Va-
riety, a mint never hinged (tiny hinge in margin only) vertical 
pair with sheet margin at left, with the bottom stamp showing 
the surcharge and the top stamp without, a very fine and at-
tractive variety. Accompanied by a 1975 R.P.S.L. certificate.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

United States

                    
x372

372 ** #298, 299 1901 8c and 10c Pan American Exposition 
Issues, both mint never hinged, 8c gum is pristine, 10c gum 
has a small bit of gum dulling mentioned for the record, both 
fresh and fine.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$555

Cinderellas, Revenues and Forgeries

373  Group of Worldwide Forgeries, includes many interesting 
items such as 12 different Hong Kong (#s 1/30), United 
States Confederate issues in matched sets of corner blocks, 
Transvaal reprints, early British Commonwealth issues (incl. 
Spiro), sets of French Colonies in blocks of four, Italian States, 
Buenos Aires in blocks, and more. See all items in our pic-
tures. A nice lot for the specialist or a good start to a new 
collecting area.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150
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Historical Canadian Documents

374 October 30th, 1759 Soldier’s Letter from Québec City, writ-
ten by then Major Roger Morris, who served for the Louis-
bourg Grenadiers, a special corps made up of the Grenadiers 
of the 22nd, 40th and 45th Regiments during General James 
Wolfe’s invasion of French Québec, where he participated in 
the Battle of the Plains of Abraham. In the letter, Morris writes 
about difficulties in communications, and the fact that he is 
“apprehensive” that he may not get an answer “...before the 
River is shut up.”. He goes on to say that General “Monckton 
sailed for New York yesterday” (Monckton was relieved of his 
duties at Québec on 26 October 1759 and was reassigned to 
New York for convalescence). This letter, Morris explains, was 
carried by Col. (Richard) Gridley, who has “promised to deliver 
it”, etc. Morris later retired from the British army in 1764 and 
settled in New York City. In 1765 he built a huge mansion in 
Manhattan (still there) and during the American Revolution, 
he left for England (left his wife and children behind) and lent 
his mansion to General George Washington, who used it as 
his temporary headquarters. A note on the back reads in part 
“Rec’d Col. Gridley / Nov 20 1759”. An important historical 
document.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

Canada Stampless Covers

375 * Group of 34 Ontario Stampless Folded Letters and Cov-
ers, 1836-1875, with a good variety of town postmarks, rates 
and markings, includes a few incoming from U.K., as well as 
outgoing to the United States and the United Kingdom. Usual 
faults, still overall fine or better, online scans show a sam-
pling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

376 * Group of 8 Stampless Folded Letters and Covers, from 
Bytown U.C (1847 SFL to Prescott U.C with receiver), Mer-
rickville U.C (1844 SFL to Perth U.C with partial receiver), Ed-
wardsburg U.C (1847 SFL to L’Orignal), Maitland C.W (1856 
cover to Brockville), Merrickville U.C (1859 cover to Toronto), 
Merrickville C.W (1864 cover to Québec City, with receiver, 
through Brockville), Merrickville C.W (1868 cover to Toron-
to, with red House of Assembly receiver) and Maitland C.W 
(1864 cover to Brantford C.W , with receiver, through Paris 
Station). Overall fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

Canada Postal Stationery

377 */PC Group of 82 Postal Stationery Covers and Cards, 
1890s to 1950s, all used, with a good variety of material, 
including wrappers, covers, postal cards, saw some overseas 
destinations (some uprated), postmark interest includes sev-
eral P.E.I. small town postmarks, Canadian Express cards, Do-
minion Express cards, Canadian Pacific, advertising including 
illustrated, and much more. Overall very fine, see pictures for 
a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

378 */PC Group of Roughly 250 Used and Unused Canada 
Postal Stationery, 1870s-1970s, in a box, with each cover 
sleeved, identified, and priced for retail by the owner. A spot 
check indicated a few of the better items using Webb’s num-
bers and catalogue values EN1 (x2, unused, c.v. $100 each), 
EN2 (unused, $100), along with 10 Hechler overprints (noting 
a few different types). The balance of the lot consists of used 
and unused cards and envelopes (we estimated 40% from 
the Victorian era), with retail pricing generally ranging from 
$3 to $5 per item. Duplication up to 3 in some cases. Online 
photos show an overview. Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

379 * 16-Page Exhibit “Use of Canadian Aerogrammes, 1947-
1971”, with a title page, 14 pages of written-up material, and 
one page of four items not yet written-up. We counted 30 
used stationery aerogrammes in all, with different rates, post-
marks, destinations (West Africa, Pakistan, French Somalil-
and, Dahomey, Hong Kong, P.R. China, Germany, Venezuela, 
Jamaica, France, England, Denmark, Italy, India, Czechoslova-
kia, Australia, Romania and Cyprus). A lovely collection which 
could easily be tweaked to be exhibited, online photos are 
representative.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

380 * Collection of Roughly 370 Unused Postal Stationery 
Covers, 1970s- 2003 in two albums, with roughly 200 postal 
stationery envelopes, of various sizes, with 10c to 45c frank-
ings, along with 100x “P” frankings (face value $92), and 
roughly 35 postage paid post cards with “P” frankings, aero-
grams, and more. Online photos show a sampling. A clean 
and useful group.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

381 */PC Group of 75 Postal Stationery Wrappers, QV to 
Early QEII, with “Small Queen”, QV Leaf, Edward VII, George 
V Admiral, Scroll, Arch, George VI, etc, including used and 
unused, with some duplication noted. We noted an unused 
W14, complete W15 used wrapper to the US, with receiver 
on back (Webb $200, with a mention that complete used ex-
amples command a premium), an unused W5 wrapper with a 
stitch watermark, a scarce Post Office 1c Postage Due wrap-
per with instructions addressed to the Canmore Postmas-
ter, two different sizes of the W37 issue (only one is listed 
in Webb), unused DW1a (Inland Revenue), two used DW20c 
(4-hole OHMS perfin), a couple of better destinations (France, 
Belgium, Germany, Australia), and generally material not of-
ten seen or offered. Overall good quality lot, with many hav-
ing nice c.d.s. or duplex postmarks (Webb notes that these 
should be valued at double the used price), would make a 
great start to new collecting area. Photos only show a small 
portion of the lot.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

382 PC Collection of Mostly Unused Postal Stationery, starts 
with the main collection, consisting of 108 different unused 
stationery cards, all in new sleeves, majority are identified 
with Webb numbers and catalogue value, including cards 
with reply portion as well as many sub-catalogue listings. Also 
includes 4 different unused Newfoundland cards in sleeves, 
as well as 54 other items (1880s to 1970s) with used and un-
used, incl. wrappers, envelopes, etc. A few faults in the extra 
material, the main collection is overall very fine and fresh.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

383 PC #P3, P4 Group of 16 1c QV Green U.P.U. Cards to For-
eign Destinations, 1879 to 1904, with destinations of Eng-
land (with Vancouver squared circle with “inverted 3” day 
slug), Scotland (on a P3 dated March 1879 from Winnipeg), 
Switzerland, Holland, Belgium (from Winnipeg squared circle 
precursor), France, Germany (with boxed “Besorgt” dated 
handstamp), England (with lovely Cannington Manor ASSA 
datestamp), France (from Winnipeg squared circle to Paris, 
forwarded to Cannes), Argentina, Hong Kong China (mailed 
NO.21.92, through NZ Marine P.O. DE.10, Auckland NZ DE.31 
and arrived JA.29, thus over two months transit), England 
(from Victoria squared circle), Japan (from Toronto, through 
San Francisco, with 5 receivers front and back), England (with 
Norwich Sorting Tender / Down postmark), St Thomas (West 
Indies, from Halifax squared circle). A good quality group, with 
many useful items, all illustrated online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $350
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384 PC #P4 Group of 10 2c U.P.U. Stationery Cards to European 
Destinations, 1884-1896, addressed to Austria, Sweden, 
Norway, Finland, Belgium, Great Britain and Germany, with a 
variety of postmarks, very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

Canada by Stamp Issue

                  

385 * #1 3d Red Beaver Imperforate on Laid Paper on 1851 
Folded Cover, mailed from Cobourg on OCT.22.1851 to 
Port Hope, with partial receiver on back. The folded cover is 
franked with an imperforate 3d red Beaver on laid paper, with 
three clear to large margins, showing part of next stamp at 
left. The stamp, which is lightly sulphuretted, is well tied by a 
target cancel, very fine.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $2,500

386 * #8 ½d Deep Rose Queen Victoria Imperforate on 1857 
Folded Circular, a Toronto Market Report dated November 
20th, 1857, mailed to Grafton New Hampshire and franked 
with a ½d deep rose Queen Victoria imperforate, with two 
large margins plus two close or into, neatly tied by a Toronto 
square grid cancel. Very fine.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,100

387 * #25-27 Group of 20 Large Queen Covers, 1868 to 
1876, the majority are single 3c frankings, three are double 
3c frankings to the United States, there is also a single 5c on 
1876 cover to England (reduced at left) and a single 6c on an 
1871 cover to Brooklyn, NY (stamp is fine, cover has faults). 
Good variety of postmarks and there are faults to varying de-
grees, still overall fine or better.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

                    
Detail Lot 390

                  

388 * #26 5c Large Queen on 1877 Cover to Scotland, mailed 
from Whycocomagh, Cape Breton on MAY.10.1877 to Edin-
burgh, Scotland (MAY.26 receiver) through Cow Bay, Nova 
Scotia (MAY.12 backstamp). The cover is franked with a 5c 
olive green Large Queen (one pulled perf.), neatly tied by a 
green oval grid. Some aging to the edges, otherwise a fine to 
very fine cover.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

                  

389 * #29, 35 1872 Pre-U.P.U. LQ + SQ Combination Cover to 
Bavaria, mailed from Montréal on JAN.5.1872 to Munich, Ba-
varia, with JAN.19 receiver on back, through London (JAN.17) 
and Calais (JAN.18). The cover is franked with a 1c Small 
Queen and a 15c Large Queen (replaced) paying the proper 
16c per first ¼ oz rate, in effect from Feb. 1870 to Oct. 1872. 
Back flap missing, still an attractive and very fine appearing 
cover.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

                  

390 * #30vi 1887 Cover to Australia Franked with 15c 
Large Queen “Balloon Flaw”, mailed from Brantford on 
APR.28.1887 to Sydney, Australia (MAY.31 receiver), through 
Windsor (APR.28) and San Francisco (MAY.6), then re-direct-
ed (resulting in a “More to Pay” handstamp) to Melbourne (re-
ceiver’s date is unclear). The cover is franked with a very fine 
15c bluish Grey Large Queen, with a clear “Balloon flaw” con-
stant plate variety. As far as we know, this might be a unique 
usage for this stamp variety on cover, and a very fine one at 
that. Accompanied by a 2023 Greene Foundation certificate. 
Rsv. $3,200.

 .......................................................................Estimate $3,500
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391 */PC #35/41 Group of 95 Covers / Cards Franked with 
Small Queen Issues, with a good variety of ½c to 3c frankings 
/ combinations, rates including drop, printed circular, saw a 
few private postcards, several wrappers, stationery, a number 
of 1c printed Return of Convictions (from 1879 with lemon 
yellow frankings, incl. one that was mailed twice, or “turned”), 
registered, a very nice Hechler cover mailed registered to 
Utah, as well as many good postmarks including squared cir-
cles, fancy corks, town cancel types, and much more. Quality 
varies, still many are fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400

392 * #37, 41, etc. Group of 14 Small Queen Covers, some of 
which are written-up on pages, includes an 1890 3c + 5c RLS 
cover to Ohio, 6 different types of Mourning covers, an 1892 
U. of T. Voting Paper cover, as well as 6 others, incl. a Hamil-
ton “5” duplex on a December 1870 cover, etc. Also includes 
a September 10 registered cover paid in cash from Fergusons 
Falls to Port Hope. A few small faults, else overall fine or bet-
ter.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

                    

393 * #37d 1870 3c Small Queen Perforated 12½ on Cover, a 
lovely cover mailed on JUN.14.1870 from Chatham NB (“Ven-
ning” duplex cancel) to Richibucto, with same day receiver on 
back. The cover is franked with a 3c copper red Small Queen, 
perforated 12½ which has lovely colour and is fine-very fine 
centered. Accompanied by a 2015 Greene Foundation certifi-
cate. Most of the covers with this franking were mailed from 
Saint John NB, but some are known to have been mailed from 
other towns, such as this one, which is so far unrecorded in 
the literature, as well as the current census. A remarkably 
clean and very fine example of this Small Queen rarity.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $2,100

                    
394 * #42, 45 1892 15c Triple Rate Cover to Scotland Wreck 

Cover, mailed from the Merchants Bank of Canada in Montré-
al JAN.22.1892 to Leith, Scotland (MAR.6 receiver) through 
London (MAR.5) and Edinburgh (MAR.5), carried on the “Ei-
der” which was shipwrecked off the coast of the Isle of Wight 
on January 31st. Obvious ship wreck condition, still an early 
survivor cover.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

395 * #51-53 Group of 40 Jubilee Covers, includes a few post-
al cards, we note various 1c to 3c frankings / rates, variety 
of postmarks including several squared circles, corner cards, 
a few illustrated advertising covers, etc. A nice quality group, 
overall very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

396 */PC #66-72 Group of 42 Covers / Cards Franked with 
Queen Victoria Leaf Issues, with a variety of rates / frankings 
/ combinations up to the 8c value / rate. We note registered, 
private postcard, illustrated advertising, good variety of post-
marks incl. flags, broken circles, squared circles, etc. A good 
quality group, overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

397 */PC #74-79 Group of 72 Covers / Cards Franked with 
Queen Victoria Numeral Issues, with a variety of rates / 
frankings / combinations up to the 5c value. We note regis-
tered, illustrated advertising, private postcard, good variety of 
postmarks incl. flags, broken circles, squared circles, etc. A 
small group of 2c purple single frankings is identified as pos-
sibly being on thick paper. A good quality group, overall fine to 
very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

398 * #85, 86 Group of 17 Covers Franked with the 2c Map 
Stamp, all but one are dated 1899, we note a good variety 
of town postmarks (many from the Maritimes), types of post-
marks, some corner cards and illustrated advertising, etc. A 
nice, clean lot, one cover is a front (not counted), every cover 
is in a clean sleeve, very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

399 */PC #89-92 Group of 55 Covers / Cards Franked with 
King Edward VII Issues, noting many different 1c to 7c frank-
ings / combinations, rates (registered, drop, etc.), saw a strip 
of the 2c imperforate, illustrated advertising, postage due, a 
leather postcard, a real photo postcard, a few destinations 
(India, Sweden, Belgium, Norway, Denmark, Newfoundland, 
Scotland, Germany, Japan) and more. A few faults, else over-
all fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

Thousands of scans can 
be found online at

StampAuctionNetwork.com

Want more scans of a lot?
Email us at info@sparks-auctions.com

8
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400 PC #96 First Day Usage of the 1908 ½c Québec on a Pic-
ture Postcard to the Orange River Colony, mailed from Ot-
tawa on JUL.16.1908, the first day of issue of the ½c black 
brown Québec Tercentenary issue, to Orange River Colony, 
South Africa. The printed matter postcard depicts a school in 
Ottawa and is franked on the picture side, a common practice 
of the time. Address side has a confirming Ottawa despatch 
c.d.s. as well as “IMPRIMES” and TIMBRE COTE VUE” hand-
stamps in purple, as well as an oval return address hand-
stamp from Mrs. Bédard. Small tear at bottom, still a great 
addition to an existing collection / exhibit, or a great way to 
start a new Québec Tercentenary collection.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $350

401 */PC #104/120 Group of 89 Covers / Cards Franked 
with Admiral Issues, with a good variety of different denomi-
nations (1c to 50c), frankings / combinations, rates and post-
marks, we note registered, postage due, circular receipt, War 
Tax, C.N.E., a few destinations, D.L.O., A.R. cards, several re-
turn to sender pointing fingers, a single 10c plum usage and 
much more. Overall nice quality lot, fine to many very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

Canada Airmail

402 * Group of 5 Semi-Official Airmail Flight Covers, 1926-
1932, with four Patricia Airways and Exploration Limited 
covers with AMCN2 #PE2601a Toronto to Red Lake (delivery 
flight of the “Lark” into the Red Lake area, c.v. $75), along 
with three covers dated March 9, 1928, franked with CL #s 
25 (Unitrade c.v. $175), 25ci (green ascending with violet 
plane, $250), 26 ($225). The lot includes a first flight cover, 
franked with CL51, from Edmonton to Fort McMurray, dated 
DEC.30.1932, signed by the air engineer, and a 1925 flight 
cover from Victoria, British Columbia to Seattle, Washington, 
with”VIA SEA PLANE” handstamp on the front. A nice group for 
the aerophilatelist, overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

403 * Collection of Roughly 200 First Flight Covers, 1929-
1934, organized chronologically on roughly 70 homemade 
album pages. The lot consists of first flights from across the 
country, notably the MacKenzie River flights into the North-
west Territories, along with representation from Québec, the 
Prairies and the Maritimes, with a few incoming first flights 
from the United States. We note registered and special de-
livery rates, at least 40 with colourful frankings, including 
Jubilees, Leafs and Numerals, and more, along with C1 and 
C3 solo franking, along with a few covers signed by the post-
master. The lot also includes roughly 50 pages depicting im-
ages of the various cachets for each first flight. A colourful 
and informative lot, with online photos showing a sampling. 
We note a few small faults on a few of the covers, still overall 
fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

404 * Accumulation of Roughly 400 First Flight Covers, 1928-
1939, loose in a box, with the majority in the 1930 to 1935 
range. We note C1, C3-C5 frankings and includes a few bet-
ter flights (cataloguing $10 and up), and a few pilot signed 
covers, with routes covering the Maritimes, Québec, Ontario, 
Prairies, and the Arctic. The lot includes roughly 80 flight cov-
ers, well described on exhibit pages, noting a possible flown 
cover by Von Gronou from Halifax in AUG.1930 (has no back 
stamp). Online photos show an overview. We note a few cov-
ers having small faults such as toning/soiling and corner 
bends from previous mounts. A nice group for the aerophilat-
elist. Overall fine to very fine

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

405 * #CL3/CL52 Group of 19 Different Semi-Official First 
Flight Covers, 1925-1934, neatly arranged on quadrille 
pages, franked with Unitrade #s CL3, CL4 (both Larder Lake 
winter flights from January, 1925); CL5 (Rouyn to Haileybury, 
June, 27, 1925, with “FIRST FLIGHT” cachet in violet); CL40 
(x6, including 5 covers from July 1-2, 1929, Mackenzie River 
flights with flights to Aklavik, Fort Norman, Waterways and 
Fort McPherson); CL41, CL46 (x5), CL48, CL50, CL52 (x2). A 
nice group with all covers photographed online. Overall fine to 
very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

406 * #CL13 Group of 4 Pilot Signed Patricia Airways and 
Exploration Limited Flight Covers, all unlisted in the new 
AMCN2 catalogue, with two flight covers posted at Toronto, 
dated APR.24.1926, with Red Lake broken circle dated the 
same day on the front, with 4-line boxed company receiver 
at Sioux Lookout dated APR.28.1926. Both covers are ad-
dressed to H.E. Holland, the de facto postmaster at Red Lake. 
The other two flight covers were posted at Red Lake dated 
JUN.7.1926, with 4-line boxed company receiver at Sioux 
Lookout dated JUN.8.1926, with both covers addressed to 
A.J. Algate, designer of the Patricia Airways and Exploration 
Limited company stamps. All 4 covers are pilot signed by H.A. 
“Doc” Oakes on the left hand side of each cover, and are sel-
dom seen for this airline. The lot also includes a July 7, 1926, 
first flight cover, franked with CL13, from Sioux Lookout to 
Pine Ridge. A nice group, with all flight covers photographed 
online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

407 * #CL42 Group of 8 Yukon Airways First Flight Covers, 
1928-1929, neatly organized in clear mounts, on 8 quadrille 
pages, including promotional flights from White Horse - Car-
cross - Atlin and return, April 13-16, (x4, AMCN2 #s YA2807-
CL42, f, g (x2)); Telegraph Creek - Atlin - White Horse, De-
cember 5-11, 1928 (YA2813-CL42), White Horse - Telegraph 
Creek (YA2909-CL42); White Horse - Champagne Landing 
and return (YA2927-CL42a,b). Online photo shows an over-
view. A nice clean group and an excellent start to a Semi-Offi-
cial airmail first flight collection. Very fine.

 ............................................................................ AMCN2 $760

Canada Postmarks

408	 8 Huge Collection / Stock of Town Cancels on Stamps or 
Stamps on Piece, with 5 banker’s boxes, each containing 6 
red boxes, each containing about 700-800 102 cards (one 
stamp per card), so likely a total of over 22,000 stamps in all. 
The boxes are arranged by province (each one is represented) 
and the stamps (and postmarks) appear to date mostly from 
the 1930s to 1980s, but we saw many before that as well. 
The quality of the postmarks varies from crisp, socked on the 
nose, to readable, and the great majority of the 102 cards 
have the town name indicated, as well as a retail price, rang-
ing from 10c to as high as $15. A rare opportunity to acquire 
such a large quantity of town cancels.

 ...................................................................... Estimate $1,000
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409 * Collection of World War I Slogan Postmarks, 1917-
1918, with 47 covers and cards, mostly identified by flag type 
(21 to 37), noting better cancels from Sault Ste Marie, Fort 
William, Medicine Hat, Victoria, Québec, and more. Two cov-
ers are fronts only, rest are generally fine or better.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

410 * Group of Just Over 100 Flag Cancel Covers, 1930s to 
1940s, a good number (x66) are Enlist Now slogans (incl. 
some bilingual) and also includes 1937 (x24) and 1953 (x12) 
Coronation flags. Note many different days and towns, several 
corner cards, some censored covers, etc., overall very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

                    
x411

411 */PC/8 Extensive Collection of Early Oval Parcel Can-
cels, from the mid-1890s to the Edwardian era, on stamps 
(mostly Small Queens from the ½c to the 50c), covers, cards 
and various stationery items. The collection is neatly displayed 
and arranged into 11 sections: 1) Montréal, 2) Montréal Ste. 
Catherine Street Centre, 3) Halifax on covers, 4) Saint John, 
5) Halifax on stamps, 6) Toronto on 2c and 5c Registration 
stamps, 7) Saint John on stamps, 8) Montréal Ste. Catherine 
Street Centre on stamps, 9) Victoria B.C. and Winnipeg, Man. 
on stamps, 10) Toronto on stamps, 11) Montréal on stamps. 
The collection is quite extensive in terms of different types of 
these cancels, with different sizes, configurations, numbers, 
etc. We counted a total of 13 covers, cards or stationery items 
(these are tough to find with parcel cancels, and include cross 
border and overseas items) plus over 830 stamps, mostly 
made up of ½c to 50c Small Queens, plus other issues from 
the time period. Most of the items pictured in the book “Cana-
da Oval Parcel Cancels - A Postal History Study” (published by 
B.N.A.P.S. in 2020) are in this lovely collection. We scanned 
all the covers, cards, etc., and have only scanned a sample of 
the stamps. A great opportunity to acquire such an extensive 
collection, either to continue, or to exhibit.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $750

412 */PC Collection of About 90 Small Town Ontario Broken 
Circle Postmarks on Covers or Cards, Mostly 1870s to 
1930s, originally selected for being ERD or LRD. Many dates 
have been superceded since, but many still retain their ERD 
or LRD status. Accompanied by a 2023 inventory giving cur-
rent status, county, etc.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

413	 8 #51-53 Collection of Postmarks on 1c to 3c Jubilees, 
with roughly 275 stamps, in 5 Vario-style stock pages. The 
vast majority of stamps are fully dated, generally ranging from 
July to August, 1897, with a few on either side of the range. 
We note squared circles, c.d.s., a few R.P.O, and other post-
mark types, with many socked on the nose. All the stamps are 
photographed online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

Postmarks-Squared Circles

414	 8 London Ontario Type I Advanced Calendar Collection, MY 
1 / 93 to NO 25 / 98 (also a MY 0 / 93 error strike), with hun-
dreds of stamps from both states, chronologically sorted onto 
21 double-sided black stock sheets. All dates appear to be 
fully readable including time mark, and there does not appear 
to be much duplication. There are a good number of different 
stamps and denominations, including Small Queens, Leafs, 
Numerals and Jubilees, with singles, pairs and strips. A rarely 
offered collection which would be difficult to duplicate. Photos 
show a small sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

415	 8 Ottawa Ontario Type I 3c Small Queen Calendar Collec-
tion, MY 4 / 93 to JA 31 / 98, with 630 different dates / time 
marks, chronologically sorted onto 11 black stock sheets. All 
dates appear to be fully readable including time mark, and 
there does not appear to be any duplication. A rarely offered 
collection which would be difficult to duplicate. Photos show a 
sampling only.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

416	 8 Large Collection of Squared Circle Postmarks on Stamp, 
on 48 retired circuit pages plus 16 stock pages, some of it 
sorted by town, with some towns having a good representa-
tion. Almost all issues are represented, with Small Queens, 
Leafs, Numerals, Jubilees, Maps, Edwards and even saw an 
Admiral with a very partial Hamilton cancel. We note a great 
variety of different towns in this lot, and a high percentage are 
well struck, with many hundreds of stamps in all. We scanned 
many representative pages online to give a good taste.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

417 */PV Group of 73 Covers / Cards with Ontario Squared 
Circle Postmarks, 1893 to 1900, with a few more recent. 
Good variety of different towns, with duplication of some. We 
didn’t notice any very rare towns, but the great majority of 
these strikes are very fine. A nice, clean lot, all items are in 
new sleeves.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

418 */PC Group of 17 Squared Circle Precursor Items, mostly 
on cards, but also on 5 covers and one pair of stamps. We 
noted strikes from Halifax, Winnipeg, Ottawa, St Johns (on two 
registered covers), Hamilton, Seaforth and London. Strikes 
are mostly very fine and this is a nice quality lot, unchecked 
by us for dates, etc. All items are pictured online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

Postmarks-Fancy

419	 8 Selection of Better Numeral Fancy Cork Cancels, on 23 
Small Queens, showing a wide range of different numbers, 
including varieties of the same number in a few cases. All are 
annotated as to the postmark, and often as to provenance 
(Narbonne, Lamb, Cohen, Lussey). A superior group for the 
advanced collector or online reseller.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

420	 8 Selection of Better Fancy Cork Cancels, on 55 Small 
Queens, showing a great variety of different cork types, in-
cluding a page with several different crown types (incl. a few 
forgeries), a page of stars and the rest are segmented or 
geometric designs. Each item is annotated, sometimes with 
provenance information. A wonderful collection, ideal for the 
advanced collector or online reseller.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250
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Postmarks-Railway Post Offices

421	 8 Collection of Canadian Railway Post Office Postmarks 
on Stamp, all neatly sorted by Gray and Ludlow catalogue 
numbers in glassines filling a shoe box. We note a wide variety 
of material here, including Railways, Maritime lines, as well 
as Québec, Ontario and Western railway postmarks on Small 
Queens, Jubilees, QV Leaf and Numeral, etc. Duplication, and 
probably many hundreds in all, see our photo for an idea.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

422	 8 Accumulation of Railway Post Office Postmarks, 1880s 
to 1960s, consisting of roughly 750 stamps on 12 Vario-style 
stock pages, a few 102 cards, and glassines. We note a small 
selection of Small Queens stamps to the Edwards, with the 
vast majority of material from the Admirals up to the 1960s, 
with seemingly better representation of R.P.O.s from the Mari-
times, Québec, and Ontario. The majority of the postmarks 
have readable strikes, noting train numbers, direction marks, 
time marks, etc. Online photos show an overview.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

423 */PC Group of 41 Covers and Cards with R.P.O. Post-
marks from the Maritimes, mainly late 1890s to 1920s with 
many Halifax-outward, a good quality lot for strike clarity, over-
all fine or better.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

424 */PC Group of 65 Covers / Cards / Stamps/ Pieces with 
R.P.O. Postmarks, with what appears as being all different 
postmarks, from a variety of provinces, from the late 1890s 
to the 1960s, we note items that are censored, franked with 
Official stamps, registered, a few British Columbia letter bills, 
a C.O.D. cover, etc. Appears to all be unchecked, except for a 
handful of “WT” postmarks on stamps which are identified by 
catalogue value and rarity factor (B to D). Some of the items 
are faulty, else overall fine or better, and the postmark quality 
ranges from partial to proof-like. Our photos only show a small 
sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

425 */8 Interesting Group of Useful R.P.O. Items, with 14 new 
ERD or LRD or Train number on 11 stamps and 3 covers / 
cards, with an accompanying list of the catalogue numbers 
and dates involved. Also includes 15 registered covers with 
two or more R.P.O. cancels each, from the Small Queens (two 
registered covers) to the 1940s. A very useful lot for the R.P.O. 
specialist or dealer.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

426 */PC/8 Group of 60 Covers / Cards and Stamps Pertain-
ing to Railway Post Offices, including R.P.O. postmarks, CNR 
and CPR perfin stamps on cover, CNR and CPR and other sta-
tionery covers, as well as other railway-related items. Overall 
fine to very fine, see our pictures for an overview.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

427 */PC/8 Group of Quality R.P.O. Postmarks, mostly bet-
ter ones, with 24 different catalogue numbers on 36 covers 
/ cards and 2 pieces. We note covers / cards with ON-301 
(x3), ON-555 (x4), ON-302, ON-337 (x2), ON-167.032 (x3), 
ON-476.02, ON-40.02, ON-536.01 (x3), ON-40.01 or.02 (x2), 
ON-57, QC-533.55 (clerk), WT-563.182, WT-967.01, WT-
65.03, WT-296, WT-228.01 (x3), WT-793.01, WT-975.02, WT-
228.03, WT-660.04, WT-849.03, RY-77, SN-18.04. Also two 
on piece: WT-744.04 and WT-755.032. The strikes are for the 
most part good quality, and the rarity factors range between E 
(x34) and F (x4).

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

428	 8/*/PC Old Time Collection of Railway Post Office Can-
cels in Three Thick and Stuffed Binders, each loaded with 
postmarks on stamps, stamps on piece, covers and cards 
from all provinces East to West, including Newfoundland. 
The collection is neatly annotated (by typewriter) by Lud-
low numbers, rarity factors, etc. We estimate thousands of 
stamps and hundreds of covers / cards, and the quality of the 
postmarks ranges from identifiable to pristine. There are a 
great many scarce postmarks throughout, including squared 
circles, duplex, large double circles, etc., as well as several 
registered covers (these mostly shown from their backs to 
show the transit postmarks). By far the best collection of its 
kind we have seen or offered in quite a while, and well worth 
a detailed close look despite our many online pictures.

 ...................................................................... Estimate $1,500

                    

429 * 1857 “PAID G.W.R.” Handstamp from Hamilton, On-
tario, mailed from Hamilton on AUG.6.1857 (“changeling” or 
“Ruggles” type datestamp) to Buffalo, with an oval “PAID / 
G.W.R.” handstamp (Gray RY-66, rarity factor F, used to indi-
cate payment was made to the account of the Great Western 
Railway), with “CANADA / PAID 10 Cts” handstamp in red. V.G. 
Greene handstamp on back, overall fine and a scarce railway 
postmark.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

First Day Covers

430 * Collection of Roughly 600 Canada First Day Covers, 
1937-1990, loose in a box, primarily single frankings, along 
with a few plate blocks, and sets. The majority of covers are 
pre-1972 with colourful cachets, noting private cachet mak-
ers JCR, Caneco, Rose Craft, Jackson, H & E, Kingswood, 
along with a few unknown makers. A spot check indicated 
Unitrade #s 294 50c Oil Wells (c.v. $40), 321 $1 Totem Pole 
($45), along with a few covers cataloguing $10 to $20. On-
line photos show a sampling. We note a few covers with edge 
wear, overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

431 * Collection of Canada First Day Covers in 14 Binders, 
1930s-1999, with roughly 1,400 covers mounted on home 
made pages with black photo corners. The collection contains 
roughly 270 pre-1971 covers, many having private cachets 
from makers Rose Craft, H & E, Cole, along with a few soci-
ety cachets, and commercially used first days, with post-1971 
covers having single, block, plate block, souvenir sheet, coil 
pairs and strips and booklet pane frankings. A spot check in-
dicated a few covers cataloguing $10 to $35. Online photos 
show a sampling. A clean collection, noting only a few small 
faults with a few covers.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250
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432 * Collection / Accumulation of a Few Thousand Canada 
First Day Covers, 1972-2007, filling two boxes, noting single, 
blocks, plate blocks, sets, souvenir sheet, coils, and booklet 
pane frankings (with one each per issue in many cases), in-
cluding some having private cachets from makers Rose Craft. 
Accumulation up to 5 in a few cases, primarily ranging from 
the 1970s to the 1980s. Online photos show an overview. 
Clean and ideal for the collector or online seller.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

433 * Collection of First Day Covers in Their Original Canada 
Post “Wood” Boxes, 2006-2016, complete in period for the 
FDC, 2006 to 2016 are in their original “wooden” boxes and a 
second 2009 year set in original packaging. Very fine and not 
often offered.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

434 * Extensive Collection of Canada First Day Covers in 5 
Boxes, 1940s-2012, with roughly 2,700 first day covers, 
noting singles, pairs, plate blocks, sets, and souvenir sheet 
frankings. The lot contains roughly 400 private cachet first 
day covers, ranging from the 1940s up to 1971, including 
makers Philatelic Supply Company Regina, Art Craft, Regal, 
Cole, to name a few, with some issues having up to 3 differ-
ent cachets. A spot check of post-1971 material revealed Uni-
trade #1250ii Regiments plate block (UL, c.v. $125), along 
with high value frankings, with some covers cataloguing from 
$5 to $10 each. The lot also includes 2010-2012 year sets 
still in original “wooden” boxes, and The New Specialized 
Catalogue of Canada Post Official First Day Covers (Chung 
and Narbonne, 2002). Online photos show a sampling and 
overview. Very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

435 * Collection of Modern First Day Covers in 17 Albums, 
1987-2017, with 10 being in like-new Lighthouse 4-ring bind-
ers. We note single, blocks, plate block, souvenir sheet, joint 
issue, and high value frankings, with generally two first day 
covers for most issues from 2010 onward, as the collector 
wanted to the illustrate the front and back of each cover. On-
line photos show a small sampling and an overview. A very 
clean collection.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

436 * Collection of Roughly 1,500 First Day Covers in 14 Al-
bums, 1960s-2012, with singles, blocks, plate blocks (includ-
ing a few matched sets), coils (including pairs and strips of 4), 
sets, souvenir sheet and high value frankings. The collection 
includes a small, yet interesting selection of private cachet 
first days from makers Cachet Craft and Chickering, with the 
bulk of the material ranging from 1975 to 2012. The lot also 
includes complete year sets, still sealed in original packaging, 
for years 1996, 1999, 2001-2004 (retail price totals $352), 
and 4 year sets in sealed Canada Post “wood” boxes for years 
2005-2007, 2012 (retail prices total $297). Online photos 
show a small sample and an overview. Clean and very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $350

437 * Collection of Roughly 550 Canada First Day Covers, 
2005-2022, in 3 cover albums with loose material. We note 
single, sets, souvenir sheet, and with value frankings, with 
just about all having eye-catching colourful cachets. The lot 
includes about 12 cover collections still in their original pack-
aging, noting two from the popular Star Trek series. Online 
photos show a sampling. Clean and fresh.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

438 * Collection of Roughly 1,000 Canada First Day Cov-
ers, 1960s-1996, in 8 albums with loose material. We note 
singles, pairs, sets, blocks, and plate blocks, including a few 
higher denominations (up to $5), and roughly 100 pre-1972 
covers with private cachets, notably from Rose Craft, and a 
few from Monsieur Timbre. Online photos show a small sam-
pling. Clean and very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

439 * Collection / Accumulation of Over 1,000 Canada First 
Day Covers, 1960s-1990s, in six albums with loose material. 
We note single, pairs, blocks, plate blocks, souvenir sheets, 
and high denomination frankings. The lot consists of roughly 
200 pre-1972 first day covers, many with private cachets not-
ing makers Cole, Rose Craft, and a few Schering. Online pho-
tos show a small sampling. Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

440 * Group of Over 1,050 Different First Day Covers, 1971 to 
1979, all Canada Post official first day covers in a carton, with 
many issues having examples of singles, se-tenant pairs, plate 
blocks and souvenir sheets. There is significant completion in 
the period and a good assortment of high-value denomina-
tions including $1 and $2 definitives and Olympics issues. 
We noted some issues with tagged stamps, these identified 
by the owner. This clean and well-organized lot would be a 
great way to start a collection of this popular collectible, or to 
fill gaps in an existing collection. Our online photos provide a 
mere overview of the contents.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

441 * Group of Roughly 350 Canada Modern First Day Covers, 
generally ranging from the 1980s to 2016, with the majority 
post-2000. We note single, pairs, sets, and souvenir sheet 
frankings, including #1250ii Canadian Regiments plate block 
(L.L., c.v. $250), set of Star Trek first days, and more. Online 
photos show an overview. Very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

442 * Group of Over 1,150 Different First Day Covers, 1980 
to 1988, all Canada Post official first day covers in a carton, 
with many issues having examples of singles, se-tenant pairs, 
plate blocks and souvenir sheets. There is significant comple-
tion in the period and a good assortment of high-value de-
nominations including $1, $2 and $5 definitives. We noted 
several special event and large-format souvenir sheet covers 
and a couple signed by the designer along with all four corner 
blocks of Unitrade #926A, the 36c Plum Queen Elizabeth de-
finitive (Unitrade #926A). This clean, well-organized lot would 
be a great way to start a collection of this popular collectible, 
or to fill gaps in an existing collection. Our online photos pro-
vide a mere overview of the contents.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

443 * Group of Over 800 Different First Day Covers, 1989 to 
1999, all Canada Post official first day covers in a carton, 
with many issues having examples of singles, se-tenant pairs, 
plate blocks and souvenir sheets. There is significant comple-
tion in the period and a good assortment of high-value de-
nominations including $1, $2 and $5 definitives. We noted 
large-format souvenir sheets and Art of Canada plate blocks 
and as well as Fruit Trees definitives. This clean, well-orga-
nized lot would be a great way to start a collection of this 
popular collectible, or to fill gaps in an existing collection. Our 
online photos provide a mere overview of the contents.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100
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444 * Group of Over 600 Different First Day Covers, 2000 to 
2014, all Canada Post official covers in a carton, with many is-
sues having examples of singles, se-tenant pairs, plate blocks 
and souvenir sheets. There is significant completion in the 
period and a good assortment of high-value denominations 
along with Millennium sheetlet covers, Lunar New Year plate 
blocks, Fruit Trees definitives and souvenir sheets. This clean, 
well-organized lot would be a great way to start a collection of 
First Day Covers, or to fill gaps in an existing collection. Our 
online photos provide a mere overview of the contents.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

445 * Collection of Roughly 600 Canada First Day Covers, 
1948-2007, in six first day cover albums, roughly 100 Vario-
style stock pages in two binders, and loose material. The col-
lection contains roughly 175 pre-1973 private cachet covers, 
noting makers Jackson, Chickering, H & E, Cachet Craft, and 
more, noting single, blocks, plate block, high value, and sou-
venir sheet franking, including Unitrade #1250ii Regiments 
plate block (x2, UR, LR, c.v. $250 total). Online photos show a 
sampling and an overview. Clean and very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

Alberta

446 */PC Group of 20 Covers / Cards from Alberta, 1920s 
to 1940s, noting better postmarks such as Wabamun, Win-
nington, Carrot Creek, Calgary Sub.8 (to Hawaii), P.O.W. 132, 
Penhold M.P.O. 1307, Banff Winter Sports slogan duplex, 
Medicine Hat C.P.R. Depot, and more. Also note a 1910 real 
photo postcard depicting a dredging operation near Huff (Ed-
monton). Overall fine or better with useful material.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

British Columbia & Vancouver Island

447 */PC Group of 35 British Columbia Covers / Cards, 1890s 
to 1940s, a good variety of material, including some smaller 
town cancels: Hollyburn, Coglan, Murrayville, Fairmount Hot 
Springs, etc. We note Admiral registered covers, two real pho-
to cards (unused), airmail covers, an Aldergrove BC squared 
circle receiver dated SP 5 / 96 (just readable, as usual, on a 
faulty cover with contents), a picture postcard mailed from 
Sidney BC (lovely duplex) with a single 4c Admiral to Sweden, 
some M.P.O. covers, an 1895 2c Small Queen drop letter to 
and from Victoria, and more. An interesting group, overall fine 
to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

Manitoba

448 */PC Group of 32 Covers / Cards from Manitoba, 1900 
to 1940s, noting better postmarks from Portage la Prai-
rie M.P.O. 1012, Rivers M.P.O. 1006, Paulson M.P.O. 1005, 
Souris M.P.O. 1008, a Winnipeg oval D.L.O. postmark, Daw-
son Creek BC, St Claude, Winnipegosis, Reaburn, Fork River, 
Million, Austin, Tamarisk, etc., noting registered, a D.L.O. am-
bulance cover, a real photo postcard of Wawanesa, illustrated 
advertising, etc. Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

449 PC Group of 24 1c GPC with Manitoba Postmarks, 1881 
to 1888, with St Leon (1883 in purple), St Andrews (1881 
and 1882), Portage la Prairie (1882, 1885, 1893), St Nor-
bert (1883), Somerset (1888), St Alphonse (two dated 1888), 
St Annes (scarce, RF D, 1887), Brandon (1882 and 1883), 
Baie St Paul (1888 in black and two 1889 in purple), Selkirk 
(1885), Letellier (1887), Morden (1888 in black and 1888 
in blue), Morris (1886 and 1887), Emerson (1885 in blue 
green), and Bridge Creek (1886). Some with faults, still over-
all fine or better and all items pictured online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

                    

450 * 1874 Fort Garry, Manitoba Cover to Minnesota, a 
stampless cover mailed by Amanda Roberts on JAN.19.1874 
to Osakis, Minnesota, received there on JAN.29 (docketing on 
front). The cover is rated “5” when the rate was 6c. A scarce 
early winter cross border cover, very fine. Ex Don Shorting, 
Gray Scrimgeour.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $350

451 */PC Group of Three Early Fort Garry, Manitoba Items, a 
1c GPC mailed on MAR.26.1874 (the MANITOBA broken circle) 
to Kingston, Ont., a 1c GPC mailed from the Merchants Bank 
of Canada on JUL.20.1875 (MAN broken circle) to Kingston, 
Ont (JUL.27 receiver in blue) and a mourning cover mailed 
from Saint Paul, Minnesota to Winnipeg, with APR.3.1874 
Fort Garry receiver on back. Also includes the front and back 
covers of a publication “The Canadian Monthly and National 
Review” of March 1874 with the back cover showing a full-
page advertising for immigration, explaining to future immi-
grants what land in Manitoba could be had for free, or pur-
chased, information on how to apply, etc., published by the 
Department of Agriculture. Fine to very fine group.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

                    

452 * 1850 Smithurst Stampless Folded Letter to Red Riv-
er, Delivered by Favour, mailed from Lower Fort Garry on 
Oct.25.1850 to Rev’d John Smithurst at “Indian Settlement” 
(in Red River). The letter was written by W. Lane, who worked 
for the Hudson’s Bay Company, informing Smithurst that sup-
plies were now available for him, and that he paid “Cameron” 
(Indian runner) 9/6 for the letter he delivered to him. Very 
fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200
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453 * 1871 Fort Garry Cover to Ottawa, mailed on DEC.22.1871 
(FORT GARRY / MANITOBA broken circle) to Ottawa, franked 
with a pair and a single 1c orange Small Queen (faults) can-
celled with an early cork cancel. Accompanied by owner’s de-
scription of the route, in part saying “...carried in a closed bag 
tri-weekly mail service to Pembina. The mail contractor Roger 
Goulet received $20 per trip. It was transported by the USA 
mail to Fort Cloud, the railhead, then to Windsor...”. A very fine 
example of an early cover from what would become Winnipeg.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

                    
x454

454 * Two Early Free Franked Covers to the Secretary of State 
in Winnipeg, mailed 1879 and 1880 to James Cox Aikins, 
who was at this time Secretary of State, and would soon after 
be promoted to the Ministry of Inland Revenue, and became 
Lieutenant Governor of Manitoba in 1882. These covers were 
mailed from Ottawa free franked and signed for by him, both 
with Winnipeg receivers on back, as well as Secretary of State 
of Canada coat of arms embossed back flaps. Fine-very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

455 * Group of 11 Better Early Manitoba Town Postmarks, 
Mountain City (partial 1882 on 1c GPC), Nelsonville (1881 on 
3c SQ cover, RF E), St Norbert (1881 on 1c GPC), Treesbank, 
Aweme and Two Rivers (all on an incoming 1893 PC from GB), 
Poplar Heights (1881 ERD receiver on a “plate 22” stationery 
card from Winnipeg, RF E, left on owner’s page with notes on 
the C.P.R. routing), Kildonan (1878 on 3c SQ cover, RF D), St 
Andrews North (RF D, on 3x 1c SQ cover with contents from 
a husband to his wife, postmark only used for 3 years, with 
Morden squared circle transit on back), Sheppardville (1884 
on 3c SQ cover), West Lynne (1884 on 3c SQ cover), and St 
Jean Baptiste (1884 ERD on 3c SQ cover). Many items have 
condition issues, still a useful group.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

456 * Group of 9 Large Size Small Queen Covers with Good 
Manitoba Postmarks, all of these postmarks on the back, 
with Smiths Hill (1884, RF E, open for 3 years only), Belleview 
(1889 RF D), Fairburn (1888, RF D), Manda (1884, RF C), Mill-
ford (1886, RF D), Oakland (1888, RF C), Woodnorth (1884, 
RF C), Sourisford (1888, RF C), Logoch (1887, RF C), Fosbery 
(1896, RF E, open for only 1 year), Lake Dauphin (1896, RF 
D) and others such as Griswold Station, Portage la Prairie, 
etc. Many of the covers also have various Dead Letter Office 
postmarks on back and other markings. All but the Smiths 
Hill cover are reduced to some extent, and there is a variety 
of frankings, with 1c, 3c, 3c x2, etc. A very useful group for 
the Manitoba postmark enthusiast, as many of these strikes 
are either the ERD or LRD, or in a few cases the only recorded 
strikes.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400

457 * Group of 14 Manitoba Town Cancels on Small Queen 
Covers, with Millbrook (1896), Turtle Mountain (1896), Gret-
na (1890), Winnipeg (1881 bull’s eye duplex), Foxton, Bal-
moral and Stonewall (all on an 1891 illustrated adv. cover), 
Dominion City (1883), Deloraine (1889), Emerson (1881), 
Beaconsfield (1887 on 5c SQ cover to England), Archibald 
(1887 weak strike on back of Beaconsfield cover, scarce), 
Minnedosa (1890), Emerson (1883 bull’s eye duplex), Em-
erson (1890 in blue), Crystal City (1886 with fancy cork) and 
Sheppardville (1886). Includes registered, corner card, vari-
ous frankings and destinations, etc. Some have faults to vary-
ing degrees, still overall fine or better.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

458 * Group of 15 Manitoba Town Postmarks on Covers from 
the Small Queen Era, with Balmoral (1897 on 3c Jubilee 
cover), Crystal City (1897 on a 5c SQ + 3c Jubilee reg. cover 
with lovely strike of Napinka & Winnipeg No.1 squared circle 
on back), Ninga (1891 on 3c SQ cover), De-Clare (1884 ERD 
on 3c SQ cover, with nice Fort Elgin N.W.T. backstamp), Arden 
Station (1896 on 3c stationery cover), Rapid City (1888 on 
3c SQ cover), St Charles (1892 on 1c GPC), Rosebank (1897 
on 5c SQ + 3c Jubilee reg. cover, with two strikes of the WT-
857 R.P.O. on back), Emerson (1890 in blue green on 3c 
SQ cover), Oak Lake (1896 on an uprated stationery cover), 
Minnedosa (1883 on a 3c SQ and 2c RLS reg. cover with en-
closure), Hartney (1892 on 3c SQ cover), Mekiwin (1896 on 
8c SQ reg. cover), and Portage la Prairie (two 3c SQ covers, 
1882 and 1883, both with duplex postmarks). An overall nice 
quality lot, all items scanned online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400

                    
x459

459 * Group of Four 1887 Registered Covers with Manitoba 
Postmarks, with Carberry (3c SQ + 5c RLS to Chicago, with 
Carberry Crown wax seal on back and corner card on front), 
Boissevain (the ERD for this postmark, 3c stationery cover 
uprated 2c RLS to Winnipeg, with “A. McKnight” corner card, 
who was the postmaster), Stonewall (3c stationery cover 
which does not appear to be missing any stamps to Winnipeg 
- went through registered for only 3c), and Asessippi (RF D, 1x 
+2c SQ + 2c RLS with plate imprint to Toronto). We also note 
a few interesting backstamps, overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300
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460 * Group of 9 Queen Victoria Registered Covers with 
Manitoba Postmarks, 1890 to 1898, with Lower Fort Garry 
(1898 to Maine), Westbourne (1897 to France - very scarce), 
Gilbert Plains (1896 to Toronto), Oak Lake (1890 to Brandon), 
Alexander (1896 to Toronto), Whitemouth (1898 to Toronto), 
Austin (1897 to Maine), Lyonshall (RF D, 1898 to new York 
City), and Rosehill (1895 to New York). We note that all have 
different frankings, incl. 8c Leaf single, 8c SQ single, Leaf / 
SQ combination, etc., as well as interesting backstamps, incl. 
McGregor Station squared circle, Lake Dauphin broken circle, 
Montréal squared circle precursor, as well as R.P.O. post-
marks. A very useful and overall fine to very fine group.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

461 * Group of 23 3c Small Queen Covers from Manitoba, 
1875 to 1898, with postmarks from St Andrews, Morris, 
Minnedosa, Portage la Prairie, Westbourne, Ninga, Brandon 
Hills, Thornhill, Grund, St Francois Xavier, Oak Lake, Totogon 
(RF D), Neepawa, Arden Station, Winnipeg, Rapid City, Baldur, 
Fort Garry, and Virden. Two covers have letters inside, also 
saw corner cards, etc. Condition varies drastically, still many 
are very fine. Photos show a small sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

462 */PC Group of 32 Covers and Cards with Manitoba Post-
marks, 1880 to 1898, with 13 stationery cards, 4 stationery 
covers and the rest are Small Queen franked covers, includ-
ing 1888 5c to Liverpool, 1892 5c to Belgium, 1882 5c to 
England and 1887 5c to England. There are also combination 
frankings, single 1c, etc. We noted postmarks from Boissev-
ain, Brandon, Mariapolis, Deloraine, Preston (ERD of only two 
recorded strikes), Selkirk, Swan lake, Gretna, Loretto, Bel-
mont, Cartwright, Dominion City, St Andrews, Rapid City, Rea-
burn, St Francois Xavier, Baldur, Lothair, Neepawa, Virden, 
Pasadena, Treherne, Oaknook, Ochre River, Greenway and 
Emerson. Some faults noted, else overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $350

463 */PC Collection of Douglas Station Manitoba Postal His-
tory, with a 1c GPC (1884 first broken circle), 3c SQ + 5c RLS 
cover (1893, with inverted year slug, second broken circle), 
plus a 1c GPC (1898) and 3c Leaf cover (1898) with c.d.s. 
cancels. These are written-up on exhibit-style pages. Also 
includes 19 loose covers (1898 to 2015) from Douglas Sta-
tion (mostly from the Richardson family correspondence) plus 
three 1970s photographs of the post office, as seen from in-
side and out. Accompanied by lots of research on the town, 
its post office, post masters, written in the form of articles, by 
Gordon Richardson. Very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

464 * Three Early Manitoba Covers, 1875 Lower Fort Garry to 
Winnipeg (3c SQ canceled by fancy cork cancel, with a Fort 
Garry backstamp), 1876 Selkirk to Vittoria Ont. (Selkirk is new 
ERD by 2 years) on a 3c SQ cover with backstamps from Low-
er Fort Garry, Hamilton, Simcoe and Vittoria. This Selkirk dat-
estamp is apparently the earliest “Western” postmark in the 
Pritchard & Andrews proof books). Also an 1875 cover from 
Detroit Michigan to “Mrs Hamilton R. O’Reilly” in Winnipeg, 
with a Fort Garry 1875-02-01 (new LRD) receiver on back. 
Faults to varying degrees, still a useful trio of early Manitoba 
postmarks with both sides of each cover scanned online. Ex 
Don Fraser.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $450

465 */PC Group of 38 Manitoba Covers and Cards, 1876 
to 1940s, with some better postmarks throughout, includ-
ing Winnipeg bull’s eye duplex (x2), Winnipeg (1876, 1877, 
1879), Selkirk 1883, Perguis 1877 (LRD of only two recorded 
examples), Pilot Mound 1889, Petrel 1891 (ERD), Carman 
1890, Dynevor (the only recorded example), Orange Ridge 
1898, Elkhorn (1895 squared circle), Hartney (partial 1893 
squared circle in purple), Otterburne 1897 (receiver on a 
shortpaid bank notice letter card from Winnipeg), Louise 
Bridge (1897 receiver on a 2c SQ drop letter from Winnipeg), 
plus many more modern towns such as Mather, Elphinstone 
(duplex), Whitewater, Holmfield, Gregg, Moline, Austin, Oak 
Lake (duplex), Deer Horn, Winnipeg (duplex on 1860 wrap-
per), Winnipeg (roller on KGV wrapper), some Winnipeg corner 
card covers, and more. Also includes a collection of “C.P. Ry 
West of Winnipeg” postmarks on 15 stamps and one postal 
card, with different dates, directions, etc. plus a partial Souris 
& Winnipeg squared circle on piece. Some faults, else overall 
fine to very fine. Scans only show a portion of the lot. Ex Don 
Fraser.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400

                    

466 1847 Receipt for Goods Purchases for Rev’d John 
Smithurst, “Purchases made in Montreal on account of The 
Rv’d John Smithurst” listing three items totaling 18/7, with 
a note explaining that the purchase was charged to his ac-
count. This was probably carried to the Red River Settlement 
by Canadian route, fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

467 The Gordon Richardson Manitoba Postal History Archives, 
a must have for the Manitoba postal historian, this contains 
over 15 file folders of information gathered over several 
years, including folders named Manitoba Local History, Red 
River and Fort Garry, Manitoba Postal History General, Copies 
of Correspondence from Archives, Minnedosa Post Office his-
tory, Manitoba Post Offices, Early Manitoba 1840-1870, Post-
mark Proofs, Post Office Revenue, Manitoba Mail Contracts 
and more, with mostly photocopies of valuable material for 
the researcher. The pile measures 6½ inches thick.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

468 Group of Four Early Manitoba-Related Documents, with an 
1863 shipping receipt from the Kenning & Co, Red River at 
Fort Garry, etc. Also an 1870 receipt for delivering goods to 
Winnipeg, Red River Settlement, an 1874 Red River Settle-
ment Company bill of lading for transporting goods on the 
Steamer Dakota and an 1872 Kittson’s Red River Transporta-
tion Line bill of lading for goods transported on the Steamer 
Dakota. Faults, still unusual. The lot also includes three Post 
Office Department contracts and documents for the transport 
of mails in and around Breckenridge, Minnesota for the years 
1857 and 1858 (x2). Ex Don Fraser.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100
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New Brunswick

469 * Group of 12 New Brunswick 5c Victoria Franked Cov-
ers, noting shades and a good variety of despatch, transit and 
arrival postmarks on the backs, overall fine with some faults 
noted.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

Northwest Territories

470	 8/*/PC Collection of North West Territories Postal His-
tory, with 8 stamps, 2 covers and a card. The cover is a front 
mailed 1880 from Carleton (R.F. D) to Winnipeg, franked with 
3c SQ (x3) and 6c SQ paying 5 times the domestic rate. The 
1c GPC was mailed from Moosomin to Port Arthur Ont. in 
1892 and the rest are stamps with socked on the nose town 
cancels from Dawson (two diff. from 1901 and 1902), Mooso-
min (1894), Broadview (1894, R.F. D), Edmonton (1892, R.F. 
D) and Fort Cudhay (1897 in purple, R.F. E), Beulah (partial) 
and a strip of 5 of the 1c SQ with Indian Head. Also includes 
a faulty (stamp torn off) cover mailed 1878 from Carleton to 
Ottawa (Winnipeg and Ottawa postmarks on back). A fine to 
very fine group.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

Nova Scotia

471 * Group of 41 Nova Scotia Stampless Folded Letters and 
Covers, 1833-1871, with a good variety of postmarks, rates, 
markings, incl. cross-border and trans-Atlantic, etc. Overall 
fine, online scans show a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

Ontario by County

472 * Collection Remainders from the Michael Rixon and Da-
vid Hobden Collection, with items from Orangeville C.W (DUF, 
1857 cover), Welland U.C (WLD, on 1863 cover to Spring 
Arbor through St Catharines, Delhi, etc.), North Williams-
burg U.C (DUN, ERD on a folded cover to Cornwall, through 
Williamsburg West which is the ERD of only two recorded ex-
amples), Minden C.W (HBN, LRD on cover), Haliburton C.W 
(HBN, on 1c GPC), Whittington C.W (DUF, 1868 receiver in 
red on cover from Hamilton), Binbrook (WTW, on 1856 folded 
letter to Toronto, through Hamilton and Stoney Creek), Malton 
Ont (PEL on 1908 picture postcard), Streetsville Ont (PEL, on 
1907 picture postcard), Caledon East Ont (PEL, on 1910 pic-
ture postcard), Kingston Canada (ratty double weight 1881 
drop cover) and last but not least is an 1878 2c RLS + 3c SQ 
(x2) registered cover London to Copenhagen which is marked 
as “Exhibit A” and was used in a court case involving theft 
of mail. An accompanying letter explains that the money was 
never received, and the letter has four mint Small Queens 
pinned to it. Also includes the Railway Letter Bill postmarked 
CA-SOUTHERN-R / East. Overall fine to very fine, and we threw 
in a Pence-era “thumper-style” rate handstamp in brass and 
wood depicting “’PAID 3d”. Al items pictured online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

473 */PC Bruce Collection of 22 Postal History Items from 
Bruce County, 1853 to 1910, with items from Colpoy’s Bay 
(ERD of the manuscript precursor), Mildmay C.W (LRD), Tiver-
ton C.W, Tiverton Ont (2 diff. hammers on 4 items), Teeswater 
U.C (ERD), Inverhuron U.C (one of three known), Inverhuron 
C.W (LRD of only two reported examples), Glenlyon U.C (cover 
with a nude strike which is ERD and another registered cov-
er), Paisley U.C (one on a free-franked cover and one on a 3c 
LQ cover), Williscroft U.C (in blue), Holyrood U.C (in black on 
registered cover, and another in blue), Brant U.C (on regis-
tered cover having a spelling mistake on its handstamp “RE-
RISTERED”), Saugeen U.C, Kincardine U.C (one in red and one 
in black on an 1870 3c SQ cover with a lovely fancy cancel), 
and Bentnick C.W (on folded letter with postmarks from Sau-
geen and Owens Sound). Most are on Rixon pages, an overall 
fine to very fine group, all items are scanned online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400

474 * Bruce Collection of 22 Covers and Folded Covers from 
Bruce County, 1854 to 1879, with items from Lucknow C.W 
(in blue), Ulster C.W (LRD), Tara C.W, Burgoyne C.W (the only 
recorded example, on a 3c LQ cover), Riversdale (the only re-
corded example of the manuscript precursor), Kincardine C.W 
(on two folded letters, one a money letter), Glammis C.W (on 
two covers, one is the LRD), Invermay (the only recorded ex-
ample of the manuscript precursor), Scone U.C (LRD in black 
and another in red on a 3c SQ cover), Saugeen (receiver on 
a folded letter from Chatham, described as being carried by 
steamer to Owens Sound, see photo), Walkerton U.C (on two 
covers), Teeswater U.C (one on a registered cover, the other 
on a 3c SQ cover with fancy starburst cork cancel), Bruce U.C, 
Greenock U.C (on two folded letters, one is the ERD, the other 
is registered), Brant U.C (on two folded letters). A useful and 
overall fine to very fine collection, many on Michael Rixon 
pages, all scanned online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

475 * Dundas Group of 10 Early Covers from Dundas County, 
1831 to 1854, all neatly written-up on Michael Rixon pages, 
and with his high quality standards, we offer Matilda (1840 
manuscript precursor on free-franked folded letter), Matilda 
U.C (1849 on a folded cover), Matilda C.W (1854 on a stamp-
less cover), West Williamsburg U.C (1843 double circle in 
black on a folded letter), West Williamsburg U.C (different 
hammer with tiny lettering 1831 in red on a folded free-
franked letter, the only recorded example), West Williamsburg 
(1834 manuscript precursor on a folded letter, the LRD), West 
Williamsburg (1848 double circle receiver in red on a folded 
cover), West Williamsburg (1843 double circle in black on a 
folded letter), Willamsburg East C.W (1854 on a cover, the 
only recorded example) and Williamsburg (1839 “1829 Type” 
receiver on a folded letter). Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400

476 * Dundas Group of 8 Covers from Dundas County, 1831 
to 1870, with Williamsburg (1831 manuscript precursor on 
a folded letter, the ERD), North Mountain (1870 in red on a 
3c copper red Small Queen cover, the LRD), Maple U.C (1861 
faint receiver on a folded letter), Winchester U.C (1858 in red 
on a stampless cover, the LRD of only two reports), East Wil-
liamsburg U.C (1845 on a folded letter), Williamsburg (1832 
manuscript precursor on a folded letter), West Williamsburg 
(1834 manuscript precursor on a folded letter), and Matilda 
U.C (1843 on a folded letter, the ERD). Overall fine or better 
group.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250
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477 * Durham Collection of 30 Folded Letters and Covers 
from Durham County, 1834 to 1879, with items from Les-
kard U.C (the only recorded example), Port Granby C.W (ERD 
and LRD, which are the only two recorded examples), Franklin 
C.W (LRD, on a 3c LQ cover), Welcome C.W (the LRD and one 
of only two recorded), Enfield C.W (a 3c LQ cover and a regis-
tered 2c + 3c SQ cover), Kendall U.C (the ERD, on a cover that 
was redirected and has 5 different town postmarks on back, 
including LRD of Clarke UC and LRD of Port Dover UC), Lifford 
U.C (two different instruments, both are the only recorded ex-
amples), Elizabethville U.C (both the ERD and the LRD, and 
possibly the only two known), Mount Pleasant U.C (both the 
ERD and the LRD), Hampton U.C (B2x is the LRD of only two 
recorded strikes, with Darlington backstamp), Hampton U.C 
(B2), Mill-Brooke C.W (ERD on a 5c Beaver cover and LRD on 
a 3c SQ cover with fancy cork cancel), Millbrooke C.W (on a 
1d drop folded letter, plus another being the LRD), Newcastle 
C.W (two examples, one is a 10c Consort mourning cover to 
Illinois), Cavan C.W (the ERD, plus another on a cover to Eng-
land), Cavan U.C (on two folded letters), Cavan U.C (double 
circle), Darlington U.C (on two folded letters, one being the 
ERD) and Darlington (the LRD of the “1829 Type”, on a folded 
letter to Ireland). Overall fine to very fine, and a super use-
ful collection for the enthusiast. All are mounted on Michael 
Rixon pages and all are shown online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $600

                    
x478

478 * Durham Group of Three Early Folded Letters from Port 
Hope, 1827 to 1851, earliest is addressed to Montréal and 
has a return address of “From Port Hope / John D. Smith / 
31st August / 1827”; the second is a folded money letter 
(which contained $150) with a 10 Nov 1829 “1829 Type” 
postmark; and the third (written by a wife to her husband) 
is a folded letter addressed to Cleveland, Ohio with a manu-
script postmark dated 21 May 1857 and a curved CANADA 
in red. This last letter is endorsed “Steam Boat Letter” and 
the owner claims it is the “only known Port Hope steamboat 
letter, and the likeliest route for this letter was across the lake 
to Rochester, where it was then forwarded to Cleveland” and 
was probably picked up by an American line steamer en route 
from Toronto to Ogdensburg.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

479 * Elgin Vittoria “1829 Type” Postmarks on Two Folded 
Letters, JAN.26.1831 albino strike (under-inked) which was 
contemporarily strengthened in red, on a folded money letter 
to York, and an AUG.10.1841 strike in black on a folded cover 
to Brantford. Very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

480 * Elgin Two Very Early Port Talbot Postmarks on Folded 
Money Letters, MAR.15.1830 (latest recorded example) 
manuscript precursor postmark and an “1829 Type” in red 
without date, on a money letter dated inside MAY.8.1830 
(earliest recorded date). Both are very fine and desirable.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

481 * Elgin Group of 11 Early Elgin County Covers, 1831-
1880, all written-up on 8 Michael Rixon pages, with Port 
Talbot “1829 Type” in red on two money letters (1831 and 
1841), 1851 St Thomas cover to New York City (with many 
markings), an 1865 small cover to London, 1840 Simcoe 
U.C in red on folded letter to Port Dover, rated FREE, 1841 
Port Burwell manuscript precursor on folded money letter to 
Toronto, Port Burwell U.C (MAR.8.1853 latest recorded date) 
on cover to London, Vienna U.C (two covers, 1857 and 1865 
rated PAID 3 and PAID 5), and two 1c GPC with Aylmer U.C 
broken circles (one is the latest recorded strike JAN.17.1880). 
Typical nice quality strikes from the Rixon collection, overall 
very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

482 * Elgin Group of 11 Covers from Elgin County, 1832 to 
1863, with Port Burwell (two lovely examples of the italics 
double circle in red, 1832 and 1834, both on free-franked 
folded letters), Sparta U.C (1845 on a folded letter to Wis-
consin Territory, the ERD), New Sarum (1860 manuscript 
precursor on stampless cover, the ERD of only two reports), 
Port Stanley (1840 manuscript precursor on folded money 
letter rated 9/9), Port Stanley U.C (1843 on a folded cover, 
the ERD), Port Stanley C.W (1850 on a cover), Port Bruce 
(1863 on stampless cover), Sparta (1846 on a folded letter, 
the LRD), Aylmer U.C (1856 on a stampless cover, the ERD) 
and Aylmer U.C (1857 on a stampless cover). An overall fine 
to very fine group, some are accompanied by a write-up from 
Robert C. Smith.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

483 */PC Elgin Group of 18 Covers from Elgin County, 1850 
to 1885, with Crinan U.C (1860 in red, the ERD), Springfield 
C.W (1867, the LRD), Eagle U.C (1864 in red, the ERD), Dex-
ter U.C (1863 on a 1c QV printed matter, the LRD), Rodney 
C.W (1877 on 3c SQ cover), Straffordville U.C (1876), Tem-
peranceville C.W (in red on a folded letter to Scotland), Gro-
vesend U.C (1860 in red), Union U.C (1866 on a 5c Beaver 
cover), Iona C.W (1865 and 1879), Wallacetown U.C (1857), 
Wallacetown C.W (1870), Belmont U.C (1863 on 5c Beaver 
cover), Lyons U.C (1869 on a 1c Large Queen unsealed cover, 
stamp stained), Talbotville-Royal U.C (1861 on a 5c Beaver 
cover), Clunes U.C (1859 on a 5c Beaver cover), Avon U.C 
(1866) and Orwell U.C (1885). All are written-up on Michael 
Rixon pages, overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400

484 * Essex Collection of 11 Early Folded Letters and Covers 
from Essex County, 1832 to 1860, with items from Sand-
wich U.C (ERD, on folded letter from Davisonville, Michigan to 
the lines “by Detroite” and addressed to Nelson), Sandwich 
(“1829 Type” in red on two folded letters, one is a money let-
ter), Sandwich (“1829 Type” in black), Gosfield U.C ( two cov-
ers, one is a very late use in 1860 to Tower Hill, Iowa), Wind-
sor (manuscript precursor on quadruple rate money letter), 
Kingsville U.C (in blue on a Post Office Quarterly Statement 
of Accounts incoming from Québec) and Amherstburgh (two 
black and a red strike on three money letters). All are on Mi-
chael Rixon pages, overall very fine, and all pictured online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $350
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485 * Glengarry Group of 11 Covers from Glengarry County, 
1838 to 1871, with St Raphaels (1853 on folded money 
letter, via Lancaster), Lochiel (1843 “1829 Type” on a free 
franked folded cover to Martintown), Lochiel (1850 manu-
script on a folded letter), Alexandria (1838 “1829 Type” on a 
folded letter, which is the only recorded example), Alexandria 
C.W (1863 on a 5c Beaver cover), Williamstown U.C (1843 
on a folded money lelter, the ERD), Williamstown C.W (1854 
on a folded cover), Dalkeith C.W (1869 on a cover, the only 
recorded example), Lancaster (1854 on a folded letter), Alex-
andria U.C (1848 on a folded letter to North Britain, the LRD 
and possibly only recorded example) and Dunvegan (1871 
on a stampless cover, the only recorded strike). A very useful 
group, with many rare items, overall fine or better.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $350

486 * Grey Collection of 10 Folded Letters and Covers from 
Grey County, 1846 to 1875, with items from St Vincent U.C 
(on a money letter), Flesherton C.W (on a 2c + 3c SQ regis-
tered cover), Durham C.W (on a 5c Beaver cover), Meaford 
C.W (LRD), Latona C.W (on 3c SQ cover), Mc Intyre C.W (on 3c 
SQ cover), Cedarville C.W (two covers), Feversham U.C (LRD 
of only two recorded examples) and Chatsworth U.C (on a 2c 
+ 3c SQ registered cover). A very fine group, all on Michael 
Rixon pages and all scanned online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

487 * Grey Group of 28 Folded Letters and Covers from Grey 
County, 1847 to 1876, with items from Orchard C.W (ERD), 
Arnott Ont (ERD), Priceville C.W (LRD of three recorded ex-
amples), Eugenia C.W (ERD), Craigleith U.C, St Vincent U.C 
(ERD), Johnson U.C (the ERC of only two recorded example, 
on an incoming cover from Ireland, with write-up, also a 3c LQ 
cover with the LRD), Bentinck C.W, Ayton U.C (LRD of the only 
two recorded strikes), Normanby C.W (ERD), Thornbury U.C, 
Holland (the only recorded example of the manuscript precur-
sor, on folded letter with East Holland C.W backstamp ERD, 
and Bentinck U.C), Sullivan C.W (receiver on a cover from 
England), Inistioge C.W, Ronaldsay C.W (LRD on a cover with 
the ERD of Priceville C.W backstamp), Artemesia C.W (LRD), 
Allan Park U.C (two items), St Vincent U.C, Priceville U.C (the 
only recorded example), Owens Sound C.W (ERD of only two 
recorded examples), Leith U.C (the only recorded example), 
Berkeley U.C, Durham C.W (LRD of only two recorded exam-
ples), Osprey U.C (the only recorded example) and North Kep-
pel C.W (lovely strike in green on a cover with the ERD of Owen 
Sound C.W A2 instrument on back). A most useful group, with 
all of its ERD, LRD and rare postmarks, a few have faults, else 
overall fine to very fine. Online photos show the entire lot.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $600

488 * Hastings Collection of 26 Folded Letters and Covers 
from Hastings County, 1836 to 1876, with items from Bel-
leville (“1829 Type” on money letter), Belleville (“1829 Type” 
on folded letter), Marlbank (LRD), Bridgewater (two covers), 
BlessingtonU.C (the only recorded strike), Tweed U.C (two 
covers), Tweed (the only recorded example of the manuscript 
precursor), Stirling U.C (ERD), Stoco U.C (LRD), Lonsdale U.C 
(ERD of only two reports), Madoc (ERD of only two recorded 
examples), Madoc U.C (LRD), Shannonville C.W (two folded 
letters), Belleville U.C (a black and a blue strike, the latter with 
inverted year indicia), Maynooth C.W, Millbridge C.W (ERD of 
only two recorded examples), Halloway (on 5c Beaver cover 
incoming from Hamilton), Marmora (LRD of only two reported 
strikes), Glanmire (ERD as receiver on cover from York River), 
York River (ERD) and Marmora U.C (the only recorded exam-
ple). A very useful lot, all but 6 items are on Rixon pages and 
mostly all fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $600

489 * Huron Group of 13 Covers from Huron County, 1857 to 
1889, with items from Grey Ont (on registered cover to God-
erich, via Seaforth and two different RR postmarks), Blyth 
Ont, Bayfield U.C (LRD on a registered cover with postmarks 
from Goderich UC, Hanover U.C LRD and Kincardine U.C), Por-
ters Hill C.W (ERD), Blyth Ont (c.d.s.), Winthrop Ont (ERD), Eg-
mondville U.C (ERD on a folded Oath of Constable certificate), 
Bluevale U.C (LRD receiver on an incoming GB cover with 
postmarks from Hamilton, Wroxeter , Morrisbank), Wroxeter 
U.C (ERD), Amberlee C.W (ERD), Wingham C.W (ERD), Ethel 
C.W (ERD) and Devon C.W (LRD, on a registered Large Queen 
cover rated 9c, with RPO cancels on back). Six of the covers in 
this group are oversized, still a great lot for the postmark col-
lector, with good frankings, etc. A few faults here and there, 
else overall fine and all items pictured online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

490 * Huron Collection of 30 Folded Letters and Covers from 
Huron County, 1852 to 1876, with items from Exeter U.C (two 
covers, one is a lovely yellow cover franked with a 1c + 2c 
Large Queen), Molesworth U.C (the only recorded example), 
Molesworth C.W (LRD), Blyth C.W, Dingle U.C (ERD), Morris-
bank (the only recorded example of the manuscript precur-
sor), Dungannon U.C (LRD of only two reported examples), 
Belmore U.C, Constance C.W (ERD of only two recorded exam-
ples), Lisadel (the only recorded example of the manuscript 
precursor), Lisadel U.C (ERD), Egmondville U.C (ERD), Har-
purhey U.C (on three covers), Auburn U.C (two examples, one 
being the LRD), Devon U.C (ERD, on a registered cover with 
a pair of 5c Beavers), Brucefield U.C (on two covers), Tucker-
smith (the only recorded example of the manuscript precur-
sor), McKillop U.C (on two folded letters), Goderich U.C (on 
four covers, one of them cross-border), Lisadel U.C and Zurich 
U.C (in green, on a cover to Goderich through Rogerville and 
Clinton). A lovely collection, loaded with useful covers, which 
is all on Michael Rixon pages and overall fine to very fine. All 
pages scanned online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $750

491 * Huron Collection of 32 Folded Letters and Covers from 
Huron County, 1855 to 1878, with items from St Helens U.C 
(LRD on a registered cover, plus another item), Bodmin C.W 
(LRD), Bandon U.C, Exeter U.C (on two covers), Dingle C.W 
(ERD plus another), Zetland U.C (the only recorded example), 
Belmore C.W (two covers, one is the ERD), Gorrie U.C (LRD, on 
a 3c LQ cover), St Helens (the only recorded example of the 
manuscript precursor), Benmiller U.C (LRD on a 3c SQ cover, 
plus another Small Queen cover), Belgrave (ERD of the manu-
script precancel), Belgrave C.W (ERD on a cover to Innerkip 
U.C which is the LRD), Hills-Green C.W (LRD), Farquhar C. W 
(two items, one is the LRD), Walton C.W (on two covers), Wing-
ham C.W (on two covers, one is a 10c Consort to Michigan), 
Seaforth C.W (on two covers in green), Seaforth (the only re-
corded example of the manuscript precursor), Blue Vale U.C 
(ERD), Wroxeter U.C (LRD of only two recorded examples), 
Rodgerville U.C (on a registered cover) and Gorrie U.C ( on two 
covers). A lovely collection, loaded with useful covers, which 
is all on Michael Rixon pages and overall fine to very fine. All 
pages scanned online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $750
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492 */PC Huron Group of 58 Better Covers and Cards from 
Huron County, 1837 to the 1930s, mostly from the Queen 
Victoria era, with a great assortment of town cancels from 
many different towns, including several manuscript types, 
many ERD and LRD (according to owner, unchecked by us). 
A better than average county lot, with its many Small Queens 
(including early shades), stampless covers, registered covers 
(including 8c single franking, 2c RLS franking), also noted 
fancy cancels and other postmark interest. A few items are 
fronts only, rest are overall very fine, and all are sleeved, many 
still with their retail prices (with many items in the $25 to $50 
range). A lovely and useful group, well worth our estimate, 
online photos show a small sample only.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $750

493 */PC Huron Group of 58 Better Covers and Cards from 
Huron County, 1860s to the 1930s, mostly from the Queen 
Victoria era, with a great assortment of town cancels from 
many different towns, including several manuscript types, 
many ERD and LRD (according to owner, unchecked by us). 
A better than average county lot, with its many Small Queens 
(including early shades), stampless covers, registered covers 
(including 8c single franking, 2c RLS franking), also noted 
fancy cancels and other postmark interest. A few items are 
fronts only, rest are overall very fine, and all are sleeved, many 
still with their retail prices (with many items in the $25 to $50 
range). A lovely and useful group, well worth our estimate, 
online photos show a small sample only.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $750

494 * Lambton Collection of 14 Folded Letters and Covers 
from Lambton County, 1841 to 1875, with items from Wyo-
ming C.W, Widder Station C.W, Wisbeach U.C, Corunna C.W 
(the ERD and the LRD), Bosanquet C.W (on a cover with con-
tents to Crowland via Adelaide), Sarnia C.W, Port Sarnia U.C 
(on a folded letter “On service of the Customs”), Moore U.C 
(ERD), Errol U.C (on folded letter to Westminster, with the ERD 
of the receiver), Warwick U.C (B2 instrument), Warwick U.C 
(B2sx instrument), Forest C.W (ERD) and Watford U.C (in red, 
LRD). Overall fine or better, most are on Michael Rixon pages, 
all are pictured online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400

495 * Leeds Collection of 33 Folded Letters and Covers from 
Leeds County, 1829 to 1870, with items from Brockville 
(straightline in red dated 1829), Lyndhurst C.W (the ERD and 
the LRD), Farmersville U.C (the only recorded strike, on a small 
cut square), Escott C.W (ERD), Westport U.C (ERD), Toledo U.C 
(on a cross-border cover), Charleston U.C, South Elmsley U.C, 
Philipsville U.C (the LRD of only three recorded strikes, on 
a, incoming cross-border cover), Philipsville U.C (the ERD of 
only three recorded strikes), Newboro C.W (in blue, on a cover 
to Ramsay via Addison and Smith Falls), Portland U.C (the 
only recorded example of the B2x instrument), Portland U.C 
(LRD of the B2 instrument, on a registered cover), Yonge U.C 
(double circle on two covers, one is a money letter), Newboro 
U.C (LRD of the B2x instrument), a folded letter from Toronto 
to Portland via Millcreek and Spike’s Corners, Frankville U.C 
(LRD), Lansdown U.C, Lyn U.C (ERD plus an other cross-border 
cover), Seelys Bay Leeds C.W (in red), Elgin U.C (in green, the 
ERD of only two reports), Addison U.C (LRD), Farmersville C.W 
(two different instruments, in red), Yonge (manuscrpt precur-
sor on a money letter), Kitley U.C (double circle in red on fold-
ed letter to Newboro via Addison), Kitley U.C (double circle in 
black on a double money letter, the ERD), Beverley U.C (LRD), 
Brockville U.C (ERD, on a money letter) and Brockville (LRD 
of the “1829 Type”. Overall fine to very fine, with numerous 
useful items, sure to please any collector or dealer.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $750

                    
x496

496 * Leeds Three Early Gananoque Folded Letters, 1828 to 
1846, the first mailed with the straightline postmark on 22 
November 1828, and mailed to York. The 2 page letter in-
side was written by Collin McDonald to his nephew, and is of 
a family nature. The second was mailed on May 31st 1845 
(the ERD of the UC manuscript instrument) to Albany, NY, 
through Kingston. The third cover was mailed on Oct. 1, 1846 
to Niagara Falls, NY via Kingston, Hamilton and Queenston, 
exchanged in Lewiston NY, not found in Niagara Falls and re-
ceived a scarce US Dead Letter Post Office manuscript c.d.s. 
A lovely trio of early Gananoque folded letters.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

497 * Lennox & Addington Collection of 21 Folded Letters and 
Covers from Lennox & Addington County, 1843 to 1880, 
with items from Morven C.W (in green, LRD), Violet U.C (nude 
strike in red on an 1863 cover), Roblin C.W (LRD of only three 
recorded examples), Wilton C.W (the only reported example), 
Lenox U.C (LRD), Camden East C.W (in red), Bath C.W, Bath 
U.C (the LRD), Kaladar U.C (the only recorded example, with 
ERD of backstamp Clairview U.C), Flinton U.C, Odessa U.C, 
Enterprise U.C (LRD of only two recorded strikes), Erinsville 
U.C, Erinsville U.C (only recorded example of the manuscript 
date instrument), Clairview U.C (in red), Deniston U.C (ERD 
of only two recorded strikes on a cover missent to Tamworth 
ERD), Tamworth U.C (in red), Morven C.W (LRD), Napanee U.C 
(two examples in red, one of them the ERD) and Adolphus-
town (on a folded money letter, the ERD of only two recorded 
examples). Many are on Michael Rixon pages, overall fine to 
very fine and all pictured online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400

498 * Lincoln Group of 7 Early Covers from Lincoln County, 
1831 to 1864, with St Catharines U.C (1864 broken circle in 
red on stampless cover “Due 10c”), St Catherines U.C 1841 
ERD on a money letter), St Catherines U.C (1857 in red), St 
Catherines (1831 and 1834 “1829 Type” in red, 1838 in 
black), and Grimsby (lovely 1840 strike of the “1829 Type” 
in black on a free-franked folded cover)/ All are written-up by 
Michael Rixon, overall fine or better.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400

499 * Manitoulin, etc. Collection of Postal History from Mani-
toulin, Algoma and Parry Sound Districts, with items from 
Little Current C.W (ERD on larger cut-down cover), Killarney 
U.C (ERD in black and another strike in blue on registered 
cover), Manitowaning Lake Huron (on 1878 3c SQ cover), Lit-
tle Current C.W (on two covers, one is the ERD), Garden River 
C.W, Sault Ste Marie C.W (on cover to Québec, through Pene-
tanguishene), Michipicoten River C.W (ERD in red and LRD in 
black) and Parry Sound C.W. Eleven covers in all, overall fine 
to very fine and all shown online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300
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500 * Manitoulin 1848 Folded Letter from Manitowaning to 
Port Sarnia, postmarked Manitowaning C.W (rimless dat-
estamp) with 6 Sep 1848 manuscript date (with postmaster 
Alexander , rated 1/4 to Port Sarnia (Sep.12 receiver) through 
Penetanguishene, London and Toronto (4 backstamps). The 
long (3 full pages) letter inside is datelined “La Cloche Lake 
Huron” and reads in part “I have little time to write today but 
opportunities of forwarding letters are so rare that I may not 
miss the present one... it is difficult to get letters forwarded - 
the Gore only makes a trip once a fortnight after this week...” 
The La Cloche post office opened on October 6, 1846 and 
closed sometime in 1848, presumably before this letter was 
written. The Manitowaning post office opened on the same 
day as La Cloche. A desirable and interesting item from a 
scarcely populated area, very fine and fresh.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

501 * Middlesex Group of 20 Folded Letters and Covers from 
Middlesex County, 1841 to 1866, with items from Mosa U.C 
(double circle), Delaware U.C, Delaware (LRD of the “1829 
Type”). Gladstone (5c Beaver cover with the only recorded ex-
ample of the manuscript precursor), Westminster U.C (an albi-
no print of the LRD on a folded letter to England), Westminster 
U.C (in red on an incoming cover from England), Katesville 
U.C (ERD on an interesting cross-border cover containing a 
letter datelined Eduardville, with mailing instructions on the 
cover), Arva U.C (ERD on a folded letter to England), Westmin-
ster (manuscript precursor receiver on a folded letter mailed 
at Sandwich, with lengthy family contents, datelined Concord 
and forwarded), Kerrwood C.W, Appin C.W (LRD of only two re-
corded examples), Dorchester (dateline on a letter in a cover 
with indistinct postmark), Nairn U.C (LRD of only two recorded 
strikes, on a Nesbitt stationery registered cover), Dorchester 
C.W (LRD of only two recorded strikes, on a 5c Beaver cover 
through Fish Creek C.W, St Mary’s, London and Ingersoll), Na-
pier U.C (ERD), Westminster U.C (ERD on incoming cover from 
USA, through London, Windsor), London U.C, Sylvan U.C (the 
only recorded example, on a cross-border cover through Lon-
don, Adelaide and Bosanquet LRD), Nilestown U.C (LRD) and 
Coldstream U.C (on cross-border cover through Lobo C.W only 
recorded strike)/ Overall fine to very fine, a very useful group, 
all pictured online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

502 * Middlesex Collection of 32 Folded Letters and Covers 
from Middlesex County, 1834 to 1877, with items from Lon-
don (“1829 Type” on a cover from Lachine with italic double 
circle to St Thomas), London U.C (large italics on two folded 
letters, one is the ERD), London U.C (B2 instrument, on three 
covers, one a cross-border), Adelaide U.C (double circle 
in blue), Mosa C.W (LRD of only two recorded strikes, on a 
registered cover), Swainby C.W (one of only three recorded 
strikes), Ailsa Craig C.W (in purple), Lucan U.C (LRD), Muncey 
U.C, Coldstream U.C (the ERD and the LRD), Wardsville C.W 
(two examples of the “changelling” or “Ruggles” c.d.s., one 
is the LRD), Newbury U.C, Falkirk C.W (only recorded exam-
ple, on a 2c RLS registered cover with boxed RPO on back), 
Falkirk (LRD of the manuscript precursor), West McGillivray 
U.C (ERD), Strathburn U.C (on two folded letters, one is the 
ERD), Napier C.W (on two covers, one is the ERD), Napier U.C 
(on a folded letter to Québec, through Amiens), Elginfield (the 
only recorded example of the manuscript precursor), Williams 
(LRD of the manuscript precursor), Williams U.C (the only 
recorded example), Ekfried U.C (LRD on a folded letter from 
Montréal) and Amiens C.W (on two covers, one is a cross-
border with the LRD). A lovely collection, loaded with useful 
covers, which is all on Michael Rixon pages and overall fine to 
very fine. All pages scanned online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $750

503 * Norfolk Group of 6 Covers with Manuscript Precursor 
Postmarks from Norfolk County, 1829 to 1858, with Port 
Ryerse (1855 receiver, the only recorded example), Port Row-
an (1846, the latest recorded example), Simcoe (1829, the 
earliest recorded example), Houghton (1846), Rowan Mills 
(1853, the only recorded example) and Villanova (1858, the 
only recorded example, on a folded letter to the Western Dis-
trict, with backstamps from Raleigh, London, Brantford and 
Waterford). All are from the collection of Dr. Robert C. Smith, 
5 are accompanied by his write-up. A very fine and rare group.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

504 * Norfolk Group of 14 Covers from Norfolk County, 1839 
to 1880, with Walsingham U.C (1866 on 5c Beaver cover), 
Port Dover U.C (1834 double circle, the ERD), Port Dover U.C 
(1849), Dereham U.C (partial strike on cover to Vittoria with 
receiver in red), Port Rowan U.C (1866 on a registered 5c 
Beaver cover), Port Ryerse U.C (1860 receiver on a 1c QV un-
sealed cover to Port Dover, through Simcoe and Vittoria), Port 
Dover U.C (1860 is the earliest recorded date), Lynedoch U.C 
(1861 is the latest recorded date), Walsingham U.C (1863 on 
a 1c QV circular to Pleasant Hill, whose receiver is the ERD), 
Silver Hill U.C (DEC.25.1860 is the only recorded example), 
Vittoria (manuscript precursor receiver on a folded cover from 
Simcoe), Hartford U.C (nude receiver on front of a 1c GPC 
from Toronto in 1880, which makes it the LRD), Middleton 
(1845 LRD manuscript precursor receiver on a folded cover 
from Chippewa) and Boston U.C (1873). Many of these items 
are from the Dr. Robert C. Smith collection, overall fine or bet-
ter.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

505 * Northumberland Collection of 24 Folded Letters and 
Covers from Northumberland County, 1834 to 1884, with 
items from Cobourg (ERD in red and LRD in black of the 
small U.C c.d.s.), Cobourg (LRD of the “1829 Type” plus an-
other cover), Haldimand (ERD of the precursor manuscript 
postmark), Smithfield (the only recorded example of the 
manuscript precursor postmark), Colborne (three different 
postmarks on three covers), Castleton (on registered cover), 
Grafton (ERD), Eddystone (the only recorded example of this 
instrument), Norham (on two covers), Warkworth (on a reg-
istered cover), Bewdley C.W. (on two cards, the ERD and the 
LRD), Bewdley U.C, Meyersburg (the LRD), Hilton (the ERD, 
on registered cover), Seymour East (ERD on a folded letter 
to Scotland, with oval AMERICA handstamp) and Brighton. 
A useful group which is mostly written-up on Michael Rixon 
pages, overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $600
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506 * Oxford Collection of 16 Folded Letters and Covers from 
Oxford County, 1835 to 1874, with items from Richwood U.C 
(partial strikes on two cards datelined Blenheim, one is the 
LRD), Ingersoll C.W, Drumbo U.C (two covers, incl. a cross-
border cover with the ERD), Dereham U.C (on a folded let-
ter from Chippewa through Burford), Embro U.C (the ERD on 
a cover to Boston Massachusetts via Beachville, Hamilton, 
Queenston and Lewiston), Beachville U.C (on a folded letter 
to Stratford, with double circle receiver in red), Princeton C.W 
(a money letter with the ERD to Saugeen, through London, 
Guelph, Galt, Brantford and Owens Sound, plus a 5c Beaver 
cover), Norwich C.W (on two covers in green), Norwich U.C 
(italics double circle in black on a money letter, plus the LRD 
in red) and Oxford U.C (on two folded letters). An overall fine to 
very fine group, mostly on Michael Rixon pages, all are shown 
online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

507 * Perth Collection of 31 Covers from Perth County, 1849 
to 1879, all written-up by Michael Rixon, with Carlingford 
U.C (both the 1857 ERD and the 1870 LRD on a registered 
cover), Donegal U.C (the 1857 ERD and an 1858 cover with 
a red strike), Listowel U.C (1866 in red), Listowel C.W (1869), 
Trecaste U.C (1858 in black on registered cover and 1861 in 
red), Cartharge U.C (1859 with spelling mistake, on a folded 
letter with Morningdale Mills backstamp), Fish Creek U.C 
(1860), Fish Creek C.W (1861), Wests Corners U.C (1857 and 
1858), Morningdale Mills U.C (1856 ERD and another dat-
ed 1861), Carronbrook U.C (1859), Carronbrook C.W (1865 
LRD), Shakespeare U.C (1861), Shakespeare C.W (1872 
LRD), Fullarton U.C (1856 and another 1856 on registered 
folded letter which is the LRD), Wallace U.C (1862 in red on 
a 5c Beaver cover to Clarks Mills, via Glenallan, Berlin and 
Camden East), Wallace U.C (1862 in blue), Sebringville U.C 
(1855 ERD and another dated 1861), Nithburg U.C (1855 
and 1856), Millbank U.C 1858 in red, 1859 in black LRD), 
Stratford C.W (1849 double broken circle) and Stratford C.W 
(1868 broken circle). A fine to very fine group.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $600

508 * Perth Collection of 17 Covers from Perth County, 1848 
to 1880, with Bells Corners C.W (1851 on a folded Certifi-
cate of Magistrate, plus another dated 1851), Sebringville 
C.W (1880 on a 3c SQ cover, the LRD), Stratford U.C. (1848 
LRD italics double circle on a Money Letter with hand made 
TOO LATE and MONEY LETTER handstamps), Musselburg U.C 
(1860 LRD on a registered 5c Nesbitt stationery cover), Car-
ronbrook U.C (1858 in blue), Nithburg U.C (1853 ERD on a 
1d printed matter rate), Fullarton U.C (1873 LRD of only two 
recorded examples), Listowell U.C (1865 in red), Fullarton U.C 
double broken circle (1855 ERD and 1856 LRD), Fullarton 
U.C broken circle (1873 receiver on a SQ cover from Prince Al-
bert C.W which is the LRD), Cromarty U.C (1860 in blue green 
and 1866 LRD in green), Bells Corners (1849 manuscript pre-
cursor, the LRD of only two recorded strikes, with long write-
up), Dryden C.W (1873 LRD) and Millbank C.W (1869 in blue, 
ERD). An overall fine to very fine group.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

509 * Prescott Group of 8 Covers from Prescott County, 1842 
to 1871, with Plantagenet (1843 on a folded cover), Hawkes-
bury C.W (1871 on a 3c Small Queen cover), Hawkesbury 
U.C (1843 on a folded cover), L’Orignal U.C (1850 in red on 
a folded letter), L’Orignal U.C (1842 on a free-franked money 
letter), Hawkesbury U.C (1842 in red on a folded letter, the 
ERD), Hawkesbury C.W (1862 on a 5c Beaver cover with TOO 
LATE) and Hawkesbury C.W (1865 on a stampless cover, the 
LRD). A fine to very fine group.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

510 * Renfrew Collection of 20 Folded Letters and Covers 
from Renfrew County, 1841 to 1875, with items from Mount 
St Patrick U.C (ERD), Petawawa U.C, Osceola C.W (cover with 
letter inside), South Westmeath C.W (two covers), Renfrew 
C.W (two covers), Admaston C.W, Bagot C.W, Bagot UC, White 
Lake U.C, White Lake C.W (two covers), Pembroke U.C (in 
blue, in red and in black), McNab U.C, Westmeath U.C (B2x, 
the ERD and the LRD, in blue and black), Westmeath U.C (B2, 
ERD). An overall fine to very fine group, several of which are 
on Michael Rixon pages, all scanned online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400

511 * Simcoe Collection of 25 Folded Letters and Covers 
from Simcoe County, 1846 to 1890, with items from North 
Adjula (the only recorded example), Mount St Louis U.C (LRD 
of only two recorded examples, on a 5c RLS registered cover 
which has many different R.P.O. cancels on back, as well as 
town postmarks and two different D.L.O.s), Coldwater U.C 
(double circle), Angus U.C (ERD), Cookstown C.W (the only 
recorded example), Glencairn C.W (ERD on a registered SQ 
cover to Collingwood, via New Lowell), Marchmount C.W (LRD 
on a SQ cover missing a piece on back), Bradford U.C (LRD), 
Nottawa C.W (ERD), Alliston U.C (LRD of only two recorded 
examples), Tottenham U.C (the only recorded example, in blue 
on a registered cover), Steele C.W (ERD to Toronto, through 
Edgar Ont ERD), Apto U.C (ERD on a cover to Toronto through 
Craighurst manuscript postmark LRD), Waverley U.C (ERD), 
Allendale U.C (one of only two recorded strikes on cover to 
Bell Ewart), Vigo C.W (LRD), Arlington U.C (LRD of only two 
recorded examples), Angus U.C (ERD, two covers), Sunnidale 
U.C (the only recorded example), Sunnidale C.W, Sunnidale 
Station U.C (ERD), Wyebridge C.W (in red), Nottawasaga U.C 
(ERD) and Nottawasaga Station U.C . Overall fine to very fine, 
a useful lot which is all photographed online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

512 * Simcoe Collection of 23 Folded Letters and Covers 
from Simcoe County, 1836 to 1880, with items from Orillia 
(the only recorded example of the manuscript precursor, on 
a folded letter from Toronto to Narrows, Lake Simcoe), Orillia 
U.C (ERD of the double circle), Hillsdale C.W, Nevis C.W (LRD 
on cover to Toronto via Hawkestone), Minesing C.W (ERD), Sil-
vershoe C.W (the only recorded example, used as a receiver), 
Apto U.C (LRD), Shanty Bay U.C (in red on two 3c SQ covers, 
one is the LRD), New Lowell U.C (ERD receiver on an incom-
ing 6d QV cover from England), Churchill U.C (LRD), Bowmore 
U.C, Angus (the only recorded example of the manuscript pre-
cursor, on a cross-border cover), Angus U.C (on a 5c Beaver 
cover), Sunnidale Station (the only recorded example of the 
manuscript precursor, on a cover to England), Ballycroy U.C 
(ERD), Nottawasaga Station U.C, Keenansville U.C (LRD, on 
a corner card cover), East Oro U.C (LRD), Arlington C.W, Bond 
Head U.C (LRD), Bond Head C.W (ERD, in blue on a registered 
cover) and Oro U.C (double circle in red on an incoming cover 
from England). Overall fine to very fine, all on Michael Rixon 
pages and all shown online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400

We are always seeking nice material for our 
sales.  Please contact us to discuss your 
consignments to our future auctions.

consign@sparks-auctions.com
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513 * Victoria Collection of 40 Folded Letters and Covers from 
Victoria County, 1839 to 1887, with items from Kirkfield C.W, 
Mount Horeb C.W (ERD of only two recorded examples), Nor-
land C.W (ERD plus the LRD on a 2c RLS registered cover), 
Head Lake C.W (ERD plus a second cover), Oak Hill C.W (LRD 
of only two recorded examples), Coboconk U.C (on cover with 
postmarks from Port Hope, Quebec, Lindsey, Fenelon Falls 
plus a large circle R.P.O.), Kinmount C.W (ERD and LRD, plus 
a third and another on a registered cover), Omemee U.C (on 
a 3c LQ and a 3c SQ cover, both strikes in red), Manilla U.C 
(the ERD and the LRD), Islay U.C (ERD), Little Britain C.W (two 
examples), Woodville U.C (two lovely strikes on an 1867 part 
wrapper with 1c QV stamp), Woodvile U.C (ERD on registered 
cover), Woodville U.C (ERD and LRD of the B2x instrument), 
Fenelon Falls U.C (two folded letters, one mailed to England), 
Fenelon Falls (the only recorded example of the manuscript 
precursor, on a folded letter to England, via New York in 
1839), Oakwood C.W (the only recorded example), Eldon U.C 
(two folded letters), Emily U.C (two folded letters), Emily U.C 
(the only recorded example of this instrument), Glenarm C.W 
(ERD and LRD), Rosedale C.W (the only recorded example), 
Valentia C.W (the only recorded example, on a 6c Large Queen 
cross-border cover), Aros C.W (the ERD of only two recorded 
examples), Cannington C.W (on cover to Mariposa C.W which 
is the LRD) and Fenelon Falls C.W (on two 3c SQ covers). A 
valuable and super useful collection, with all of its ERD, LRD 
and rare postmarks - one not to miss. Overall fine to very fine 
and all shown online.

 ...................................................................... Estimate $1,200

514 * Waterloo Group of 9 Covers from Waterloo County, 
1859 to 1872, with Blair U.C (AUG.9.1862 ERD on a 10c 
Consort cover), Linwood U.C (APR.7.1870 on a 3c copper red 
Small Queen Cover), St Jacobs C.W (DEC.24.1870 on a 3c 
copper red Small Queen cover), Wellesley U.C (JUN.10.1868 
LED on a 3c Large Queen cover), Doon C.W (JUN.28.1872 re-
ceiver on 1c GPC, the only recorded strike), New Hamburg 
U.C (NOV.5.1859 receiver on a reduced stampless cover, the 
LRD), Linwood U.C (partial AUG.31.1869 on stampless cover), 
St Clements U.C (APR.19.1860 on a stampless cover, the 
ERD), and West Montrose C.W (MAY.18.1870 on a 3c copper 
red Small Queen cover, the LRD). A useful lot, overall fine to 
very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

515 * Waterloo Group of 21 Covers from Waterloo County, 
1845 to 1878, with Woolwich (1852 folded letter from Elora, 
through Guelph and Berlin, then forwarded), Woolwich (1854 
folded letter), Ayr U.C (1845 the ERD on folded cover with 
Chippewa and Queenston backstamps), New Aberdeen C.W 
(two 3c SQ covers, 1872 and 1877 cross-border which is the 
LRD), West Woolwich (1856 stampless cover), New Hamburg 
C.W (1865 ERD on a 5c Beaver cover), Hawksville (1873 3c 
Small Queen cover with lovely fancy cork cancel), St Agatha 
(1867 5c Beaver registered cover with LRD of Petersburg 
backstamp), Branchton U.C (1853 ERD on a folded cover), 
Creek Bak U.C (1857 on cover, the only recorded strike), 
Haysville U.C (1858 LRD on a stampless cross-border cover), 
Philipsburg U.C (1862 receiver on an incoming United States 
cover addressed to Phillipsville, also the LRD), St Clements 
(1869 in red on stampless cover and 1877 in black on 1c 
GPC), Heidelburg C.W (1877 on a 1c GPC, the only recorded 
example), Baden (1863 on stampless cover), Breslaw (1872 
on 1c GPC, the only recorded example), Bloomingdale C.W 
(1872 on a stampless cover, the ERD), Bamberg C.W (1878 
on a 3c Small Queen cover, the LRD) and Elmira (1876 on a 
1c GPC). A mostly very fine and useful group, all neatly mount-
ed and written-up on Michael Rixon pages.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400

516 * Welland Group of 6 Early Covers from Welland County, 
1834 to 1853, with Fort Erie (1835 manuscript precursor on 
a folded money letter), Fort Erie U.C (1845 ERD), Chippawa 
U.C (1853), Chippawa (1839 “1829 Type” in red on a folded 
cover to Vittoria, with “1829 Type” receiver), Chippawa (1834 
and 1839 “1829 Type” in red). All written-up on Michael Rixon 
pages, fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

517 * Welland Collection of 26 Folded Letters and Covers 
from Welland County, 1832 to 1871, with items from Fulton 
UC, Chippawa U.C (on cover to Font Hill, through Port Rob-
inson and St Catharines), Fort Erie U.C, Allanburg C.W (ERD 
of only two reports, on a small “Due 10”cover with a large 
Welland Railroad c.d.s. on back), Pelham Union U.C (ERD on 
a cover from Jordan C.W, plus another from the same cor-
respondence), Humberstone C.W (LRD, on a cross border 
cover, plus the ERD on a cross-border cover with year slug 
inverted), Merrittsville C.W (ERD), Merrittsville (the only re-
corded example), Stevensville C.W (two covers, incl. a 3c LQ 
cover with the LRD), Pelham U.C (on a cross border folded 
letter via Chippewa and Queenston), Port Colborne U.C (lovely 
double circle as a receiver on a folded letter from Buffalo NY, 
through St Catherines and Queenston), Marshville U.C (dou-
ble circle in deep red on folded letter to Niagara via Lewiston, 
St Catherines and Queenston), Humberstone C.W (in red on 
a cross border cover), Port Colborne U.C (double circle), Font-
hill U.C (receiver on cover from Welland), Drummondville U.C 
(on two covers), Wainfleet (ERD of the manuscript precursor 
on a double money letter), Drummondville U.C (DCsx double 
circle in red), Drummondville U.C (DCix double circle in ital-
ics), St John’s (LRD of the manuscript precursor), Saint Johns 
U.C (double circle in blue), Clifton Canada (“changeling” or 
“Ruggles” c.d.s.). Most items are on Michael Rixon pages and 
all are scanned online. An overall fine to very fine collection, 
with many rare items, one not to miss.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $750

518 * Wellington Collection of 29 Folded Letters and Cov-
ers from Wellington County, 1841 to 1881, with items 
from Drayton U.C, Ospringe U.C (the only recorded example), 
Macton C.W (ERD), Harriston U.C (ERD and one of only two 
recorded examples, on a registered cover from the Horrace 
Harrison collection, with his lengthy write-up), Guelph U.C 
(on two folded letters, one is the ERD), Guelph (LRD of the 
manuscript precursor postmark, on a money letter), Parker 
C.W (two items, each with ERD and LRD), Goldstone C.W (the 
only recorded example), Stirton C.W, Macton C.W (LRD of only 
two known examples), Egerton C.W (on two covers), Winfield 
U.C (ERD of only two recorded examples), Clifford C.W (on two 
covers), Mount Forest (the only recorded example of the man-
uscript precursor), Mount Forest U.C (interesting 1890 strike 
on a 3c SQ cover with Québec LC 1860 receiver), Everton U.C 
(only recorded example of the B2x instrument), Everton U.C 
(in green, the only recorded example of the A2 instrument), 
Eden Mills U.C (ERD), Arthur C.W (ERD in red plus another in 
black), Erin C.W (ERD of only two recorded examples), Erin U.C 
(one in blue on a registered cover and another in black) and 
Fergus C.W (ERD as well as another example). Also includes a 
rare complete 1852 newspaper “The Elora Backwoodsman”. 
Most are written-up on Michael Rixon pages and are fine to 
very fine. All are illustrated online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500
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519 * Wentworth Collection of 11 Stampless Folded Letters 
and Covers from Wentworth County, 1853 to 1868, with 
an 1858 Hamilton cover with printed enclosure mailed with 
“1/2” rate handstamp, 1868 cover from Ontario (LRD of the 
UC double broken circle), 1853 Rockton folded letter (ERD), 
1860 Rockton cover, 1859 Binbrooke cover mailed on the 
second day of the 7c unpaid rate, 1853 incoming transatlan-
tic mourning cover to Binbrook (ERD of receiver) forwarded 
to Hamilton, through Stoney Creek, Woodburn, etc., 1863 
Jerseyville cover (ERD and one of only three recorded), 1856 
Greensville (ERD) folded cover, 1867 Woodburn receiver on 
cover, 1855 Freelton precursor manuscript (the only recorded 
example) on folded letter, and Carluke (ERD of only two re-
corded strikes) on folded letter bill. Overall fine to very fine, all 
are on annotated album pages and scanned online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

520 * Wentworth Group of 14 Stampless Letters and Covers 
from Wentworth County, 1831 to 1866, mailed from Ham-
ilton (ratty cover but with enclosure), Dundas U.C., Dundas 
(“1829 Type” in red on three folded letters: 1831, 1831 and 
1833), Ancaster U.C (receiver on folded letter from Queen-
ston), Sheffield U.C (ERD of only two recorded strikes on fold-
ed letter datelined Beverly), West Flamboro U.C (ERD), Wood-
burn U.C, Hamilton C.W, Glanford U.C, Freelton U.C (ERD) on 
cross-border cover, Ancaster U.C, and Hamilton (“1829-Type” 
in black on a folded letter to Kingston, datelined Barton. A fine 
to very fine group, all photographed online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $350

521 */PC Wentworth Group of 33 Covers and Cards from 
Wentworth County, 1858 to 1911, from Dundas, Hamilton 
Beach, Ryckman’s Corners, Carluke (LRD of the U.C instru-
ment), Woodburn (LRD of the U.C instrument), Bartonville, 
Ryckman’s Corners (ERD of the U.C instrument, on a cross-
border cover), Sheffield (the only recorded strike of the C.W 
instrument), Mount Albion, Carluke, Glanford (ERD of the U.C 
instrument), Freelton (on 3c LQ cover), Hamilton (lovely 1866 
C.W strike in blue on 1c QV cover), Hamilton (1965 duplex on 
1c QV cover to Bartonville with receiver), Lynden (on a 5c Bea-
ver cover to Kelvin, through Oakland), Waterdown, Copetown 
(the only recorded example of the U.C instrument), North 
Glanford (LRD of the U.C instrument), Mount Hamilton, Leba-
non, Dundas (on 1889 advertising registered cross-border 
cover with 5c RLS and 3c SQ), Christie, North Glanford, Car-
luke (LRD of the U.C instrument), Tweedside (only recorded 
example of the first ONT instrument), Carlisle (the only record-
ed example of this instrument), Carluke and Lynden (on same 
card), Dundas (on 3c SQ adv. cover), Dundas (on an 1888 2c 
RLS and 3c SQ cover) and a few others. Some faults here and 
there, still a useful and overall fine or better group. Online 
photos only show part of the lot.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

522 * York Collection of 13 Stampless Letters and Covers 
from York County, 1842 to 1878, with York (1847 double 
circle on folded letter with lovely strike of the Lloyd-Town 
double circle on back), Holland Landing (LRD of the U.C dou-
ble circle instrument), Lloydtown (two examples of the C.W 
instrument, one is the LRD), Victoria Square (only recorded 
strike receiver on folded cover from McGillivray), Loskey (the 
only known example), Rupert (ERD receiver on a mourning 
cover from Seneca), Yorkville (on an early APR.29.1870 3c 
SQ cover), Thistletown (ERD on an incoming 1858 cover from 
Ireland), Gormley’s Corners (the only recorded example, on a 
folded letter to Detroit), Crosby’s Corners (the only recorded 
example, on an 1852 money letter), Concord (on an 1870 3c 
SQ cover) and Maple (LRD of the precursor manuscript, as a 
receiver on a mourning cover addressed to Vaughan). All are 
written-up on Michael Rixon album pages, overall very fine, 
with several scarce items.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

523 */PC York Group of 27 Covers and Cards from York Coun-
ty, 1842 to 1899, with items from Yorkville (1865 in blue), 
Sharon, Wexford (LRD receiver), Agincourt (LRD, on a 3c SQ 
cover), Mongolia, Markham and Aurora (on same cover), 
Richmond Hill, Hagerman’s Corners (light but ERD), Kettleby 
(on two 5c Beaver covers), Sharon and Holland Crossing (on 
same folded letter), Sharon (in green, LRD of only two re-
corded strikes), Woburn (only recorded example of this instru-
ment, with LRD of Carlow on back), Thornhill (LRD receiver on 
registered cover from Stirton ERD, through Concord LRD), Vic-
toria Square (ERD, on a 5c Beaver cover), Richview (ERD on 
1853 incoming folded letter from Scotland), Lansing (LRD), 
Lemonville (the only recorded example), Etobicoke (precursor 
manuscript postmark), Coventry, Islington (the only recorded 
example, as a receiver on a folded letter to Etobicoke), Ru-
pert, Preston (on 5c Beaver cover), Brampton, Oak Ridges 
(the only recorded example, on a 3c SQ cover to California), 
and Holt (ERD). A very useful group, with the odd fault, still 
fine to very fine overall. Photos only show a portion of the lot.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

Prince Edward Island

524 */PC Group of 83 Covers / Cards from Prince Edward 
Island, 1890s to 1940s, with a wide range of material in-
cluding registered, Small Queen mourning covers, a few post-
cards, some covers with letters inside, etc., as well as many 
types of postmarks including squared circles (several from 
Summerside), small town broken circles, c.d.s., cork cancels, 
etc. A few faults else mostly fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

525 */PC Group of 163 Covers / Cards with Broken Circle 
Postmarks from Prince Edward Island, 1900 to 1920s, with 
a few on either side of the range, with mostly small town post-
marks, many post offices now closed, not noting much dupli-
cation. Several have faults, still overall fine or better, and a 
very useful group for the PEI collector or dealer.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

Just a reminder that this sale is conducted in Canadian dollars and 
we charge an industry low 17% buyer’s fee.
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Province of Québec

526 * Group of 23 Province of Québec Stampless Folded Let-
ters and Covers, 1842-1867, with a good variety of rates, 
postmarks, noting 6 covers to “Kennedy” in New York, 5 in-
coming from U.S. and G.B., etc. A nice, clean lot, all items are 
scanned online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

Saskatchewan

527 */PC Group of 83 Covers / Cards from Saskatchewan, 
mostly Edward VII to George V era, with a good variety of dif-
ferent town postmarks, with broken circles, c.d.s. and duplex, 
some business corner cards, usages and rates, etc. Overall 
fine to mostly very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

Newfoundland

528	 8 Collection of Newfoundland Town Postmarks on Stamps, 
and on stamps on pieces, in a stockbook, roughly from the 
1900s to 1940s, mostly with broken circles, but also a few 
c.d.s. and scarce duplex. We counted about 225 stamps 
(pairs and strips counted as one, many are the 3c orange 
Queen Alexandra issue, Scott 83) plus a handful of covers or 
part covers. Strikes range from barely identifiable to socked 
on the nose.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

529 * Group of 10 Covers Franked with the 3c Slate Queen 
Victoria Issue, 1895-1897, Scott #60 (cataloguing $30 each 
on cover), all addressed to James Hunt in St Johns, from plac-
es like Pushthrough, St Laurence, Fortune, Hermitage Cove, 
Grand Bank, Harbor Britain, etc. We note stamp shades, over-
all fine or better.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

530 * Group of 82 Covers Franked with the 1897 Royal Fam-
ily Issue, each of the denominations are present in various 
quantities and combinations, paying various domestic rates 
(incl. registered). We note a good variety of town and T.P.O. 
postmarks, including Placentia Bay T.P.O. Hermitage Cove, 
South Cove T.P.O., Coastal West T.P.O., C.B. Railway R.P.O., 
N.W. Railway T.P.O., Belloram, Lamaline, Pushthrough, Ren-
contre Hermitage Bay, Harbour Britain and many more. An 
overall fine to very fine group.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

531 * Group of 73 Royal Family issue Covers and Cards, 
1898-1912, includes a 1c rate cover with two ½c stamps but 
third stamp is missing, 21x cards / covers with 1c green Vic-
toria issue, 16x 2c vermilion covers / cards, 5x 3c rates with 
a combination of 1c and 2c issues, 22x 3c Queen Alexandra 
covers, 4x 5c rate covers with multiple stamps including a lo-
cal registered cover and covers to the US and Canada. Lastly, 
four 6c rate covers with 3c stamp (x2), one to USA and other 3 
registered to St John’s. Also 2 incoming 1908 postcards from 
Spain, both to St John’s with St John’s receiver datestamps. 
Condition is mixed but includes many very fine items.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

532 */PC Group of 56 Covers / Cards from Newfoundland, 
1891 to 1949, plus two from New Brunswick. With various 
items such as World War II material, town postmarks, rates 
and destinations, first day covers, and more. Some with 
faults, else overall fine to very fine. Photos show the entire lot.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

                    
x533

533 * #C3b, C3h Three Covers Franked with the 1921 C3 Hali-
fax Airmail Stamp, one with #C3b (very fine Nov. 18 cover) 
and two with #C3h (Nov. 26 cover with creases and a very fine 
Nov. 17 cover).

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,050

                    

534 * #C18 1933 $4.50 on 75c Bistre Balbo Flight Cover, 
mailed St John’s JUL.26.1933 and addressed to Grand Falls, 
Newfoundland “Per Italian squadron flight to Europe and re-
turn”. Front has an Italian flight cachet in blue green, and 
back has a total of 5 different cancels, including Shoal Har-
bour (Jul 27), three Italian cds cancels (Aug 12-15) and a St 
John’s registered double circle datestamp (Aug 30). Very fine 
and fresh, and the first time on the market since the flight.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,100

                    

535 * #C18 1933 $4.50 on 75c Bistre Balbo Flight Cover, 
mailed St John’s JUL.26.1933 and addressed to Grand Falls, 
Newfoundland “Per Italian squadron flight to Europe and re-
turn”. Front has an Italian flight cachet in blue green, and 
back has a total of 5 different cancels, including Shoal Har-
bour (Jul 27), three Italian cds cancels (Aug 12-15) and a St 
John’s registered double circle datestamp (Aug 30). Very fine 
and fresh, and the first time on the market since the flight.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,100
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Newfoundland Stationery and Postcards

536 */PC Accumulation of Roughly 225 Unused Victorian 
Newfoundland Postal Stationery Items, with roughly 155 
postal cards, ranging from Webb’s P1 to P4, P6-P7 (along 
with a few reply cards still attached), EN2 Type 2 SPECIMEN 
envelope and wrapper (c.v. $250 total), along with 60 wrap-
pers with 1c and 2c frankings (noting a few different sizes 
and configurations), and 10 envelopes with 3c and 5c frank-
ings. A spot check indicated some catalogue values gener-
ally ranging from $5 to $10. Online photo shows an overview. 
Note some edge wear and soiling on a few cards. Overall fine 
to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

Covers -- Collections & Accumulations

537 * Group of Roughly 125 Canada Postal History Items, 
1890s-1930s, with three interesting bag tags including a 
SEP.3.1946, franked with Unitrade #227 $1 Champlain Mon-
ument, Québec (x5), and 2c and 3c (x5) War issues, for a total 
of $5.17, along with two bag tags totaling $1.11 and $1.15 
respectively, both franked with #176 50c Grand Pré, along 
with other 1930’s issues. The balance of the lot consists of 
1890s Postal Stationery, mostly with Québec and Ontario 
broken circle and c.d.s postmarks, noting a mix of small and 
large towns / cities. Online photos show an overview. The odd 
fault, still fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

538 */PC Group of 117 Covers / Cards Franked in the King 
George VI Era, with a good variety of material, including World 
War (air letters, censored mail, etc.), destinations (Egypt, 
Czechoslovakia), registration receipt, several postage due, 
registered, illustrated advertising, good postmark interest, 
and so much more. Quality is overall fine to very fine, online 
photos only show a very small sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

539 */PC Group of 50 Covers / Cards Franked in the King 
George V Era, with a good variety of material, including many 
colourful illustrated advertising covers, registered, a few over-
seas destinations, good variety of frankings and postmarks 
(including several small town P.E.I. postmarks), and more. 
Quality is overall very fine, online photos show a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

540 */PC Group of 70 Covers / Cards Franked in the Queen 
Elizabeth II Era, with a good variety of material, including 6 
bag tags from the Shipley Photo Service, each franked with 
Wilding issues, registered and special delivery covers, post-
age due, a few destinations (such as Ethiopia), some corner 
cards, special usages, etc. Quality is overall very fine and 
many items are sleeved, online photos only show a very small 
sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

541 */PC Group of 38 Better Covers and Cards, 1880s to 
1940s, with a good variety of material, noting a 1900 “What 
We Have We’ll Hold” private postcard, airmail and registered 
covers, a souvenir C.P.R.S.S. Princess Victoria postcard, a 
1908 Rothesay NB squared circle, a few stationery items, a 
few Newfoundland covers (incl. a last day MAR.31.1949 cov-
er), a 1925 Philatelic Exhibition card, one 1951 Vancouver to 
New Zealand first flight cover, an 1898 registered cover with 
postmark interest including R.P.O., and more. Overall very 
fine, see pictures for a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

542 */PC Group of About 100 Covers and Cards, Many to For-
eign Destinations, 1900s to Modern, we counted about 70 
to destinations such as England (many), France, Switzerland, 
Germany, Bermuda, Morocco, New Zealand, Romania, South 
Africa, Belgium, Finland, India, Greece, Pakistan, Mexico, 
Argentina, etc. We noted registered covers, censored, some 
with postage due stamps, many single frankings, some re-
turned to sender, etc. The domestic items are varied, with AR 
cards, rates, a wrapper, etc. Some have opening faults, etc., 
still an overall fine or better group.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

                    
x543

543 * Valuable Group of 9 Advertising Victorian-Era Cov-
ers, 1857 to 1902, starts off with a lovely 1857 stampless 
“Pence era” cover with embossed advertising to Vermont, 
1894 8c SQ registered cover depicting a large sleigh (with 
adv. on back as well), 1895 ½c SQ (block of six) on adv. cover 
to Massachusetts (with adv. on back as well), an 189? 3c 
SQ cover Montréal to New Brunswick, 1898 8c QV Leaf regis-
tered cover from Montréal (squared circle precursor on front) 
to P.E.I., 1898 3c QV Leaf cover with colourful adv. (slightly 
reduced at right), 1901 2c QV Numeral tied by Toronto “F” 
Exhibition machine on cover to Connecticut, 1902 2c QV Nu-
meral with St Thomas Kennel Club adv., and a 1902 2c QV 
Numeral cover mailed to Open Hall, Newfoundland. A desir-
able and mostly very fine group.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

544 * Valuable Group of 10 Interesting Queen Victoria Era 
Covers, 1871 to 1898, 1c Large Queen on adv. cover to New 
Brunswick, 1871 1c SQ + 2c LQ cover with London “6” du-
plex, 1878 St Catharines cover with 1c SQ (strip of three), July 
1881 cover mailed to the US free-franked, then franked 6c 
SQ, 1890 3c SQ Wells Fargo PAID cover to California (slightly 
reduced at left), 1892 adv. cover mailed from St Catherine 
Street Montréal with American stamps, sent to DLO and 
franked there with a 3c SQ to Massachusetts, DEC.20.1897 
3c Small Queen cover to Newfoundland, 1897 mourning 
cover to England franked with a single 5c Jubilee, forwarded 
to Switzerland, 1897 registered cover to Mississippi franked 
with 1c, 2c and 5c Jubilees and a December 25, 1898 (first 
day of issue) 2c Map cover to England. A very useful group, 
mostly very fine and all shown online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500
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545 */PC Group of Over 135 Interesting Covers and Cards, QV 
to Modern, collected by someone with an eye for the unusual, 
contains a little bit of everything, including stationery cards 
and covers, postage due, postmarks, corner cards, better 
frankings, early stampless, Small Queen covers, illustrated 
advertising, several private perfins, and more. Noted a par-
tial Mill Brook squared circle (RF 80), a ½c SQ on a wrapper, 
Esqimo Point N.W.T postmark, W.J.G. perfin on an illustrated 
advertising 2c Numeral cover front (plus another illustrated 
Gage cover without a perfined stamp), 1897 registered SQ 
cover from Grindstone Island Qué (in the Magdalen Islands), 
1881 Victoria BC fancy leaf cork cancel, 1881 Victoria BC 
with Crown cancel, a very fine squared circle strike from Mark-
dale Hammer 1, RF 55 (only 9 recorded strikes on cover), and 
more. Includes a few fronts and a few faults, still overall fine to 
very fine and an overall better than usual lot of this type. See 
photos for a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

546 */PC Valuable Group of About 1,500 Covers and Cards, 
Stampless to Modern, a truly diverse lot, with a little of every-
thing, including registered, destinations, postage due, bit of 
military, stampless era, stationery (used and unused), Small 
Queens, cheques with stamps, real photo postcards, picture 
postcards, tons of postmark interest (squared circle, slogans, 
small towns, special, and much more), airmail, rates, some 
FDC, meter mail, advertising (incl. illustrated), advertising 
stationery cards, airgrammes, patriotic postcards, event cov-
ers, private perfins and much more, including a few ephem-
era items such as share certificates, etc. Most of the material 
is from ON, PQ and the Maritime provinces. One item that 
caught our eye is a misperforated 3d Beaver stamp on cover 
(cut with scissors because of the misperforation). There are 
of course some faults, but the great majority of these are fine 
to very fine, several are sleeved and many still have dealer 
prices on them. Would make a great lot for the online or show 
dealer. Despite our numerous photos, we recommend in-per-
son viewing to get a better idea. Easily worth our low estimate.

 ...................................................................... Estimate $1,500

547 */PC Valuable Group of About 850 Better Covers and 
Cards, Stampless to 1970s, with a good variety of material, 
mostly selected for interesting attributes such as registered, 
instructional markings, special delivery, destinations, statio-
nery covers and cards (many of which have advertising, or 
special use printing), close to half of the lot have military con-
nections, better FDC, better frankings, patriotic, illustrated ad-
vertising, postmark interest (such as squared circles), many 
small town postmarks, Small Queen covers, election cards, 
stampless covers and much more. All items are in brand new, 
quality sleeves and ready to be offered for sale online or at 
shows. A very nice quality (we saw only one front) and clean 
lot, overall very fine and desirable. Our online photos only 
show a small portion, so we recommend in-person viewing to 
better appreciate.

 ...................................................................... Estimate $1,500

                    
x548

548 * Group of Four Interesting Covers, starting with a 1905 
2c Edward cover addressed to Gibraltar, through Spain, for-
warded to Italy (twice?) then to France, with multiple redirec-
tion markings, due markings, Italian and French due stamps, 
etc. A very interesting, and well travelled cover; 1929 $1 Par-
liament issue on a bulk mailing receipt from Virden, Manitoba; 
1892 O.H.M.S. Post Office Business cover mailed to Germany 
(partial receiver on back) with scarce “Post Office Business 
/ FREE” handstamp with handstamped free-franking initials 
in purple; 1937 1c Coronation block of 9 (upper left corner 
block with “fish hook” variety) on registered cover. A very fine 
and unusual group, both sides shown online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400

549 */PC Group of 75 Covers and Cards from the George V 
Era, with a good variety of interesting and useful material, 
slogan cancels, first flights, first day covers, military-related, 
better postmarks, airmail rates, AR cards, registered or spe-
cial delivery covers, Nascopie covers, a few stationery cards, 
paquebot, destinations (Malta, India, Switzerland, etc.), illus-
trated advertising and corner card covers and more. A choice 
group which was selected for the quality of the items, mostly 
very fine and a great lot for the online or show dealer. Online 
pictures show a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

550 * Group of Canadian Courier Mail, with roughly 100 cov-
ers mailed with Post Par (mostly), Winnipeg-Pembina, Juan de 
Fuca, etc. labels or handstamps. Also includes a few sheets of 
those stamps. See our pictures for a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

551 * Group of 24 Interesting Covers, 1891 to 1938, 1891 SQ 
registered cover with F2 with RPO on back, 1919 Admiral cov-
er addressed to a soldier and redirected many times, 1941 
censored cover to China, with MAIL SERVICE SUSPENDED 
and return to sender pointing finger, two June 6 Royal Train 
cacheted covers, one is special delivery, 1939 Montréal to 
England first flight cover, 1940 registered OHMS cover Ottawa 
to Vancouver with 4 OHMS perfin stamps, a few FDC and FFC 
and others. Faults with some, else overall fine and found in a 
trunk in an antiques shop.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

552 * Group of 16 Interesting Covers and Cards, 1816-1930s, 
with 3 stampless covers (2 folded), including a 1816 letter 
from Halifax dated NOV.5.1816 to New Brunswick, along a 
few covers franked with a Large Queen, Small Queen, and 
Cents issues, used and unused Victorian era postal statio-
nery (including a few illustrated), and Unitrade #195-201 first 
day cover (c.v. $65), and more. Online photos show an over-
view. Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100
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553 * Accumulation of Roughly 700 Canada Covers and 
Cards, 1840s-1990s, filling a bankers box. We note a wide 
variety of material, mostly commercial covers, beginning with 
10 stampless covers, ranging from the 1840s the 1880s, 
along with postal stationery (used and unused), advertising 
mail (including a few illustrated), wrappers, postcards, post-
age due, airmail, military mail, first day covers, event covers, 
and more. Frankings generally range from the Small Queens 
onwards, paying domestic, registered, special delivery, and 
overseas rates, with postmark interest including squared cir-
cles, broken circle, c.d.s. (including over 100 Northwest Ter-
ritories town postmarks), military postmarks (noting R.C.A.F 
station cancels), duplex and more. Online photos show a 
small sampling. We note a few Cents and Small Queens cov-
ers with fronts only (stuck down on thick paper), along with a 
few small faults, including small tears and folds, overall fine 
to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400

554 * Accumulation of Roughly 350 Covers and Cards Col-
lected For Ottawa Postmarks, 1880s-1970s, loose in box, 
noting covers, postal stationery, and postcards, all with Ot-
tawa postmarks. A spot check indicated a variety of postmark 
types including duplex, c.d.s., machine cancels, orbs, flags, 
and more, generally on domestic first class mail, including a 
few illustrated advertising covers, and a few O.H.M.S covers, 
and incoming mail from the United States. A nice lot for the 
postal history specialist, with online photos showing an over-
view. Condition is mixed to better.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

555 */PC #4/97 Group of 11 Early Covers, 1853 to 1908, 
1853 folded letter Montréal to London with 3d Beaver imper-
forate, 1862 5c Beaver cover from Peterboro with 4-ring #30, 
1868 cross-border mourning cover from London with pair of 
3c LQ, 1866 1c QV cover from Campbellford U.C, 1867cross-
border cover from Peterboro with pair of 5c Beavers, three 
3c Small Queen covers from Peterboro, Port Hope and Ponty-
pool, incl. two deep rose carmine shades from the Montréal 
Gazette printing (two have letters inside), as well as three 
other items from Peterboro, Park Hill and Brechin. Overall fine 
to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

Canadian Military Postal History

556	 8 Collection / Accumulation of Canadian Military Post-
marks on Stamps, mostly sorted and identified on pages, but 
also in glassines and loose, most of which are MPO numbers 
but also noted a number of other types. Hundreds of stamps 
in all, including blocks and multiples. A great lot to remount 
into your own collection. Our photos only show an overview of 
the lot.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

557 * Collection of Manitoba Military Post Office Postal His-
tory, with postmarks from Shilo M.P.O. 1001 (x4, incl. one reg-
istered), Shilo (one stamp and one cover), Shilo Camp (x1), 
Winnipeg M.P.O. 1013 (x1), Portage la Prairie M.P.O. 1012 
(x2), Paulson M.P.O. 1005 (x2), Dauphin M.P.O. 1002 (x2), 
Camp Morton (x1), Field Post Office Camp Hughes (M113, x2) 
and Field Post Office Camp Sewell (x1). Overall fine or better, 
with a few small faults.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

558 */PC Group of 23 Interesting Military Postal History Cov-
ers and Cards, with World War One (9 items), World War Two 
(10 items), Other Wars (x3) and Great Britain (x1). We note 
a picture postcard (ca. 1914-16) of “Voltigeurs de Québec”, 
some Admiral-franked covers and cards, King George VI cov-
ers with interesting military postmarks, including one franked 
75c to China, MPO and RPO postmarks and much more.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

559 * Collection of US and Canadian Military Mail, with Good 
Postmark Interest, Mostly to / from Sioux Lookout, with 
about 15 large-sized covers, plus a number of partial covers 
and parcel pieces, from the 1950s to 1960s. We note a good 
variety of Military and R.P.O. cancels. An interesting lot for the 
specialist, see our photos for a sampling of what this lot has 
to offer.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

560 PC Group of 150 World War II Cigarette “Thank You” Cards, 
mailed to a variety of breweries in Canada with “thank you 
for the smokes” notes on back, some more elaborate in their 
messages. Some are franked, some are censored and most 
have postmark interest (often on both sides), as well as sev-
eral different postcard designs. These should easily retail in 
the $5 to $15 range. Overall fine or better, with creasing here 
and there. Photos show a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

561 */PC Group of 50 Canadian World War I Covers and 
Cards with Large Circular Field Post office Postmarks, 
from camps such as Petawawa, Barriefield, Aldershot, Sewell, 
Niagara, Camp Borden, London and Vernon. All are Admiral 
franked, except for about 4 which were mailed in 1911 with 
Edward issues. Unchecked by us for better dates, different 
instruments, etc. Many still have dealer prices in pencil (from 
about $10 to $50). Some faults as usual, still overall fine to 
very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $350

562 */PC Group of 90 World War I Military Covers and Cards, 
a lot which contains a wide variety of military material dating 
in the World War I period, including covers and picture post-
cards, as well as ephemera such as greetings cards, an origi-
nal package of Canadian Army Overseas mailing labels, etc. 
The majority is made up of covers which include censored, 
many postmarks, O.H.M.S., incoming mail on active service, 
as well as picture postcards depicting military scenes, etc. 
We noted one 1917 Royal Canadian Regiment registered FPO 
7P military cover to London (scarce) and many other goodies 
throughout. Overall fine and useful group, most of which is 
sleeved, many still with dealer prices (generally ranging from 
$10 to $85). Well worth viewing in person, despite our online 
pictures.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

563 */PC Group of 90 World War I Military Covers and Cards, 
a lot which contains a wide variety of military material dating 
in the World War I period, including covers and picture post-
cards, as well as ephemera such as greetings cards, a Cana-
dian Pay Book, a soldier’s pass, etc. The majority is made up 
of covers which include censored, many postmarks, O.H.M.S., 
incoming mail on active service, as well as picture postcards 
depicting military scenes, etc. We noted 5 censored items 
coming in from Bermuda. Some faults as expected, still over-
all fine and useful group, many items are sleeved, many still 
with dealer prices (generally ranging from $10 to $75). Well 
worth viewing in person, despite our online pictures.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

564 * Collection of 29 Various World War I Medical Corps Cov-
ers, all well researched and written-up on album pages, with a 
good variety of material from France, Germany, England and 
Belgium, overall fine, see our online pictures for a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150
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565 * Four World War II Killed / Missing in Action Covers, for 
three different soldiers (one has two covers), with a number 
of different postal markings, including tracing or directory ser-
vices, etc. One cover is accompanied by paperwork pertaining 
to the deceased soldier. An interesting lot to research. All 4 
are scanned both sides online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

566 * Diverse Group of World War I and II Military Covers and 
Ephemera, with better items including about 40 large real 
photographs from the Calgary and South Alberta regiments, 
showing camp like, high ranking officers, etc. (these mostly 
annotated on back and retail priced at $$650) as well as 
many interesting covers such as a 1915 APO 2 cover with a 
rare Halifax British Mail Branch oval cancel, 1866 Adjutant 
General Militia Department FREE OHMS stampless cover to 
Sarnia, a 1944 Veterans Guard Farnham prisoner of War 
camp naval “Honour” cover, a 1940 incoming cover from Ja-
maica with Winnipeg Grenadiers Military Censor handstamp, 
a collection of 6 military camp and station interim markings 
such as 1940 Niagara Camp, 1936 and 1938 Dundurn Sask 
camp, 1938 Sussex camp, plus another roughly 20 covers, 
some with contents, some written-up on pages, etc. plus a 
group of 36 Air Letter proofs and a group of A26 and A26A 
Aerogrammes. An interesting group, in-person viewing is rec-
ommended, as we only took overview pictures.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

567 * Group of 60 Canadian Military Covers from the Post 
World War II Era, with a good variety of material, including 
many different United Nations postings, including Lebanon, 
Kosovo, Egypt (Suez crisis), Yemen, Middle East, Congo, So-
malia, etc., as well as other interesting military postmarks, in-
cluding RCAF, CFPO, CAPO, FMO, etc.. Includes a small group 
of military ship photo postcards, as well as a stack (these not 
counted) of unused Armed Forces Air Letters (several differ-
ent, with some duplication). An overall clean and very fine 
lot, with many items sleeved and some of those still dealer 
priced, online pictures show a small sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

568 */PC Just Over 100 Canadian World War I Military Cov-
ers and Cards, a superior group, containing a wide variety 
of material such as picture postcards depicting real photo 
camp or other military scenes, used registered stationery 
envelopes, and a very nice selection of military postmarks in-
cluding large FPO Camps such as Sussex, Petawawa, London, 
Niagara, Vernon, Calgary, Levis, Valcartier, Dundurn, Hughes 
and Goderich, as well as numerous other useful postmarks 
throughout. A very clean group, selected for clarity of post-
marks or condition of the items, overall fine to very fine. Ideal 
for the online or show dealer, as we estimate average retail 
prices should be in the $20 to $50 range, with some higher. 
Our photos show a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

569 */PC Just Over 145 Canadian World War II Military Cov-
ers and Cards, a superior group, containing a wide variety 
of material such as prisoner of war mail, censored mail, let-
ter cards, Christmas letter cards, cigarette cards and a very 
nice selection of all sorts of military postmarks. A lovely group 
which has been hand picked to include interesting items in 
better than average condition. Ideal for the online or show 
dealer, our online photos show a representative sampling 
only.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

570 * Accumulation of About 184 World War II Military Cov-
ers and Cards, including loose items plus many written-up on 
pages. Includes a group of 14 Prisoner of War cards from the 
Medicine Hat camp (P.O.W. 132), 17 covers and air letters 
from CAPO 51 (Alaska), 6 covers from Shilo, Manitoba (M.P.O. 
1001), several picture postcards of Niagara Camp, about 10 
airgraphs (some with their covers), a group of maritime mili-
tary mail (various ships, mine sweepers, etc.) as well as 8 file 
folders full of covers, covers on pages and literature pertain-
ing to those items, including several mailed letters. Should be 
a useful lot, overall fine to very fine, pictures show an overview 
only.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

571 * Huge Accumulation of Well Over 2,500 World War II 
Canadian Military Covers, filling a banker’s box, with a wide 
variety of material, including mostly covers and air letters, but 
also some postcards. Loaded with useful material, including 
postmarks of all kinds, censored material and much, much 
more, in fact too much to list, so please have a look at our 
pictures to aid in your appreciation of the lot, or even better 
plan on coming in to view it in person. One picture shows the 
bottom row in the box (as seen from above) and in the other 
pictures we aimed to show a good representation of the top 
layer. The new owner of this group will not be disappointed, 
as it contains many items dealer priced in the $10 to $25 
each, with many more above that. Quality is as expected for 
this type of lot, but overall better than average. Should be well 
worth our low estimate.

 ...................................................................... Estimate $1,500

Worldwide Postal History and Postmarks

                    
x572

572 */PC Group of 72 Covers and Cards from the African Con-
tinent, mostly to the 1940s, starts with a lovely 1905 Niger 
Coast Protectorate cover Calabar to Moosomin, Assiniboia, 
Canada franked with Scott #s 55, 56 (scarce destination for 
this country). Also a selection of covers and cards from Cape of 
Good Hope (x6), Natal (x20, incl. some to Newfoundland,Nova 
Scotia), Ethiopia (x3), Libia (x4), Mozambique (x5), Rwanda 
(x1), Senegal (x1), and Nigeria (17 World War II censored cov-
ers to the United States with various frankings, plus 14 cov-
ers all mailed to foreign destinations, incl. 6 registered to the 
United States open on 3 sides for display of all the postmarks 
on back, 3 shortpaid, etc.). An overall fine to very fine and 
useful lot.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $350
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573 */PC Group of Covers / Cards from Arabian Countries, 
1910 to 1950s, with Morocco (x1), Iran (x4), Iraq (x7), Syria 
(x6), Saudi Arabia (x7), Egypt (x1) and Jordan (x3), interesting 
frankings, rates, postmarks, with destinations such as Aus-
tria, United States, Spain, Canada, England, Switzerland and 
Persia, overall fine or better.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

574 */PC Group of 102 Argentina Stationery Covers and 
Cards, Late 1870s to 1920s, noting 53 covers and cards 
plus 49 wrappers, includes some illustrated items, a few with 
reply portions still attached, some mailed back, with many 
items mailed to foreign destinations, such as Switzerland, 
Chile, Italy, Austria, France, United States, Nicaragua, Monte-
video, Germany, Cameroon, Uruguay, Peru, etc. Good variety 
of different stationery types, rates, postmarks, etc. Overall 
fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

575 */PC Group of 96 Interesting Covers / Cards Mostly 
from Asian Countries, to the 1960s, with items from Ma-
cau (5 stationery cards to foreign destinations), Japan (x3), 
China (x3), Kiauchau (Scott 34, 2c franking on card mailed 
to Germany), Laos (38 picture postcards, all but one mailed 
to France in 1908), Thailand (x17), Philippines (x3), Vietnam 
(x3), Pakistan (x5), Palestine (x10), Lebanon (x11), Korea (x1) 
and Manchuria (x1). 28 of the items were mailed to Canada, 
others went to the United States, England, etc. We note bet-
ter and interesting frankings and rates, as well as postmarks, 
etc. Overall fine or better, see online photos for examples of 
what can be found in this group.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400

576 */PC Group of Australia and States Postal History, starts 
with three airmail covers, two have “jusqu’à“ markings, one 
1931 registered to Newfoundland, one 1929 domestic and 
one 1930s to Canada. Also a group of covers and cards, with 
items from Australia (x6), New South Wales (x3), Queensland 
(x4), South Australia (x2), Tasmania (x11), Victoria (x2), West-
ern Australia (x5), also saw one cover with manuscript “Sun-
day Island / No Stamps Available” to Nova Scotia, through 
New Zealand, noting destinations such as Canada (NS, BN, 
BC, QC, PEI), Ireland, Germany, United States, Jersey, Eng-
land, some attractive picture postcards, etc. Overall fine or 
better.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

577 * Group of 11 Early Austrian Covers and Folded Letters, 
1803 to 1870s, with 5 early stampless folded letters, plus 6 
that are franked with the Hungarian Franz Josef I issues (5kr 
x4, 15kr x2). Variety of postmarks, etc., all items are pictured 
online overall fine or better.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

578 */PC Group of 60 Austrian Covers / Cards, 1860s to 
1960s, includes a group of 36 used stationery covers, cards, 
letter cards and wrappers, as well as another 24 covers / 
cards of all sorts, these mostly mailed to foreign countries 
such as Newfoundland, Nova Scotia, Canada, Switzerland, 
Holland. Good variety of frankings, rates, postmarks, etc., 
overall fine or better.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

579 * Accumulation of Roughly 200 Austria, 1890s-1950, all 
loose in a box, noting a mixture of interesting material, with 
primarily commercial mail, including postal stationery, mili-
tary mail (primarily WWI with censor tapes and handstamps), 
post cards, telegrams, advertising mail (including a few il-
lustrated), airmail, wrappers, with many solo frankings pay-
ing airmail, registration, inflation, domestic and international 
rates. Postmark interest includes c.d.s. town cancels, picto-
rial, machine, and a few bridge postmark types just to name a 
few. Online photos show a sampling and an overview. We note 
a few small faults with a few of the covers, including corner 
bends and a few small tears, still fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

580 * Accumulation of Roughly 225 Belgium Covers and Doc-
uments, 1880s-1950, all loose in a box, with roughly 145 
revenue documents, generally relating to goods purchased 
within the fishing industry, noting many different rates and 
frankings. The balance of the lot is primarily commercial mail 
noting advertising mail (including a few illustrated), postal 
stationery, etc., with many having solo frankings, paying air-
mail, registration, express, domestic and international rates 
(including Germany, Netherlands, Sweden, destinations 
to name a few). Postmark interest includes c.d.s town, and 
bridge cancel types. Online photos show a sampling and an 
overview. We note a few small faults with a few of the covers, 
overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

581 */PC Group of 91 British Commonwealth Covers and 
Cards, Mostly to Foreign Destinations, to About 1958, all 
from a wide variety of countries, some not often encoun-
tered, to a wide variety of countries including Canada (many), 
France, England, United States, etc. We note registered, air-
mail, censored, frankings, rates, postmarks, and much more, 
in a mix of covers and cards. Overall quality is fine to very fine, 
a great lot for the online reseller or collector.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

582 */PC Group of Interesting British Commonwealth Coun-
try Covers, Cards, Stationery, mostly up to the 1960s, with a 
lovely cover mailed registered 1941 from Sarawak to Canada 
(rare destination); a group of 22 mostly pre-1930s covers / 
cards from Malta to foreign destinations, including 10 to Can-
ada; a group of KEVII era Ceylon picture postcards, 18 mailed 
to France and rest are unused, all depicting local scenes of 
the day; a group of 31 used newspaper wrappers (mostly 
QV and KEVII) mailed from a number of different countries 
to foreign destinations, including many to Nova Scotia and 
Newfoundland;also a group of 27 QV to early QEII covers / 
cards mailed from a number of British Commonwealth coun-
tries, with the majority mailed to Canada. A very useful lot for 
the collector or dealer, quality is overall fine to mostly very 
fine, online pictures show a good sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400

583 */PC Group of 98 British Commonwealth Covers and 
Cards,all Mailed to Canada, to About 1958, all from a wide 
variety of countries, many scarce ones not often encountered, 
all mailed to various areas in Canada. We note registered, air-
mail, censored, frankings, rates, postmarks, and much more, 
in a mix of covers and cards. Overall quality is fine to very fine, 
a great lot for the online reseller or collector.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300
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584 */PC Group of 21 Canal Zone Covers / Cards, with a 
good variety of frankings, rates and postmarks, most are ad-
dressed to Canada, rest to the United States, includes nice 
picture postcards depicting local scenes, overall fine to very 
fine and not often offered.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

585 * Large Collection of Roughly 1,750 People’s Republic 
of China First Day Covers, 1982-2016, in 300 2-row double 
sided Vario-style stock pages in 12 albums, on roughly 200 
album pages in two thick binders, and loose material. We es-
timate 90% completeness for regular issues, generally rang-
ing from Scott #1785-#4421, noting singles, many sets and 
souvenir sheets, and a few Chinese made cachets for United 
States stamps. A spot check noted souvenir sheets with Scott 
#s 1844, 1863 (c.v. $75 total, for used values only), along 
with a few souvenir sheets cataloguing $20 and up for used 
values only, and covers having stamps with Yuxian and Fengn-
ing paper cuts. A most beautiful collection, colourful stamps 
and cachets, with additional topical and thematic possibili-
ties. Online photos show a small sampling of the collection. 
Clean and very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $750

586	 8 Collection / Accumulation of Roughly 325 Denmark 
Stamps with Numeral Postmarks, 1854-1884, many neatly 
identified on 13 quadrille pages, and a few Vario-style pages. 
The lot includes a few early issues with #s 3, 4, 5, 13 (x17), 
with the balance of the lot containing bi-coloured stamps (in-
cluding a few with inverted watermarks), generally ranging 
from 1870 to 1884. A spot check indicated numeral post-
marks, ranging from 1 to 268, noting a few better with #s 
137, 143, 155, 156, 166, 173, 268. A nice lot for the special-
ist. Online photos show a sampling. Postmarks range from 
faint to clear, overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

587 */PC Group of early Stationery Covers / Cards from Den-
mark and Danish West Indies, Denmark is present with 36 
pre-1900 covers and cards (many to foreign destinations) in-
cluding a wrapper addressed to H.R.H. Prince Erik of Demark 
in Alberta, forwarded to Kentville, Nova Scotia, other items 
show a good variety of postmarks and different stationery 
types. Also includes 7 Danish West Indies postcards, includ-
ing picture postcards and 4 scarce stationery cards (3 mailed 
to Nova Scotia) noting Higgins & Gage #s 3 ($45) and 15 
($35). Overall fine or better.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

588 * Accumulation of Roughly 1,000 Denmark Covers and 
Cards, 1870s-1960s, filling a bankers box with primarily 
commercial mail. We note pre-1900 covers (many franked 
with bi-color numeral issues) and postal stationery, military 
mail, parcel receipts, cash on delivery, advertising corner 
cards and illustrated mail, picture postcards (used and un-
used), ship and railway mail, first day covers, etc., along with 
a variety of rates including first class and post card, airmail 
(noting Nordic, Europe, and North America destinations), reg-
istration, special delivery, postage due, just to name a few. A 
cursory check of postmarks indicated a few numerals, along 
with posthorns, bridge, pictorial, ship and paquebot, auxiliary 
markings and labels. A few of the covers are sleeved with re-
tailing pricing in the $5 to $20 range. A nice lot for the postal 
history specialist, as the owner collected interesting and un-
usual material. Online photos show a sampling. A few small 
faults to be expected, overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

589 */PC Group of 82 Early Egypt Covers / Cards, starts off 
with early used stationery covers and cards, with 16 enve-
lopes (mostly foreign usages), 5 letter sheets (a few foreign 
usages) and 4 wrappers to Italy, followed by a group of 17 
early postal stationery cards, mostly used to foreign destina-
tions, including a card with its reply portion with both sides 
used (reinforced). Last but not least is a group of 24 unused 
and 16 used (to France) picture postcards, including French 
Offices in Port Said, mostly with lovely depictions. Overall fine 
to very fine, and useful lot.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

590 * Collection of Roughly 350 Europa First Day Covers in 7 
Albums, 1979-1985, with mostly single frankings, along with 
a few sets, all produced by Fleetwood, seemingly complete for 
the given years. Online photos show a sample and overview. 
Clean and very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

591 */PC Valuable Group of 155 European Country Covers 
and Cards, mostly to the 1940s, starts off with Spain 1937 
registered airmail cover from Las Palmas, franked with Scott 
#s 647/650 and Canary Islands #BCL33 (x2) very scarce. 
Also 27 mainly pre-1900 Spanish stationery cards, mostly to 
foreign destinations; Fernando Po (x1); Monaco has 9 turn of 
the century stationery items including one letter card plus 8 
view cards mailed to Nova Scotia and New Brunswick; Lux-
embourg has 31 stationery cards, all but 7 are pre-1900 and 
mostly to foreign destinations - a scarce group; Greece is rep-
resented by 10 items, incl. a H&G #B3 mailed 1941 Athens 
to New York with censor label and handstamp, and 9 other 
covers and cards, incl. stationery; Belgium has 77 items, incl. 
53 mostly pre-1900 stationery cards and covers, plus 24 cov-
ers and postcards, incl. many mailed to Canada (incl. 4 regis-
tered), airmail to Japan, 12 postcards to foreign destinations 
(incl. 4 with perfins) and 3 items from Belgian Congo.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400

592 * Collection of Roughly 500 Europe First Day Covers in 7 
Albums, 1960s-2000, primarily from Hungary, with small rep-
resentations from Austria and Liechtenstein. We note single, 
sets, and a few souvenir frankings, with a variety of colourful 
cachets and pictorial postmarks. A nice opportunity for topi-
cal and thematic collectors noting Olympics, birds, animals, 
just to name a few subjects. Online photos show a small sam-
pling. The majority of covers are undressed, with a few ad-
dressed to Canada and Switzerland. Overall very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

593 */PC Group of 105 Eastern European Country Covers and 
Cards, mostly to the 1940s, with material from Poland x2, 
Czechoslovakia x11, Slovakia x1, Hungary x29, Fiume, Russia 
x17, Bulgaria x9, Romania x8, Lithuania x2, Montenegro x15, 
Bosnia Herzegovina x3, Latvia x3, Serbia / Kosovo x1, Greece 
x11 and Turkey x9, noting covers, postcards, parcel receipts, 
stationery covers and cards, registered, destinations (incl. 
many to Canada), etc. Online photos give a small sampling, 
we recommend viewing this one in person to better appreci-
ate its contents. Faults on some, else overall fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200
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594 */PC Group of 148 Eastern European Country Covers 
and Cards, mostly to the 1940s, with material from Czecho-
slovakia (x49 stationery cards, from H&G #1 and on, incl. a 
few covers and a military card, plus a cover with a tête-bêche 
Scott #83), Bohemia (x3), Romania (x21, mostly postal sta-
tionery and mostly foreign usages, incl. Canada), Serbia (x20 
stationery items, many to foreign destinations), Bulgaria (x24 
early stationery items, mostly foreign usages, incl. a used 
reply postcard mailed from Italy, a registered postcard, etc.), 
as well as Bosnia (x7), Estonia (x2), Poland (x3) and Hungary 
(x19). A useful group, with many better usages, some have 
faults, else overall fine or better.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

595 */PC Group of 193 Western European Covers, Cards and 
Stationery, 1875 and On, with a great variety of different and 
useful material, rates, better frankings, postmarks, foreign 
usages (including mailed to Canada), censored, picture post-
cards, with material from the following countries: Switzerland 
x72, Germany x4, Netherlands x7, Italy x2, Luxembourg x3, 
Monaco x8, Belgium x2, France x38, Bavaria x1, Austria x31, 
Portugal x5, Liechtenstein x3, Spain x8, Andorra x1, Vatican 
x3 and San Marino x5. A useful lot for the collector or dealer, 
with some faults, else overall fine or better.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

596	 8 Collection / Accumulation of Faroe Islands Postmarks 
on Denmark Stamps, 1930s-1960s, with roughly 1,000 
stamps, including pairs and blocks, housed in two stock-
books. The first stockbook contains roughly 750 stamps, in-
cluding material on piece, neatly organized by town. We note 
40% of the stamps have Thorshavn postmarks, along with 
better representation from Klaksvik, Saltangara, Sand, Sor-
vagur, and Vagur, along with additional representation from 
34 different towns. The second stockbook contains an accu-
mulation of roughly 250 stamps, mostly on piece, primarily 
containing Thorshavn and Sandevaag postmarks. Postmark 
interests including various bridge types, along with c.d.s can-
cels, with some socked on the nose. A nice lot for the special-
ist. Online photos show a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

597 * Accumulation of Roughly 550 Faroe Islands Covers, 
1970s-1990s, with about 500 parcel receipts, ranging from 
1979 to 1981, with many different frankings and rates, de-
pending on the weight of the packages sent. The lot also 
comes with roughly 50 covers, ranging from the 1970s to the 
1990s, primarily paying domestic first class mail rates with 
many solo frankings. The majority of covers are postmarked 
at Klaksvik, noting a variety of postmark types including 
c.d.s., machine cancels, etc. Online photos show an overview. 
We note a few small faults with a few of the covers including 
corner bends and tearing. Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

599 */PC Group of 66 Finnish Covers / Cards, 1883 to 1948, 
includes 30 covers / cards / parcel receipts used between 
1904 and 1948, many franked with various Imperial Arms 
of Russia issues, includes some foreign destinations such as 
Canada, United States, Sweden, etc. Also includes 36 statio-
nery cards, mostly in the 1883 to early 1900s, with different 
card types, postmarks, etc. An overall fine to very fine group.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

600 * Group of Roughly 100 Finland World War I and II Cov-
ers and Cards, with the vast majority being WWII covers and 
cards, noting a variety of postage-free field post cancellation 
handstamps (Kenttapostia), with various font sizes, inks, 
manuscripts, etc., along with field post cancellations (includ-
ing bridge types), noting #s 1, 2, 3, 6-10, and censor tapes. 
The WWI covers (including a few registered and solo frank-
ings), were primarily sent to Denmark, noting handstamps 
and censor tapes (mostly opened in the cities of Tornio and 
Helsinki). We note a few covers have been priced for retail 
ranging from $50 to $100 and up. Online photos show an 
overview. A nice lot for the Finland specialist, as the owner 
collected interesting and unusual material. We note a few 
small faults with a few of the covers, overall fine to very fine

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

601 * Accumulation of Roughly 325 Finland Parcel Receipts, 
1914-1931, with a wide variety of different stamp frank-
ings and rates, including a few registered, depending on the 
weight of the packages sent. We note a few parcel card types, 
along with handstamps, and a few receipts having mail stop 
cancellations (village cancellations), leaving potential finds 
for the Finland specialist. A colourful lot, with online photos 
showing an overview. We noted some corner wear, still overall 
fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

602 * Accumulation of Roughly 425 Finland Covers and 
Cards, 1890s-1980s, loose in a box, with the majority of ma-
terial pre-1950. We note a wide variety of material, including 
roughly 60 covers and cards franked with Imperial Arms of 
Russia stamps, generally ranging from 1900 to 1918, along 
with advertising mail (including a few illustrated), air letters, 
post cards, first day covers, postage dues, airmail, meter mail, 
postal stationery, etc., paying airmail, registration, insured, 
domestic and international rates. Postmark interest includes 
Russian-lingual bridge types, Finnish machine cancels, many 
town postmarks, along with ANK and WARDE markings, just 
to name a few. A nice lot for the postal history specialist or 
dealer, as the owner collected interesting and unusual mate-
rial. Online photos show an overview. We note a few small 
faults on a few covers. Overall fine to very fine

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

603 * Group of 4 France Airmail Covers to Canada, 1945-
1948, two have stamps perfined initials “DMC” (for Dollfus 
Mieg et Cie., with printed return address on back), one has 
three United States Officially Sealed stamps applied in Wey-
mouth Mass, United States opened for direction and one was 
opened and re-sealed by a censor tape. Very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

604 *Group of 50 Early France Covers Franked with Napoléon 
or Cérès Issues, 1850s to 1870s, mostly franked with per-
forated issues, but also some imperforate, including better 
issues such as 20c Bordeaux, 5c Cérès perforated, 30c and 
80c perforated issues to Italy, Great Britain, Switzerland, 
and we noted a good variety of postmarks including different 
small towns, numeral grid obliterators, many have business 
advertising handstamps, etc. An overall fine lot, all covers are 
in new sleeves, see pictures online for a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200
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605 * France Collection of Advertising Tab Stamps on 118 
Covers / Cards, 1920s to 1950s, all neatly displayed in a 
cover album, the majority are covers, and the frankings con-
sist of the Sower issue, Peace issue, Marianne de Mueller, 
etc. all with advertising tabs (therefore from booklets). We 
note many advertising covers, some picture postcards, a 
few registered covers, and a number of destinations such 
as Canada, United States, Latvia, Switzerland, Sweden, Ger-
many, Czechoslovakia, Belgium, Holland, etc. A difficult group 
to assemble, overall fine to very fine. Online photos show a 
sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

606 * Accumulation of Roughly 725 France Covers and Cards, 
1830s-1950, all loose in a box, starting with 18 stampless 
covers, generally ranging from the 1830s to the 1880s, along 
with a variety of primarily commercial material including 
postal stationery, airmail, adverting mail (including a few il-
lustrated), military mail (noting WWI and WWII, with various 
censor tape and markings), post cards, postage due, tele-
grams, wrappers, and more, with many solo frankings, paying 
airmail, registration, domestic and international rates (includ-
ing Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, Switzerland destinations 
to name a few). Postmark interest includes c.d.s, machine, 
bridge cancel types, and more. Online photos show a sam-
pling and an overview. We note a few small faults with a few 
of the covers, overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400

607 * Accumulation of Roughly 450 France Covers and Cards, 
1850s-1960s, with two cover albums and loose material in 
a box, containing a wide variety of interesting material, all in 
two parts. The first part of the lot contains roughly 225 covers 
noting 22 pre-1900 envelopes, with mostly imperforate and 
perforated 20c single frankings, and a few stampless covers, 
along with material generally from 1900 to the 1960s not-
ing postal stationery, printed matter, corner cards and illus-
trated mail, postage due, airmail (including a few first flights), 
French Colonies, etc., paying airmail, express, registration, 
domestic and international rates, with a variety of postmark 
types, and directional markings, etc. The second part of the 
lot contains over 200 post cards (mostly used), ranging from 
1900 onward, with one album devoted to ships, and the other 
depicting buildings, and outdoor views. A nice lot for the post-
al history specialist, as the owner collected interesting and 
unusual material. Online photos show an overview. We note a 
few faults on a few covers, with a few bends and tears. Overall 
fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

608 */PC Group of 74 Pre-1950s Covers and Cards from 
French Colonies and Offices Abroad, with covers and cards 
mailed from French Oceania (x5), Guadeloupe (x3), Camer-
oun, Ivory Coast, French Morocco (x8), New Caledonia, Mar-
tinique, Madagascar (x3), French Equatorial Africa (x3), Saint 
Pierre et Miquelon (x3), French West Africa (Sénégal, x11), 
Upper Sénégal and Niger (x7). Also French Offices abroad, 
with Port Said (x4), Turkey / Levant (x5) and Tunisia (x15 pic-
ture postcards). Also includes a rare cover mailed from Cilicia 
to Canada, franked with Scott #s 119F, 121E and 122D as 
well as a rare cover mailed 1937 from New Hebrides to Can-
ada, franked with Scott #s 44, 45, 47 with “Service Interinsu-
laire / Nouvelles Hébrides” boxed handstamp. The majority 
of the items in this lot were mailed overseas / to foreign des-
tinations, with Canada (x19), United States (x16) as well as 
Great Britain, Italy, France, Austria, etc. See our photos for a 
representative selection, an overall fine group which is rarely 
offered.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $450

                    
x609

609 */PC Group of 30 Better Items from the German Area, 
with a 1921 registered cover mailed from German-occupied 
Belgium to the United States, also items from the North Ger-
man Federation (x2), Prussia (x1), Thurn & Taxis (x3), German 
Offices in the Turkish Empire (x8), German Occupation of 
Belgium (x2), Occupation of Romania (x1), Danzig (x6, incl. 
an 1864 stampless FL), Upper Silesia (x1) and Saar (x5 cov-
ers, incl. three first flights and a registered cover to the United 
States). Small faults, still a scarce group and overall fine or 
better.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400

610 */PC Group of 132 Wurttemburg and Bavaria Covers 
and Cards,  starts off with a group of 41 Bavaria mostly late 
19th century stationery covers and cards, followed by Wurt-
temburg, with 55 stationery covers, cards (incl. private order) 
and wrappers from 1870 and on, mostly 19th century includ-
ing official, as well as another 36 covers and cards (incl. sta-
tionery) including 4 money order envelopes (unpriced in the 
1981 Higgins & Gage supplement). A few of the stationery 
items are missing their uprate stamps, still a useful and over-
all fine to very fine lot.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

                    
x611

611 * Group of 5 Pre-U.P.U. Covers Mailed Germany to Nova 
Scotia, 1873-1876, all with different combination frankings, 
with 3½g (1873, taxed 5, through New York, with FRANCO 
handstamp), 25pf (1875 single franking of Scott 33a, $210 
on cover, via London, with “Insufficiently prepaid” hand-
stamp and taxation markings), 40pf (1876, taxed 1d or 15c? 
through London), 43pf (1875, taxed 2d through London) and 
25pf (1876, taxed 20c through London). Three have receiv-
ers, all have edge wear, etc., still a scarce group.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300
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612 */PC Group of 152 German Stationery Covers / Cards, 
1870s to 1920s, all used, with many different stationery 
types and usages, some with their reply portions still at-
tached, including many to foreign destinations, including 
Costa Rica, Canada, United States, Holland, England, Swit-
zerland, Belgium, etc. Many are uprated with a variety of 
stamps (some in the inflationary period), and we note much 
good postmark interest. Best item is probably a card mailed in 
1911 with its attached reply portion mailed back 4 days later. 
Majority are very fine, a great lot for the specialist or dealer. 
Our online photos should give a good idea of what can be 
found in this lot.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $350

613 */PC Group of 28 Early German Covers / Cards, 1872 to 
1920s, with a good variety of material, including various bet-
ter frankings, including inflationary, several foreign destina-
tions such as Canada, United States, Russia and Brazil, lots 
of postmark interest, etc. Some have faults, still overall fine to 
very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

614 * Accumulation of Roughly 1,400 Germany Covers and 
Cards, 1870s-1950, all loose in a box, containing a wide va-
riety of interesting material. A spot check indicated the vast 
majority of material is commercial in nature including postal 
stationery, reply cards, military mail (both WWI and WWII, 
along with censor tapes and handstamps), air letters, post 
cards, meters, airmail, first day covers, and more, with many 
solo frankings along with a few German States frankings, pay-
ing airmail, registration, inflation era, domestic and interna-
tional rates. Postmark interest includes c.d.s. town cancels, 
T.P.O., pictorial, a few numeral, and bridge postmark types 
just to name a few. Online photos show a sampling and an 
overview. We note a few small faults with a few of the covers, 
including corner bends, tears, etc, still fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

615 * Accumulation of Roughly 1,100 Germany Covers and 
Cards, 1890s-1950, all loose in a box, containing a wide va-
riety of interesting material. We estimate roughly 50% of the 
lot contains WWII military mail, noting a variety of Feldpost 
postmarks (including some manuscript), handstamps, post 
card and postal stationery types. and more. The balance of 
the lot is primarily commercial mail including postal statio-
nery, post cards, meters, airmail, inflation era, and more, with 
many solo frankings, paying airmail, registration, inflation era, 
domestic and international rates. Postmark interest includes 
c.d.s. town cancels, pictorial, and bridge postmark types just 
to name a few. Online photos show a sampling and an over-
view. We note a few small faults with a few of the covers, in-
cluding corner bends, tears, etc, as expected with the number 
of military covers, still fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

616	 8 Collection of Used Great Britain Collected for Town Post-
marks, 1860s-1930s, with a few thousand stamps, on and 
off piece, and a few covers, housed in two albums. The first al-
bum appears to focus on London District, branch, and sub of-
fice postmarks, with the second album focusing on town post-
marks throughout Great Britain (a spot check noting mostly 
larger towns and cities), along with Ireland and Scottish towns 
postmarked on Great Britain stamps. The majority of material 
is in the Victorian reign noting many Penny Reds, and other 1d 
Victorian definitives, noting squared circle, duplex, numeral, 
double ring, c.d.s., and other postmark types, including many 
socked on the nose, with crisp readable dates. Online photos 
show a small sampling. A nice lot for the specialist, overall 
fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

617 * Great Britain Group of 7 Registered Stationery Covers 
to Foreign Destinations, 1896-1913, 4 are addressed to the 
United States, one to “Toronto U.S.A.”, and two to Germany, 
one is uprated and we note a good variety of frankings / com-
binations and postmarks. We also note two return addressed 
from mining companies, one the Transvaal Gold Mining Es-
tates, Ltd. An overall very fine and scarce offering, all covers 
scanned online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

618 * Group of 25 Early Great Britain Covers and Folded Let-
ters, 1816-1888, mailed domestically (x5), Italy, Scotland, 
France (x3), Canada (x6), Manitoba, United States (x3), Nova 
Scotia (x4) and Prussia. We note many better frankings / com-
binations, a 2½d combination rate to Boyne Settlement in 
Manitoba (who had a very small population in 1877, written-
up on a page), a Scott #49 plate 8 single on cover to Paris 
(c.v. $125), #27 single on two covers to Canada West ($275 
each), #67 plate 16 single on cover to Nova Scotia ($145), 
#67 plate 13 single on cover to Italy ($145), etc. A useful and 
overall fine or better group, all items are pictured online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

619 * Great Britain Group of 26 Better Queen Victoria Franked 
Covers, 1888 to 1907, the first 16 covers are all addressed 
to foreign destinations and are franked with 2½d stamps (8 
single frankings, rest are used to uprate) to Belgium, United 
States, Nova Scotia, Holland, Germany, Belgium, Malta and 
Italy, noting registered, stationery, mourning covers, etc. The 
last 10 covers are also to foreign destinations (New Bruns-
wick, Nova Scotia, New Zealand, Canada, Belgium, United 
States and Denmark, the latter is KGV) with all stamps having 
private perfins, noting registered, a wrapper, late fee, statio-
nery, better frankings, and more. Overall nice quality lot, ideal 
for the collector or for resale, all items scanned online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

620 * Group of 53 Better Early Great Britain Stationery Cov-
ers, Wrappers, etc., starts off with 20 stationery wrappers, 
some private order, all addressed to foreign destinations 
(Costa Rica, Russia, Canada, Belgium, Holland, United States, 
Switzerland). Also another 33 items, these mostly stationery 
covers and cards, some uprated, many addressed to foreign 
destinations such as Germany, France, United States, Hol-
land, Canada, Chile, Germany, Newfoundland. Note a few 
registered, various rates, postmarks, etc, with a good variety. 
Good overall quality, online photos give an example of what 
can be found in this nice lot.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

621 * Collection of Roughly 625 Great Britain First Day Cov-
ers, 1967-2001, loose in box, with the vast majority being 
unaddressed, noting singles, many sets, booklet panes, sou-
venir sheets, Regionals, postage due, and high value frank-
ings. Online photos show an overview. Clean and very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

622 * Collection of Roughly 775 Great Britain Covers, 2001-
2013, on roughly 190 album pages, with generally 4 first day 
covers per page secured by photo corners. We note a wide va-
riety of frankings including singles, many sets, booklet panes, 
souvenir sheets, Regionals, etc. The vast majority are un-
dressed and have colourful cachets, which contain thematic 
or topical possibilities. Online photos show an overview. Clean 
and very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250
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623 * Accumulation of Roughly 360 Great Britain Covers and 
Cards, 1840s-1950, all loose in a box, with a good range of 
material with the vast majority being commercial mail. A spot 
check indicated a few Victorian era covers with solo frank-
ings, ranging from the 1840s to the 1870s, along with postal 
stationery, military mail (from WWI and WWII with various 
censor tapes and handstamps), post cards, postage due, 
airmail, wrappers, etc., paying airmail, registration, domestic 
and international rates (including Argentina, Sweden, Austria, 
just to name a few). Online photos show a sampling and an 
overview. We note a few small faults with a few of the covers, 
including corner bends, creases, to name a few, still fine to 
very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

624 * Collection of Roughly 580 Great Britain First Day Cov-
ers, 1978-1993, in 9 felt covered albums from the West-
minster Collectors Society. We note primarily single and set 
frankings, with cachets provided by Fleetwood, and includes 
issue information on the reverse, with an appropriate pictorial 
postmark on the front. Photos show a sampling, clean and 
very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

625 * Collection / Accumulation of Roughly 300 Great Britain 
First Day Covers, 1961-1991, in an album with loose mate-
rial. We note single, and primarily set frankings, along with a 
few field post office cancellations, noting a few covers retail-
ing $3 to $5. The lot also includes roughly 50 Commonwealth 
covers, including first day covers and commercial mail, in 
roughly the same period time as noted above. Online photos 
show an overview. We note a few of the early first day covers 
have some faults from rough opening at the tops, overall fine 
to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

626 * Collections of Great Britain WWI Covers and Cards, 
1914-1918, starting with a correspondence of 15 covers, ad-
dressed to R.B. Sanderson (who was part of the 169 Siege 
Battery), with each cover receiving a field post postmark and 
censor handstamp. Each cover includes the enclosed letter, 
whom appear to be from a fellow soldier and friend. The lot 
also includes a second correspondence from two brothers to 
their mom (Mrs. Cooper), which includes roughly 20 covers 
and cards, including a few On Active Service envelopes, and 
a few with field post office postmarks. The lot includes 33 let-
ters, including a hand drawn map of the Chichester Barracks 
dated October 4, 1914. The balance of the lot includes 70 
WWI postcards (roughly 50% sent on active service), includ-
ing real photo views, noting cards from France, Germany and 
Great Britain. A nice lot lot for the military specialist, with an 
insight to the social history of the day. Online photos show a 
sampling. Overall fine to better.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

627 */PC Collection / Exhibit of Great Britain Railway Sub 
Offices and Sorting Offices, 1880s to 1920s, the binder with 
the railway sub-office system exhibit has 31 covers or cards, 
plus some stamps. The railway sorting system exhibit has 
over 60 covers or cards as well as c.d.s. cancels. Everything 
is well researched, presented and written-up. Mostly fine or 
better.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

628 * Great Britain Collection of Early British Postmarks, 
1820s to about 1840, in an old time album (very faulty), with 
a few entires, but mostly consisting of cover fronts, collected 
for their postmarks. The majority are Crown Free postmarks, 
with different ones, including a scarcer 1826 square one on 
a folded letter Monaghan (straightline) to Dublin. Also saw a 
few other postmark types, including rate markings, etc. Major-
ity of the items are taped down (see pictures), still should be 
worth our estimate for the postmark specialist.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

                    
x629

629 Great Britain Correspondence from the Nisbet Family of 
Scotland, 1685 to 1723, consisting of 47 letters (some with 
postmarks), three receipts and two marriage contracts. The 
marriage contracts consist of a March 27, 1688 contract 
between William Nisbet and Jean Bennett (very lengthy) and 
the second is dated April 2, 1718 between William Nisbet 
and Christian Bennett (very short in length). The letters per-
tain mostly of family matters between brothers, and are ad-
dressed to, or written by William Nisbet (1666-1724), Walter 
Nisbet and Thomas Nisbet (brother of William). Most of the 
letters were written in London or Edinburgh, and one was writ-
ten in Rotterdam. A fascinating read, as most of these are 
fairly legible for the time period. Some of the documents have 
a filing number attached to them by archival (?) tape, see our 
representative photographs online.

 ...................................................................... Estimate $1,000
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630 * Accumulation of Roughly 625 Iceland Parcel Receipts, 
1960s-1980s, with a wide variety of different stamp and 
meter frankings and rates, depending on the weight of the 
packages sent. Roughly half the receipts have Reykjavik 
postmarks, leaving potential finds for smaller town cancels. 
A colourful lot, and ideal for the Iceland specialist, with online 
photos showing an overview. We noted some corner wear, still 
overall fine to very fine

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

631 * Group of Roughly 250 Iceland Covers with Military 
Base Postmarks, 1940-1944, in roughly 30 Vario-style pag-
es, housed in an album, and loose material. The lot consists 
of British Commonwealth forces based in Iceland noting field 
post offices, 301, 304-308, 526 and R.A.F. cancellations 
001-003, along with various censor handstamps, a few cov-
ers having censor tapes, and a few airgraphs. A nice lot for the 
military or Iceland collector. Online photos show a sampling. 
We note a few faults as is the case with most censor mail, still 
overall fine to very fine

 ..........................................................................Estimate $350

632 * Accumulation of Roughly 1,250 Iceland Covers and 
Cards, 1920s-1980s, filling a bankers box, with a wide va-
riety of commercial and philatelic mail, with strength from 
the 1930s to the 1960s, noting postal stationery, post cards, 
reply cards, printed matter, first flight, first day covers, adver-
tising mail, etc., many having solo frankings paying airmail, 
express, registration, domestic and international rates (not-
ing Sweden, Denmark, Canada, just to name a few). Some of 
the covers are sleeved and have been priced for retail rang-
ing from $5 to $10 and up. Online photos show an overview. 
We estimate roughly 15% of the covers are larger sized en-
velopes. We note a few small faults with a few of the covers 
including bent corner and tears. Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

633 * Collection / Accumulation of Roughly 500 Iceland First 
Day Covers, 1938-1980s, loose in box, with singles, sets, and 
a few souvenir sheet frankings. We note a few better including 
Facit Special Classic 2022 #s 268-273 (x10, c.v. 800 SEK 
each, equivalent to $103 CDN each, at time of writing), 227-
229, 232 (x10, 700 SEK each, equivalent to $90 CDN each, 
at time of writing). The lot includes a mix of addressed and 
unaddressed covers, along with a few #10 sized envelopes, 
cachets, registered covers, and a variety of town postmarks. 
Online photos show an overview. Duplication up to 10 in a few 
cases. We note a few small faults on a few covers including 
bends and corner wear. Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $350

634 * Group of Roughly 225 India Covers and Cards, 1890s-
1950s, in one cover album along with loose material. The 
lot consists of a wide range of material starting with roughly 
70 first day covers, ranging from 1948 to 1953, mostly ad-
dressed, with singles, sets, and partial set frankings (includ-
ing Gandhi 1½a, 3½a, 12a partial set franking (x7)), noting 
Bombay and Calcutta G.P.O., and New Delhi postmarks. The 
lot continues with primarily commercial mail, with roughly 40 
postal stationery items, ranging from the 1890 (with the ad-
dresses crossed out) with mostly single ¼a Indore frankings 
on the back. The balance of the lot generally ranges from 
the 1920s to the 1950s with postal stationery (used and 
unused), first flights, book post, and more, paying airmail, 
registered, express and domestic rates, Online photos show 
an overview. We note a few faults with some of the material 
including tears, soiling, etc, along with a few larger sized en-
velopes. An interesting mix, overall fine to better.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

                    

635 * India (Bundi) Cover Franked with Three S.G. # 61a, with 
a pair and a single, with faults as is usually seen, still scarce 
and overall fine. S.G. catalogue value is for a single franking 
only.

 ............................................................. Stanley Gibbons £750

                    

636 * India (Bundi) Cover Franked with S.G. # 63a, a very fine 
stamp tied on back by two circular date stamps, fine overall.

 ..........................................................Stanley Gibbons £1,750

                    

637 * India (Bundi) Cover Franked with S.G. # 63a, tied on 
front by a circular date stamp, fine overall.

 ..........................................................Stanley Gibbons £1,750
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638 * India Group of 29 Stamped Covers from Bundi, all 
sleeved with S.G. number and 2020 value, franked with S.G. 
#s 20, 39b (£410), 20a, 75 (£165), 28, 29 (on a registered 
cover, £500), 28b (pair and single, £240 for single only), 38, 
39x2, 39a (£607), 38 (£75), 38 (£75), 38 (5 covers at £75 
each), 51 (£480), 51a (scarce variety on cover, £650), 54 
(3 covers each with a pair, £350 for single each), 54b (pair, 
£200 for a single), 55 (£125), 57 (on registered cover, £285), 
59 (£250), 60 (£950), 61 (three singles on a cover, £280 for 
one stamp only), 62 (pair, £168), 65 (two singles tied by rare 
intaglio cancel, £100 for a single only), 66 (on a registered 
cover, £100), 70 (£84), 73a (pair, £150 for single only), 75 (3 
singles on a cover, £195 for one stamp only), 75, 78 (£230) 
and 77 (£360). Faults as expected, a rarely offered group, 
overall fine. All covers photographed online.

 .......................................................... Stanley Gibbons £7,830

                    
x639

639 */PC Group of 12 Better Early Italian Covers and Cards, 
starts with a 1938 Italian East Africa picture postcard mailed 
with Scott #s 5, C2 (x2) and C3 mailed airmail to Switzerland 
(C3 catalogues $225 on cover in Scott), an 1860 cut-down 
cover franked with a pair of Scott #s13b (catalogues $1,100 
on cover, stamps alone catalogue $700). Also includes a 
group of 10 interesting items (4 picture postcards and 6 cov-
ers) with early frankings, with destinations such as Peking, 
Switzerland, Panama, Peking redirected to United States and 
Holland. Overall fine to very fine, a useful lot for the collector 
or dealer, all items scanned online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

640 PC Group of Early Italian Stationery Cards, with 38 various 
stationery cards (1870s to 1890s), mostly mailed to France, 
but also saw one to Newfoundland. Also includes 44 various 
Money Order cards (1890s). Good variety of postmarks and 
stationery types, overall fine or better.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

641 * Accumulation of Roughly 160 Italy Covers and Cards, 
1880s-1950, all loose in a box, with a spot check noting 
many interesting items including roughly 35 revenue docu-
ments (with many different frankings), along with postal sta-
tionery, a few military covers (along with censor tapes and 
handstamps), post cards, telegrams, and more, with many 
solo frankings, paying airmail, registration, domestic and 
international rates. Postmark interest includes c.d.s. town 
cancels, pictorial, squared circle, machine, etc. Online photos 
show a sampling and an overview. We note a few small faults 
with a few covers. Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

642 * Accumulation of Roughly 250 Italy Covers and Cards, 
1890s-1950, all loose in a box, with the majority of material 
primarily ranging from 1900 to the 1930s. A spot check indi-
cated primarily commercial mail noting postal stationery, post 
cards, adverting mail (including a few illustrated), military 
mail (including various censor tapes and markings), airmail, 
postage due, wrappers, a few stampless covers, etc., with 
many having solo frankings, paying airmail, express, registra-
tion, domestic and international rates (including Germany, 
Denmark, just to name a few destinations). Postmark interest 
includes primarily bridge cancel types (noting various types), 
machine and c.d.s. cancels, and more. Online photos show a 
sampling and an overview. We note a few small faults with a 
few of the covers, overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

                    
x643                    

643 PC Group of 13 Early Japanese Picture Postcards to Cana-
da, from various towns, including two used from Chemulpo, 
Korea, 5 lovely cards showing street views with flags, etc. A 
very fine group, both sides of each card scanned online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

644 * Collection of About 1,000 Different Japan First Day 
Covers, 1959 to 1991, all different as per stamp issues, or 
cachets, includes singles, pairs, blocks, booklet panes, coils 
and sets. The great majority were mailed to Belleville, Can-
ada, some via airmail, and therefore some have additional 
stamps on front or back to make up the airmail rate. A beauti-
ful and very fine collection, save for a few covers that have 
frayed edges, see scans for a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

645 * Kenya, Uganda, Tanganyika Group of 40 Covers, 1930s 
to 1950s, with a good variety of frankings and rates, includ-
ing registered, airmail, etc. a few are censored, also good des-
tinations, such as Switzerland, New Zealand, United States, 
United Kingdom, Israel, Germany, Romania, Canada, Philip-
pines, Chili, Hawaii, Italy, Belgium, etc. also with lots of post-
mark interest. A very useful lot, with some faults (incl. one 
front, some toning and tears), still overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $350

646 * Accumulation of Roughly 200 Latvia Covers and Cards, 
1920s-1945, all loose in a box, with roughly half the lot being 
parcel receipts, with many different rates and frankings, de-
pending on the weight of the package sent, with potential for 
postmark interest. The balance of the lot is almost exclusively 
commercial mail noting adverting mail (including a few illus-
trated), with many having solo frankings, paying airmail, regis-
tration, domestic and international rates (including Germany, 
Switzerland destinations to name a few). Postmark interest 
includes primarily bridge cancel types. Online photos show a 
sampling and an overview. We note a few small faults with a 
few of the covers, overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150
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647 */PC Group of 16 Covers / Cards from Mexico, 1899 to 
1930, with a few outside the range, includes stationery cov-
ers, cards, wrappers, letter cards, etc. With a variety of frank-
ings, rates, postmarks (noted an Ambulance Service?) with 
several foreign destinations including the United States, Porto 
Rico and Canada, overall fine or better.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

648 * Accumulation of Roughly 250 Netherlands Covers and 
Cards, 1850s-1950, all loose in a box, along with a small 
selection of Netherlands Colonies, with the majority of mate-
rial primarily ranging from 1900 to the 1930s. A spot check 
indicated primarily commercial mail noting a small selection 
of stampless covers, ranging from the 1850s to the 1870s, 
advertising mail (including a few illustrated), postal statio-
nery, military mail (including censor tapes and markings), 
airmail, post card, first day covers, revenue documents, etc., 
with many having solo frankings, paying airmail, registration, 
domestic and international rates (including Japan, Germany, 
Belgium, Norway, Finland, Netherlands West Indies, destina-
tions to name a few). Postmark interest includes primarily 
bridge cancel types (noting various types), machine and c.d.s. 
cancels. Online photos show a sampling and an overview. We 
note a few small faults with a few of the covers, overall fine to 
very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

649 * Collection of 13 Covers Franked with the Netherlands 
5c or 10c First Issues, with 5c (4 covers), 5c pair, 5c two sin-
gles, and 10c (7 covers). We note a good variety of town post-
marks from Zandam, Den Helder, Zutphen, Gravenhas, Maas-
tricht, Rotterdam, Amsterdam, Middleburg, Aug, Aachen, 
Heerlen, etc., and we also note the use of boxed “FRANCO” 
handstamps. The stamps all have four margins, including a 
lovely 5c with sheet margin, and there are shades. Many of 
the covers have light pencil notes (front or back) referring to 
the plate number of the stamp. An overall very fine group of 
covers.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

650 */PC Group of 198 Netherlands and Colonies Covers / 
Cards, mostly up to the 1920s but with some to the 1940s, 
includes Netherlands postal stationery covers and cards (99 
are dated before 1900, 55 are dated to about 1920). Also 
Netherlands Indies covers / cards (x32), Curacao (x11) and 
Suriname. A nice variety of material, noting postage due, cen-
sored, destinations such as Italy, Canada, United States, Bel-
gium, England, Germany, Egypt, etc. Overall fine or better (two 
items have missing stamps), online pictures show a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

651 */PC Group of 14 Better New Zealand Covers and Cards, 
1870 to 1930s, with an 1870 pre-U.P.U. 6d Chalon usage 
to Nova Scotia, a 1902 registered cover to Newfoundland, a 
1907 usage from Fanning Island to Nova Scotia, a 1d House-
holder rate with 1d postage due stamp, an early wrapper to 
Portugal, plus various stationery cards and covers including 
registered. Overall fine or better, all items scanned online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $350

652 * Accumulation of Roughly 340 Norway Covers and Cards, 
1890s-1950, all loose in a box, with the vast majority being 
commercial mail. A spot check indicated a variety of material 
including postal stationery, a few military covers (along with 
censor tapes and handstamps), post cards, telegrams, parcel 
receipts, airmail, first day covers, with many solo frankings 
along with a few Christmas seals, paying airmail, registration, 
domestic and international rates (noting Nordic and overseas 
destinations). Postmark interest includes c.d.s. town cancels, 
pictorial, double circle, and a few bridge postmark types just 
to name a few. Online photos show a sampling and an over-
view. We note a few small faults with a few of the covers, still 
fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

653 * Accumulation of Roughly 625 Norway Parcel Receipts, 
1913-1946, with many different frankings and rates, includ-
ing registration, depending on the weight of the packages 
sent. We note the majority of receipts are franked with 1910-
1929 issues, along with markings and the potential for post-
mark interest. A colourful lot, and ideal for the Norway spe-
cialist, with online photos showing an overview, noting some 
with corner wear. Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

654 * Group of Roughly 625 Norway Covers and Cards, 1880s-
1970s, loose in a box, with the possibility of material on ei-
ther side of the given range. The lot contains a wide variety 
of material, noting mostly commercial mail including postal 
stationery, military mail (with mostly German and a few British 
censor tapes and markings), advertising mail (many are illus-
trated), parcel receipts, postage due, airmail (including a few 
first flights), first day covers, and more, paying registration, 
express, airmail, domestic and international rates (noting 
Iceland, Sweden, Great Britain destinations), with a variety 
of town postmarks and postmark types, directional markings, 
etc. A nice lot for the postal history collector, as the owner col-
lected interesting and unusual material. Online photos show 
an overview. We note a few small faults with a few of the cov-
ers including corner bends and a few tears. Overall fine to 
very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

655 * Group of 11 Better Palestine Covers, with a good variety 
of material, including a philatelic exhibition card, registered, 
frankings (incl. two with plate blocks), one cover described as 
“interim” and more. Every item scanned online, overall very 
fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

656 */PC Group of 76 Portugal and Colonies Covers and 
Cards, mostly late 19th to early 20th century, starting with 
used mostly pre-1900 stationery covers and cards, some il-
lustrated, with Portugal (x41), Portuguese Africa (x1), Funchal 
(x1), many to foreign destinations, such as Italy, Germany, 
France, Austria. Also includes Portuguese Colonies group of 
covers and picture postcards, with Azores (x10), Macau (x3), 
Cape Verde (x1), Funchal (x1), Horta (x12), Mozambique (x1), 
Lorenzo Marques (x1), Ponta Delgada (x1) and Portuguese 
India (x3), also with foreign usages including Canada (sev-
eral), United States, England, Scotland, Italy and China. A few 
faults, else overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

657 */PC Group of 23 Covers / Cards from Rhodesia and 
Southern Rhodesia, mostly 1920s to 1950s, with various 
rates, frankings and usages, all mailed to the following des-
tinations: Canada, United States and England, noting cen-
sored, airmail, postage due, etc. Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100
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658 * Russia 1825 Folded letter to London, England, date-
lined St Petersburg, endorsed “via Rotterdam”, with “MEMEL 
/ 10.NOV.” (Prussian city where the majority of Russian mail 
passed through) handstamp, as well as a “FRANCO” hand-
stamp, and a few manuscript rates and a faint St Petersburg 
c.d.s. Back has a DEC.2.1825 receiver alongside a transit 
boxed handstamp in red. Very interesting and legible 3-page 
letter inside, very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

659 PC Russia Group of 70 Postcards and Stationery Cards, 
Mainly to Foreign Destinations, 1890s-1920s, starts with 
31 early picture postcards mailed to Canada (x14), United 
States (x10) and unused (x7), also includes 39 stationery 
cards, with usages to England, Germany, United States, Can-
ada, Sweden, as well as domestic. with various card types, 
frankings, rates, routes, postmarks, etc. A useful lot, overall 
fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

                    
x660

660 */PC Group of 41 Interesting Covers / Cards from Rus-
sia, 1890s to 1910, best is a stationery card from Russian 
Offices in Turkey mailed 1896 to Nova Scotia (Higgins and 
Gage #R6, unpriced). Also includes 9 stationery covers and 2 
covers, all mailed pre-1900 to foreign destinations, as well as 
31 covers / cards mailed mostly 1900-1910 to foreign des-
tinations such as United States, Canada, Sweden, Germany, 
with a good variety of frankings, rates, saw an occupation of 
Finland and Occupation of Jerusalem card, etc. Overall fine to 
very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

661 * Accumulation of Roughly 325 Russia Covers and Cards, 
1890s-1970s, primarily commercial mail, loose in a box. The 
lot has a wide mixture of material noting postal stationery 
(including a few SPECIMEN), postcards, postage due, military 
(including censor tapes and handstamps), airmail, first day 
and event covers, etc., paying airmail, registration, domestic 
and international rates, noting some with single frankings, 
and a variety of postmarks. A nice lot for the postal history 
specialist, as the owner collected interesting and unusual ma-
terial. Online photos show an overview. We note a few faults 
on a few covers, with a few bends and tears. The lot includes 
roughly 30 cover fronts, not included in our overall count. 
Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400

662 * Collection of 215 Saar Covers / Cards, 1920s to 1950s, 
plus some earlier, all neatly written-up on about 160 album 
pages. We note a good variety of material including first day 
covers, registered mail, parcel receipts, picture postcards, 
balloon post, prisoner of war mail, used and unused statio-
nery, lots of World War II material, as well as a good study 
of postmark types, including datestamps, military, T.P.O., and 
more. Overall very fine and not often offered, see our online 
photos for an idea.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

663 */PC Group of 131 Scandinavian Covers / Cards, 1890s 
to 1949, with a good variety of material from Sweden x95 
(mostly to the United States), Norway x19, Iceland x9, Den-
mark x6, Greenland x2 and Finland x1. We note many that 
were mailed to foreign destinations such as Canada and the 
United States, first day covers, better frankings, rates, post-
marks, postage due and more. Some have faults, still overall 
fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

664 PC Somali Coast Group of 15 Picture Postcards Mailed 
from Djibouti to France in 1907, each depicting people or 
scenes of the area, and each franked with Scott #s 52 (5c in 
pairs) or 53 (10c single frankings), both cataloguing $60 on 
cover in Scott, totaling $900. Very fine and rarely offered.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

665 */PC Group of 45 Covers / Cards from Southern Africa, 
to the 1960s, but mostly to the 1940s, with items from South 
Africa (x19, incl. two unused early real photo postcards), 
South West Africa (x2), Orange River Colony (x7) and Trans-
vaal (x15). Good variety of useful material, with airmail rates, 
registered, postage due, destinations (several to Canada, 
also Hawaii, etc.), overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

666 */PC Large Group of 166 Mostly Better South and Cen-
tral America Covers and Cards, 1800s to about the 1950s. 
With a good variety of material from several countries, includ-
ing covers, cards, stationery, etc., with a high percentage 
of material mailed to foreign destinations, including much 
Canada. Includes Panama (x16, many to Canada), Costa Rica 
(x20, many mailed to Canada), El Salvador (x10, mostly for-
eign destinations, incl. Canada), Honduras, Guatemala (x13), 
Nicaragua, Mexico (x7), Bolivia (x7), Paraguay (x5), Peru (x5), 
Ecuador (x10), Columbia (x9), Chile (x7), Uruguay (x18), Ven-
ezuela (x24) and Argentina (x13). A wonderful lot, great for 
the postal history dealer, overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500
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667 * Group of 8 Covers Mailed from Saint Pierre & Mique-
lon to Halifax, Nova Scotia, mostly from the 1930s, 5 of the 
covers are franked with a single 25c (Scott 88) cataloguing 
$225 each, two others have combinations totaling 75c (one 
with a Paquebot cancel), and another cover with Scott 84 plus 
three Scott 114 making up the 25c rate. Overall very fine, and 
scarce.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

668 */PC Group of 7 Straits Settlement Items from the 
George V Period, includes two lovely uprated stationery cards 
mailed registered to Austria, as well as other interesting items 
mailed to Canada, USA, England and Philippine Islands, over-
all very fine, all scanned online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

669 PC Straits Settlements Group of 14 Picture Postcards 
Mailed from Singapore to France, 1907-1908, all depicting 
a different view of the area, all with the 3c King Edward VII 
stamp on the picture side, very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

670 */PC Straits Settlements Group of 22 Covers / Cards 
Mailed Mostly from Singapore to Foreign Destinations, 
1899-1909, plus a few from the 1930s, noting destinations 
such as China, England, Canada (many), United States, South 
Africa, several colourful picture postcards, overall very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

671 */PC Group of 14 Covers and Cards from Sudan, 1899 to 
1940s, includes 8 stationery covers, cards (one with reply still 
attached) and wrapper, all used 1899 to 1905 to Cairo, Egypt 
(these are scarce and have good value assigned to them in 
the Higgins & Gage stationery catalogue). Also includes 3 air-
mail covers to England and Scotland (1930s-40s), a 1930 
picture U.P.U. postcard to the United States, a 1909 picture 
postcard to United States, and a 1912 cover to Germany 
franked with a single 1 Piastre Camel Rider (cover is stained). 
A scarce, and overall fine group, all items are scanned online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

672 */PC Group of 33 Swedish Stationery Covers and Cards, 
1879-1916, mostly from the 1800s, with postal cards, letter 
cards and envelopes,some uprated, including one reply card 
mailed from Germany (very scarce), destinations to France, 
Italy, Great Britain, Germany and Holland, note a good vari-
ety of stationery types, postmarks, rates, etc. A few with edge 
faults, and includes a cover missing an uprate stamp, else 
overall fine to many very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

673 * Accumulation of Roughly 200 Sweden Covers and 
Cards, 1890s-1950, all loose in a box, with the majority of 
material primarily ranging from 1910s to the 1930s. A spot 
check indicated primarily commercial mail noting advertis-
ing mail (including a few illustrated), postal stationery, mili-
tary mail, airmail, post card, first day covers, etc., with many 
having solo frankings, paying airmail, registration, domestic 
and international rates (including Belgium Congo, Norway, 
Germany, destinations just to name a few). Postmark interest 
includes primarily bridge and c.d.s. cancel types, along with 
pictorial and machine cancels. Online photos show a sam-
pling and an overview. We note a few small faults with a few 
of the covers, overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

674 PC Group of 335 Swiss Postal Stationery Cards, 1895 to 
1915, with a few different issues, demonstrating a wide se-
lection of postmarks, including towns, railways, etc. All mailed 
at the 5c domestic rate, overall very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

675 * Accumulation of Roughly 1,100 Switzerland Covers and 
Cards, 1870s-1950, all loose in a box, with the majority of 
material primarily ranging from 1900 to the 1930s. A spot 
check indicated commercial mail noting postal stationery (in-
cluding a few unused), adverting mail (including a few illus-
trated), military mail (including various postmarks and mark-
ings), airmail, post cards, postage due, wrappers, and more, 
with many having solo frankings, paying airmail, registration, 
domestic and international rates (including Germany, Bel-
gium, Norway, Denmark, destinations to name a few). Post-
mark interest includes primarily bridge cancel types (noting 
various types), machine and c.d.s. cancels, and more. Online 
photos show a sampling and an overview. We note a few small 
faults with a few of the covers, overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

                    
x676     

676 * United States Group of 12 Illustrated Advertising Cov-
ers, 1903-1909, all but one mailed to Canada, includes vari-
ous stationery covers, with frankings, postmarks, illustrated 
subjects, etc. A nice, clean lot, all in sleeves, very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

                    
x677

677 * United States Two Stampless Folded Letters Mailed 
New Orleans to France in 1849 and 1854, both with inter-
esting postmarks, markings and rates, the 1849 item has a 
letter inside, 1854 does not.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100
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678 * United States Group of 10 Folded Letters and Covers 
Mailed to New York City to Overseas Destinations, 1847-
1865, mailed to France, Germany and Switzerland, with a 
wide variety of postmarks, markings, rates, routings, and 
more. Each cover is annotated with route and rate informa-
tion, an overall fine group.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

679 * Group of 10 Better United States Stampless Folded 
Letters, 1829 to 1860, with 4 mailed from Philadelphia (2 
to France, one to Germany and one to Providence), 4 mailed 
from Boston (2 to France, one to United Kingdom and one to 
New York City), and 2 mailed from San Francisco (1 to France 
and 1 to Northampton, Mass.). A lovely group, with a wide 
variety of postmarks, markings, rates and routes and all an-
notated. A nice clean group, overall very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

680 * United States Group of 15 Covers Franked with the 
1893 1c to 10c Columbian Exposition Issue, a lovely group 
showing different frankings, usages, rates (printed matter, 
registered), all but one are to foreign destinations (Germany, 
Italy, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick), several corner cards, the 
cover to Germany has a New York Exchange label. Overall fine 
to very fine, all covers are sleeved and scanned online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

681 * Group of 10 United States Registered Covers Mailed to 
France, 1909-1917, all but one mailed at the 15c rate from 
Ohio to the American Express Company in Paris, France, all 
but one are uprated 2c stationery covers, we note two that 
were censored, good quantity of postmarks on back, etc. One 
cover was mailed in 1909 at the 13c rate and has a New York 
Exchange label and a label from Chicago showing a registra-
tion number (sender probably forgot to indicate registered). 
Overall fine or better, all covers are sleeved and scanned on-
line.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

682 */PC United States Group of Covers Mailed with 4 Differ-
ent Early Exposition Issues, 1901-1915, with three covers 
mailed to the Canadian Maritimes with the 1901 Pan Ameri-
can Exposition issue (two registered covers with a 10c, each 
cataloguing $125, and one PC with a 1c); Three registered 
cross-border covers mailed with 1907 Jamestown Exposition 
Issues, all three mailed from Cincinnati, Ohio to Nova Scotia 
in June, July and August 1907, one at a 10c rate and two 
at the 12c rate, with a variety of frankings, one cover has a 
New York Exchange label on front and a Carnegie Library label 
on back; Three cross border covers franked with the 1909 
2c Alaska Yukon Pacific Exposition issue, incl. a pair that ap-
pears to be imperforate-between, two illustrated advertising 
and one mailed from San Juan Puerto Rico with “Steamer 
Caracas via New York” handstamp; Also three items from the 
1915 Panama Pacific Exposition, one PC to India with a pair 
of 1c, one PC with a single 1c, one unsealed cover with a 
single 1c and a lovely illustrated PC mailed to Nova Scotia. 
An interesting group, overall fine to very fine, all items are 
scanned online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

683 * United States Group of 7 Covers Franked with the 1890-
1893 Presidential Issues, includes a few single frankings as 
well as combinations, paying registration, destinations (Nova 
Scotia, Belgium, England, Germany and Canada), good vari-
ety of postmarks, an illustrated advertising cover, etc. Overall 
fine or better, all covers are sleeved and scanned online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

684 * United States Group of 26 Covers Franked with the 
1894-1903 Presidential Issues, with a good variety of bet-
ter frankings, rates and usages, all but one were mailed to 
foreign destinations, such as Switzerland (with due stamp), 
New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, England, Newfoundland, Cana-
da, Ireland (due), Germany and Denmark. Noting registered, 
postage due, some lovely illustrated advertising including pa-
triotic, postmark interest, etc. A nice clean group, all covers 
are sleeved and scanned online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

685 * United States Group of 20 1c to 5c Columbian Exposi-
tion Stationery Covers, 6 are uprated, 10 are domestic, rest 
are to destinations such as Nova Scotia, England, Switzer-
land, New Brunswick. Some of the better rates include a 2c to 
U.K. printed matter (unsealed), 5c to Switzerland, 10c double 
rate to Canada, 12c registered to Canada, etc. Overall fine or 
better, all covers are sleeved, online photos show a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

686 * United States Group of 19 Better Covers Franked with 
the 1902-1903 1c to 8c Presidential Issues, 10 have illus-
trated advertising, one is addressed to Pennsylvania, one to 
Italy, one to Germany forwarded to France, three to England 
and the rest to Nova Scotia. We also note a good variety of 
frankings, postmarks and rates, including registered, etc. 
Overall fine or better, all covers are sleeved and online photos 
show a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

687 * United States Group of 3 Covers to Foreign Destina-
tions Franked with the F1 Registration Stamp, all three are 
uprated 2c stationery covers mailed in period, going to Nova 
Scotia, Italy and France. Fine-very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

688 */PC United States Selection of 61 Used Stationery Cov-
ers, Cards and Wrappers, 1850s to 1940s, a good selec-
tion, noting usages to Turkey (x2), Sweden, England, Finland, 
Salvador, Canada, Cuba, Newfoundland, etc. We also note 
a good variety of different stationery items, a few with reply 
portions still attached, as well as many lovely postmarks, in-
cluding fancy corks, machines, etc. A clean lot, every item is 
sleeved, online photos show a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

689 */PC United States Group of 6 Covers / Cards with Star 
Duplex Cancels, 1864-1888, an 1864 folded letter New York 
to Nova Scotia franked with a 10c Washington (#68), two cov-
ers to Nova Scotia and three postal cards also to Nova Scotia, 
each with a variety of star postmarks. Faults, still overall fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

690 * United States Group of 5 Covers to Canada Franked 
with 10c Green Washingtons, 1860 to 1866. First is a folded 
letter to Nova Scotia franked with a #35 mailed DEC.28.1860 
with JAN.1.1861 receiver with “PAID” cancel. Other 5 are ei-
ther covers or folded letters franked with a single #68, three 
to Nova Scotia and one to St Johns (province of Québec), all 
with dated receivers on back. Some faults, still overall fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

691 * United States Group of 11 Covers Franked with a Va-
riety of Early Washington Issues, mostly 1859 and 1860 
(some circa) with imperforates and early perforated issues, 
we note one mailed 1859 to Nova Scotia with 3x 3c perfo-
rated Washingtons and a perforated 5c Franklin, a nice illus-
trated advertising domestic cover, rest are domestic except 
for one to Fredericton, New Brunswick and one to Nova Sco-
tia, each with a pair of 3c Washingtons. Faults on some, else 
an overall fine group.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300
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692 */PC United States Group of 33 Interesting Covers / 
Cards Franked with Washington and Franklin Issues, 1909-
1923, the Franklin issues are represented with 10 1909-1916 
covers and about 5 stamps to the $1 value. The Washington 
issues are represented with 23 covers dating from 1910 to 
1923. An interesting group, including many registered, some 
censored, destinations include England, Jamaica, New Bruns-
wick, Nova Scotia, Italy, Germany, France, Brazil, Switzerland, 
Prince Edward Island, also noting advertising, some illustrat-
ed, A.R., special delivery, etc. We noted 6 covers franked with 
coils / imperforates. A clean and useful group, overall fine to 
very fine, all items are sleeved and online pictures show a 
good sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400

693 * United States Four Interesting Usages of the 1870 
6c Carmine Lincoln Issue, Scott #148, on four folded let-
ters addressed to Halifax, Nova Scotia. Includes two (1870 
and 1872) mailed from Kingston Jamaica via New York and 
J. Learcraft & Co. forwarding agent (one has handstamp on 
back). Also two folded letters mailed 1873 from Cienfuegos 
Puerto Rico, via New York and Moses Taylor forwarding agent 
(both have clear forwarding agent handstamp on back). All 
four stamps cancelled by New York intaglio numeral / fancy 
cork duplex. A scarce group, fine-very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

694 * United States Group of 25 Interesting Covers, 1844 to 
1900, includes all sorts of interesting frankings, postmarks, 
destinations (Nova Scotia, England, Canada), rates including 
drop, registered, etc. saw a “D.O. Blood & Co. City Despatch 
2 Cts” postmark on Philadelphia folded court circular dated 
MAR.18.1847, a 2c Boyd’s City Express local on printed mat-
ter letter from Drinker & Heyl, two items franked with a single 
5c Franklin imperforate, one on an 1854 Baltimore prices 
current folded printed matter, and one on a folded circular 
from Collins & Coin Buffalo, mailed to Canada West. All items 
are sleeved and overall fine, or better. Online photos show a 
sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

695 * United States Group of 42 Miscellaneous Interesting 
Covers, etc. 1930s to 1960s, saw two Mailomat items, a 
1938 cover mailed to Hawaii, forwarded to Germany, then 
Hungary where it received several postage due stamps, etc., 
1906 cover with contents to Argentina, 1935 cover to Trini-
dad, several registered covers, a censored airmail cover to 
England, covers to France, Brazil, Nova Scotia, Denmark, etc. 
Also noted a few revenue usages, a group of 5 covers with 
private perfins (plus a few interesting perfin stamp multiples), 
a group of 5 precancels on cover plus an envelope of precan-
celled stamps, etc. All in all an interesting lot with many useful 
items.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

696 * Accumulation of Roughly 450 United States Covers and 
Cards, 1890s-1950, all loose in a box, with the majority of 
material primarily ranging from 1920 to the 1940s. A spot 
check indicated commercial mail noting postal stationery (in-
cluding a few Specimens), advertising mail (including a few 
illustrated), military mail (including censor tapes, markings, 
and postmarks), airmail, revenue usages, wrappers, first 
flights, telegrams, etc., with many having solo frankings, in-
cluding a few perfin usages, paying airmail (including a few 
clipper and transatlantic rates), registration, domestic and 
international rates (including Peru, Germany, Belgium, Den-
mark, Sweden, Austria, destinations to name a few). Online 
photos show a sampling and an overview. We note a few small 
faults with a few of the covers, including soiling and tears, 
along with a few oversized envelopes. Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

697 * Collection of roughly 600 United States First Day cov-
ers, 1960-1988, in 6 cover albums, with single, sets, and coil 
frankings, starting with roughly 285 pre-1970 covers with 
private cachets, noting makers HF, Cachet Craft, C. Stephen 
Anderson, Art Craft. The balance of the collection consists of 
315 Colarano “Silk” cachets ranging from 1978 to 1988. On-
line photos show a sampling. Clean and very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

698 * Collection of Roughly 1,400 United States First Day 
Covers in 9 Thick Binders, 1984-2002, with several hundred 
3-ring Vario-style stock pages, noting single, sets, souvenir 
sheets, and high value frankings, with colourful Fleetwood ca-
chets. Lots of thematic and topical possibilities with subjects 
such as animals, space, flowers, etc. Online photos show a 
sampling. Clean and very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

                    
x699

699 * United States Group of 13 Covers Mailed by the 
Hussey’s Messenger Service, to and from New York City. 
All still on Robert A. Siegel auction cards from 1999, from 
the The David Golden Collection of U.S. Carriers and Locals. 
Seven are franked with various Hussey’s stamps, the rest are 
stampless but have various Hussey’s handstamps. One is ac-
companied by a 2000 PF certificate. A rarely offered group 
which is overall very fine, and surely worth our low estimate. 
All items scanned online.

 ...................................................................... Estimate $1,500

                    
x700

700 * United States Group of 13 Covers Mailed by the Boyd’s 
City Express Post Service, to and from New York City. All still 
on Robert A. Siegel auction cards from 1999, from the The 
David Golden Collection of U.S. Carriers and Locals. Five are 
franked with various Boyd’s stamps, the rest are stampless 
but have various Boyd’s handstamps. Two are accompanied 
by a 2000 PF certificate, one of the stating that the local 
stamp did not originate on it. A rarely offered group which is 
overall very fine, and surely worth our low estimate. All items 
scanned online.

 ...................................................................... Estimate $1,500
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701 * Accumulation of Roughly 700 United States Covers and 
Cards, 1850s-1950s, primarily commercial material, loose 
in a box. The lot has a wide range of material with roughly 
40 illustrated advertising covers, generally ranging from the 
1890s to the 1930s, with retail prices ranging from $10 to 
$30 and up, along with postal stationery (used and unused), 
post cards, and more, including roughly 50 covers in a binder, 
ranging from 1857 to the 1880s, primarily with single frank-
ings (noting Scott #s 11A and 26). We note the majority of 
covers have solo frankings, paying domestic rates, along with 
a variety of postmarks, including c.d.s., machine, R.P.O.’s 
and more. Online photos show an overview. The covers are in 
generally mixed condition, with bends, tears, soiling etc, with 
some better to very fine. Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

702 * Group of Over 200 United States Covers and Cards, 
Stampless to Modern, includes a group of 27 stampless fold-
ed letters or covers, a group of about 100 stationery cards 
and envelopes, and the rest are mostly stamped covers, from 
the 1860s to modern, with postage due, postmarks, cen-
sored mail, stationery, picture postcards, and more. Faults to 
some, else overall fine or better.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

703 United States Historically Important Collection of Letters 
Pertaining to the Postmastership of New York City, 1842 
to 1849, consisting of 18 letters and printed documents, all 
pertaining to Col. James (John) Lorimer Graham, (New York 
City’s Postmaster from 03/14/1842 to 05/02/1845). We 
note letters either to or from famous people, such as two let-
ters to Zachary Taylor (President of the U.S. from March 8, 
1849 to 1850, one dated on the first day of his office March 
8, 1849 and the other one month later), Hon. Jacob Collamer 
(Postmaster General from 1849 to 1850), Charles A. Wickliffe 
(Postmaster General from 1841-1845), J. Phillips Phoenix 
(U.S. Representative, 1843/1851), Robert H. Morris (Mayor 
of New York City, 1841-1844), and others. Some of the early 
letters include one from the Postmaster General to Graham, 
asking him to investigate one of his Night Clerks (probably due 
to misappropriation of funds) plus another explaining that the 
people handling the foreign mails are committing fraud, etc. 
The two printed documents are one by Graham in 1844 and 
one dated 1845 announcing his “retirement”, etc. The letter 
from the Mayor of NYC asks Graham to put aside any letters 
addressed to a “Crouckright” and let him know immediately 
if he finds any. Some of these letters, including those to the 
President of the United States, pertain to important New York 
residents trying to get Graham re-instated as Postmaster. Gra-
ham was instrumental in postal reform in New York, including 
postal rates, despatch arrangements, etc. A most fascinat-
ing read, and an important aspect of the history of New York 
City’s postal history. Faults as expected, but overall fine or bet-
ter and all documents are scanned online.

 .......................................................................Estimate $2,500

                    

x704

704 */PC Group of 68 West Indies Covers and Cards, All (Ex-
cept Three) Mailed to Canada, 1906 to 1940s, from Antigua 
(x4), Bahamas (x3), Barbados (x7), Bermuda (1909 regis-
tered cover franked with single Scott #30 to Halifax, redirect-
ed to Cape Breton), British Honduras (x2 covers, 1931 and 
1932 mailed airmail to Halifax), Dominica (x2), Dominican 
Rep. (x2), Grenada (x2), Haiti (x21, mostly to foreign dest., 
incl. many to Canada), Jamaica (x4), St Kitts (x4), St Lucia 
(x6), St Vincent (x3), Cayman and Turks & Caicos (x3). Good 
variety of frankings, rates, postmarks, etc. Overall fine to very 
fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

705 * Group of 34 Worldwide Covers and Cards with Postage 
Due Stamps, 1900 to 1950s, mostly from the 1920s and 
1950s, with a good range of countries and reasons why the 
items were taxed, including missing stamp, incorrect rate, etc. 
(all taxed with postage due stamps, about two have regular 
postage stamps and one has a postage due tape). All items 
appear to have been taxed in a foreign country, making this a 
good lot for collectors or dealers alike, overall fine to very fine 
and not often offered.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

                    
x706

706 */PC Worldwide Group of 35 Squared Circle Postmarks, 
with Dutch Indies (x14), Italy (x11), India, Jamaica (x2), New 
Zealand, Cape of Good Hope, South Australia, Austria and Cy-
prus (x3) for a total of 35 covers / cards. A nice quality lot, 
useful for the specialist or dealer, see pictures for a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150
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707 */PC Group of a Few Hundred Worldwide Covers, from 
many different countries, but noted several from the United 
States (incl. several #10 size), Switzerland, India and British 
Commonwealth countries, noting a mix of covers and cards, 
first day covers, commercial mail, registered, airmail and so 
much more. Overall fine to very fine, in-person viewing would 
best describe this lot.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

708 * Accumulation of Roughly 650 Worldwide Covers and 
Cards, 1830s-1950, all loose in a box, with the majority of 
material primarily ranging from 1900 to the 1940s. A spot 
check indicated better representation from European coun-
tries including Germany, Portugal, and Switzerland, and 
more. The lot consists of primarily commercial mail includ-
ing 7 stampless covers, generally ranging from the 1830s 
to 1860s, along with used and unused postal stationery, 
post cards, adverting mail (noting a few illustrated), parcel 
receipts, military mail (including various censor tapes and 
markings), airmail, postage due, wrappers, etc., with many 
having solo frankings, paying airmail, express, registration, 
domestic and international rates. Postmark interest includes 
various types of bridge, machine, and c.d.s. cancels, and 
more. Online photos show a sampling and an overview. We 
note a few small faults with a few of the covers, overall fine to 
very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

709 */PC Group of Worldwide Covers/Cards from an Old Time 
Estate, mostly dating in the 1900s to 1940s era, we counted 
roughly 230 covers and cards, many addressed to the con-
signor in Montréal. This is a great source for the online resell-
er or dealer, as we noted many better countries (incl. some 
from China) also better frankings, postmarks, rates, first day 
covers, registered, censored, and more. See our online pic-
tures for an idea.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400

710 * Worldwide The International Collection of First Day 
Covers of the Month, 1980s-1990s with roughly 700 first 
day covers in 12 albums with slipcases, filling 4 bankers box-
es. We note single, sets and souvenir sheet frankings, with 
better representation from British Commonwealth countries, 
along with People’s Republic of China, United States, just to 
name a few. Produced by Fleetwood to show “First edition’s of 
the world’s most significant philatelic issues”. Online photos 
show a small sampling and overview. Clean and very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

711 */PC Group of Well Over 300 Worldwide Covers and 
Cards, Early to Modern, mostly from European countries, 
noting a wide variety of material, including a group of about 
80 German covers from a 1933 correspondence, a few dozen 
different Swiss first day covers from the 1960s to the 1980s, 
as well as a aide variety of other material, some dating back 
to the 1850s, such as an 1853 stampless Money Letter from 
Stoney Creek to Montréal, some 1937 Coronation covers and 
first day covers (saw Cyprus, Gold Coast, Virgin Islands, St 
Lucia, and more. Well worth viewing in person, despite our 
overview pictures. Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $350

712 * Group of 85 Various Worldwide Covers in a Binder, not-
ing British Commonwealth FDC from the 1930s and 1940s 
(incl 1949 U.P.U., 1946 Peace and Victory, a few Canadian 
first flight covers, some GB and NZ FDC from the 1970s or 
80s and more. See pictures for an overview.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

713 * Accumulation of Roughly 1,000 United States and 
Worldwide Covers and Cards, 1880s Onwards, filling a bank-
ers box, with roughly half the material from the United States. 
A cursory check indicated primarily postal stationery items, 
generally from the 1880s to the 1890s, with better represen-
tation from Austria, Germany, and the United States, noting 
mostly domestic and a few registered usages, along with 
some unused material. The lot also includes United States 
first flight covers, postage dues, commercial mail, event cov-
ers, censor mail, just to name a few, along with worldwide 
commercial mail, modern first day covers, airmail, post cards, 
and more. Postmark interest includes a wide range of c.d.s 
types, along with a few numeral cancels, to name a few. On-
line photos show an overview. We note many of the covers 
are in mixed condition, with tears, or stamps missing from the 
covers, with possible finds for the postal stationery enthusi-
ast. Fine to better.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

714 * Interesting Group of Roughly 90 Worldwide Covers and 
Cards, 1825-1940s, in roughly 25 two row Vario-style stock 
pages, housed in a binder. The lot begins with roughly 20 
stampless covers, ranging from 1825 to he 1860s, with bet-
ter representation from Canada, United States and France, 
noting various rates and a variety of “PAID” and “FREE” 
handstamps and postmarks. The balance of the collection in-
cludes covers and cards, generally ranging from the 1860s to 
the 1940s, with better representation from Canada and Euro-
pean countries, notably Germany and German States, France, 
and Great Britain noting a registered cover dated JUL.2.1868 
(rated 3sh 4d franked with Scott #s 43, 54-55), to Moscow 
with receiver on back dated JUL.26.1868, along with a vari-
ety of mostly single frankings, postmarks, and handstamps. 
Overall condition is mixed to better, and includes a few cover 
fronts. Online photos showing a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

715 * Accumulation of Roughly 800 Worldwide Covers and 
Cards, 1890s-1970s, loose in a box, with material possible 
on either side of the range. We note a wide range of material 
with better representation from European and British Com-
monwealth countries including roughly 150 World War II mili-
tary covers (noting various censor tapes and handstamps), 
advertising mail, wrappers, postal stationery (used and un-
used), airmail, postage due, parcel receipts, etc., paying reg-
istered, airmail, domestic and international rates, with a vari-
ety of town postmarks (including bridge types, R.P.O.s, c.d.s. 
types, and more). Online photos show an overview. We note 
a few small faults with a few of the covers including corner 
bends and a few tears. Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

716 * Group of Roughly 375 Worldwide Covers and Cards, 
1910s-1950s, from an old-time family collection, with the 
majority of covers addressed to India, in a large ledger and 
material loose in a box The loose material contains roughly 
200 covers, with better representation from Great Britain 
and Commonwealth countries, along with some European 
material, noting postal stationery (used and unused), wrap-
pers (unused), airmail, postage due, first day covers (noting 
single and sets frankings), air letters, and more, paying air-
mail, registered, express, and international rates, with a few 
solo frankings, along with war tax and semi-postals usages. 
The ledger contains roughly 175 worldwide covers, generally 
ranging from the 1920s-1950s, appearing to be from a few 
different correspondences, all addressed to Allahabad, India 
(each stuck down with an adhesive on the left edge of each 
cover). Online photos show a sampling. We note a few faults 
with some of the material including tears, soiling, etc, along 
with a few larger sized envelopes. An interesting mix, overall 
fine to better.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250
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717 * Group of About 65 Worldwide Covers, including a few 
stationery cards, FDC and commercial mail, from countries 
such as Falkland Islands, Norway, Tristan da Cunha, GB (col. 
of squared circles), a censored 1943 cover from the British 
Legation in Nepal to Selkirk, Manitoba, two 1870s covers 
from the Netherlands, 1903 registered cover from Natal to 
Switzerland, an 1856 cover mailed from GB to Boston frank-
ed with a 1sh green embossed issue (Scott U$1,550), and 
more. See our pictures for an idea, overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

718 * Collection of 875 Worldwide Covers in 14 Cover Bind-
ers plus some in sleeves. We counted 154 Canadian covers 
(Admirals to modern), plus other binders dedicated to Great 
Britain (stationery, covers, etc.), United Nations (collection of 
early FDC), United States (covers and stationery), armed ser-
vices covers plus other countries. We noted used and unused 
stationery, commercially used covers, first day covers, stamp-
less, and more. One of the binders contains a well written-up 
collection of censored and other covers. Some faults, else 
overall fine to very fine with many interesting items through-
out. The binders alone would be expensive to replace, see 
pictures online for a small sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400

719 */PC Group of About 150 Paquebot and Ship Covers / 
Cards, we counted about 50 cacheted paquebot covers 
(mostly 1932 to 1946, about half are American-franked and 
the rest are from foreign ships, with many sea-post office can-
cels, some US President lines, etc.) as well as another 100 
including ship picture postcards, paquebot covers, US ship 
postmarks (many that were sunk during WWII), etc. Overall 
fine to very fine, pictures show an overview.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

720 * Group of 48 Interesting Worldwide Covers, 38 of which 
were mailed to Canada (mostly British Columbia), with a 
good range of useful material including 1941 Egypt on ac-
tive service, 1893 Accra Gold Coast registered, 1943 (?) 
Palestine printed matter to Canada, World War II censored 
covers from Greece, South Africa, New Zealand, Ecuador, etc., 
1945 South Africa cover to Canada with large “P.T.O.” hand-
stamp, 1937 cover with a strip of three GB “Poached Egg” 
test stamps,some FDC, a group of US airmail covers, a few 
stationery items, and more. Some have faults, else overall 
fine or better, found in a chest in an antique shop.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

721 * Accumulation of Roughly 750 Worldwide Covers and 
Cards, filling a bankers box, generally ranging from the 
1890s-1980s. We note a wide variety of material including an 
album containing roughly 70 People’s Republic of China first 
day covers, ranging from 1978-1993, along with better repre-
sentation from Nepal (17 covers), Great Britain, British Com-
monwealth Countries and more, noting air letters, military 
mail (including various censor tapes and markings), postage 
due, advertising corner cards, postal stationery (used and un-
used), post cards, etc., paying domestic airmail, registered, 
and overseas destinations, noting covers addressed to the 
Canadian Arctic, Sudan, etc. Online photos show a sampling 
and an overview. We note a few small faults with a few of the 
covers, overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

Worldwide Air Mail Covers

                    

722 * Germany 1939 “Eger” Zeppelin II Flight Cover, franked 
with Germany #s 490, B132-133, C53, with both “Eger” ca-
chets as well as three AUG.13.1939 c.d.s. cancels. Very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

                    

723 PC India FEB.11, 1911 World’s First Official Air Mail Flight, 
Allahabad to Naini Junction, a large size post card with its ½a 
KEVII stamp tied by a large magenta First Aerial Post cachet 
canceling stamp, with two Allahabad receivers (FE 18 and FE 
19). Reverse depicting pilot Henri Pequet in the biplane used 
for this historical air mail flight, alongside the pilot’s signature 
(only 40 signed items are recorded). Small corner crease, still 
an important flight item.

 ...................................................................... Estimate $1,500

                    

724 PC India FEB.11, 1911 World’s First Official Air Mail Flight, 
Allahabad to Naini Junction. A small size stationery post card 
addressed to “Local”, with large magenta First Aerial Post 
cachet canceling the stamp, with two Allahabad receivers 
on front (FE 18 and FE 19). Reverse has a notation reading 
“Aviation / U.P. Exhibition / Allahabad”. Extremely fine and an 
important air mail item.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $350
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725 PC India FEB.11, 1911 World’s First Official Air Mail Flight, 
Allahabad to Naini Junction. A small size stationery post card 
addressed to “Local”, with large magenta First Aerial Post ca-
chet canceling the stamp, with two Allahabad receivers on 
front (FE 18 and FE 19). Reverse is blank, very fine and an 
important air mail item.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

726 * India FEB.11, 1911 World’s First Official Air Mail Flight, 
Allahabad to Naini Junction, a registered cover with large ma-
genta First Aerial Post cachet canceling the 2R stamp, plus a 
second free strike, addressed to “Local”, with Allahabad reg-
istration label. Back has two Allahabad receivers (FE 18 and 
FE 20). Wrinkles and light staining from label at top, else fine 
and rare.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

727 * India FEB.11, 1911 World’s First Official Air Mail Flight, 
Allahabad to Naini Junction, a registered cover with two large 
magenta First Aerial Post cachets canceling the 3a stamp, 
addressed to a local business (with no town indicated). Back 
has two Allahabad receivers (FE 18 and FE 20). Front and 
back also have blue crayon notations indicating that the cover 
was received without contents. Light wrinkles and light edge 
staining, else fine and rare.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

728 * India FEB.11, 1911 World’s First Official Air Mail Flight, 
Allahabad to Naini Junction, a cover with a large magenta First 
Aerial Post cachet canceling a pair of the 1/4a surcharged 
stamp, addressed to “Local”. Back has two Allahabad receiv-
ers (FE 18 and FE 19). Tiny tear at top, else very fine and rare.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $350

729 * India FEB.11, 1911 World’s First Official Air Mail Flight, 
Allahabad to Naini Junction, a cover with a large magenta 
First Aerial Post cachet canceling two of the 1/4a surcharged 
stamp, addressed to “Local”. Back has two Allahabad receiv-
ers (FE 18 and FE 19). Very fine and rare.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $350

730 PC India FEB.11, 1911 World’s First Official Air Mail Flight, 
Allahabad to Naini Junction, then to Calcutta, a picture post-
card with a large magenta First Aerial Post cachet canceling 
two of the 3p stamp (one with fault), addressed to Calcutta, 
with Allahabad 18 FE transit and Calcutta (?) 20 FE receiver 
on front. Message pertains to the transmittal method of the 
card “Keep this P.C. carefully...” and picture side shows the 
H.M.S ‘Good Hope”. Bit of corner wear and corner crease, 
else fine and rare.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $350
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731 * India FEB.11, 1911 World’s First Official Air Mail Flight, 
Allahabad to Naini Junction, two covers, each with a large 
magenta First Aerial Post cachet canceling a ½a stamp, ad-
dressed to Allahabad. Each back has two Allahabad receivers 
(FE 18 and FE 19). Larger cover has light staining at right, 
smaller cover is significantly more stained on front, else both 
fine and rare.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400

732 * 1932 Malta to South Africa First Flight Cover, mailed 
airmail from Valetta JAN.16/18.1932 to Cape Town, South Af-
rica, with “Brindisi Posta Aerea” JAN.22 c.d.s. front and back, 
JAN.30 Alexandria airmail c.d.s. transit on back (unusual rout-
ing?), next to Capetown receiver dated FEB.2. Four stamps 
(Scott #s 160, 168, 169, 176) make up a 1sh / 7½d rate, very 
fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

733 * Group of 9 Switzerland Airmail Covers, 1932-1939, in-
cluding one photo postcard with a variety of frankings and 
rates, mailed to Czechoslovakia, Holland, United States, and 
Latvia, with various flight postmarks, including first flight, 
event postmark, balloon, etc. One cover has a crease, rest 
are very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

734 * Worldwide Group of 30 Zeppelin Airmail Covers and 
Cards,1931-1939, with Frost 127-04C Hungary 2 Pengo 
franked Zeppelin stamp, Budapest round flight (x2, c.v. $240 
total), along with a group of 14 Hindenburg Zeppelin flown 
covers from 1936, including one postcard, and a registered 
cover, noting a few mailed on board, Condor Zeppelin flown 
covers franked with Brazil stamps from years 1931, 1932 
(x2), 1933, 1936 (x4), along with a Condor flown cover from 
Argentina from 1931. The lot rounds out with Graf and Hin-
denburg flown covers, franked with United States stamp from 
years 1929 (x2), 1936 (x2), and 1937. Online photos show an 
overview. We note a few small faults with a few of the covers, 
still fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

735 Group of Worldwide Aerogrames / Airletters, 1940s to 
1960s, includes a group of 38 used items from a good variety 
of countries, all mailed to Canada, the United States or the 
U.K., with stationery and franked items. Also includes 94 Ca-
nadian unused aerogrames and airletters, with a good variety 
of different (with some duplication), noting Armed Forces Air 
Letters, etc. (most have catalogue numbers in pencil). Overall 
very fine, see photos for a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

Picture Postcards

736 PC Canada Group of 165 Picture Postcards, 1900s to 
1930s, with a wide variety of depictions, majority from the 
province of Québec, plus a few from Ontario. We note a good 
variety of postmarks, with destinations including many to 
United States, Canada, France. Some have creases, else 
overall fine or better.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

737 PC Canada Dealer Stock of Thousands of Topical Picture 
Postcards, individually sleeved and organized by topic in five 
very full cartons of predominantly pre-1950s cards mostly 
from Canada. Some of the cards have retail sale prices and 
some are grouped as sets. We saw real photo, silk, leather 
and exaggerated cards. Other subject matter includes artist 
signed, macabre, farm life, various holidays (Christmas, New 
Year, Easter, Valentine’s Day, etc.), military, heraldic, Thou-
sand Islands and many more. Condition is generally fine or 
better and our online photos show an overview and a small 
sampling of the contents of this very interesting material. 
Best viewed in advance to appreciate the range of subject 
matter and collectability. Great for collectors or dealers alike. 
See also the helpful post card reference books in our litera-
ture section.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

738 PC Canada Dealer Stock of Thousands of Primarily Ontario 
Postcards, individually sleeved and organized by city, town 
or topic in six jammed cartons of predominantly pre-1960s 
cards. Some of the cards have retail sale prices and some are 
grouped as sets. We saw real photo, leather and hotel/motel 
cards. Cities and towns include Brantford, Picton, Ottawa, St. 
Thomas, Kingston, Windsor, Owen Sound, Chatham, Orillia, 
Barrie, North Bay, Sudbury, Toronto and Fort William, among 
many others. Topic areas include churches, Casa Loma, gov-
ernment buildings and education. Condition is generally fine 
or better and our online photos show an overview and a small 
sampling of the contents of this very interesting material. 
Best viewed in advance to appreciate the range of subject 
matter and collectability. Great for collectors or dealers alike.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

739 PC Canada Dealer Stock of Thousands of Cross-Canada and 
Hotel Picture Postcards, individually sleeved and organized 
by city, town or topic in six jammed cartons of predominantly 
pre-1960s cards. Some of the cards have retail sale prices 
and some are grouped as sets. We saw real photo, leather 
and hotel/motel cards. Cities and towns include Nelson, 
Victoria, Winnipeg, Vancouver, Field, Moncton, St. Andrews, 
Amherst, Halifax, Regina, Shelburne, Truro, Saskatoon and 
Summerside along with many more. Topics include the Banff 
Springs Hotel, the King Edward Hotel, and the Canadian Rock-
ies. Condition is generally fine or better and our online photos 
show an overview and a small sampling of the contents of this 
very interesting material. Best viewed in advance to appreci-
ate the range of subject matter and collectability. Great for 
collectors or dealers alike.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200
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740 PC Canada Dealer Stock of Thousands of Primarily Québec 
Postcards, individually sleeved and organized by city, town 
or topic in six jammed cartons of predominantly pre-1960s 
cards. Some of the cards have retail sale prices and some are 
grouped as sets. Also includes some hotel cards and a few 
from Alberta and Prince Edward Island. We saw real photo 
and sepia cards from cities and towns including Québec City, 
Montreal, Sherbrooke, Ste-Anne de Beaupré, Rigaud, Val d’Or, 
Bagotville and Hull, along with a nice assortment of EXPO 67 
cards. Condition is generally fine or better and our online pho-
tos show an overview and a small sampling of the contents of 
this very interesting material. Best viewed in advance to ap-
preciate the range of subject matter and collectability. Great 
for collectors or dealers alike.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

741 PC Canada Collection of 72 Different Missions of the Ca-
nadian Extreme North Postcards, issued by the Oblate Mis-
sionaries in Paris in the 1920s, in stock pages in a binder. The 
cards depict life scenes of Inuit and Northern Indians, noting 
igloos, hunting, fishing and travel scenes, families, mission 
buildings and more, including 2 original envelopes. All very 
fine and unused.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

742 PC Canada Group of Roughly 200 Patriotic Postcards, 
almost all individually sleeved and many with retail prices 
noted. We saw copious Union Jacks, Canadian Ensigns, armo-
rial shields and coats of arms with photos and illustrations of 
Canadian life at the turn of the 20th Century, predominantly 
pre-1930s. Condition is fine or better and there is only a bit of 
duplication. Our photos provide an overview of the contents 
and a few specific samples. Ready for resellers or collectors 
alike.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

743 PC Group of Roughly 200 Royalty-Themed Picture Post-
cards, almost all individually sleeved and many with retail 
prices noted. The majority focus on British royalty from Queen 
Victoria to George VI, along with many Princes, Princesses, 
Dukes, and Duchesses but we also saw many European royal 
figures on some of the few cards, with most being pre-1940. 
Condition is fine or better and there is very little duplication. 
Ready for resellers or collectors alike. Our photos provide an 
overview of all contents and a few samples.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

744 PC Dealer Stock of Hundreds of Transportation-Related 
Picture Postcards, 1900s to 1970s, from Canada, the USA, 
Great Britain and Europe, in individual sleeves and sorted by 
transportation type. The stock includes real photo, sepia, il-
lustrated and chrome types, with many having prices noted. 
We saw many different types of transportation and related 
areas: animal power, automobiles, airplanes, airports, air 
ships, buses, motorcycles, railroads (of Canada, Great Britain 
and the USA), ferries, ships (inland, liners, Canada Steamship 
Lines) and sailboats, among others. Condition is fine or better 
and the contents would be useful to collectors or dealers. Our 
photos provide an overview of the entire lot, plus just a few 
samples of individual cards.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

Literature

745 & Group of Useful Canadian Philatelic Literature, with 
The Postage Stamps and Postal History of Canada (Boggs, 
1945); The Encyclopaedia of British Empire Postage Stamps, 
Volume V, North America (Lowe, 1973); The Postage Stamps 
and Postal History of Newfoundland (Boggs, 1942); The Admi-
ral Issue of Canada (Marler, 1982); Admirals Away: Canadian 
Letter Rates 1912-1928. An Exhibit Prepared by Vic Willson 
(BNAPS Exhibit Series No. 61 Colour Edition, March 2011); 
along with 10 other titles including Fundamentals of Philately, 
Revised Edition (Williams, 1990). Condition is fine or better 
and all are pictured online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

746 & Group of 12 Classic Canadian Philatelic Titles, including 
Plating Canada’s ½d Queen Victoria, 2022 (Watt and Smith), 
hardbound and profusely illustrated with luscious, full-colour, 
enlarged scans of the material. This important reference 
work, released during CAPEX22, has a retail value of $150; 
Canada’s Pence Era - The Pence Stamps and the Canadian 
Mail 1851-1859 (Arfken, Leggett, Firby, Steinhart, 1997); 
Canada’s Decimal Era, 1859-1868 (Arfken and Leggett, 
1996); The Large Queen Stamps of Canada and Their Use- 
1868-1872 (H.E. and H.W. Duckworth, 1986); The Encyclo-
paedia of British Empire Postage Stamps- Volume V (Lowe, 
1973), and more. Condition is fine to like new and all pictured 
online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

747 & The Essays and Proofs of British North America, by Mi-
nuse and Pratt, 197 pages, hardbound and profusely illus-
trated. A very useful addition to any philatelic library for the 
Canada and Provinces specialist. Very fine, and dedicated by 
Kenneth Minuse.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

748 & The Essays and Proofs of British North America, by Mi-
nuse and Pratt, 197 pages, hardbound and profusely illus-
trated. A very useful addition to any philatelic library for the 
Canada and Provinces specialist. Very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

749 & Group of 10 Province of Québec Postal History Books, 
(in French) with 9 being from the Philatèque series by Ana-
tole Walker: Les bureaux de poste du Québec, Cote Nord et 
Nouveau Québec (x2), le comté de Soulanges, :a Gaspésie 
et les Iles, Les voisins des Cantons, L’Ile de Montréal et L’Ile 
Jésus, Les Cantons de l’Est and Le Centre-Nord du Québec. 
Also includes La Compagnie de Chemin de Fer Québec Cen-
tral - étude des marques postales utilisées à bord des wag-
ons postaux (1879-1973) by Jean-Pierre Forest (1991, 196 
pages). Very fine throughout.

 ............................................................................ Estimate $50

750 & Group of 10 Books Pertaining to Ontario History and 
Postal History, with Return to an Address Grand Trunk Mail 
Service 1863 (an original Post Office Department report on 
compensating the GTR for postal services rendered); Official 
Postal Guide of Canada (July 1884, rebound original); Ontario 
Distribution List for 1915; The Story of Port Credit; The His-
tory of the Township of Brant 1854-1979; 1874 Directory for 
Peel (1998 reprint); Place Names of Ontario; Pioneering in 
North York - a History of the Borough; Postcard Views of God-
erich; History of the County of Ontario 1615-1875; As well as 
a “complete set” of 38 colour Ontario County maps of 1881 
(printed Montréal Burland Litho, a Litho division of the British 
American Bank Note Co. - these were purchased for $365). A 
useful lot for the historian or postal historian, with many hard 
to obtain titles.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150
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751 & Group of Useful Books on Canadian Philately, with 14 
items, including Canada Steel Engraved Constant Plate Va-
rieties (Reiche, 1982), AR Avis de Réception (Handelman, 
2002), Ontario Broken Circles (Graham, 1999), Allan Stein-
hart Postal Historian (Handelman & Scrimgeour, 1997), Ca-
nadian Fancy Cancellations of the Nioneteenth Century (Day 
& Smythies, 2nd edition, 1981), The Admiral Era: A Rate Study 
1912-1928 (Steinhart, 1981), The Squared Circle Postmarks 
of Canada (Moffatt & Hansen, 1981), The Canadian Military 
Posts, Volume 2 (Bailey & Toop, 1985), Naval Postmarks of 
Territorial Alaska (Helbock & Dimpsey, 1978), Postmarks of 
Territorial Alaska, (Helbock, 1979, 2nd edition, 1979) and 
four others.

 ............................................................................ Estimate $50

752 & Group of Useful Picture Postcard References and 
Catalogues, including The McCoy Printing Company Picture 
Postcard Handbook 1900-1910 (Smith and Angley, 2009), 
The W.G. McFarlane Picture Postcard Handbook 1902-1910 
(Smith, 2006), Warwick & Rutter Postcard Gems 1903-1912 
(Smith and Buchanan, 2011), The Warwick Bros. & Rutter Pic-
ture Postcard Handbook 1903-1912 (Smith, 2007), The J.W. 
Bald Picture Postcard Handbook 1905-1955 (Sennett, 2013) 
and The Stedman Bros. Picture Postcard Handbook 1906-
1914 (Smith, 2011). Also includes two different Gutzman 
Canadian Picture Postcard Catalogues (1988 and 1992), The 
Picture Postcard Price Guide - A Comprehensive Reference 
(Mashburn, 1997), The Canadian Picture Postcard Handbook 
1904-1914 (Gutzman, 1985) along with a Webb’s Postal 
Stationery Catalogue of Canada and Newfoundland (Covert 
and Walton, 5th Edition, 1988), the Canadian Posted Letter 
Guide - The Classic Period, 1851-1902 (Firby and Willson, 
1996), and a 7th Edition of the Standard Canada Precancel 
Catalogue. All in fine or better condition and all pictured in the 
online photos.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

753 & Lifetime Accumulation of Reference Material and 
Catalogues Relating to Canada Precancels, with 4 differ-
ent volumes relating to precancel varieties including Canada 
Constant Precancel Varieties, (Reiche, 1995), a Lighthouse 
album containing roughly 100 colour pages showing a very 
advanced precancel collection (includes three Amherst, etc.); 
5 volumes of The Precancel Forum (Precancel Stamp Society, 
Inc, August 2014, Volume 75, Number 2-4, 7-8); 25 Canadian 
Precancel catalogues ranging from 1923 to 2015, includ-
ing a run of nine volumes of the Official Catalog of Canada 
Precancels, 4th to 13th Editions (Walburn, 1947/1983); The 
Standard Canada Precancel Catalogue (Marasco and Field, 
2015), and various articles from a number of different sourc-
es relating to precancels. A useful group, from the Andrew 
Ellwood collection.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

Worldwide

754 & 2023 Stanley Gibbons Commonwealth & British Empire 
Stamps 1840-1970, in like-new condition, a very useful cata-
logue, very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

755 & The Royal Philatelic Collection, by Sir John Wilson, Drop-
more Press, 1952. A history of the Royal Philatelic Collection 
and catalogue of the red albums, mainly collected by King 
George V, John Tillard and Edward Bacon. This is the deluxe 
hardbound edition, bound in full red morocco leather with 
raised bands, gilt stamping in compartments, gilt coat of 
arms on the upper cover, with 12 leaves of plates in colour 
and over sixty plates in black and white. Includes slipcase, 
and measures 10½ x 14½ x 3½ inches, with a total weight of 
about 15 lbs. As new condition, with no scuffs or any marks 
of wear, except for the slip case which shows wear. Very fine 
and rare.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

756 & Group of 16 Reference Books Relating to Canada and 
Worldwide Airmail, including Air Route to the Klondike- An 
Aviation History (Weicht, 2007); Yukon Airways- An Aviation 
History (Weicht, 2007); O.A.T. and A.V. 2 Markings (Heifetz, 
2006), The Air Mails of the British Isles (Redgrove, 1940); In-
troducing Combi-Mail Aeropostal History (van Beveren, 1997); 
6 Canadian Aviation journals dating from December 1932 to 
October 1934, along with many other publications. Online 
photos show an overview. Some mixed condition to like new, 
overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

757 & Assortment of 10 Airmail Reference Books Relating 
to European Countries, including Eurasia Aviation Corpora-
tion. A German-Chinese Airline in China and its Airmail 1931-
1943 (Moeller, Sall, 2007); The History of Airmail in Scandi-
navia (Luning, 1978); Zeppelin Mail The Ludwig Kofler Grand 
Prix Collection (Corinphila Auctions Ltd, May 19-20, 2001); 
Histoire Aérophilatélique Latecoere Aeropostale Air France 
(Sinais, 1987); Aerofilia Italiana Catalogo Storico Descrittivo 
1898-1941 (Zanetti, 1998), and more. Gently used to like 
new condition.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

758 & Group of 10 Airmail Reference Books Relating to Latin 
and South America, with Airlines of Latin America since 1919 
(Davies, 1983); LA Aeroposta Argentina Y El Correo Aereo 
(Bousquet, 1991); The Graf Zeppelin’s Flights to South Ameri-
ca (Curley, 1970); The Air Post of Colombia SCADTA (Gebauer, 
1963); Correio Aéreo A History of the Development of Air Mail 
Service in Brazil (Kriebel, 1996); Airmail Operations During 
World War II (Boyle Jr, 1998), and more. Gently used to like 
new condition. Online photos show an overview.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

759 & Group of Useful Books on Airmail and Zeppelin Posts, 
with 8 items, including Jusqu’a Hand Stamps and Other Route 
Indications (ter Welle, 1st and 2nd editions), Sanabria’s Air 
Post Catalogue (1948), Sieger Zeppelin Post Katalog (1981), 
Aerophilatelic Price Realizations in CMA Auctions 1973/75 
(1st edition, 1975) and three others. All publications are pic-
tured online

 ............................................................................ Estimate $50

760 & Group of Useful Books on the Philately of Various British 
Commonwealth Countries, with 35 items, including Great 
Britain: 10 books on plating the Penny Black or Red, Great 
Britain’s First Postage Stamp (Gladstone, 1824), couple of 
books on Field Post Offices, Dale / Lichtenstein GB and Br. 
Guiana sale catalogue, Collect British Postmarks (Whitney, 
7th edition), Stanley Gibbons British Commonwealth cata-
logue (1999, two volumes) as well as a nice 1904 edition, 
Stamps and Postal History of Seychelles (Harris), The History 
and Postage Stamps of Ascension Island (Ford, 1971 reprint), 
Postage Stamps and Postal History of the Bahamas (Gisburn, 
1950), Seychelles / Robson Lowe (Farmer, 1955), The South 
African Stamp Colour catalogue (2000), The Air Mails of Mal-
ta (Mallta Study Circle, 2000, x2), The 1933-34 H.R. Harmer 
sale catalogues of the collection of Arthur Hind, hardbound 
together with PR), Holmes collection of the Bechuanalands 
(1981), Australia Surface Printed Types (Neil, 1947), Madame 
Joseph Revisited (Cartwright, 2005), The Tomkins Catalogue 
of Identified G.B. Perfins (Gault, 1998) and a few more. All 
items photographed online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

761 & British Commonwealth Group of 5 Different Robson 
Lowe Encyclopaedia, with volumes 1 to 2, and 4-6 of Robson 
Lowe’s Encyclopedia of British Empire Postage Stamps. Con-
dition is fine or better for this group, which contains a wealth 
of useful information.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100
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762 & Collection of Sir Winston Churchill Literature, with 16 
monographs by him or about him, as well as another half 
dozen booklets or pamphlets, plus about 50 issues of “Finest 
Hour / The Journal of Winston Churchill”. A nice collection for 
the enthusiast, would go great with the extensive Churchill 
stamp collection offered later in this sale under “Topical Col-
lections”. Very fine, all items pictured online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

763 & Group of Books on the Philately of Denmark and Area, 
with 64 items, including mostly specialized monographs or 
catalogues, assembled over the lifetime of a specialist col-
lector. We note material pertaining to both stamps and postal 
history, mostly for Denmark but also includes a few books on 
Danish West Indies and Faroe Islands. Many are in Danish, 
too many titles to list, but we have photographed every book 
online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

764 & Group of Useful Books on the Philately of Various Euro-
pean Countries, with 22 items, including France Y&T Cata-
logue Spécialisé des Timbres de France, Tome I (1975), Cata-
logue des Cachets Petits Chiffres des Gros Chiffres (Pothion, 
1980), Marques et Cachets D’entree en France en Prov-
enance d’Europe 1800-1881 (Rupp, 1993), Paris par Mou-
lins (Heyd, 1969), The Postal History and Postage Stamps 
of Serbia (Rasic, 1979), Marcas Postais Pré-Adesivas de 
Portugal (Magalhaes & Sousa, 1978), Postmarks of Russian 
Empire (pre-adhesive period), The Kingdom of Poland: Po-
land No. 1 and Associated Postal History (Bojanowicz, 1979), 
Postal History of Imperial Russia in Pre-Independent Latvia 
(Jakimobs & Marcilger, 1993), Catalogue of the Lithuanian 
Revenue Stamps (Lapas, 1971), Les cachets à barres de Bel-
gique (Koopman,), Handbook of the Hungarian Revenues and 
more. All publications are pictured online

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

765 & Group of Useful Books on Finnish Philately, with 52 
items, including books on every aspect of this country, wheth-
er it be stamps, specific issues, postal history, forgeries, Fin-
land / Russia, and much more. A good proportion of the group 
is in Finnish, but could still be useful. A rare opportunity to ac-
quire this collector’s lifetime Finnish library. All items pictured 
online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

766 & Group of 11 Books on Philatelic Forgeries, with 
Hong Kong Forgeries (Tsang, 1994), Forensic Philately 
(Herst, 1986), How to Detect Damaged, Altered and Re-
paired Stamps (Schmid, 1979), BNA Fakes and FOrgeries 
(Smythies), Reprints of 19th Century Postal Adhesive Stamps 
and their Characteristics (Bacon, 1954), The Early Philatelic 
Forgeries of All Countries (Ragatz, 1953), Focus on Forgeries 
(Tyler, 1993), Phlatelic Forgers (Tyler, 1991), Les faux timbres 
anciens du Japon et leur expertise 1871-1875 (Gély, 1958), 
The Spud Papers An Illustrated Descriptive Catalog of Early 
Philatelic Forgeries (Ragatz), Forgery and Reprint Guide Up-
per Silesia (Barefoot, 1984) and Reference Manual of BNA 
Fakes, Forgeries and Counterfeits (Pugh, 3 volumes).

 ............................................................................ Estimate $50

767 & Group of Books on the Philately of Germany and Its 
States, with 42 items, including mostly monographs and spe-
cialized catalogues, but also a few auction catalogues and 
periodicals. We note a group of 10 specialized Baden cata-
logues by Peter Sem, a 4-volume set of specialized postmark 
books, and many others, mostly in German. All items are pho-
tographed online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

768 & Group of Useful Books on Greek Philately, with 11 items, 
including Vlastos Catalogue 1998, Volume One and Two, 
The First Athens Issue of the Large Hermes Heads of Greece 
(Photiadis) 2 copies, The Meyer Imprint on the Large Hermes 
Head (Photiadis), Simplified Guide Charts as aid to Identifi-
cation of Large Hermes Heads by Scott Numbers,The Small 
Hermes Heads of Greece 1886-1900 (Papaioannou, 1975), 
The Spink-Truman Classification of All Printings of the Large 
Hermes Heads and three other publications (one in German 
and two others in Greek). All publications are pictured online.

 ............................................................................ Estimate $50

769 & Group of Useful Books on Middle East Philately, with 
7 items, including Stamps of the Levant Post Office (Arm-
strong, 2nd ed.,1972), The Hejaz: A History in Stamps (Wil-
son, 1982), The Early Postmarks of Iran 1875-1925 (Farah-
bakhsh, 1991), Notes on the Cancellations of Turkish Arabia 
(Tomkins), Philatelic History of Jordan, 1922-1983 (Ledger, 
1953), Catalogue Zeheri des Timbres Postage D’Egypte de la 
Republique Arabe Unie et du Soudan (Mazloum, 1960) and 
Notes on the Adhesive Postage and Postage Due Stamps of 
Turkey of the Duloz Type (Yardley). A group that would be dif-
ficult to locate.

 ............................................................................ Estimate $50

770 & Group of Useful Books on Ocean and Paquebot Mail of 
the World, with 10 items, including The Paquebot Marks of 
Africa, the Mediterranean Countries and their Islands, The 
Paquebot Marks of Norway, Denmark, Finland, Iceland and 
Sweden and The Paquebot Marks of Asia and of Japan’s Sea 
Ports (all three by Drechsel), Ocean Mails (Cockrill), Paque-
bot and Ship Letter Cancellations of the World 1894-1954 
(Studd, 1953), 1886-1986 A Century of German Ship Posts 
(Drechsel, 1987), Paquebot Cancellations of the World and 
more... (Dovey & Morris, 4th edition), Paquebot Cancellations 
of the World (Hosking, 1977 and 2000) and Atlantic Mails 
(Arnell, 1980).

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

771 & Group of Books on the Philately of Scandinavia and Nor-
dic Countries, with 36 items, including Greenland (10 items, 
including postmark and stamp catalogues), FACIT catalogues 
(2013 Special, 2016 Special Classic and 2017 Special Clas-
sic to 1951), Iceland (6 items including stamp and postal 
history books), Sweden (3 books incl. catalogues of perfins, 
stamps), Norway (3 specialized books), The Posthorn (peri-
odical, a run from 1956 to 1977), and other items. All are 
photographed online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

772 & St Helena - Postal History and Stamps, by Edward Hib-
bert, published by Robson Lowe Ltd. in 1979, 200 pages 
including lots of illustrations of stamps, postmarks, etc, as 
well as a few colour plates. Very fine and a must have for any 
British Commonwealth philatelic library.

 ............................................................................ Estimate $50

773 & Group of Useful Books on Swiss Philately, with 8 items, 
including Handbook of the Pre-Stamp Postmarks of Austria 
(Mueller, 1960), The Postage Stamps of Switzerland 1843-
1862 (Mirabaud & Reuterskiold, 1975), two copies of Hand-
buck der Schweizer Vorphilatelie 1695-1850 (Winkler, 1968), 
Documents of Congrès Postal International de Berne, 1874 
and three others. All publications are pictured online

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100
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774 & Two Useful Books Relating to Transvaal Philately, with 
Transvaal Philately - The Stamps, Forgeries, Postal History 
and Miscellania of the Transvaal Teritories, from Inception to 
Union (Mathews and Bowden, 1986), noting subjects relating 
to the stamps and postal history of Transvaal, including many 
illustrations (a few in colour) as well as Transvaal, The Provi-
sional Issues of the First British Occupation. Both are gently 
used, overall fine to very fine.

 ............................................................................ Estimate $50

775 & Group of Books on the Philately of Various Worldwide 
Countries, with 26 items, including Guatemala (a 2 volume 
set by the International Society of Guatemala Collectors, 
1969, profusely illustrated), Argentine Research on Cor-
rientes (Jewell, 1964), a 6-volume Munk World stamp cata-
logue from 1936 in German, a 2005-06 Michel Osteuropa 
catalogue, three different Billig’s Philatelic handbooks, Postal 
History of the United States Virgin Islands (Birch, 1966), A 
Price Guide to U.S. A.P.O. Cancels of the Second World War 
(Forte, Helbock,1996), Cartes Postales - le premier annuaire 
mondial (Sinais, 1980), Medicine and Science in Postage 
Stamps (Bishop and Matheson, 1948), The Stamp Specialist 
(Lindquist, 1943), Stamps and Covers from the Royal Phila-
telic Collection (Spink, 2001, w/PR), Giulio Bolafi 1902-2002 
(celebrating the 100th anniversary of his birth), and a few 
more. All items photographed online.

 ............................................................................ Estimate $50

776 & Worldwide 2023 Scott Classic Specialized Catalogue of 
Stamps and Covers, 1840-1940, in like-new condition, very 
fine and an extremely useful catalogue.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

777 & Worldwide Higgins & Gage World Postal Stationery 
Catalogue, containing 19 loose leaf sections (published from 
1967 to 1976), from Aden to Zululand, in 10 mostly original 
binders. A still useful and comprehensive reference cata-
logue, rarely offered, in fine to better condition.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100
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Canada Collections

778 ** Large Collection / Accumulation of Mint Canada in Al-
bum Pages, 1950s-1980s, with several thousand stamps 
in roughly 200 hingeless loose album pages, along with a 
Schaubek album, two stock books, and loose material in glas-
sines. The material generally ranges from Scott #311/968, 
noting singles, pairs, blocks (including a few plate blocks), 
sheets, tagging varieties (notably with definitive series), coils, 
se-tenant pairs and blocks with a number of combinations 
and positions for a variety of issues. Face value totals $821 
(counting 10c up to $2 only, with the majority ranging from 
17c to 30c). We estimate face value totals over $1,000 con-
sidering the number of lower denomination stamps. Duplica-
tion up to 10 in some cases. Online photos show a sampling. 
Clean and ideal for the collector, postage user or reseller.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400

779 ** Group of 9 Different Mis-Perforated Blocks of Four, all 
mint never hinged and mis-perforated up or down or left or 
right, some quite dramatically. See our photo online to get the 
best visual. Very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

780 ** Nice Group of 35 Different Mis-Perforated Stamps, all 
mint never hinged, with singles, pairs, blocks and a booklet 
which has a misplaced die cut. A very nice group, which would 
have taken a long time to assemble, and includes some quite 
dramatic misperfs, very fine. See our two online pictures 
showing the entire group. Each item should have a high retail 
value, perfect group for online sellers, or why not start a new 
and fun collecting area?

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

781 ** Accumulation of Mint Never Hinged Canada in Glass-
ines, 1940s-1990s, with several hundred stamps, in roughly 
150 glassines, each identified by the owner using Unitrade 
numbers. A spot check indicated #s O45a matched set of 
plate blocks (c.v. $360 total), CO1 plate block (L.R., $105), 
O38 matched set of plate blocks (pl. 2, $280 total), 1967 
Postal Scrip Second Issue FPS23-FPS40 ($141 total), along 
with a few plate blocks cataloguing $10 and up, and roughly 
$150 of face value. Online photos show a sample and an 
overview. A useful lot, very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

782 ** Group of Mint Canada Varieties in Stock Cards, 1930s-
1990s, with a few hundred stamps, in roughly 100x 1- and 
2-row dealer cards. A spot check notes Unitrade #245i aniline 
ink (n.h., c.v. $225), with the strength of the lot ranging from 
the 1950s-1970s, noting papers, tagging, fluorescence, gum 
types, precancels, aniline inks, printing flaws, and more, with 
a few stamps and blocks cataloging from $10 to $25 and up. 
Online photos show a sampling. A clean lot, with potential 
finds for the dedicated collector. Very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

783 ** Valuable Collection of Mint Canada Coils, Admirals to 
Modern, with a few hundred stamps in roughly 60x 2-row 
stock cards. The lot generally consists of a single, pair, and 
strip of 4 per issue (unless noted), we saw a few Admirals 
with Scott #s 125 (c.v., $525 total) 126 ($210 total), 128 
($525 total), 131 ($145 total), 134 ($217 total), 138 ($245 
total), along with MR7 pair and strip of 4 ($900 total), 127 
single and pair ($300 total), 130 single and pair ($525 to-
tal), 133 single and pair ($635 total). The lot continues with 
Scroll, Arch, War issues up to the 1980s, noting line pairs, 
jump strips, with a spot check noting catalogue values rang-
ing from $30 to $50 and up. Online photos show a sampling 
and an overview. Centering is generally fine to very fine to bet-
ter. A clean offering for collectors and dealers alike.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $750

784 ** Collection of Mint Never Hinged Canada in a Hingeless 
Lighthouse Album, 1984-1994, with slipcase, containing 
a few hundred stamps, including blocks and a few souvenir 
sheets. We estimate 90% completeness in period, noting 
a selection of perforation varieties. Face value totals $269 
(counted by owner, noting the vast majority of denominations 
are 32c and up). Clean and very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

785 ** Collection / Accumulation of Mint Never Hinged Cana-
da, 1950s-1990s, with a few hundred stamps, in roughly 50 
Vario-style stock pages, housed in two binders. The strength 
of the lot is the number of souvenir sheets, sheetlets, and 
miniature panes (some still in the cello packs), along with 
perforation varieties with some of the definitive issues. Face 
value in excess of $250 (counted by the owner, with the ma-
jority of denominations 30c and up). Clean and very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

786 ** Extensive Collection of Mint Never Hinged Canada in 4 
Thick Lighthouse Albums, 1980-2015, with slipcases, with 
roughly 95% completeness for basic issues in period. The col-
lector took a step further by adding additional material includ-
ing plate blocks, picture postage, coil strips, souvenir sheets 
/ sheetlets, booklet panes and varieties for several issues, 
noting Unitrade #s 977 plate block (c.v. $62), 1104-1107 
Exploration of Canada plate block signed by designer Fred-
erick Hagan in upper right selvedge, 1660ai overprint sou-
venir sheet ($100), 1972 booklet pane ($90), 2845 Hoodoo 
die cut (n.h., $50), along with paper, perforation, and gum 
types for most definitive issues. The lot also includes an ad-
ditional Lighthouse album with a mixture of mint never hinged 
(in hingeless mounts) and modern used material from the 
1980s to 2020. Face value for the collection totals $2,883 
(counting 15c and up only, with the vast majority in the 45c 
to 63c range). The collection also includes 1,015x “P” stamps 
counted at 92c each, and many stamps with denominations 
over $1 to $10. Our online scans show just a small sample of 
the collection, and ideal for collectors, dealers, postage users 
and resellers alike. Very fine.

 .......................................................................Estimate $3,500

787 ** Accumulation of Roughly 185 Never Hinged Canada 
Complete Sheets, 1937-1978, in five sheet files. The lot con-
sists of a mixture of sheets with inscription plate blocks and 
field stock, with a spot check noting just a few of the better 
sheets with #s 252 (plate 11, Scott c.v. $70), 288 ($125), 
301 ($45), along with a few sheets cataloguing $20 and up. 
The lot also includes a binder containing over 100 part sheet 
and large multiples, generally ranging from the 1950s to the 
1960s. We estimate face value to be well over $500 (based 
on over 10,000 stamps in the lot, at an average of 5c per 
stamp). Duplication ranges from 2 to 3, for some issues. Nice 
clean lot, with online photos show a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

788 ** Collection / Accumulation of Several Hundred Com-
plete Sheets, 1976-2005, generally ranging from Unitrade 
#686/2117, in six sheet files and two albums. Face value of 
the lot totals $3,408 (counting 20c and up only, with the vast 
majority ranging from 30c to 46c). We note many denomina-
tions $1 and up, along with high value definitive sheets. The 
lot also includes a selection of souvenir sheets and sheetlets. 
Duplication up to 5 in some cases, with online photos show-
ing a sampling and overview. A nice lot for the sheet collector, 
dealer, and postage resellers.

 ..............................................................................Face $3,408
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789 ** Collection / Accumulation of Several Hundred Sealed 
Complete Sheets, 1970s-1980s, all from the Philatelic Ser-
vice in sealed packaging (many are still unopened), gener-
ally ranging from Unitrade #612/916. Face value for the lot 
totals $2,214 (counting 15c and up only). We estimate $100 
to $200 of additional face value with the lower denomination 
stamps. Duplication up to 3 for some cases, with online pho-
tos showing a sampling and overview. Clean and very fine.

 ..............................................................................Face $2,214

790 ** Accumulation of Several Hundred Complete Sheets, 
1939-1989, in over 30 mint sheet files, with loose material 
also. A spot check indicated the sheets generally ranging 
from Unitrade #247/1232 noting a selection of King George 
VI issues, including “With Postes Postage” issues, with the 
majority of the sheets from the mid to late 1970s. Face value 
totals $3,066 (counting 15c and up only). We estimate an ad-
ditional $100 to $200 of face value with the lower denomina-
tion stamps. Duplication up to 5 for some issues, with online 
photos showing a sampling and overview. A nice clean lot for 
collectors and dealers alike.

 ..............................................................................Face $3,066

791 ** Interesting Group of NHL Hockey Collectibles, consist-
ing of 15 frameable prints from several series (Unitrade c.v. 
$300, some duplication), 3 sets of NHL All Stars stamp cards 
(c.v. $85 total), 2 player/coach-autographed booklets (Doug 
Gilmour and Pat Burns), 2 player-autographed FDCs (Mike 
Bossy and Guy Lafleur) and a stamp card set with Henri Rich-
ard’s autograph. We also noted two 1997 Series of the Cen-
tury overprinted commemorative panes (c.v. $200 total), 2 of 
the 48c NHL All Stars booklets (BK265, c.v. $180 total), 10 
panes of NHL All Stars issues (5 different) and more. Very fine 
condition and great for the hockey collector or online dealer. 
Photos show at least one of each of the contents. A portion of 
the proceeds of the sale of this lot will be donated to the RPSC 
Research Foundation to further youth philately in Canada.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

792 * Collection of Roughly 400 Different Mint Canada, 1868-
1951, neatly organized in 5 doubled sided Vario-style stock 
pages. The collection begins with Scott #s 21 (x2, n.g., c.v. 
$180 total), 24 (n.g., $800), along with 15 Small Queens, 
noting #s 41-45, 47 (m.h., $1,835 total), and 1c, 3c, 5c, 6c 
Small Queens with 11½ x 12 perforations. The collection 
continues with sets and partial sets including Jubilees 50-
61 (m.h., $2,527 total), Leafs (m.h., $1,460 total), Numerals 
(m.h., $2,318 total), along with complete sets of mint hinged 
Edwards, Québecs, Admirals, Scrolls, up to the Peace issues. 
Back of the book material is present with mint sets of airmails, 
special delivery, postage dues, and selections of perforated 
and overprinted Officials, and war tax issues. Owner’s 2014 
Unitrade catalogue value for the collection totals $13,975 
(owner priced stamps up to #95 as VG-F, balance as F-VF). 
We note a few small faults with a few of the early stamps, 
with a spot check indicating primarily mint hinged material, 
including a few regummed and a few with hinge remnants, 
still overall fine to very fine. All stamps shown online.

 ...................................................................... Estimate $1,000

793	 8 Red Box Full of Used Canada in 102 Cards, Small Queens 
up to the 1980s, consisting of many hundreds of stamps, 
loosely organized, with the majority of cards identified and 
catalogued with older Unitrade prices. A spot check indicated 
selections of lower denomination Small Queens, 20c Jubilee, 
10c Numeral strip of 3, along with Québecs, Admirals, Scrolls, 
onwards, with some cards cataloguing $10 to $25 and up. 
We note a wide variety of postmarks including broken circles, 
squared circles, c.d.s, including many socked on the nose 
town cancels from the Admirals up to the 1980s. Online pho-
tos show a sampling. A few faults with the early material, still 
fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

794	 8 Accumulation of Used Canada, Small Queens to Admi-
rals, with a few thousand stamps, including registration and 
special delivery stamps, in roughly 40 manilla stock pages, 
housed in two binders. The lot begins with an accumula-
tion of low denomination Small Queens 1c (x40), 2c (x27), 
3c (x293), and continues with a selection of Jubilees, sets 
of Leafs and Numerals, Edwards up to the 10c, with strength 
in Admirals and coils, leaving potential postmark finds to the 
dedicated collector. Duplication up to 50 per issue in some 
cases. Online photos show a sampling. We note a few faults 
with a few of the early issues. Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

795	 8 Accumulation of a Few Thousand Used Canada, 1917-
1953, in roughly 100 manila and album pages, housed in 4 
binders and a stockbook. The lot generally ranges from Scott 
#135/324 and contains used sets of Scrolls, Medallions, 
1935 and 1938 Pictorials, War and Peace issues (up to 6 in 
a few cases), along with accumulations of individual issues. 
The lot also includes coils, including a few pairs, and back 
of the book material. We note many c.d.s town postmarks, 
including a few small towns with a few socked on the nose, 
leaving potential postmark finds to the dedicated collector. 
Online scans show a sampling. Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

796	 8 Retired Dealer Stock of Used Canada, 1903-1951, dis-
played in roughly 200 double sided Vario-style stock sheets 
inserted in clear sheet holders (some sheet holders are dusty, 
but stamps are well protected). The lot includes accumula-
tions of singles (and a few blocks), and multiple sets of Ed-
wards (up to the 20c), Admirals, Arch, Medallion, Pictorials, 
War, and Peace issues, along with accumulations of com-
memorative stamps from the 1920s to 1951. We note retail 
pricing ranges from $10 to $40 for some stamps and sets. 
Postmark interest includes broken circle and many c.d.s. town 
cancels, including some socked on the nose. Duplication up 
to 100 for some single stamps, and up to 10 for per set. The 
stamps are generally fine, but notice some heavy cancella-
tions on some issues. We recommend in-person viewing as 
online scans show a small representation of the lot. A nice lot 
for the collector and dealer alike.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

797	 8 Collection of Used Canada in a North Star Album, 1859-
1967, with several hundred stamps starting with Scott #s 14, 
15, 19, 24, 25, 29, 30, along with 16 Small Queens includ-
ing #s 45-47, and continues with Jubilees (½c to 5c), and 
complete sets of Leafs, Numerals, Admirals, Arch, up to the 
Peace issues (including coil pairs for most definitive issues). 
Post mark interest includes broken circles, a few R.P.O.’s, and 
c.d.s. town cancels, with many sock on the nose postmarks, 
especially with the post 1950s stamps. The lot concludes 
with selection of revenues and roughly 125 precancels, 
generally ranging from the Admirals up to the 1970s. Online 
photos show a sampling. Useful lot with many clear readable 
strikes, overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200
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798	 8 Accumulation of Used Canada in 17 Stockbooks, 1890s-
1980s, with a few thousand stamps, noting a small selec-
tion of low denomination Small Queens, with the majority of 
material from the Admirals onwards. A spot check indicated 
c.d.s., and broken circle postmarks, including a few socked 
on the nose, along with a few squared circle cancels, just to 
name a few. The lot also include a stockbook containing a 
few hundred pre-cancels, generally from the Elizabethan era. 
Online photos show a sampling and overview. Overall fine to 
very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

799	 8 Group of Used Canada Collected for Socked on the Nose 
Town Postmarks, Small Queens to 1970s, with a few hun-
dreds stamps in roughly 125 dealer 102 cards (generally 1 to 
3 stamps per card), organized alphabetically by town name. 
A spot check indicated primarily c.d.s. postmarks, with the 
vast majority socked on the nose, along with squared circle, 
duplex, broken circle cancels, and more, noting a mix of larger 
and smaller towns. Online photos show a sampling. A quality 
used lot, with mostly clear strikes, overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

800	 8 Collection of Used Canada in 3 Lindner Albums, 1852-
1988, with many hundreds of stamps. The strength of the 
collection is the first album, which is roughly 95% complete 
in period, from the Jubilees up to 1971, noting classics with 
Scott #s 4 (x2), 14, 15, 17-20, 21-30 (#25 x2), and contin-
ues with 14 Small Queens noting 10c (x2), 50c Widow Weeds 
(x2), 9 Jubilees including 15c, 20c (c.v. $380 total), $2 ($550, 
with roller cancel), and complete sets of Leafs, Numerals, Ed-
wards, Québecs, Admirals, Scrolls, up to the Peace issues. 
The album also includes complete sets of airmails, special 
delivery, postage dues, and registration (F3, c.v. $330), and 
selections of overprinted Officials. The remaining two album 
are sparsely filled with used material from 1972 to 1989. 
Postmark interests includes c.d.s. postmarks, including a few 
small towns, and a few postmarks socked on the nose. High 
catalogue potential, with online photos showing a sampling. 
Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $750

801	 8 Accumulation of Used Canada in 2 Lindner Stockbooks, 
with many hundreds of stamps, including Scott #4 (3 mar-
gins), with small selections of Small Queens, Edwards, Admi-
rals, Scrolls (including 50c Bluenose), with better representa-
tion from the Arch issues onwards. Postmark interest includes 
c.d.s town postmarks, generally from the 1930s onwards. On-
line photos show a sampling. Overall fine to better.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

802	 8 Collection of Roughly 350 Different Used Canada, 1852-
1950, neatly organized in 4 double sided Vario-style stock 
pages. The collection begins with Scott #s 4 (3 margins), 
15 (x9, noting 8 with 4-ring numeral postmarks), 17, 18, 
along with 11 Large Queens, ranging from the ½c to 15c; 15 
Small Queens noting 10c (x2); and 5 Jubilees, including $2 
(creased). The collection continues with used sets of Leafs, 
Numerals, Edwards, Québecs, Admirals, Scrolls, up to the 
Peace issues, and includes a set of special delivery and selec-
tions of postage dues, war tax, Officials, and more. Owner’s 
2014 Unitrade catalogue value totals $3,525 (owner priced 
Unitrade #4/30 as VG-F, balance F-VF). Online photos show 
a sampling. We note a few small faults with a few of the early 
stamps, overall fine to better.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $3,525

803	 8 Desirable Collection of Used Canada, Collected For 
Sock On The Nose Postmarks, 1859-2010, with a few thou-
sand stamps, on roughly 100 Minkus and homemade album 
pages, housed in two binders. The collection begins with #s 
14, 15 (x2), 17, 17b, 18-20, all having target cancels, with 
the introduction of town postmarks (c.d.s., with a few broken 
circles, and squared circles), starting with Large Queens 21 
(x2), 22-24, 25 (x2), 26, 27 (x2), 28-29, 30 (x2), and 33 Small 
Queens, including 10c (x3), 20c, 50c (x2). The collection 
continues with 21 Jubilees issues noting Scott #s 55 ($175), 
57 (x2, $240 total), 58-60 ($570 total), 64 ($1,000), 65 
($1,000), along with sets of Leafs, Numerals, Edwards, Qué-
becs, Admirals, up to the Peace issues, along with selections 
of perforated and overprinted Officials, and other back of the 
book issues. The owner continued with modern issues, and 
some souvenir sheets, up to 2010, with an attempt to recon-
struct souvenir sheets and booklet panes, with a spot check 
noting many in-period postmarks. Owner’s 2022 Unitrade 
catalogue value totals $10,631 (up to 1951 only). A desirable 
collection, which would take many years to duplicate. Online 
photos show a sampling. We note a few small faults with a few 
of the early issues, with postmarks ranging from faint to clear. 
Overall fine to very fine.

 ...................................................................... Estimate $1,500

804	 8 Collection of Used Blocks, Multiples and Coil Strips, 
ranging from the Admirals to the Centennials, neatly mount-
ed on over 20 album pages, plus more in two stock sheets, 
these are present in either blocks of four or larger, plus a few 
coil strips and some high denomination singles. Includes a 
block of 6 of the 5c Small Queen plus two pages of back of 
the book, including revenues, and we note many nice c.d.s. 
cancels. From an old time estate, overall fine to very fine and 
online pictures only show a few of the pages.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

805	 8 Accumulation of Used Canada, 1859-1980s, with many 
hundreds of stamps, in six Vario-style stock pages, glassines, 
and loose material. A spot check of material noted a selec-
tion of Victorian issues, including #s 15 (x28, c.v. $1,050 
total), Small Queens including 10c (x3), 20c Widow Weeds, 
$2 Jubilee ($550, with roller cancel), along with Edwards up 
to the 50c, Admirals, and more. Postmark interest includes 
squared circle, c.d.s, broken circle, just to name a few, noting 
a few small towns and a few socked on the nose postmarks. 
An interesting lot, as the stamps have not been on the market 
since the 1960s, leaving potential finds to the dedicated col-
lector. Online photos show an overview, fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

806	 8/*/** Collection of Mint and Used Canada in a Light-
house Hingeless Album, 1859-1971, consisting of roughly 
500 stamps, along with selections of plate blocks, booklet 
panes, and full sheets. The collection starts with primarily 
used classics including Scott #s 14,15, 17-19, 21, 24, 25, 
27, 28-30, and continues with selections of Small Queens, 
mint and used Jubilees (½c-10c m.h., 15c-50c used), used 
sets of Leaf and Numerals, Edwards, and mint and used sets 
of Québecs, Admirals, and Scrolls up to the Peace issue. Just 
a few of the better pre-1951 items include #s 58-60 (used, 
c.v. $570 total),112 (n.h., $110), 117 (n.h., $150), 120 (n.h., 
$200), 204 plate block (n.h., pl.1, $75), 220 plate block of 
10 (n.h. LL, $105), 222 plate block of 10 (n.h., LL, $105), F3 
(used, $330), along stamps and sets cataloguing from $20 
to $80 and up. Post-1951 material includes primarily mint 
never hinged material, including plate blocks, souvenir and 
full sheets, noting a few better items including #s 492 full 
sheet of 50 ($270), 522pi, 525pi ($400 total). An interesting 
collection with a wide variety of material. Online photos show 
a sampling. We note a few small faults with some of the early 
material, including a few mint stamps with no gum or hinge 
remnants. Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400
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807 */** Collection of Mint Canada in a Hingeless Lighthouse 
Album, 1897-1977, consisting of roughly 750 stamps. The 
collection begins with singles and part sets of Jubilees, Ad-
mirals, Scrolls up to the Peace issue, along with a small se-
lection of airmails, special delivery, and postage dues, with 
primarily mint never hinged material from the 1950s onward. 
A spot check indicated better stamps with Scott #s 99 (n.h., 
c.v. $210), 112 (n.h., $110), 117 (n.h., $150), along with a 
few stamps, sets, and partial sets cataloguing $20 to $50 
and up. Online photos show a sampling. We note a few of the 
early stamps have no gum or have hinge remnants, still fine 
to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

808 */** Accumulation of Mint Canada in 102 Cards and Al-
bum Pages, 1897-1970s, with many hundreds of stamps, 
consisting of singles, coils, blocks, plate blocks, souvenir 
sheets, and sheets, housed in 4 albums, roughly 300x 102 
cards, with loose material. A spot check indicated mint hinged 
and never hinged selections of low denomination Jubilees, 
Leafs, Numerals, Québecs, and Admirals, with the strength of 
the lot containing primarily mint never hinged material post-
1927. The lot includes roughly 30 sheets, ranging from KGVI 
onwards, with roughly 300 dealer 102 cards, each identified 
by Unitrade number and catalogued by the owner, containing 
mint singles, coils, and a few plate blocks, ranging from the 
Jubilees onward, with some cards cataloging from $5 to $25 
and up. A nice lot for the collector or for the dealer looking 
for stock. Duplication up to 20 in some cases. Online photos 
show a sampling. We note a few small faults with some of the 
early issues. Overall fine to very fine,

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400

809 */** Collection of Mint Canada in Two Minkus Albums, 
1897-1987, with many hundreds of stamps, with small selec-
tions of pre-1950s issues including Jubilees up to the 20c, 
and Québec set (missing 7c), along with War and Peace is-
sues. The strength of the collection is the modern mint, which 
includes roughly 100 glassines filled with blocks and plate 
blocks of post 1980s issues. Face value totals $706 (count-
ing 15c up to $5 only, with the majority ranging from 30c to 
36c). Online photos show a sampling. We note gum glazing or 
no gum with a few of the early stamps. Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400

810	 8/*/** Collection / Accumulation of Mint and Used 
Canada in 5 Stockbooks, 1859-1980s, consisting of a few 
thousand stamps, beginning with used classics with Scott 
#s 14, 15, 17-20, along with a set of used Large Queens, 
selections of used Small Queens (including two 10c), Jubi-
lees (including 50c and $4), with sets of used Leafs, Numer-
als, and Edwards, and continues with used singles and sets 
up to the 1980s, including back of the book material. The 
collection also includes several hundred mint never hinged 
plate blocks, ranging from the 1950s to the 1980s (we esti-
mate $100 to $150 of face value), along with primarily used 
accumulations from the 1960s onward. Postmark interest 
includes c.d.s town cancels, including a few socked on the 
nose, leaving finds to the dedicated collector. . Online photos 
show a sampling. We note a few small faults with some of the 
early stamps, including a few stuck down to the stock pages, 
still fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $350

811	 8/*/** Collection of Mint and Used, with a Large Accumu-
lation of Used Canada, Including Unpicked Small Queens, 
etc. with roughly 15,000 on paper stamps, ranging from 
the Small Queens up to the Edwards, in nine plastic bags. 
The majority of stamps appear to be 3c Small Queens, with 
a spot check noting a variety of postmarks including c.d.s, 
broken circles, squared circles, etc. Unchecked by us for bet-
ter shades, perforations, etc., and appears to be an unpicked 
accumulation. The collection begins with a few classics in-
cluding Scott #s 14 (used, with City Of Ottawa, JAN.13.1859 
broken circle postmark), 15 (mint, lightly hinged with original 
gum, corner crease), and continues with selections of used 
Large and Small Queens, with a gradual mix of mint and used 
singles and sets up to the Peace issues. The lot also includes 
roughly 100 first day covers, and modern mint stamps. Online 
scans shows an overview of the accumulation of early used 
material, and a few pages of the collection. An attractive lot 
for the postmark collector and Small Queen specialist, overall 
fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400

812 */** Accumulation of Mint Canada in Album pages, 
!927-1960s, with many hundreds of stamps, in roughly 70 
album pages (many of which are hingeless), along with 20 
Vario-style stock pages and glassines. A spot check indicated 
singles, blocks, plate blocks, coils, booklet panes, along with 
perforated and overprinted Officials, airmails, etc. The lot gen-
erally ranges from Unitrade #141/458, typically missing the 
higher values, with a spot check indicating stamps, blocks, 
and a few sets, cataloguing from $10 to $30 and up. Online 
photos show a sampling. The majority of the stamps appear 
to be mint never hinged, with a mint hinged and a few small 
gum issues to be expected, still fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

813	 8/**/* Collection / Accumulation of Mint and Used 
Canada, 1950s-1990s, on hundreds of album pages gener-
ally ranging from Unitrade #s 303 to 1809. We noted mint 
never hinged singles, plate blocks, souvenir sheets, and a few 
booklets. Face value is in excess of $725 (counting 10c and 
up only, with the majority ranging from 17c to 45c). The col-
lection also includes used stamps from the aforementioned 
range, including House of Commons cancels mostly from the 
1980s and First Day covers, noting private cachet makers NR 
Covers, Art o Pages, and David “C” Cachets). Online photos 
show a few sample pages and an overview. A useful collec-
tion, overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400

814	 8/*/** Consignment Remainders of Mint and Used Can-
ada, 1897-1950s, with many hundreds of stamps in roughly 
60 loose album pages (including hingeless), and a stockbook. 
Lots of useful items here with used singles and sets and par-
tial sets from the Leafs onwards, with mint material from the 
1920s onwards. A spot check indicated stamps, sets, and 
partial sets cataloguing $10 and up. The lot also includes se-
lections of mint and used postage dues, airmails, etc., along 
with selections of Federal revenues, and roughly 130 mint 
and used Newfoundland in 15 album pages, ranging from 
1880 to 1947, including a mint and used set of the 1919 
Trail of the Caribou (Scott c.v. $253 total). Postmark interest 
includes broken circle and c.d.s town cancels. Online photos 
show a sampling. Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200
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815	 8/** Extensive Collection of Mint and Used Canada, 
1993-2015, in several hundred hingeless album pages, 
housed in 6 thick binders. This is a comprehensive collection 
with stamps ranging from Unitrade #s 1358 to 2850 (looks to 
be complete with basic set of stamps), with strength in coils 
noting many strips of 4 or more per issue (including Unitrade 
#1697 roll of 100 still in original box); several hundred mint 
souvenir sheets (up to 4 each per issue in many cases), book-
lets and booklet panes, along with many high denominations, 
joint issues, perforation and paper varieties, noting Unitrade 
#1534ii (c.v. $200) Face value totals $6,841, with the vast 
majority of stamps ranging from 43c and up, with well over 
1,000x “P” stamps, counted at 92c each, and many denomi-
nations $1 and up. The collection also includes used stamps 
from the aforementioned range (appearing complete with a 
basic set of stamps), including souvenir sheets and booklet 
panes. We show a few sample pages of this extensive and 
comprehensive collection. Ideal for collectors, dealers, post-
age users and resellers. Overall, very fine.

 .......................................................................Estimate $4,500

816	 8/**/* Consignment of Useful Canada Mint and Used 
Material, with annual collections from years 2016-2017, 
2020, along with 2 stockbooks of mint and used material 
including selections of used Victorian era stamps up to the 
1950s, with a mix of mint never hinged material up to the 
1980s. We estimate $250 of face value material for the lot, 
with the majority ranging from 17c to 45c. The lot also in-
cludes roughly 350 first day covers, ranging from the 1960s 
to 1999, noting private cachets, single, sets, and souvenir 
sheet frankings. Online photos show an overview. Overall fine 
to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

817	 8/* Accumulation of Mint and Used Canada in Dealer and 
102 Cards, 1860s-1940s, and in glassines, with a little bit 
of everything. We note accumulations of Cents issues with 
Scott #s 14 (x21) and 15 (x50, noting a few 4-ring numeral 
cancels including 22, 26, 29, to name a few), along with 3c 
Large Queens (x4, with 2-ring numeral cancels with #s 6, 12, 
13, 41), Small Queens up to the 10c, used set of Québecs 
and Edwards, with mint stamps, sets and partial sets from 
the Admirals to War Issues. Additional postmark interest in-
cludes R.P.O., and with broken circles and c.d.s. town post-
marks from the Large Queens onwards. Online photos show 
an overview. A spot check of mint material indicated primarily 
mint hinged material, with additional never hinged finds by 
the dedicated collector. Interesting group with the potential 
for high catalogue values. A few faults noted, fine to better.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

818	 8/*/** Old Time Stockbook of Mostly Canada, with many 
good items including a United States #1, New Brunswick #1, 
some Newfoundland issues and Canadian Québec issues 
(incl. some NH), also noted Small Queens, and other items. 
Viewing is highly recommended on this one, as there are sev-
eral faults, but also some decent value.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

819	 8/** Collection of Mostly Modern Mint Canada with Used 
Material, 1890s-2010s, with a few thousand stamps in 
roughly 100 home made pages, and with loose material. The 
strength of the collection is the modern mint, generally post-
2005 to roughly 2015, noting singles, souvenir sheets, book-
lets, and a few sheetlets. Face value totals $644.49 (counting 
51c and up, including 463x “P” stamps, counted at 92c each, 
and noting some denominations $1 and up). The collection 
includes mint and used material, including back of the book 
issues and revenues, generally ranging from the 1890s up to 
the 1950s, with a few stamps cataloguing $10 and up includ-
ing a 2014 NHL Collector album (Unitrade c.v. $200). Online 
photos show a sampling. We note the majority of material has 
been hinged using “post-it notes” (after a few tests, these 
were easily removed from the stamps). Overall fine to very 
fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

820	 8/*/** Consignment Remainders of Useful Canada Mate-
rial, 1890s-1990s, with a few thousand stamps in 5 stock-
books an album, and loose material. The strength of the lot 
is the accumulation of mint never hinged material, generally 
ranging from the 1970s to the 1990s. Face value totals $629 
(counting 10c up to $5 only, with the majority ranging from 
17c to 42c). The lot also includes a mixture of mint and used 
Victorian era stamps up to the 1950s, with a spot check in-
dicating catalogue values for a few stamps ranging from 
$10 and up, along with roughly 200 first day covers from the 
1990s, noting singles, sets, and souvenir sheet franking. A lot 
with a bit of everything, useful for the collector, postage user, 
etc. Online photos show a sample. A few small faults expected 
with the early material. Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400

821	 8/*/** Collection of Mostly Mint Canada in 2 Lindner Al-
bums, 1857-1982, along with a plate block album, a sheet 
file, and loose material. The collection has a few used pre-
1897 stamps, but essentially runs from the Jubilees onward 
noting Scott #s (mint hinged unless noted) 51-54, 57, 60 
(used, $190), 71 (v.l.h., $140), 157-158 (n.h., $290 total), 
along with a few stamps cataloguing $20 and up. The modern 
material includes mint never hinged singles and plate blocks, 
2 annual collections (1986, 1992), and loose material. Face 
value totals $305 (counting 10c up to $2). The balance of the 
lot includes a sheet of 100 of #74 (½c Numeral), with perfo-
ration separation in a few locations (n.h., $2,500, counted at 
$25 per stamp), and roughly 100 first day covers (#10 size), 
from the 1970s, and 5 bronze Olympic souvenirs. A useful lot 
with a little bit of everything. Online photos show a sample. 
We note a few faults with the early stamps including hinge 
remnants and a few regummed stamps, still fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

822	 8/** Accumulation of Mint and Used Canada in 2 Stock-
books, 1920s-1980s, with a few thousand stamps, with 
primarily mint never hinged issues from the 1960s onward, 
also with scattered used material from the Admirals onward, 
including back of the book material with strength in postage 
dues. We estimate face value of at least $125 (noting many 
stamps 10c and up), with additional face value with the lower 
denominations. Unchecked for paper and tagging varieties. 
Duplication up to 5 in some cases, overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100Note:  

All Scott Catalogue values are in US 
Dollars.  We have not converted into 
equivalent Canadian dollar values. 
Please bid accordingly.
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823 */** Collection of Mint Canada on Minkus Album Pages, 
1897-2022, with hundreds of album pages with hingeless 
mounts, in four Lighthouse binders with slipcases, along with 
a fifth binder. The collection begins with mostly mint hinged 
material, ranging from the Jubilees (1c-5c, 10c, 15c), along 
with lower denomination definitives, including coils, and 
some commemoratives, from the 1920s to the 1950s, with 
a spot check noting catalogue values $10 to $40 and up. The 
strength of the collection is the mint never hinged material 
from the 1950s onward, noting primarily singles, along with 
booklet strips, coil pairs, blocks, souvenir sheets, etc. Face 
value totals $2,442 (counting 15c up to $8, with the vast ma-
jority in the 30c to 43c range). The lot also includes 1,168x 
“P” stamps, counted at 92c each, along with selections of 
Federal Conservation booklets (mostly from the 1990s up 
to 2012), with roughly $400 of additional catalogue value. 
Online photos show a sampling. A clean collection ideal for 
collectors and dealers alike.

 ...................................................................... Estimate $1,500

824	 8/*/** Interesting Worldwide Group of Singles, Sets, Sou-
venir Sheets, etc., starts with France, including early used 
imperforates, good mint Airmails, a few souvenir sheets, 
booklets and full sheets. Also noted a Canada Postage Due 
J11 MNH plate block of 50 (Scott U$1,750), SAAR #232/243 
in MNH full sheets of 50 (c.v. $237 for 6 diff. sheets), Luxem-
bourg MNH sheet of 4 and souvenir sheet, French Antarctic 
Territory Airmail sheet of 10 (c.v. $200), a Persia collection of 
21 imperforate singles from 1902 (sold as is), a set of Société 
St Jean Baptiste cinderellas in singles, pairs, blocks, as well 
as a group of 30 glassines / stock cards containing better sin-
gles and sets, some cataloguing into the hundreds of dollars, 
from a number of countries (we counted Austria 1863-1880 
alone at $1,082). Our online photos only give an overview, 
this would be a great lot to inspect in person to better appreci-
ate.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

825	 8/* Collection of Mint and Used Canada in a Scott Spe-
cialty Springback Album, 1859-1965, with many hundred 
of stamps starting with used classics noting #s 14, 15 (x2), 
18, 21, 23, 24, 29 (x3), along with 34 Small Queens (with 
10c (x5), 20c (x2), 50c), and a small selection of Jubilees (1c-
5c, 8c, 10c). The lot continues with mint and used stamps 
(typically one of each issue), from the Leafs up to the Peace 
issues, noting mint hinged #s 66-73 (c.v. $1,460 total), 83 
($450), along with used sets of Leafs ($190 total), Numer-
als ($256 total), Québecs ($694 total), and Admirals, with 
selections of mint and used back of the book material with 
strength in special delivery and postage dues issues. Online 
photos show a sampling. A spot check indicated a mixture of 
mint hinged and no gum stamps in the Victorian era, with a 
few stamps having heavy hinging post-1900, still fine to bet-
ter.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

826	 8/* Collection of Mint and Used Canada, 1935-1955, with 
many hundreds of stamps on well organized homemade pag-
es in a springback album. The collection consists of mint and 
used stamps, typically one each per issue (including coil pairs 
and a few booklets), along with an attempt at having a mint or 
used block accompanying the single issues, noting mint sets 
of Arch and War issues, with used blocks of $1 Chateau de 
Ramezay (x2), $1 Destroyer, set of Peace issue used blocks, 
and $1 Fishing. Online photos show a sampling. A very fine, 
clean collection.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

827	 8/*/** Collection of Mint and Used Canada in Hingeless 
Unity Album Pages, 1859-1955, with many hundreds of 
stamps, housed in a binder with slipcase, starting with used 
classics: Scott #s 14, 15 (x2), 17, 17b (x2), 18, 19 (x2), along 
with Large Queens 21, 22 (x2), 23 (x3), 24 (x2), 25 (x2), 26, 
27 (x3), 28, 29 (x4), 30, and a selection of 38 Small Queens 
including 10c (x6), and 20c and 50c Widow Weeds. The col-
lection continues with mint and used stamps, sets, and par-
tial sets including Jubilees (½c to 20c), Leafs mint hinged set 
(c.v. $1,460), Numerals (m.h., 1c-7c, used 8c-20c), Edwards 
used set ($252 total), mint and used set of Québecs, Admirals 
mint set ($1,270), along with Scrolls, Arch, up to the Peace 
issues. The lot also includes mint sets of airmails, special de-
livery, postage dues, and a good selection of mint overprinted 
Official stamps. Online photos show a sampling. Postmark 
interest includes a few c.d.s. cancels from the Large Queens 
onwards, including a few socked on the nose. A spot check 
of mint material indicated a mixture of mint hinged, no gum, 
and a few regummed stamps, with some never hinged mate-
rial post-1900, along with a few small faults on the early used 
stamps. Overall fine or better.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

828	 8/*/** Dealer Stock of Mint and Used Canada in 10 
Counter Books, 1899-1960s, with many hundreds of 
stamps, along with a selection of booklets, organized by Scott 
numbers with stamps in glassines (generally 1 to 5 for mint 
stamps, and up to 10 for used stamps for most issues). The 
strength of the material is generally from the Admirals on-
ward, noting a few better items with #s 87 lower right block 
of 4 (n.h., c.v. $180), 97 block of 8 (n.h., $600), along with 
stamps and sets retailing $10 to $25 and up. Postmark inter-
est includes c.d.s. town cancels, noting a few socked on the 
nose. Online photos show a sampling. A spot check indicated 
the majority of mint material up to the 1940s is hinged, with 
centering fine or better. Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

829	 8/*/** Accumulation of Mint and Used Canada From 
Old Dealer Collections, with many thousands of stamps in 
roughly 70 manilla or Vario-style stock pages. The lot primar-
ily consists of an accumulation of mint material, ranging from 
the 1940s to the 1980s, with singles and plate blocks (includ-
ing matched sets), along with postage due plate blocks, War 
issue and KGVI booklet panes, etc. We estimate at least $200 
of face value postage. The used portion of the lot consists 
of material ranging from the 1890s up to the 1980s, with 
singles, blocks and multiples, noting many c.d.s. and R.P.O. 
postmarks, just to name a few. Also included are a few pages 
of mint and used varieties, identified by the owner. Dealer’s 
retail prices for the lot totals $2,645, with online photos 
showing a sampling. Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

830	 8/*/** Large Collection of Mint and Used Canada, 
1870s-1980s, with many thousands of stamps, housed in 
12 stockbooks / albums, and loose material. The collection 
has a bit of everything, starting with accumulations of mint 
material, generally ranging from the 1940s onwards, and in-
cludes 1c War issue, never hinged plate 23 lower left bottom 
sheet margin imprint block of 20 (shows cracked plate below 
stamps #95-100. Unlisted). Owner’s face value count is in ex-
cess of $400, noting the majority of face value ranging from 
10c to 34c denominations. The collection continues with ac-
cumulations of used material, with a small selection of Small 
Queens, and includes sets of Scrolls, Arch, War, with the ma-
jority of material in the Elizabethan era, noting c.d.s, broken 
circle, R.P.O., postmarks just to name a few. The collection 
rounds out with roughly 100 first day cover, a small group of 
conservation booklets, and mote. Online photos show a sam-
pling and an overview. A few faults expected, overall fine to 
very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300
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831	 8/*/** Group of Mint and Used Canada in 102 cards, with 
a few hundred stamps, in roughly 150 dealer 102 cards, or-
ganized by the owner using Unitrade numbers. A spot check 
indicates mint and used low denomination Small Queens 
(½c-3c), Jubilees (1c-3c, 50c faulty), along with low denomi-
nation mint Leafs, Numerals, Maps, Québecs, a few Admirals, 
with a mixture of mint and used issues from the 1950s up to 
the 1970s. Postmark interest includes c.d.s, squared circles, 
duplex, just to name a few. Each card has been priced for 
retail, with the majority ranging from $5 to $10 and up. On-
line photos show a sampling and an overview. We note a few 
faults with a few of the early issues. Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

832 */** Group of Roughly 250 Mint Canada Stamps in a Small 
Lindner Stockbook, Jubilees to the 1940s, with some better 
cataloguing items, noting Scott #s OX3 (x2, n.h., c.v. $900 
total), OX4 (x2, 1 m.h., 1 n.h., $600 total), 99 (n.h., $210), 
103 (m.h.,$250), 115 (n.h., $100), 151a, 153a imperforate 
pairs (l.h., $300 total), along with some stamps cataloguing 
$20 and up. Online photos show a sampling. A spot check in-
dicated mostly mint hinged stamps, along with a few stamps 
with no gum or minor disturbances. Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $350

833	 8/* Collection of Primarily Used Canada in an Albatross 
Album, 1852-1950s. with a few hundred stamps, noting 
Scott #4 (x2, 2-4 margins), roughly 25 low denomination 
Small Queens, 50c Widow Weeds, set of mint and used Leafs 
(#66-72 used, 73 m.h.), along with partial sets of used Admi-
rals, Scrolls, and onwards. The lot also includes roughly 100 
United States used, generally from the 1900s onwards. Over-
all fine to better.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

834	 8/*/* Consignment Remainders of Mint and Used Cana-
da, 1890s-2008, with many thousands of stamps in several 
hundred albums pages and Vario-style stock pages, housed 
in three binders. The lot consists of two parts, with the first 
having mint and used material from the Small Queens up 
to the 1950s. A spot check noted a 3c Small Queen never 
hinged block of four, 21 mint Map stamps, including 5 never 
hinged examples (Scott c.v. $500 total), along with low de-
nominations mint Jubilees, with strength with the mint and 
used material from the 1930s to the 1950s. The second part 
of the lot consists a specialized used collection from 1981 to 
2008, appearing complete with basic issues, with the own-
er including booklet panes, souvenir sheets, sheetlets, and 
more. Postmark interest includes c.d.s, with some socked on 
the nose cancels. Online photos show a sampling. We note 
small faults with some of the early mint stamps. Overall fine 
to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

835	 8/*/** Collection of Mint and Used Canada in Three 
Stockbooks, Small Queens to 2000s, with a few thousands 
stamps and a wide range of material. The lot begins with used 
up to the 1920s, noting 170 used Small Queens (mostly 1c to 
3c denominations), used set of Edwards (c.v. $252 total), and 
a used set of Québecs ($694 total). The collection continues 
with primarily mint hinged material from the 1920s onward, 
with mostly mint never hinged stamps after 1950, noting a 
mint set of Admirals (m.h, $1,270 total), $1 Fishing plate 
block (n.h., U.L., $250), along with a few stamps, sets, par-
tial sets cataloguing $10 and up. The collection also includes 
modern mint material with face value totaling $545 (counting 
25c and up only), along with selections of precancels. Online 
photos show a sampling. We note a few small faults with a few 
of the early stamps, overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

836	 8/* Collection of Primarily Used Canada, 1859-2000s, 
with a few thousand stamps in a stockbook, and in roughly 
30 album pages housed in a binder. The collection begins 
with classic used with Scott #s 14, 15, 17-20, 21, 23-26, 27 
(x2), 28-29, 30 (x2), along with a group of 18 Small Queens 
including 10c (x2), and 20c and 50c Widow Weeds. The lot 
continues with mint and used Jubilees (½c-$2), noting mint 
hinged 20c, 50c, $1 and used $2 (c.v. $550, roller cancel), 
along with used sets of Leafs, Numerals, Edwards, with War 
Tax MR2Bi, MR2C, MR2D, and selections of mint and used 
BNA noting British Columbia 5, 7 (used, $410 total). Online 
photos show a sampling. We note a few small faults with a few 
of the early stamps. Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400

837	 8/*/** Quality Collection of Mint and Used Canada in a 
Minkus Album, 1859-1978, with many hundreds of stamps, 
in hingeless mounts, on roughly 100 Minkus album pages. 
The collection begins with a used imperforate 3d Beaver on 
thin paper (Scott #4d, 4 margins, c.v. $225), and continues 
with a nice selection of used classics with Scott #s 14, 15, 
17, 17b (x2), 18, 19, along with Large Queens #s 21, 23-30, 
and 24 Small Queens, including 10c (x2), 20c and 50c Widow 
Weeds. The collection continues with a selection of mint and 
used Jubilees, including 15c (used, $190), 20c (m.h., $300), 
$1 (no gum), along with primarily used sets of Leafs, Numer-
als, and Edwards. The balance of the collection contains 
primarily mint singles and sets starting with Québecs, Admi-
rals, Scrolls, up to the Peace issues, and back of the book 
material including mint sets of postage dues, airmails, spe-
cial delivery, Officials, and War Tax. Owner’s 2022 Unitrade 
catalogue value totals $16,159 (up to 1952 only, includes 
owner’s identification and catalogue values for most of the 
album pages). Online photos show a sampling. A spot check 
indicates primarily mint hinged material up to 1952, and mint 
never hinged material thereafter. Overall fine to very fine.

 .....................................................................Unitrade $16,159

838	 8/*/** Consignment of Interesting Material, noting better 
items with Scott #s 153a 5c booklet pane (n.h., c.v. $300), 
158 50c Bluenose (x2, m.h., $450 total), E3 inscription block 
of 8 (n.h., $320 total), J5 block of four (n.h., $800), OX3 (m.h., 
$150), along with over 60x mostly dated 3c Small Queens, a 
group of mint and used (including a few licenses) of Federal 
Conservation stamps, and other items cataloguing $20 and 
up. Online photos show a sampling, overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

839 */** Collection of Roughly 400 Different Mint Canada, 
1897-1954, including plate blocks and back of the book ma-
terial, neatly organized in 11 double sided Vario-style stock 
pages, housed in a binder. The collection begins with a small 
selection of 22 mint hinged Victoria issues, including 6c, 8c 
and 10c Leaf issues, with the strength of the collection start-
ing with complete sets of Québecs (m.h., Scott c.v. $978 to-
tal), Admirals (m.h., $1,270 total), Scrolls (m.h., $743 total), 
along with Arch, Pictorials, War, and Peace issues (including 
a set of mint hinged Peace issue plate blocks), along with 
stamps and plate blocks cataloguing $20 to $50 and up. The 
collection continues with back of the book material including 
a mint set of special delivery issues (c.v. $471 total), along 
with 5-hole perforated and G overprinted Officials, including a 
matched set of #O24 plate blocks, and more. Online photos 
show a sampling. We note the vast majority of stamps are 
mint hinged, including a few remnants, along with a few faults 
with a few of the early issues. A potentially high cataloguing 
collection, overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500
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840 */** Group of Roughly 100 Mint Canada Stamps, Admi-
rals to 1950, housed in two clear Vario-style stock pages, 
with strength from the 1930s onward, including overprinted 
O.H.M.S. and G Officials. We note the majority of stamps are 
never hinged including #s 227 (c.v. $120), O10 (x2, $210 to-
tal), along with a few stamps cataloguing $10 to $20 and up. 
Owner’s 2014 Unitrade catalogue for the group totals $1,388 
(majority priced as fine including ½ the never hinged percent-
age). Online photos show all the stamps, overall fine to very 
fine.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,388

841	 8/* Collection of Mint and Used Canada and BNA in a 
Thick Scott International Album, 1859-2003, with a few 
thousand stamps, starting with used #s 14, 15, Large Queens 
21-24, 25 (x2), 26, 27 (x2), 28 (x3), 30 (x2), along with 33 
Small Queens including 10c (x2), and 20c and 50c Widow 
Weeds. The collection continues with a mixture of mint hinged 
and used material, including a mint and used for some is-
sues, noting mint Jubilees (1c-5c, 10c), ten mint Admirals 
including 10c plum (m.h., c.v. $275), and mint sets of Me-
dallions, Pictorials, War, and Peace issues. Used sets include 
Leafs, Edwards, Québecs, Admirals, Scrolls, up to the Peace 
issues, with catalogue values ranging from $50 to $100 and 
up. Back of the book material including mint and used Of-
ficials, airmails, postage dues, special delivery etc, with a few 
stamps and partial sets cataloguing from $20 to $40 and up. 
The lot also includes roughly 275 BNA mint and used stamps, 
with the vast majority from Newfoundland, noting Trail of 
the Caribou set 115-126 (m.h., $293 total), Nova Scotia 2 
(x2, used, 1-2 margins, $450 total), along with a few stamps 
and partial sets cataloguing $20 and up. Face value totals 
$865 (counting 15c up to $8 only, with the vast majority in 
the 30c to 45c range), noting singles, blocks, booklets, sou-
venir sheets, sheetlets, and more. Online photos show a small 
sampling. We note a few small faults with some of the early 
stamps along with a slight tobacco odor on the album pages. 
A useful lot, overall fine to very fine.

 ...................................................................... Estimate $1,000

842	 8/** Group of Mostly Mint Canada and Newfoundland in 
102 Cards, plus a few more recent. We counted Canada mint 
(x24 stamps, all never hinged, #s 74 to 193), Canada used 
(x13 stamps, #s 35 to 168, plus two modern varieties), New-
foundland Mint (x 25 stamps, all never hinged, #s 62 to 263), 
Newfoundland used (x10 stamps, #s 61 to 250). This offering 
also includes a NH issue from PEI, as well as a selection of 
mint and used from USA (incl. a proof), Cape of Good Hope, 
Bahamas, Jamaica, etc. (x16 in all, some cataloguing in the 
$20 to $60 range). See all stamps pictured online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

843 */** Group of Mint Canada in 2-Row Dealer Stock Cards, 
1898-1950, with a few hundred stamps, and a few plate 
blocks, in over ninety primarily 2-row dealer stock cards. A 
spot check indicted a selection of low denomination Québecs 
including ½c (x20, n.h., Scott c.v, $380 total), and 1c (x5, 
n.h., $375 total), with the majority of material ranging from 
the 1920s onward. Just a few of the better items include #s 
145 (x5, n.h., $200 total), 180 (x12, n.h., $120 total), and 
plate blocks with Unitrade #s 272 (x3, n.h., c.v. $225 total, 
counted as fine), 273 (n.h., $156, counted as fine), 411 (n.h., 
$95). along with some stamps cataloguing $20 to $40 and 
up. Online photos show an overview. A spot check indicated 
the majority of stamps are hinged, and a few of the early 
stamps have small faults. A useful group, overall fine to very 
fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $350

844 */8 Collection / Accumulation of Mint and Used Canada 
in a Crown Springback Album, 1859-1972, with many hun-
dreds of stamps, with mint and or used singles, sets, and 
partial sets, generally organized on roughly 60 quadrille pag-
es. The collection has a little bit of everything noting classic 
used with #s 14 (x5), 18, 22, 24 (x2), 25 (x7), 27 (x2), 28, 
29, 30 (x2), along with roughly 150, primarily low denomina-
tion Small Queens, including 10c (x4), 20c (x2), 50c Widow 
Weeds. The collection continues with mint and or used par-
tial sets including mint Jubilees ½c-50c, Leafs and Numer-
als, Québecs, Edwards and Admirals. Better mint sets include 
Scrolls (Scott c.v. $743 total), Arch ($502 total), 1935 and 
1937 Pictorials ($262 total), along with War and Peace is-
sues. The collection includes a run of primarily mint overprint-
ed O.M.H.S. and G officials including #s O9-O10 ($332 total), 
O25, O27 ($175 total), along with #s E1a-E11 (m.h., $471 
total), MR6 coil pair (m.h., $250), MR7 coil pair (x2, $200 
total), and a selection of roughly 100 revenues issues, noting 
tobacco, cigar, liquor control board issues. Postmark interest 
includes a few squared circles, dated c.d.s and broken circle 
town postmarks on some of the early issues, noting a few 
faults on the early stamps, with a few no gum or gum issues 
with a few mint stamps up to the 1920s. Still, an interesting 
collection with online photos show a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $750

845	 8/*/** Group of Primarily Mint Canada in Two Dealer 
Stock Books, Small Queens to 1950, containing a few hun-
dred stamps in roughly 150 dealer 102 cards, neatly orga-
nized by Unitrade numbers, some with owner’s retail prices. A 
spot check of material indicated a few mint low denomination 
Small Queens, Jubilees, Leafs, Numerals, Edwards, with the 
majority of material post-1908. A spot check indicated the 
majority of stamps were mint hinged, along with a few never 
hinged stamps, and a few used stamps (generally from the 
Admirals onward), with many cards priced in the $5 to $20, 
and up range. Online photos show a sampling. We note a few 
small faults with the early material, still a useful lot, overall 
fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

846 */** Accumulation of Mint Canada in a Stockbook and 
Stock Pages, 1897-1980s, containing many hundreds of 
stamps. The lot begins with selections of Victorian issues up 
to the Admirals, with the majority of material from the 1920s 
onwards, including coil pairs, and back of the book material. 
A spot check indicated just a few of the better items with Scott 
#s 45 (m.h., c.v. $675), 76 (x10, m.h., $500 total), 83 (m.h., 
$450), MR2C (m.h., $180), O9-O10, O25 (m.h., $422 total), 
along with singles and a few sets cataloguing $20 and up, 
noting Peace sets (x2, m.h.), and accumulations of low de-
nomination Scrolls, Arch, Medallion, and War issues. We esti-
mate $150 of face value, generally low denominations up to 
38c. Online photos show a sampling, with accumulations up 
to 10 for some issues. We note a few small faults with a few 
of the early stamps, including a few with no gum, still a useful 
lot, overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300
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847	 8/*/** Collections of Mint and Used Canada, 1859-1979, 
with many hundreds of stamps in two Schaubek albums with 
hingeless mounts, and two albums containing Minkus album 
pages. A spot check indicated primarily used material pre-
1920, noting Scott #s 14, 15, 17-19, Large Queens 21-25, 
27-28, 30, along with 26 Small Queens, including 10c (x2), 
20c Widow Weeds. The lot continues with used partial sets of 
Jubilees, Leafs, Numerals, Edwards, and Admirals onwards, 
noting 50c Bluenose (x2). The mint material generally ranges 
from the Admirals onwards including #105 1c Admiral block 
of 8 (n.h., c.v. $520 total), along with partial sets from Scrolls 
to the Peace issue, with general completeness from the 
1950s up to 1979. We note the majority of mint issues pre-
1900 have no gum, with a mixture of mint hinged and never 
hinged post-1920, along with a few small faults with a few of 
the early used stamps. Online photos show a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

848	 8/* Collection of Mint and Used Canada 1897-1980s, with 
many hundreds of stamps, hinged onto roughly 100 album 
and homemade pages. The collection begins with a small se-
lection of low denomination Large and Small Queens, then 
Jubilees, and continues with used sets noting Leafs, Numer-
als, Edwards, Scrolls, up to the Peace issue. Mint material 
includes a set of Québecs (c.v. $978), with primarily mint ma-
terial post-1960. Face value for the lot totals $389 (counting 
10c up to $2 only, with the majority in the 17c to 35c range). 
Online photos show a sampling. We note a few small faults 
with a few of the early stamps, overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

849	 8/*/** Collection of Mint and Used Canada in Two Scott 
Specialty Albums, 1870s-2006, with many hundreds of 
stamps hinged onto album pages. The collection begins with 
a small selection of Small Queens including 10c (x2), 20c and 
50c Widow Weeds, and continues with used sets of Leafs, 
Numerals, Edwards, Admirals (including a set of coil singles), 
Scrolls, up to the Peace issue. The bulk of the collection is 
mint singles, blocks, and a few sheetlets, ranging from the 
1990s to 2006. Face value totals $647 (counting 10c to $8 
only, with the vast majority in the 30c to 45c range. Online 
photos show a sampling. We note a few small faults with a few 
of the early issues, overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $350

850	 8/*/** #1/1834 Extensive Mint and Used Canada Col-
lection in Two Lighthouse Albums, 1851 to 2000, starts 
off with a few used, incl. #s 1 (pen cancel removed and 
regummed), 9, 15, 22, 26 and a few more, and the rest is 
either mint or unused, noting #s 8, 11, 14, 15, 17-20, 22b, 
23, 27a, 29 (x2), 34-47 (with shades, printings, perforations), 
complete Leafs and Numerals, complete Jubilees, complete 
Québecs and Edwards, and essentially complete to the end 
(missing a few items near the end), including back of the book 
(missing only one War Tax variety). Quite a valuable collec-
tion, with a Scott catalogue value of $49,706 for stamps up 
to 1951, and a face value of $748 after that (counting only 
15c and up). The catalogue value was conservatively calcu-
lated as all hinged, even though we saw many never hinged 
stamps (some of which are identified on the pages) and the 
early material (Large Queens and earlier) was catalogued as 
no gum (as per Scott Classic) as so many of those stamps 
are regummed. A great collection, which we left intact (offer-
ing only a #16 separately), with many well centered and fresh 
stamps, a high degree of completeness and huge catalogue 
value. A few stamps here and there have no gum and there 
are also a few with gum thins, still an overall fine to very fine 
and nice quality collection.

 .......................................................................Estimate $5,000

851	 8 #1/972 Advanced Used Canada Collection in a Thick 
Lighthouse Hingeless Album, 1851 to 1981, starts off 
strong with a #1, 4 (x3 shades and papers), 14 (x11), 15 
(x10), 17 (x6), 18 (x4), 19 (x4), 20, Large Queens (58 stamps 
of all denominations, with shades, etc.), Small Queens (280 
stamps of all denominations, with shades, printings, etc.), 
Jubilees (complete to the $5, missing only the $3 but has ex-
tra $2, 10c and 8c), and essentially complete from there to 
the end, with loads of extra material, such as 380 blocks of 
four or larger, booklet panes, extra copies of stamps such as 
the aforementioned, plus two 50c Bluenoses, three $1 Par-
liaments, page full of extra Edwards to the 50c, many extra 
stamps from the 1950s-on with tagging and other varieties, 
and much more, including some covers and cards (and FDC 
fronts). Also, many of the early issues have good postmark 
interest such as numerals, corks, socked on the nose town 
cancels, etc. All in all a nice and valuable collection. Our on-
line photos only show a small part of the collection, so we 
recommend in-person viewing in order to better appreciate all 
this has to offer.

 .......................................................................Estimate $5,000

852	 8/* #2/558 Mostly Mint Collection of Canada in a Light-
house Hingeless Album, 1851 to 1971, starts off with used 
#s 2, 4 (2 diff. papers), 7, 8, 17 (2 diff. shades), 18, 25, 27, 
29, and the rest of the collection is mint, starting with #s 
14 (x2), 15, 19, 20, 28, Small Queens (23 mostly different 
stamps), Jubilees (½c to $1, plus $3 and $4), complete Leafs 
and Numerals, KEVII missing the 10c and 50c, complete Qué-
becs, and probably 95% complete to the end, including back 
of the book, mostly missing a few easily obtainable stamps. A 
nice clean collection (only a few faults on the early) with many 
very fine centered stamps, but also with a high percentage 
of the stamps having glazed gum, due to storage conditions. 
Our catalogue value (for up to 1951 only) is therefore based 
on hinged only, even though there may be many never hinged 
items. See our online scans for an overview of only a few of 
the better pages.

 ........................................................................Scott U$33,222

853	 8 #4- Very Old Stock of Used Canada and Provinces, 1852 
to 1920s, all in original old time envelopes, sorted for each 
issue filling a large red box. We noted items such as #4 (x12), 
14 (x82), 15 (x81), 18 (x33), 24 (x52), 27 (x45), 30 (x30) as 
well as good quantities of Small Queens to the 10c (incl. early 
shades) up to Admirals. This could be a good lot for postmarks 
or varieties, etc, many of the stamps are damaged, as is often 
the case in old stocks like this. We recommend viewing, as we 
did not open all the envelopes to look inside. Our photos only 
show an overview, these original stocks are becoming quite 
scarce.

 .......................................................................Estimate $2,000

Thousands of scans can 
be found online at

StampAuctionNetwork.com

Want more scans of a lot?
Email us at info@sparks-auctions.com

8
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854	 8/* #4/53 Group of Early Used Canada on 7 Retired 
Circuit Pages, with Pence (two #4s), Cents (several 4-ring 
numerals), Large Queens, Small Queens (incl. a Pale Milky 
Rose Lilac #40c), etc. Saw many nice postmarks such as 2 
and 4 ring numerals, fancy cancels, a few mint as well as two 
Prosser forgeries. An interesting group which is all pictured 
online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

855	 8 #4/300 Accumulation of Early Used Canada, 1859-
1950, with over 1,200 stamps in 18 double sided Vario-style 
stock pages, housed in a binder. The lot begins with Scott #s 
4 (2-margins, faults), 14 (x4), 15 (x8), 17, 17b (x2), 18 (x2), 
19, along with 68 Large Queens including ½c (x6), 1c (x11), 
2c (x8), 3c (x9), 5c (x4), 6c (x7), 12½c (x5), 15c (x18), noting 
various shades and papers types. The lot continues with 92 
Small Queens, including 10c (x10, noting a pre-cancel with 
Toronto broken circle postmark overtop), 20c (x5), 50 (x5), 
along with 37 Jubilees, ranging from the ½c to 50c (typically 
2 to 3 per denomination). The balance of the lot continues 
with multiple sets of Leafs, Numerals, Edwards (50c (x3)), 
Québecs (20c (x6)), Admirals, Scrolls, up to the Peace issue, 
including a set of registration stamps. Postmark interest in-
cludes c.d.s, target, squared circles, and broken circle town 
postmarks. Online photos show a sampling. We note a few 
small faults with a few of the early stamps. still a potentially 
high cataloguing lot, overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400

856	 8/*/** #7/262 Valuable Collection of Mostly Mint Never 
Hinged in a Stockbook, 1855 to 1943, the used include #s 
7, 9, 14/20, 15v (the major re-entry, with slightly trimmed 
perfs), several Large Queens, Jubilees (incl. $1 to $4 values) 
and the mint include #s 14, 15, several Large and Small 
Queens, several Jubilees, and everything else to the end, in-
cluding complete sets and back of the book. There is a large 
amount of mint never hinged throughout, including #s 70, 71 
block of four, several Québecs, the Admirals and many more 
after that. This is a good quality collection, with a little duplica-
tion, is overall fine to very fine and all 13 pages are scanned 
online. A great lot for dealers or online resellers.

 ........................................................................ Scott U$76,520

857	 8/*/** #8/1455 Collection of Mint and Used Canada in 
Two Parliament Albums, 1857-1992, with a few thousand 
stamps in hingeless mounts. The collection begins with pri-
marily used classics with Scott #s 8, 11 (c.v. $1,500), 14, 
15, 23, 40, 46-47, along with a mixture of mint and used 
selections of Jubilees (½-6c and 15c m.h., 8c used), Leafs 
and Numerals noting 20c Numeral (l.h., $650), Edwards, and 
Québecs. The collection continues with primarily mint issues 
including Admirals ($645 total, missing #s 111, 116, 122), 
Admiral coils, Scrolls ($363 total, used 50c Bluenose, $1 
Parliament), and mint Arch set ($502 total), along with some 
singles sets and partial sets cataloguing $20 to $60 and up, 
including Airmails, Special Delivery and Postage Dues. The 
majority of material post 1951 is mint never hinged, including 
pairs and souvenir sheets. Face value totals $332 (counting 
10c and up only, with the majority ranging from 17c to 45c). 
Online photos show a sampling. We note small faults with the 
early stamps including gum thins, regummed stamps, and 
some hinge remnants. Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $750

858	 8/*/** #8/101 Old Time Collection of Mint and Used, 
1850s to 1908, includes many better items such as used #s 
7 (heavily repaired), 8, 14 (x2), 15 (x5), 17 (x2 shades), 18 
(x4), 19 (x3), 20, 21, 23 (x2), 24 (x2), 25 (x4), 27 (x2), 28 
(x2), 29 (x4), 30 (x6, incl. one perforated 11½ x 12), 35 (x7, 
incl. an orange shade dated Aug 1870), 37, 37a, 37b, 41 (x5 
altogether), 38, 42 (x4), 39 (x3), 43 (x2), 40 and 45 (x10, with 
mostly early issues), 44 (x5), 54, 55, 57, 62, plus a number of 
Leafs, Numerals and Edwards. The mint include#s 21 (x2), 35 
(x2), 43 (two blocks of four in different shades, plus a single), 
46 (unused), 5-, 51 (x2), 52 (x2), 53 (x2), 56, 58, 71, 74, 75, 
82, 85/86 (x4, incl. three NH), 89, 91, 93, 96 (NH), 97 (NH), 
98, 99 (NH), 100 (NH) and 101 (NH). We note many better 
postmarks on the used incl. a Toronto West Branch Office du-
plex, a 4-ring 29, a nice Kingston fancy 9, a lovely Ste Cath-
erine Street Centre / Montréal on the 6c Jubilee, an Esquimalt 
Crown on an early 10c SQ, some dated, etc. Many times when 
more than one stamp is present (such as in the LQ and SQ sec-
tions) it is because of a different shade or paper. A few faults, 
as expected, still an overall fine or better collection.

 .......................................................................Estimate $2,000

859 */**/(*) #8/972 Mint Canada Collection in a Lighthouse 
Hingeless Album, 1857 to 1980, starting out with #s 8, 14, 
15, 18, 20, 21 (x21), 22, 24, 25, 27, 28, 29, good selection 
of Small Queens (incl. a few early printings), and essentially 
complete from then to the end. The collection includes many 
extras, such as shades, varieties, blocks of four, booklets and 
panes, phosphor varieties, coil singles, pairs, strips, joint line 
pairs, end strips, mini sheets, and more. Many early issues 
have either no gum, or are regummed, stamps from the Small 
Queens on include hinged and never hinged, sometimes with 
hinge remnants, etc., still many very fine items present. The 
catalogue value up to about 1950 is $47,344, catalogued as 
no gum up to and including the Large Queens, then hinged 
to 1950, with the odd NH stamp counted as such (those few 
that we checked are indicated in pencil). All in all a useful and 
valuable collection, see our many pictures online for a repre-
sentation.

 .......................................................................Estimate $5,000

860	 8 #14/302 Dealer Stock of Used Canada, Cents Issues 
up to 1950, with a few thousand stamps, neatly organized in 
four 3-ring dealer stock books, and roughly 750x 102 cards 
in a box, with 95% of the stamps identified used Unitrade 
numbers, and roughly 5% of the material priced for retail. We 
note a small selection of Cents and low denomination Large 
Queens, along with over 150 Small Queens, including 10c 
(x3), 20c (x3), 50c (x7), with the bulk of the material rang-
ing from the Admirals onwards. A spot check indicated 50c 
Bluenose (x3), $1 Parliament (x3), along with a few high value 
Québecs, 50c Edward, and back of the book material, includ-
ing a small selection of revenues. Postmark interest includes 
a few c.d.s., and broken circle town postmarks. Online photos 
show a sampling and an overview. A few faults to be expected, 
overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

861	 8/*/** #22/2850 Stock of Mint and Used Canada in 7 
Red Boxes, 1868-2015, with several thousands of stamps, 
neatly organized by Unitrade numbers, in small plastic pouch-
es. The stock contains primarily used material from the Victo-
rian era, with better stamps in post-1900 used, especially in 
the modern Queen Elizabethan era, along with selections of 
back of the book material, precancels, noting a few stamps 
with socked on the nose c.d.s. postmarks. The strength of 
the lot is the post-1950 mint never hinged material noting 
singles, pairs, coil strips, etc. Face value in excess of $1,300, 
noting the majority of denominations ranging from 30c up to 
$5, along with several hundred “P” stamps. Online photos 
show an overview. A useful lot for collectors and dealers alike. 
Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $750
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862 */** #29/165a Group of Early Mint Multiples, with #s 29 
(strip of 3, lightly hinged), 85/86 plate block of 4 and two 
blocks of 4, each lightly hinged at top only), 87 (hinged pair 
and block of four with two NH stamps at bottom), 90A (pair, 
top stamp lh), 96 (block of 4, bottom two NH), 98 (strip of 3 
with gum problems), 135 (block with two NH stamps at bot-
tom), 165a (block of 4 with 2 NH stamps at bottom) and C5 
(block of four with top left stamp showing the “moulting wing” 
variety, bottom two are NH). Overall fine or better, all items 
can be seen online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

863 * #34/302, C1/CO2 Dealer Stock of Mint Stamps, 1870s 
to 1951, consisting of thousands of hinged and no gum mint 
regular issue and back-of-the-book stamps identified and 
sorted by the owner into glassines by Scott number from the 
1/2c Small Queen to the $1.00 Fishing Resources stamp of 
1951 along with Airmail issues #C1 to C9 through Postage 
Dues and overprinted Officials to Airmail #CO2. There is good 
representation of most issues in these ranges in quantities of 
1 to more than 25. Ideal as stock for the club trader or online 
dealer. Housed in two 2-drawer metal filing boxes, the con-
tents could be placed into a cardboard box instead to reduce 
shipping costs. Photos show a mere sampling of the breadth 
of the contents.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

864	 8/*/** #35/88 Group of Just Under 100 Queen Victoria 
Era Mint and Used on Black Stock Cards, with Small Queens 
(to the 10c), Leafs and Numerals, Jubilees (to the 8c and Map 
stamps, mostly in singles but also a few blocks, etc. Most of 
the material is mint, and the gum varies, with a range of no 
gum, hinged, heavy hinged and never hinged, also saw some 
with thins and other small faults, etc., still overall fine with 
some better.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

865 ** #36, 41, 72, etc. Consignment Remainder Lot of Mint 
Never Hinged Issues, all have never hinged original gum, with 
#s 36, 41, 72 (short perf), O1-O4, O11-O15A, O244-O245, 
O250, O252, O254, O255, O269-O273, O285-O286, CO1, 
OC9, EO1, OE11. A fresh group.

 ...........................................................................Scott U$2,076

866 */** #50/1589 Large Collection of Mint in Roughly 200 
Hingeless Album Pages, 1897-1995, with a few thousand 
stamps, in a Lighthouse album with slipcase, with the ma-
jority in loose hingeless album pages. The collection begins 
with 16 Jubilees with Scott #s (all m.h.) 50, 51 (x2), 52 (x2), 
53, 54 (x2), 55-58, 59 (x2), 60 (x2), along with selections 
of Leaf and Numerals, including #s 71, 73, and a few mint 
Maps, noting a mint hinged block of 4, and a used example 
with Hartney, Man. squared circle postmark. The bulk of the 
collection consists of mint never hinged material, including 
se-tenant pairs, blocks, plate blocks, booklet panes, souvenir 
sheets and sheetlets. generally ranging from the 1960s to the 
1990s, including #522pi and #525pi (c.v. $400 total, both 
accompanied with VGG certificates). Face value totals $944 
(counting 15c and up only, with the majority ranging from 17c 
to 43c). The lot rounds out a mix of mint and used back of 
the book material including special delivery, airmail, postage 
dues, etc, with a few stamps and sets cataloguing from $20 
to $50 and up. Online photos show a sampling of this rather 
large lot. We note some heavy hinging, along with a few hinge 
remnants with the early material, still a useful collection in 
fine to very fine condition.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $700

867 */** #50/1044 Valuable Collection of Mint Canada in a 
Lighthouse Hingeless Album, 1897-1984,  with the vast ma-
jority being never hinged, noting many sets and partial sets, 
with roughly 95% completion in period. Just a few of the bet-
ter items noted with Scott #s 50-59 (n.h., c.v. $3,592 total), 
81 (n.h., $300), 83 (n.h., $900), 91 (n.h., $800), 96-103 
(n.h., except 102 m.h., $2,104 total), and continues with mint 
never hinged complete sets of Admirals, Scrolls, Arch, Picto-
rials, War and Peace issues (including coil singles for most 
sets), along with a few better modern stamps noting 522pi, 
525pi ($400 total). The collection contains overprinted Offi-
cials ranging from O1-O29, along with selections of Special 
Delivery, War Tax, Postage Dues, and Airmails. Online photos 
show a sampling of this high cataloguing collection. We note a 
few stamps have been regummed, with overall centering fine 
to very fine or better.

 .......................................................................Estimate $2,000

868	 8/*/** #50/262 Collection / Accumulation of Mint and 
Used Canada Singles, Blocks, and Larger Multiples, 1897-
1940s, with many hundreds of stamps, housed in two Lind-
ner albums. We note mint and or used singles, blocks and 
larger multiples for most issues, with better representation 
from the 1920s to 1940s issues. A spot check indicated just 
a few of the better items with Scott #s 50 (used, $110), 53 
pair (n.h., $150 total), 151 (x7, n.h., $350 total), 158 (x8, 
used, $520 total), 159 (x25, used, $2,000 total, including a 
block of 12), 177 (x18, used, $495 total), 226 (x5. n.h., $187 
total), 227 block of 4 (n.h., $330 total), 244 pair (n.h., $100 
total), 245 pair (n.h., $220 total), 262 $1 Destroyer (x180 
used, $1,350 total, noting several blocks of 8, 12, and 18). 
The collection also includes a few coil strips, and varieties 
(identified by the owner), including 192i broken “E” in a block 
of 8 and 208ii scarface in a block of 4. Online photos show a 
sampling. We note a few small faults on a few stamps, overall 
a nice interesting collection, fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

869	 8 #51/84 Used Collections of Jubilees, Leafs and Numer-
als, with each issue filling its own quadrille page, the Jubilee 
page includes mostly nicely cancelled 1c to 3c values (incl. 
R.P.O., squared circle, flag, etc.) plus a 10c. The Leaf issue is 
complete to the 10c, with up to three copies of some values, 
and includes both the Leaf and Numeral surcharges, and the 
Numeral issue is also complete to the 20c, with shades, pa-
pers and duplication. A very clean collection with many very 
fine stamps.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

870 */** #51/1113 Mint Canada Collection in a Scott Album, 
1897 to 1986, mostly lightly hinged up to and including the 
Admirals and mostly never hinged afterwards. Starts off with 
the Jubilee issue (1c to 5c, 8c, 10c), followed by Leafs and 
Numerals (total of 12 stamps), a few Edwards and Maps, then 
a set of the Québecs (missing the 7c), Admirals (16 stamps 
total), then about 95% complete until the end, including com-
plete sets, coil pairs and many nice items such as a very fine 
50c Bluenose and $1 Parliament, complete Scroll, Arch, War, 
etc. Back of the book includes complete Airmails, a few Spe-
cial Delivery and Dues as well as a good selection of Officials. 
Overall quality is quite nice, with centering ranging from fine 
to very fine, see pictures for just a few of the better pages.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $800

871 */** #66/76 Group of Queen Victoria Leaf and Numeral 
Mint Blocks of Four, with the Leaf issue (½c and 3c) and Nu-
meral Issue (½c in four blocks plus the 2c purple). All blocks 
are fresh and have a light hinge mark on the top two stamps, 
bottom stamps all never hinged, and centering varies from 
fine to very fine (for example Scott 69, c.v. $690).

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,395
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872 */** #74/294 Dealer Stock Of Mint Canada in 102 cards 
and Stock Pages, 1898-1950, with many hundreds of 
stamps, neatly organized in a few hundred 102 cards, and in 
a 3-ring stockbook. A spot check indicated the majority of ma-
terial ranges from the Admirals to 1950, including coils, and 
a small selection of back of the book material. Roughly 90% 
of the cards have been identified with Unitrade numbers, and 
roughly 50% of the cards have retail prices, generally rang-
ing from $5 to $25 and up, with strength in 1930s issues 
onward. Online photos show a sampling and an overview. The 
majority of material has been identified as mint hinged, with 
the majority of never hinged material post-1940. Duplication 
generally ranges from 3-5 stamps per card post-1930. Overall 
fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

873 */** #104- Collection of 219 Different Mint Blocks of Four, 
all displayed on black stock sheets, with Admirals (11 diff.), 
Medallion (complete), Silver Jubilee (complete), and much 
of what was issued from then until the late 1960s. Noted a 
matched set of plate blocks of the 2c New Brunswick issue, 
etc. A spot check revealed only a few hinged, looks mostly 
never hinged and fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

874 */** #141-148 Group of Mint Multiples of the 1927 Con-
federation and Historical Issues, with all values represented 
for both sets, in various sized blocks of four or larger, strips, 
etc. All of the stamps are quite fresh and very lightly hinged 
onto pages in one or more places, leaving many more NH 
than hinged, and there are a number of blocks that have 
sheet margins (often where they are hinged). Overall fine to 
very fine, and we counted the sets as #s 141-145 at $1,819 
and 146-148 at $1,763. All pages scanned online.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$3,582

875 */** #184-227, 109 Valuable Group of King George V Era 
Mint Blocks, Plate Blocks and Multiples, with 20 different 
issues between #s 109, plus 184 and 227, including variet-
ies such as some NH “broken X” varieties, a block with the 
“broken E”, as well as high values such as for example #s 190 
(24x NH), 203 (18x NH), 226 (6x NH), 227 (6x NH), etc. These 
are present in either blocks of four or larger, including many 
plate blocks and a few strips. Most of the blocks are lightly 
hinged on one or two stamps only, leaving the majority never 
hinged, with some items hinged in the selvedge only, leaving 
all stamps NH. A fresh group from an old time estate, overall 
fine to very fine and all pictured online.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$6,592

876	 8 #190/244 Lovely Collection / Accumulation of Used 
Canada, 1931-1938, with most of the issues in period, incl. 
back of the book, presented in 21 manila stock pages, with 
duplication of up to a few dozen of some. This collector as-
sembled the nicest examples of used stamps he could find, 
with most being cancelled with socked on the nose c.d.s. 
postmarks and most also being very fine centered. A nice, 
clean group which would be difficult to duplicate. See online 
pictures for a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

877 */** #190/271 Stock of Mint Never Hinged Issues from 
1931 to 1946, all laid out chronologically in a stockbook, with 
one to several of many issues in the period, either in singles, 
pairs, blocks, a few plate blocks, etc. A good spot check re-
vealed that all stamps are never hinged, and we note that 
most are very fine centered as well. Also includes the 1927 
#141-145 in blocks of four, with the top two stamps hinged. A 
nice quality offering, only a few pages were scanned online.

 ...........................................................................Scott U$7,574

878 */** #205-206, 238-240 Group of Mint King George V 
Coils, with #s 205, 206, 238, 239 and 240, in strips of 4 to 
12, usually with one or two hinged stamps per strip. The 1c 
Medallion and the 1c Pictorial strips are all precancelled, but 
were counted as regular by Scott. Overall fine to many very 
fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$2,096

879 */** #231-315 Collection of King George VI Era Mint 
Blocks, Plate Blocks and Coil Strips, appears complete be-
tween Scott #s 231 and 315, neatly mounted on 60 album 
pages, plus some in stock sheets, these are present in either 
blocks of four or larger, including several plate blocks, some 
booklet panes and large strips of coils. Most of the items are 
lightly hinged on one or two stamps (sometimes in the margin 
only), leaving the majority never hinged. Includes a block of # 
MR4. A fresh group from an old time estate, overall very fine 
and online pictures only show a few of the pages.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

880 ** #252/903 Dealer Stock of Mint Never Hinged Canada, 
1940s-1980s, with a few thousand stamps, including singles, 
several hundred plate blocks, and more, neatly organized in 
eleven 3-ring small dealer stock books, and loose material in 
hundreds of 102 cards and glassines. The majority of materi-
al ranges from the 1950s to the 1970s, with singles and plate 
blocks for most issues. Face value totals $645 (counting 10c 
up to $2 only). We estimate at least $100 to $200 of addition-
al face value considering the number of lower denominations. 
Duplication up to 10 for most issues. Online photos show a 
sampling and overview, clean and very fine.

 ................................................................................. Face $645

881 ** #274/699 Accumulation of Mint Never Hinged Canada, 
1949-1976, with many hundreds of stamps, in roughly 75 
Vario-style stock pages, housed in two binders. A spot check 
of material indicated a few stamps, coil pairs and strips (not-
ing War and Cameo issues), cataloguing $10 and up. We esti-
mate face value in excess of $150, with a large number of low 
denominations up to $2. Duplication up to 5 for most issues. 
Clean and very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

882 */** #315/559 Large Collection of Queen Elizabeth II Era 
Mint Blocks and Plate Blocks, appears close to complete for 
regular issues between Scott #s 315 and 559, neatly mount-
ed on 86 album pages. These are present in either blocks 
of four or larger, including several plate blocks. Most of the 
items are lightly hinged on one or two stamps only (some-
times in the margin only), leaving the majority never hinged. 
A fresh group from an old time estate, overall very fine and 
online pictures only show a few of the pages.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400

883 ** #469/592 Collection of Mint Never Hinged Complete 
Sheets, 1967 to 1974, all neatly stored in 4 sheet files, with 
a very little duplication of some and with a few paper varieties 
and better issues. Includes owner’s inventory, and Unitrade 
catalogue value, very fine.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $4,132

884 ** #2244ii//2360i Specialized Group of 216 Coil Strips of 
4, 2007-2010, on 12 homemade pages in hingeless mounts, 
ranging from Unitrade #2244ii to 2360i noting starting, end-
ing, and gutter strips with inscriptions, noting some strips cat-
aloguing $10 and up. 2022 Unitrade catalogue value for the 
lot totals $2,937. Face value totals $1,022, with denomina-
tions ranging from “P” stamps to $1.70, which should appeal 
to postage users or resellers. Duplication up to 6 per strip. All 
pages photographed online. Clean and very fine.

 ..............................................................................Face $1,022
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885 ** #2426ii/2566ii Specialized Group of 216 Coil Strips of 
4, 2011-2012, on 7 homemade pages in hingeless mounts, 
ranging from Unitrade #2426ii to 2566ii noting starting, end-
ing, and gutter strips with inscriptions, with some strips cata-
loguing $10 and up, and includes #2426iii uncut press panel 
of 100 (c.v. $180). Face value totals $1,028, with the vast 
majority being “P” stamps up to $1.75, which should appeal 
to postage users or resellers. All pages photographed online. 
Clean and very fine.

 ..............................................................................Face $1,028

886 ** #2606i/2785 Specialized Group of 133 Coil Strips of 
4, 2013-2014, on 9 homemade pages in hingeless mounts, 
ranging from Unitrade #2606i to 2785 noting starting, end-
ing, and gutter strips with inscriptions, with some strips cata-
loguing $10 and up. Face value totals $567, with denomina-
tions ranging from 63c to $2.50, including many “P” stamps, 
counted at 92c each. First seven pages photographed online. 
Clean and very fine.

 ................................................................................. Face $567

887 ** #BK47/BK713A Collection of 262 Mint Booklets, 1953-
2019, in black stock sheets in a deluxe Safe album. The run 
covers most of the definitive issues in the period, along with 
various commemorative issues. We saw a little duplication in 
the more recent years in this overall very fine or better collec-
tion, with face value of $1,130 (includes 340x “P” stamps, 
valued at 92c each). Photos show an overview only.

 ..............................................................................Face $1,130

Canada Plate Block Collections

888 ** Collection of Roughly 600 Matched Set Inscription 
Corner Blocks in Sealed Packages, 1979-2011, loose in a 
box, from a collector who appeared to have a standing order 
from the Philatelic Service. We estimate over 98% of the plate 
blocks are still sealed, and includes a run of plate numbers 
for some definitive issues. Just a few of the better matched 
sets include Unitrade #s 977 (c.v. $250 total), 1183 (pl 1, 
$200 total), 1378 ($200 total). Face value for the collection 
totals $4,497 (counting 15c up to $5 only, with the vast ma-
jority ranging from 34c up to 59c). The lot also includes sev-
eral denominations 90c and up, including 192x “P” stamps 
counted at 92c each. Online photos show a sampling and an 
overview. A clean lot that will definitely satisfy collectors, deal-
ers looking for stock, postage users and resellers. Very fine.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $4,497

889 ** Red Box Full of Plate Block Matched Sets of Four Cor-
ners, with 285 sets ranging from #s 274/1126, with some 
items present in different plate numbers, better items noted, 
such as #s 601 ($110 for the set), 648ii (Bileski $100 for 
the set), J32A ($400 for the set), 926A ($80 for the set) and 
more. This lot has a high face value and is accompanied by 
the owner’s inventory, very fine.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $4,292

890 ** Collection / Accumulation of Mint Never Hinged Plate 
Blocks, 1950s-1990s, with many of hundreds of plate blocks 
in a stockbook and on album pages in a binder. The lot pri-
marily consists of upper left or upper right plate blocks, in-
cluding a few with runs of plate numbers, noting a few better 
with #s 411 $1 Export (U.L., c.v. $90), 1250ii Regiments (U.L., 
$250), along with a few plate blocks cataloguing $25 to $40 
and up. Face value totals $1,026 (counting 15c and up only, 
noting the majority in the 17c to 45c range). The lot also in-
cludes an accumulation mint never hinged singles from the 
1950s onward in a stockbook. Online photos show a sam-
pling. A nice clean lot for the plate block collector, dealer, and 
postage users. Very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

891 ** Collection of Mint Canada Plate Blocks in Glassines, 
1940s-1980s, with several hundred plate blocks, including 
a few matched sets, organized by Unitrade number in roughly 
250 glassines. A spot check indicated roughly 50 government 
overprinted Official plate blocks, including O38 matched set 
(n.h., pl. 2), and roughly 30 Newfoundland plate blocks from 
the 1940s. The balance of the lot contains plate blocks from 
Unitrade #500/996, with owner’s face value count totaling 
$588, and owner’s retail prices totaling $4,028. Online pho-
tos show a sampling and overview. A useful group, fine to very 
fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

892 ** Valuable Collection of Mint Centennial Plate Blocks 
in Glassines, with a few hundred plate blocks, including 
matched sets, in roughly 120 glassines. A spot check of ma-
terial indicated just a few better items with #s 460ii (x4, c.v. 
$360 total), 463ii matched set ($400 total), 463iv matched 
set (pl. 3, $400 total), 463vi matched set ($1,200 total), 
465ii matched set (x3, $1,500 total), 465ai matched set 
(x2, $680 total), 465aiii matched set ($500 total), 465bi 
matched set ($500 total), along with a few plate blocks and 
matched sets cataloguing $20 to $50 and up. Owner’s Uni-
trade catalogue value for the lot totals $8,875. Online photos 
show a sampling and an overview. A clean, valuable lot, ideal 
for collectors and dealers alike.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $8,875

893 ** Collection of Roughly 600 Different Plate Blocks, 
1950s-1980s, neatly arranged in three stockbooks, and in 
roughly 20 double sided Vario-style stock pages in a binder. 
Face value of the collection is $581 (counting 15c to $5 only). 
The lot includes 30x “P” stamps counted at 92c each, along 
with a few blocks with denominations $1 and up. Online pho-
tos show a sampling. We note the album has a faint tobacco 
odor, which does not affect the stamps. A useful lot, overall 
fine to very fine.

 ................................................................................. Face $581

894 ** Collection of Matched Set Plate Blocks in Four Lindner 
Albums, 1980s-1990s, with many hundreds of matched set 
plate blocks, with roughly 1,000 plate blocks in total, neatly 
organized in four Lindner albums. The stamps generally range 
from Unitrade #934/1657, with a face value totaling $1,787 
(counting 30c up to $5 only, with the vast majority ranging 
from 36c-45c, noting many denominations 70c and up). The 
lot also includes a small selection of singles and sheetlets. 
A clean lot, ideal for collectors, dealers, postage users and 
resellers.

 ..............................................................................Face $1,787

895 */** Collection of Roughly 550 Mint Canada Plate Blocks, 
1927-1983, with many matched sets, housed in an album, 
stockbook, with loose material. The collection generally 
ranges from Unitrade #141/977, along with a few back of the 
book plate blocks. Just a few of the better items include #s 
141 plate block of 8 (n.h., pl. A4, c.v. $67, counted as fine), 
144 plate block of 8 (n.h., pl. A1, $70, counted as fine), 241 
(x2, n.h., pl.1, UR, UL, $157 total), 294 plate block of 8 (n.h., 
$80, counted as plate block with 4 singles), along with a few 
plate blocks cataloguing from $20 to $40 and up. Face value 
of the modern plate blocks totals $219 (counting 15c up to 
$2 only). We estimated an additional $50 to $75 of face val-
ue with the lower denomination plate blocks. A clean lot with 
online photos showing a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300
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896 */** Collection of Mint Plate Blocks of the War and Peace 
Issue Period, with a good variety of issues, many are in 
matched sets of four (for example we noted a matched set 
of #272 the $1 Train Ferry), some issues are present with 
different plate numbers, etc. We counted 133 plate blocks of 
four in all, and a spot check of several issues revealed a mix 
of never hinged and lightly hinged. Overall nice quality lot, our 
scans show a sample of the pages.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $3,500

897 */** #143/499 Collection of Mint Canada Plate Blocks, 
1927-1969, with several hundred plate blocks, in glassines 
organized by Unitrade numbers, in a small box. A spot check 
of better plate blocks include #s 143 (m.h.), 171 (m.h., U.R.), 
241a (n.h., U.R.), 259 (m.h., U.L.), 260 (n.h., U.R.), 411 (n.h., 
U.L.), 465B (n.h., x2 matched sets), along with a few plate 
blocks cataloguing $20 and up, including runs of plate num-
bers for some definitive issues, tagging and paper types, etc. 
Owner’s retail pricing totals $5,460. Online photos show a 
sampling, overall, fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

898 ** #249/342 Collection of 280 Matched Sets of Plate 
Blocks, 1942-1954, with 1,120 plate blocks in total, with 
each set in a glassine, including runs of plate numbers for de-
finitive issues, noting 35 War issue sets, ranging from 1c-5c 
denominations (owner’s Unitrade c.v. totals $750), along with 
just a few of the better matched sets with Unitrade #s 287 
(pl. 11, $180), 294 (pl. 1, $200 total), 321 (pl. 1 and 2, $400 
total), 338 (pl. 9, $84 total), along with some matched sets 
cataloguing from $20 to $100 and up. Owner’s older Unitrade 
catalogue value totals $3540, with no premiums included for 
very fine centering. Online photos show an overview. Ideal for 
collectors or dealers looking for stock, clean and very fine.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $3,540

899 ** #252/711 Collection / Accumulation of Roughly 330 
Matched Plate Blocks, 1943-1977, with roughly 1,320 plate 
blocks in total, with each set in a glassine, including runs of 
plate numbers for definitive issues, noting just a few of the 
better matched sets with Unitrade #s 334 (pl.1, c.v. $100 to-
tal), 480i (x2, $100 total), 492 (x2, $200 total), 508p-511p 
(x2, $140 total), along with some matched sets cataloguing 
from $20 to $40 and up. Duplication generally ranges from 2 
to 5 and up for a few issues. Owner’s older Unitrade catalogue 
value totals $3,954 (owner’s inventory included in the lot). 
Online photos give a sample and an overview. Ideal for collec-
tors or dealers looking for stock, clean and very fine.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $3,954

900 ** #263/363 Collection of Mint Never Hinged Matched 
Sets in 8 Bileski Albums, 1946-1956, consisting of 255 
matched sets (1,020 plate blocks in total), including a selec-
tion of “G” overprint Official plate blocks, including runs of 
plate numbers for definitive issues. A spot check indicated 
better sets with Unitrade #s 334 (pl. 1, c.v. $200 total), 344 
(pl. 2, $144 total), O31 (pl.1, and pl. 2, $140 total), O38 (pl.1, 
$120 total), along with some sets ranging from $10 to $20 
and up. Online photos show a few matched sets. A nice lot 
collector’s or dealers alike, overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

901 ** #343/530 Collection / Accumulation of Roughly 250 
Matched Plate Blocks, 1954-1970, with roughly 1,000 plate 
blocks in total, with each set in a glassine, including runs of 
plate numbers for definitive issues, paper types, and tagging 
varieties, noting just a few of the better matched sets with 
Unitrade #s 397ii Hibrite paper (c.v. $192 total), 411 ($360 
total), 492 ($100 total), along with some matched sets cata-
loguing from $20 to $40 and up. Duplication generally ranges 
from 2 to 3 for a few issues. Owner’s older Unitrade catalogue 
value totals $3,970. Online photos give a sample and an over-
view. Ideal for collectors or dealers looking for stock, clean 
and very fine.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $3,970

902 ** #454/544 Extensive Collection of 128 Centennial 
Matched Sets of Plate Blocks, 1967-1973, with 512 plate 
blocks in total, with each set in a glassine, noting a complete 
set of regular Low and High value issues, including runs of 
plate numbers, along with many sets having different paper, 
tagging, gum and fluorescent types (all identified by the own-
er). Just a few of the highlights include with Unitrade #s 463ii 
(c.v. $400 total), 464ii ($400 total), 465ii ($500 total), 465p 
($200 total), 465Ai ($340 total), 465Aiii ($500 total), 465Bi 
(pl.1, $500 total), 465Biv ($500 total), along with some 
matched sets cataloguing from $20 to $100 and up. Owner’s 
older Unitrade catalogue value totals $7,520. Online photos 
show an overview. Ideal for collectors or dealers looking for 
stock, seldom offered so complete, clean and very fine.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $7,520

903 ** #455xx/460viii Group of 17 Centennial Precancel 
Matched Sets of Plate Blocks, with 68 plate blocks of low 
value issues in total, noting different paper, tagging, gum and 
fluorescent types (all identified by the owner). Owner’s older 
Unitrade value totals $1,040 (catalogued as single stamps 
only). Online photos show an overview. Ideal for collectors or 
dealers looking for stock, seldom offered so complete, clean 
and very fine.

 .......................................................................Unitrade $1,040

904 ** #531/899 Collection of Roughly 325 Matched Sets 
of Plate Blocks, 1970s-1980s, with each set in a glassine, 
including runs of plate numbers for definitive issues, along 
with some sets having different paper, tagging, gum and fluo-
rescent types (all identified by the owner). Face value totals 
$895, noting denominations primarily 10c up to $2. Online 
photos show an overview. Ideal for collectors, dealers, or post-
age users, clean and very fine.

 ................................................................................. Face $895

Canada Back of the Book Collections

905	 8/*/** Stockbook with Useful Mint and Used Back of the 
Book, noting several Officials (4 and 5 hole perfins, G and 
O.H.M.S. overprints) with mint and used, blocks of four, plate 
blocks, etc., followed by pages of mint and used Special De-
livery, Airmail, Officially Sealed, Registration, Postage Dues, 
etc. There are many NH throughout, with many high catalogue 
items, and the group is overall fine to very fine, with a high 
catalogue value. All pages scanned online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400

906	 8/*/** Mint and Used Back of the Book Collection in a 
Lighthouse Album, starts with a mint, then a used collection 
of Postage Dues (over 80% complete, with extras, including 
blocks of four), followed by a mint, then a used Registration 
stamp collection (with shades for both, including two mint 8c 
stamps). Then there is a complete mint, and close to complete 
used collection of Special Delivery (with three extra mint E1 
stamps with shades), mint OX1, OC3, OX4, followed by 16 first 
flight or airmail covers from the 1930s. The War Tax stamps 
are present also in mint (12 different stamps) and used (29 
stamps plus a cover), the O.H.M.S. and G overprinted Officials 
are complete in mint and only missing a few less expensive G 
overprints in used (also includes extras such as blocks and 
plate blocks) and the O.H.M.S. perfins are present with 32 
used stamps (plus some private perfins). There is also a valu-
able Semi-Official Airmail section consisting of 21 singles, a 
pair and two blocks of four of various issues, plus 3 covers. 
Last but not least are two pages of British Columbia courier 
stamps (x18 diff.) and 13 pages of stationery cut squares. 
Nice overall quality, the mint have not all been checked but 
we did see some NH. Online photos only show a small portion 
of the collection.

 .......................................................................Estimate $2,000
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BNA Collections

907	 8/* Group of 90 BNA Mint Issues in 6 Hingeless Album 
Pages, along with a few used stamps, starting with Unitrade 
#s British Columbia 2 (used, c.v. $240), 7 (m.h., $250), 8 
(m.h., $160); New Brunswick 6-11 (with duplication up to 6 
per issue, with shades), Prince Edward Island 1 (used and 
sound, $350), 2 (m.h., sound with part o.g., $2,500), 3 (used, 
pin hole only), along with 4-16 (m.h., a few with very fine cen-
tering, $487 total); Nova Scotia 9-10, 11-13 with mint hinged 
singles, pairs, and blocks of 4. A tidy group from this popular 
collecting area. All pages photographed online. Fine to very 
fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400

908	 8/*/** Mint and Used BNA Collection in a Lighthouse 
Album, starting with a nice Newfoundland used collection 
which is well on its way to completion, followed by British 
Columbia with 7 stamps, Prince Edward Island has 22 mint 
stamps and 12 used stamps, New Brunswick is present with 
11 mint stamps and 7 used, and Nova Scotia includes 14 
mint stamps (incl. a mint 5c) plus 13 used. An overall nice 
quality collection, noting many very fine stamps, some socked 
on the nose town postmarks (mostly in NL), etc. Our online 
photos only show a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $750

909	 8/*/** Dealer Stock of Mint and Used BNA, each item 
(singles, blocks, imperforates, etc.) neatly displayed and iden-
tified in stockbook pages, with BC (x1, c.v. $160), NB (x22, 
c.v. $716), NS (x20, c.v. $434) and PEI (x107, c.v. $2,592). 
There is a mix of mint and used, plus some unused, with a 
few paper varieties and imperforate singles, etc. A few stamps 
with faults were not counted in our total, which is approxi-
mate, all pages are scanned online.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$3,902

910 Collection of BNA Forgeries, with 28 stamps on a black 
stock sheet, noting PEI (x1), NL (8), NB (x3, NS (x9, including 
a block of four of the 3d) and BC (x7). We note material from 
different forgers, with a mix of mint and used and a couple of 
small faults, still an overall fine to very fine group. All stamps 
scanned online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

Newfoundland Collections

911 ** Group of Mint Never Hinged Blocks, Plate Blocks and 
Multiples, with 11 different blocks and corner blocks, 4 dif-
ferent plate blocks (no premium added for plate inscriptions), 
a booklet pane of four (186b), two large blocks of the 1c 
King James I issue (87a block of 20 and 87b block of 24, 
unchecked for varieties) and an upper right corner block of 
10 of #238 (with the 4 major re-entries, counted as regular 
stamps only). Overall fine to very fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,037

912	 8/*/** Collection / Accumulation of Mint and Used New-
foundland, 1868-1947, with roughly 300 stamps, in roughly 
20 Minkus hingeless album pages and a few manila stock 
pages. The lot begins with a mint and used collection con-
taining 130 stamps, ranging from Scott #32/270, including 
#s 183-199 (m.h., c.v. $91 total), 233-243 (n.h., $64 total), 
along with stamps and a few sets cataloguing from $10 to 
$40. The lot rounds out with an accumulation of roughly 170 
used stamps, ranging from the 1880s onward, and roughly 
20 mint and used provinces, including New Brunswick 6-11 
(m.h., $305 total). Online photos show a sampling. We note a 
few early mint stamps with no gum. Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

913	 8/*/** Valuable Collection of Mint and Used Newfound-
land, 1857-1947, in 27 hingeless album pages (we estimate 
roughly 95% completeness for regular issues only), along with 
a few pages of mint and used BNA stamps. The collection 
begins with 19 Pence issues, mint unless otherwise noted 
with Scott #s 1, 3, 5, 8 (used, 0 margins), 11, 12A, 13 (used, 
faults), 15A (x2), 18 (x2), 20. 20ii, 21 (x3), 22, 23, and First 
Cents #s 25-26 (used), 28-29, 31 (x2). The collection contin-
ues with mint and used stamps and sets, complete for regular 
issues from 1868 to 1947, noting better mint stamps and 
sets with #s 32, 33, 59, 61-74, 87-103, 104-111, 118-126, 
128 just name a few. Mint back of the book material includes 
#s C2, C7-C12, C13-C17, C18, J1-J7. The lot concludes with 
roughly 45 BNA stamps on 5 hingeless pages with Scott #s 
British Columbia 2, 7, 8 (used); New Brunswick 1 (used, 0 
margins); Nova Scotia 1-4 (used, 0-2 margins, faults). All 
pages photographed online. We note small faults with some 
of the early issues, along with hinge remnants and a few with 
no gum. A virtually complete Newfoundland collection, overall 
fine to very fine.

 .......................................................................Estimate $2,000

914	 8/* Collection of Mint and Used Newfoundland, 1865-
1947, with roughly 250 stamps on 30 Minkus album pages, 
housed in a binder. A spot check indicated mint hinged Scott 
#s 28 (c.v. $85), 29 ($70), 30 ($250), 31 (x2, $150 total), 
32, 35, 36, 38 ($200), 44, 46, 48, 59, and continues with 
stamps and partial sets from 1897 onwards, with a spot 
check indicating catalogue values ranging from $10 and up. 
Online photos show the better pages. A spot check indicated 
mint stamps with gum, noting a few having heavy hinging, 
overall fine to very fine

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

915 (*)/*/** Group of 11 Different Imperforate Pairs, etc. with 
8 different imperforate pairs, one pair imperforate between, 
one imperforate block of four and one proof pair (not cata-
logued). Mix of hinged, never hinged and no gum (as issued), 
all very fine and pictured online.

 ....................................................................... Unitrade $3,012

916	 8/*/** Extensive Dealer Stock of Mint and Used New-
foundland, all neatly displayed in a thick stockbook, with 
about 38 pages of material, incl. good Pence (27 stamps, with 
a few mis-identified forgeries), followed by First Cents and so 
on to the end, noting booklet panes, imperforate pairs, reve-
nues, back of the book, shades, perforations, varieties, a few 
multiples (pairs, blocks), etc. Appears to be quite nice qual-
ity throughout, and evidently owned by a meticulous dealer. 
Ready to bring to your favourite stamp show or club, or to 
have stock ready for online sales. Huge catalogue value, with 
duplication of up to dozens of some, see our photos for an 
overview.

 ...................................................................... Estimate $1,250

917 */** #1/270 Mint Newfoundland Collection on Light-
house Hingeless Pages, with a selection of Pence issues (8 
diff. stamps, 13 total), then almost complete to the end, miss-
ing only the most expensive stamps, but still including many 
good sets and singles, including airmail and postage dues. 
Good overall quality and all catalogued as hinged only, but a 
quick spot check revealed a few NH here and there. Online 
photos show a sampling of the lot only.

 ........................................................................Scott U$11,990
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918	 8/* #1/270 Collection / Accumulation of Mint and Used 
Newfoundland, 1857-1937, with roughly 450 stamps in 40 
primarily hingeless album pages. The collection starts with 15 
different Pence issues (majority mint hinged, a few with no 
gum) with Scott #s 1, 3, 8, 11A, 12A, 15A, 17-18, 19, 19a, 
19b, 20-23, along with #s (mint unless noted) 24, 25-26 
(used, c.v. $725 total), 27-27a (used), 30 (used), 32, 32A, 33 
(no gum), 41 (x2), 43 (x3), 47, 59. The collection continues 
with mint and used stamps and, sets and partial sets, rang-
ing from 1897 to 1947, including #s 61-74 (c.v. $276 total), 
87-97 ($620 total), 98-103 ($422 total), 104-114 ($368 to-
tal), along with material cataloguing $20 to $50 and up. The 
collection also attempts to include shade varieties for a few 
issues, along with a few blocks, selections of back of the book 
material, used with clear town postmarks etc. A useful collec-
tion, with online photos showing a sample. A spot check indi-
cated mint hinged stamps, with a few having hinge remnants 
or no gum, still fine to better.

 .......................................................................Estimate $2,000

919	 8/* #3/270 Large Collection / Accumulation of Mint and 
Used Newfoundland in a Crown Springback Album, 1857-
1947, with a few thousand stamps, with mint and or used 
singles, sets, and partial sets, neatly organized on roughly 
70 quadrille pages. The collection begins with a few mint and 
used imperforate stamps. noting #s 3 (used), 11A pair (m.h.), 
12A (m.h.), 23 (m.h.), and continues with mint and used ac-
cumulations up to 1897, with mint and or used sets and ac-
cumulations post-1897, including airmail issues. A cursory 
check indicated just a few of the better stamps with #s 26 
(used, $275), 28-29 (m.h., $155 total), 31 (m.h. $75), 33 
(used, $190), 35 (x4, m.h., $150 total), 37-38 (m.h., $350 
total), 46 (m.h., $75), 48 (x8, 2 n.h., $405 total), 51 (m.h. 
$80 total), 54 (m.h., $225), 55 (m.h., $75), 57 (m.h., $80), 
58 (x30, 9 n.h., $564 total), 59 (x4, 2 n.h., $410 total), 61-
74 (m.h., $331 total), 61-74 (used, $202 total), 78-85 (m.h. 
$156 total), 87-97 (m.h., $620 total), 104-114 (m.h. $368 
total), 115-126 (used, $215 total), 115-126 (m.h., $293 to-
tal), 131-144 (m.h., $187 total), 163-171 (m.h. $148 total), 
212-225 (m.h., $160 total), C2a (m.h., $240), C6-C11 (m.h., 
$252 total), C12 (m.h., $275), C13-C17 (m.h., $175 total), 
C18 Gen. Balbo Flight (n.h., $325), along with many singles, 
sets, and partial sets, cataloguing $20 to $50 and up. We 
note crisp colours throughout, that collectors or dealers will 
appreciate. Postmark interest includes a few c.d.s. and bro-
ken circle town cancels, with the majority of material lightly 
hinged, and a few with hinge remnants, with a spot check 
indicating a few no gum mint stamps pre-1897. Duplication 
generally range from 2 to 5 for mint and or used stamps for 
pre-1897 material, with duplication generally ranging from 5 
to 10 (higher for a few issues), for post-1897 material. A nice 
lot for specialists, collectors, and dealers looking for stock. 
Online photos show a sampling.

 ...................................................................... Estimate $1,500

920	 8/*/** #44/270 Collection of Mint and Used Newfound-
land Blocks and Multiples, all displayed on 57 quadrille pag-
es, starting in the 1890s and well represented until the end, 
with some duplication as well as some varieties, such as “fish 
hook”, “watermarked next to unwatermarked”, many Scott 
87 with “NFW” (counted) and “JAMRS” (not counted), sev-
eral shades, etc. The great majority are presented in blocks 
of four, with several being larger, several with sheet margins, 
and near the end turns into mostly corner blocks. Includes 
some complete sets, as well as a basic set of postage dues 
as well. We counted 270 mint blocks (with a Scott value of 
just over $17,200) plus another 162 used blocks. Catalogue 
value for the mint was for hinged or never hinged, with most 
blocks having two and two, and where it is not the case there 
is a small pencil note. Two early blocks (Scott 28 and 41) were 
not counted because of small toning spots, as well as 5 or 6 
other blocks that had no gum (mostly Scott 82). Overall fine to 
very fine, and we note that the hinges used are of good qual-
ity, many times leaving only a little trace. Photos only show a 
portion of the collection.

 .......................................................................Estimate $2,500

921 */** #48, 49, 54 Three Early Mint Plate Inscription Mul-
tiples, with #s 48 (vertical strip of four with full inscription at 
left, never hinged), 49 (horizontal strip of four with full inscrip-
tion at bottom, hinged with natural gum bend) and 54 (block 
of four with part inscription at top, rejoined vertically). A fine 
and attractive trio.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

922	 8/* #48/270 Group of Mint and Used Newfoundland in 
102 Cards, 1885-1947, with a few hundred stamps, with the 
majority of cards organized by Unitrade numbers, along with 
owner’s retail pricing. The majority of material is mint hinged 
from 1910 onwards, with retail pricing generally ranging from 
$5 to $30 and up, noting Trail of the Caribou and Pictorial 
issues. Duplication is minimal, with one stamp per card up to 
1940, with 3-5 stamps per card for some issues post-1940. 
Online photos show a sampling and an overview. A few small 
faults noted on a few of the cards, overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

923 (*)/* #132b/215a Group of Four Imperforate Issue Multi-
ples, with #s 132b (mint hinged left sheet margin pair), 186iii 
(unused block of four), 193a (unused upper left corner block 
of four) and 215a (unused block of four). A very fine group.

 ...........................................................................Unitrade $800

Face Value Postage Lots

924 ** Accumulation of Useful Mint Never Hinged Material, 
1953-1990s, with singles, blocks, plate blocks, souvenir 
sheets, sheetlets, and annual collections, house in two bind-
ers, albums pages, with loose material. Face value totals 
$564 (counting 10c up to $5 only, with the majority of mate-
rial ranging from 17c to 36c), with annual collections for years 
1977-1978, 1980, 1982-1983, 1986-1988. Online photos 
show a sampling. Clean and very fine.

 ................................................................................. Face $564

925 ** Large Accumulation of Face Value Postage, 1980s-
2000s, with many hundreds of plate blocks, along with sin-
gles, blocks, booklets, souvenir sheets, and sheetlets. The 
owner appears to have had a standing order with the Philatel-
ic Services, as there are typically two plate blocks per issue, 
with many items still in the original glassine. Face value totals 
$1,690 (counting 30c up to $8 only, with the vast majority 
in the 40c to 50c range). Online photos show an overview. 
A clean lot, serviceable for the collector, postage user, or re-
seller.

 ..............................................................................Face $1,690

We are always seeking nice material for our 
sales.  Please contact us to discuss your 
consignments to our future auctions.

consign@sparks-auctions.com
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926 ** Large Accumulation of Mint Never Hinged 
Canada,1970s-2020, with a few thousand stamps including 
several hundred blocks and plate blocks, roughly 80 com-
plete booklets, along with 16 quarterly packs, several souve-
nir sheets and sheetlets, and annual collections from years 
1977-1979, 1983, 1985-1988. Face value totals $1,861 
(counting 15c up to $8, with the vast majority ranging from 
30c to 50c, with many higher denomination stamps). Online 
photos show an overview. A clean lot, ideal for collectors, 
dealers, postage users or resellers.

 ..............................................................................Face $1,861

927 ** Accumulation of Mint Never Hinged Postage, with sin-
gles, blocks, souvenir sheets and sheetlets, accumulated 
in plastic bags, glassines etc. The lot also includes a few 
quarterly packs and four annual collections from years 1976-
1977, 1979-1980. Face value totals $893 (counted by the 
owner), noting the majority of stamps appear to range from 
17c to 38c, along with higher denominations. A useful group 
for the postage user or reseller. Clean and very fine, with a 
photo showing an overview.

 ................................................................................. Face $893

928 ** Group of Quarterly Packs, Complete From Years 2008 
to 2017, including a duplicated pack from 2012. All sealed, 
noting there will also be additional value because of the rising 
value of ‘P’ stamps, as our total is based on the issue prices 
of ‘P’ stamps at the time. Outer packaging is clean and very 
fine.

 ..............................................................................Face $1,099

929 ** Large Accumulation of Modern Face Value Postage, 
1999-2017, mostly loose in a box, along with 3 binders of ma-
terial. The lot consists of several hundreds of souvenir sheets, 
sheetlets, booklets, and a few plate blocks, with some still 
sealed in original packaging. Face value totals $2,355 (count-
ing 46c and up to $8). The overwhelming majority of stamps 
range from 90c and up, including 1,076x “P” stamps counted 
at 92c each, along with many denominations $2 and up. Du-
plication up to 3 for a few issues with online photos show a 
sampling of this large clean lot. Ideal for collectors, dealers, 
postage users and resellers. Very Fine.

 ..............................................................................Face $2,355

930 ** Collection of Roughly 450 Complete Booklets, 1980s-
2009, in a box, with each booklet in a glassine and identified 
using Unitrade numbers by the owner. We estimate roughly 
425 different booklets, as duplication occurs infrequently 
(2-3 booklets for a few issues). Face value totals $2,776 
(counting 32c and up, with the majority ranging from 32c to 
59c). The lot includes a good number of denominations over 
90c including 918x “P” stamps, counted at 92c each, along 
with denominations over $1. The lot also includes an addi-
tional 100 booklets from the 1970s (not included in our lot 
count or for face value). Online photos show a small sample 
and an overview. A clean lot, which should appeal to collec-
tors, dealers looking for stock, postage users or resellers. 
Very fine.

 ..............................................................................Face $2,776

931 ** Group of Roughly 110 Quarterly and Semi-Annual Packs, 
1980s-2012, with roughly 80 quarterly packs from the 1990s 
onward, noting complete years from 1992-1993, 1995-2001, 
2004-2012. The balance of the group contains quarterly and 
semi-annual packs, generally from the 1980s, with a few from 
the 1970s. Face value totals $1,262. All sealed, noting there 
will also be additional value because of the rising value of ‘P’ 
stamps, as our total is based on the issue prices of ‘P’ stamps 
at the time. Clean and very fine.

 ..............................................................................Face $1,262

932 ** Accumulation of Mint Never Hinged Material in Glass-
ines, 1978-1990s, loose in a box, with roughly 400 glassines, 
all identified with Unitrade numbers by the owner. We note 
singles, blocks, plate blocks, sets etc, with duplication up to 
3 for some issues. We estimate $600 of face value ($1.50 of 
face per glassine), with the majority of stamps ranging from 
17c to 45c, along with denominations from $1 to $8, leading 
to the possibility of a much higher face value total than our 
estimate. Online photos show an overview. A clean lot, that is 
easily worth our conservative estimate.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

933 ** Collection of Mint Never Hinged Sheets and Souvenir 
Sheets, 1978-2010s, with roughly 150 different sheets and 
a few hundred souvenir sheets and sheetlets, housed in two 
binders and loose material. A spot check noted just a few of 
the more interesting sheets including Unitrade #s 1362 (with 
12 gutter pairs of #1362i, c.v. $60 total for these), 1682 (with 
12 gutter pairs of #1682i), c.v. $48 total for these), along with 
$1 and $2 denomination sheets, set of Art series sheets and 
Millennium sheetlets. Face value totals $2,252 (counting 17c 
and up only, with the majority of stamps ranging from 30c to 
50c). The lot also includes higher value denominations, in-
cluding 181x “P” stamps, counted at 92c each, along with 
some sheets with denominations 95c and up. Online photos 
show a sampling. Ideal for the sheet collector, dealer, postage 
user and reseller. Clean and very fine.

 ..............................................................................Face $2,252

934 ** Accumulation of Mint Never Hinged Face Value Mate-
rial, 1979-1991, with a few hundred matched sets of plate 
blocks (sealed in original Canada Post packaging), generally 
ranging from Unitrade #813/1137, along with booklets, com-
plete sheets, souvenir sheets, semi-annual packs, and 17 
annual collections from years 1978, 1979 (x2), 1980 (x2), 
1983 (x3), 1984 (x3), 1985 (x3), 1986 (x3). Face value totals 
$1,713 (counting 15c and up, with the vast majority ranging 
from 30c up to 40c). Online photos show an overview. Clean 
and useful for the collector, dealer, postage user or reseller. 
Very fine.

 ..............................................................................Face $1,713

935 ** Collection of Mint Never Hinged Canada in 5 Stock-
books, 1997-2015, with many hundreds of single stamps, 
along with selections of souvenir sheets, sheetlets, and 
booklets, generally ranging from Unitrade #1641/2838. Face 
value totals $1,546 (counting 40c and up, with the vast ma-
jority in the 45c to 57c range). The lot also includes higher 
denomination stamps with 602x “P” stamps counted at 92c 
each, along with denominations $1 and up. Online photos 
show a sampling. We note roughly 10% of the material has 
been stuck down with tape on the backs of stamps (mostly 
single stamps), and a few in the selvedge of souvenir sheets, 
and the backs of booklets. We estimate about $100 to $150 
of face value is affected by this condition, otherwise a clean 
group and good value for the postage user.

 ..............................................................................Face $1,546

936 ** Collection of Mint Never Hinged Stamps in 4 Binders, 
1980s-2020s, with a few thousand stamps in roughly 200 
Vario-style stock pages. We note primarily souvenir sheets 
and sheetlets, along with booklets, booklet panes, and coil 
strips. Face value totals $2,254 (counting 17c and up, with 
the vast majority ranging from 45c to 92c, noting 1,256x “P” 
stamps, counted at 92c each). The lot also include some de-
nominations $1 up to $5. Online photos show a sampling. 
Duplication up to 4 for a few souvenir sheets. A very clean lot, 
that will satisfy collectors, dealers, postage users and resell-
ers. Very fine.

 ..............................................................................Face $2,254
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937 ** Large Accumulation of Mint Never Hinged Material in 
10 Binders, with singles, blocks, plate blocks, booklets, sou-
venir sheets and sheetlets. The lot generally ranges from the 
1970s up to the early 2000s, with the inclusion of pre-1950 
material including $1 Parliament and $1 Champlain Monu-
ment. Face value totals $4,906 (counting 15c up to $8 only, 
with the vast majority of stamps ranging from 30c to 48c). 
The lot includes many denominations 75c and up, including 
sheets of $1, $2, and sheetlets of $8. We estimate an ad-
ditional $250 of face value taking into account the number 
of lower denominations. A nice lot for the collector, dealer, 
postage user, or reseller. Clean and very fine.

 ..............................................................................Face $4,906

938 ** Accumulation of Mint Never Hinged Stamps in 7 Stock-
books, 1950s-1980s, with a few thousand stamps, including 
souvenir sheets/ sheetlets, booklets and blocks. Face value 
totals $1,448 (counted by the owner, with stamps ranging 
from 1c to $5). The majority of face value appears to range 
from 17c to 32c. A clean offering.

 ..............................................................................Face $1,448

939 ** Accumulation of Mint Never Hinged Material, 1950s-
1990s, with a wide variety of material, including singles, 
pairs, blocks, souvenir sheets and sheetlets, along with a few 
coil rolls (noting “A” stamp), in three albums, two sheet files, 
and loose material. Owner’s face value is in excess of $1,300, 
with stamps ranging from 1c to $5, with the majority of face 
value appearing to range from 15c to 36c. Online photos 
show a sampling. Very fine.

 ..............................................................................Face $1,300

940 ** Accumulation of Mint Never Hinged Material, loose in a 
box, generally ranging from the 1970s to the 1990s, primar-
ily purchased through the Philatelic Service, noting singles, 
blocks, plate blocks, booklets, souvenir sheets, etc. Face 
value of the lot totals $1,829 (counting 15c up to $5 only, 
with the majority in the 30c to 45c range), including 70x “P” 
stamps counted at 92c each, along with some denominations 
$1 up to $5. Online photos show an overview. A useful lot for 
collectors, dealers, postage users and resellers. Very fine.

 ..............................................................................Face $1,829

941 ** Accumulation of Mint Never Hinged Postage, with sin-
gles, blocks, plate blocks, quarterly packs, and annual col-
lections, in three albums, 2 binders, and loose material. The 
material generally ranges from the 1970s to the 1980s, with 
a face value at $1,055 (counting 10c and up only, with the 
vast majority in the 17c to 30c range), including a few $1 and 
above denominations, along with annual collections for years 
1983-1984, 1988-1990. Useful postage lot, overall very fine.

 ..............................................................................Face $1,055

942 ** Lot of Sorted Postage, with the following values in sin-
gles, blocks, plate blocks, sheets, etc.: 37c (x 1,000), 17c 
(x 1,000), 15c (x 1,000), 14c (x 1,000), 12c (x 1,000), 10c 
(x 1,000), 8c (x 2,000), 7c (x 3,000), 6c (x 1,000), 5c (x 
92,365), 3c (x 2,000), 2c (x 1,000) and 1c (x 1,000). Includes 
several hundred full sheets and part sheets of 5c values (ie. 
#365-368 x 250 sheets, etc.).

 ..............................................................................Face $6,128

943 ** Collection / Accumulation of Mint Never Hinged Materi-
al in Four Lighthouse Albums, 1979-2011, neatly organized, 
with mostly plate blocks, including several matched sets, gen-
erally from the 1980s to the 1990s, along with singles, souve-
nir sheets, and sheetlets. Face value totals $1,461 (counting 
17c and up only, with the vast majority ranging from 30c to 
46c, including 72x “P” stamps, counted at 92c each). The 
lot also includes many stamps 50c and up, including $1 and 
more. The lot also includes a selection of used from the given 
years. Clean and useful for collectors, dealers, postage users 
and resellers.

 ..............................................................................Face $1,461

944 ** Accumulation of Mint Never Hinged Material, with many 
thousands of stamps, including singles, blocks, plate blocks, 
souvenir sheets, sheetlets, and booklets, housed in three 
stockbooks, three lighthouse albums with slipcases, with 
loose material. The material generally ranges from the 1950s 
up to the mid 2000s, with large accumulations of 1950s-
1960s issues, with plate blocks, souvenir sheets / sheetlets 
post 1980s. Face value for the lot totals $2,330 (counting 
15c and up only), with the likelihood of a few hundred dol-
lars more of face value from the lower denominations. A spot 
check indicated Unitrade #1250ii Regiments plate block (c.v. 
$250), leaving other potential finds to the dedicated collector. 
Online photos show a sampling and an overview. Overall fine 
to very fine.

 ..............................................................................Face $2,330

945 ** Large Lot of Mint Never Hinged Postage, with the major-
ity 45c to 49c values. Includes red box of plate blocks (iden-
tified and priced in dealer cards), several in matched sets 
(these 30c to 48c), a stack of booklets, as well as sheetlets 
and souvenir sheets. Some issues with heavy duplication 
such as 47c Trudeau souvenir sheet (x90), 48c Year of the 
Mountain souvenir sheet (x46), 48c Tulips souvenir sheet 
(x100), etc. Also a small stack of sheets, these mainly 8c era 
but we do note a full sheet of the $2 Kluane National Park, 
plate No. 3 sheet. A nice clean lot with useful values.

 ..............................................................................Face $5,196

946 ** #268/2786 Collection / Accumulation of Complete 
Sheets and Souvenir Sheets in 5 Deluxe Albums, 1946-
2014, with several hundred complete sheets, along with 
many hundred souvenir sheets and sheetlets. A spot check 
revealed a complete set of Art Series sheets, along with Mil-
lennium panes. Face value totals $4,373, noting the major-
ity of denominations are 45c and up, including a few hun-
dred “P” stamps, and many $1 denominations up to $8. 
Unchecked for better varieties, tagging, etc, with duplication 
up to 3 for complete sheets for some issues, and up to 5 for 
some souvenir sheets. Online photos show just a small sam-
pling of this otherwise large lot. Ideal for the sheet collector, 
dealer, postage user or reseller. Very fine.

 ..............................................................................Face $4,373

947 ** #BK158/BK373 Accumulation of Roughly 300 Com-
plete Booklets, 1993-2008, in roughly 70 Vario-style stock 
pages, housed in a thick binder, with material ranging from 
Unitrade #BK158 / BK373 including booklets containing 
definitive stamps with different paper and perforation types. 
Face value totals $2,148, with denominations ranging from 
43c onwards, noting many “P” stamps and denominations 
$1 and up. Duplication up to 5 for some booklets. A clean 
lot, ideal for the booklet collector, dealer, postage users and 
resellers. Very fine, with online photos showing a sampling.

 ..............................................................................Face $2,148

948 ** #BK374/BK616 Accumulation of Roughly 150 Com-
plete Booklets, 2006-2015, in roughly 42 Vario-style stock 
pages, housed in a binder, with material ranging from Unitrade 
#BK374 / BK616. Face value totals $2,016, with denomina-
tions ranging from 52c onwards, noting a good percentage of 
“P” stamps and denominations $1 and up. Duplication up to 
5 for some booklets. A clean lot, ideal for the booklet collec-
tor, dealer, postage users and resellers. Very fine, with online 
photos showing a sampling.

 ..............................................................................Face $2,016

Canada Annual Collections

949 ** Group of 14 Modern Annual Collections, 2000-2017, 
with years 2000 millennium collection, 2004-2005, 2007-
2017, along with three uncut press sheets from 2009-2011. 
Face value totals $846. Clean and very fine.

 ................................................................................. Face $846
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950 ** Group of 61 Annual Collections, 1977-2012, consisting 
of 54 mostly sealed annual collections from years 1977-1978, 
1979 (x2), 1980-1983, 1984 (x2), 1985, 1986 (x4, 2 hard-
bound), 1987 (x3, 1 hardbound), 1988 (x3, 1 hardbound), 
1989 (x3, 1 hardbound), 1990 (x2), 1991-1993, 1994 (x3), 
1995-1996, 1997 (x2), 1998-2012, along with 2000 Millen-
nium collection (x3). The lot also includes 7 annual collec-
tions with stamps only from 1980-1986. Clean and very fine.

 ..............................................................................Face $1,409

951 ** Group of 39 Sealed Annual Collections, complete from 
years 1979 to 2017. Face value totals $1,426. Very fine.

 ..............................................................................Face $1,426

952 ** Group of 25 Annual Collections, with years 1976, 1979 
(x2), 1980, 1982 (x2), 1983-1988, 1989 (x2), 1990 (x3), 
1993, 1994 (x2), 1996, 2005, along with 2000 Millennium 
Collection (x3). We note many of the collections are still 
sealed in original packaging. Face value totals $553, clean 
and very fine.

 ................................................................................. Face $553

953 ** Group of 23 Annual Collections, with years 1974-1993, 
2002-2003, plus the 2000 Millennium collection. Face value 
totals $425. Clean and very fine.

 ................................................................................. Face $425

954 ** Group of 54 Annual Collections, with years 1975-1977, 
1978 (x3), 1979-1981, 1982 (x2), 1983-1984, 1985 (x2), 
1986-2022, along with 2000 Millennium Collection (x2). 
Face value totals $1,819. Clean and very fine.

 ..............................................................................Face $1,819

Canada Thematic Collections

955 ** Group of Roughly 120 Thematic Collections and Coin 
Sets, 1980s-2000s, with roughly 18 stamps and coin sets 
(many sterling silver coins), from the 1990s to the 2000s, 
originally retailing from $20 and up, with Unitrade #s: 76, 
81, 90, 92 (c.v. $175), 116 ($150), 121 ($175), 128, 130-
131, 133 ($200), 134, 141-142. 145-146, 147, 153-154. 
The balance of the collection contains roughly 110 thematic 
collections from the 1980s onward, many still sealed with 
retail pricing attached ranging from $3 to $12, including 
2045i-2048i ($200 total), and $8 Grizzly Bear pack ($145). 
We estimate a few hundred dollars in face value. Duplication 
up to 3 for a few thematic collections. Online photos show 
an overview. Clean and ideal for collectors and dealers alike. 
Very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400

956 ** Group of More Than 100 Canada Post Thematic Packs, 
consisting of largely unopened packs and featuring infre-
quently seen items like the “Our World” series, a complete 
run of Lunar New Year packs, several Millennium Collection 
items (the Collection, three different Keepsake tins, c.v. $180 
total), International Polar Year (c.v. $75), Engraved in Our 
Memory (c.v. $80) and all 6 volumes of Queen Elizabeth’s 
Diamond Jubilee Keepsake Folders (in the special folder for 
all 6, c.v. $76). We also noted the $2 Bear stamp and coin set 
(c.v. $40), RCMP stamp and coin set (c.v. $75), 2 of the Royal 
Wedding Philatelic/Numismatic covers (c.v. $135 total), and 
most other stamp-centric Thematic Packs from 1967 through 
1999. There is some duplication of the earlier items and the 
entire contents would be ideal for either a collector looking 
to fill gaps, or for dealers. Our photos provide a general over-
view of the two full cartons, plus a glimpse of the individual 
material, best seen in person to appreciate the breadth of the 
grouping.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

Canada Uncut Press Sheets
957 ** Group of 39 Uncut Press Sheets, 1998-2013, from 

1708ai to 2600ii. Some of the better items include Unitrade 
#s 2405i $10 Blue Whale (c.v. $400), 2540ai $2 Queen 
Elizabeth II Diamond Jubilee ($200), along with a few sheets 
cataloguing $100 and up, including a few signed. Duplica-
tion up to 3 for a few press sheets. Face value totals $1,223. 
Clean and very fine.

 ..............................................................................Face $1,223

Aden

958 * Collection of Roughly 145 Mint Aden, 1937-1959, neatly 
arranged on 9 quadrille pages. The collection appears to be 
complete from 1937 to 1951, and 95% complete up to 1959. 
We note a complete set of Scott #1-13 (c.v. $775 total), along 
with a few sets cataloguing from $20 to $35 and up. The lot 
also includes sets and partial sets from Kathiri State of Sei-
yun and Quaiti State of Shihr and Mukalla, with a few sets 
cataloguing $20 and up. Vibrant colours throughout, ideal for 
collectors and dealers alike, with all stamps photographed 
online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

Andorra (French)

959 */** #1/827 Virtually Complete Mint Collection of An-
dorra, French Administration, 1931-2020, neatly displayed 
in hingeless mounts, in a Lighthouse album, with slipcase. 
The collection is very nearly complete, with a range from Scott 
#1/827, along with postage dues ranging from J1-J62, and 
airmails ranging from C1-C8. Just a few highlights include #s 
1-22 (l.h., c.v. $1,170 total), 23-65A (m.h., $661 total), J9-
J15 (m.h., $546 total). Owner’s 2018 Scott catalogue value 
totals $5,652, but our observation is that this number has 
gone up by perhaps 20% in some cases. A spot check indi-
cated primarily lightly hinged stamps from 1931 up to 1975, 
with almost exclusively never hinged material post-1975. A 
very clean collection that will appeal to collectors, or dealers 
looking for stock. Very fine throughout, online photos show a 
sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $750

Andorra (Spanish)

960 */** #1/483 Virtually Complete Mint Collection of An-
dorra, Spanish Administration, 1928-2020, neatly displayed 
in hingeless mounts, in a Lighthouse album, with slipcase. 
The collection is very nearly complete, with a range from Scott 
#1/483, along with airmails ranging from C1-C4, and special 
delivery ranging from E1-E5. Just a few highlights include #s 
1-12 (m.h., c.v. $513 total), 31A (m.h., $750, accompanied 
with 2010 Philatelic Foundation certificate), along with 1927 
unissued Coat of Arms 12 blocks of 16 (ranging from 5c to 
10 peso denominations, owner paid $750 total), and a set of 
12 airmail stamps overprinted “FRANQUICIA DEL CONSELL” 
(c.v. $140 total). Owner’s 2018 Scott catalogue value totals 
$3,302, but our observation is that this number has gone 
up by perhaps 20% in some cases. A spot check indicated 
primarily lightly hinged stamps from 1928 up to 1972, with 
almost exclusively never hinged material post-1972. A very 
clean collection that will appeal to collectors, or dealers look-
ing for stock. Very fine throughout, online photos show a sam-
pling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500
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Antigua

961	 8/* Collection of Mint and Used Antigua, 1882-1977, with 
roughly 475 stamps in 46 album pages, housed in a binder. 
The collection predominately consists of mint hinged singles, 
sets, and partial sets throughout, with used material gener-
ally occurring post-1950. A spot check indicated #s 21-30 
(m.h., c.v. $388 total), 42-57 (m.h., $261 total), 67-75 (m.h., 
$137 total), along with sets and partial sets cataloguing $20 
to $60 and up. The collection includes a selection of stamps 
from Barbuda ranging from the 1960s-1970s. Owner’s 2020 
Scott catalogue value for the collection totals $1,434 (in-
cludes owner’s identification and catalogue values for most 
of the album pages). Online photos show the first 5 pages 
only, overall fine to very fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,434

962 8/* #21/133 Collection of Primarily Mint Antigua on 
9 Quadrille Pages, 1903-1963, with roughly 125 different 
stamps, including a few used issues found within, ranging 
from Scott #21/133. Just a few of the better mint stamps 
and sets include #s 21-30 (c.v. $388 total), 31-38 ($195 to-
tal), 42-57 ($261 total), 67-76 ($262 total), along with a few 
stamps and a few sets cataloguing from $20 to $80 and up, 
including #41 (m.h., $100), and #22 with SPECIMEN over-
print. A nice lot for collectors and dealers alike, noting fresh, 
crisp colours throughout. The majority of stamps are lightly 
hinged, along with a few stamps having hinge remnants. On-
line photos show the better pages.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

Ascension

963 * Collection of Mint Ascension, Complete from 1922-
1949, neatly arranged on 6 quadrille pages, and appearing 
complete from Scott #1 to #60, noting better sets with #s 
1-9 (c.v. $438 total), 10-21 ($436 total), 23-32 ($161 total), 
40-49 ($202 total). We note fresh colours throughout, with 
the majority of stamps lightly hinged, noting a few with hinge 
remnants. All stamps photographed online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

964	 8/* Collection of Mint and Used Ascension, 1922-1970s, 
with roughly 250 stamps, in 20 Minkus album pages. The col-
lection begins with mint sets and partial sets from the 1920s 
to 1960, including #s 1-6, 9 (m.h., c.v. $143 total), 10-20 
(m.h., $326 total), 23-32 (m.h., $161 total), 40-49 (m.h., 
$202 total), 62-74 (m.h., $143 total). The collection contin-
ues with primarily mint sets and partial sets from the 1960s 
onward, noting a few cataloguing $20 and up. Owner’s 2020 
Scott catalogue value for the collection totals $1,397 (in-
cludes owner’s identification and catalogue values for some 
album pages). Online photos show a sampling, overall fine to 
very fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,397

Asia

965	 8/*/** Collection of Mint and Used China and Hong Kong, 
with 16 stock pages of Hong Kong (Queen Victoria to 1990s) 
plus another 31 stock pages containing China, Republic of 
China, Chinese Provinces, etc. We noted a good quantity of 
never hinged complete sets, singles, a few souvenir sheets, 
etc. See our online scans to get an idea of the contents of this 
lot.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

Australia

966	 8/* Collection of Mint and Used Australia and Area, 1912-
1982, with many hundreds of stamps, in roughly 80 Minkus 
album pages housed in a binder. The collection begins with 
35 primarily used Kangaroo stamps noting #s 5 (m.h., c.v. 
$140), 7 (m.h., $135), 11 (used, $140), along with a few sets 
and partial sets cataloguing from $20 to $40 and up, with 
roughly 75% completion of basic issues from the 1970s on-
wards. Owner’s 2020 Scott catalogue totals $3,381. The lot 
also includes mint collections of Norfolk Islands and Nauru, 
generally ranging from 1915 up to 1980s, noting #s Nauru 
17-30 (m.h., $296 total). Owner’s 2020 catalogue value for 
the lot totals $4,338 (includes owner’s identification and 
catalogue values for most of the album pages). Online photos 
show a sampling, overall fine to very fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$4,338

967 8/* Valuable Collection of Mint and Used Australia and 
States in a Crown Springback Album, 1880s-1963, with 
roughly 1,000 stamps, with mint and or used singles, sets, 
and partial sets. neatly organized on roughly 40 quadrille pag-
es. The collection begins with roughly 625 mint and used Aus-
tralia issues, ranging from Scott #1/354, starting with a good 
selection of mint Kangaroos and KGV Heads with #s 1-12 (c.v. 
$1,839 total), 19 (x3), 20 (x2), 21 (x5), 22 (x4), 23, 24 (x3), 
25 (x2), 26 (27 (x2), 28-30, 31 (x3), 32 (x2), 33-37 ($713 to-
tal), 45-51, 53-54 ($662 total), 66-76 ($270 total), 113-126 
($410 total), along with 70 different used Kangaroos and KGV 
Heads issues, noting #s 96-101 ($641 total), 127 ($200). The 
collection continues with mint and used singles, sets, and 
partial sets, including back of the book material noting #s 
95a pane of 4 (m.h., $175), 132 5sh Sydney Harbour Bridge 
(used, $275), 166-179 (m.h., $161 total), M1-M7 (m.h., $209 
total). The collection also includes roughly 325 mint and used 
Australian States, with representation from every state, with 
a spot check noting #s Tasmania 86-93 (m.h., $213 total); 
Western Australia 63-68 (m.h., $190 total); 71-72, 73-75 
(m.h., $200 total), 79 (m.h., $450), along with singles, sets, 
and partial sets, cataloguing $20 and up. The collection 
rounds out with selections of Norfolk Islands, Christmas Is-
lands, and Pacific Islands. We note fresh and vibrant colours 
throughout the collection, that collectors and dealers will ap-
preciate. The mint material is lightly hinged, noting a few with 
hinge remnants, with used material generally postally used 
with a few C.T.O. postmarks possible. A lovely collection, with 
online photos show a sampling.

 ...................................................................... Estimate $1,000

968	 8/** Accumulation of Mostly Used Australia, to the 
1960s, all displayed in 27 stock pages. We note mostly early 
material, with many Roo and KGV issues, as well as a good 
selection of other issues, including several high denomina-
tion issues, Officials, Postage Dues, Customs Duty stamps, 
etc. The majority of the lot is used but we did note 5 (strip 
of three and two singles) 2 Shilling Roos. A great lot for the 
specialist to look for watermarks, perforations, postmarks or 
other varieties. A few faults, still overall fine or better. Online 
scans only show a portion of the lot.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300
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969	 8/*/** Collection / Accumulation of Mint and Used Aus-
tralia and States, 1860s-1980s, with roughly 1,900 stamps, 
neatly arranged in two 64 page stockbooks. The first stock-
book contains roughly 970 Australia stamps, ranging from 
1913 to 1986, noting 34 different used Kangaroo issues, 
and 45 different used KGV Heads, noting #s 19-37 (c.v. $127 
total), 43 ($110), and continues with mint and or used singles 
and sets, from the 1930s to the 1960s, with predominately 
mint never hinged stamps post-1970, noting a few stamps 
and sets cataloguing $20 and up. We estimate roughly $150-
$200 worth of face value postage, with most denominations 
ranging from 20c to $10. The second stockbook contains a 
collection / accumulation of over 900 stamps, primarily Aus-
tralian States, with better representation from New South 
Wales, Victoria, and Queensland, along with selections of 
Antarctic Territory and New Zealand. A spot check indicated 
some stamps and a few sets cataloguing $10 and over, not-
ing a variety of postmarks, including c.d.s. town cancels, with 
many socked on the nose. Online photos show a sampling. 
We note a few small faults with a few of the early issues, over-
all fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

970 ** #147/221 Five Mint Never Hinged Complete Australian 
Sets, with Scott #s 147-149 (incl. 147a), 166-179, 180-183A, 
184-187, 218-221. Overall fresh and fine to mostly very fine.

 .............................................................................. Scott U$774

Australian States

971	 8 Large Accumulation / Collection of Mostly Used Austra-
lian States, with probably thousands of stamps (singles, mul-
tiples, etc.) all displayed and semi-sorted on 27 stock pages 
plus inside a 10-page booklet. We note all States represented, 
some with very early issues and all with a good representa-
tion, with some duplication. These were collected throughout 
a lifetime, with the intention of one day transferring them into 
albums, and we assume there will be many finds in terms of 
shades, papers, perforations, postmarks, etc. A very useful 
lot, with huge catalogue value and great potential. All pages 
scanned online

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

Austria

972	 8/*/** Extensive Collection / Stock of Mostly Mint Aus-
tria Back of the Book, on stock pages in a thick binder, 
with semi-postals (B1/B382A), Airmail (C1/C63), Postage 
Due (J47/J267 as well as Military and Newspaper stamps. 
We note that much of the material appears to be mint never 
hinged, too many good items to list here, owner catalogue 
value is $3,888. See sample pages online.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$3,888

973	 8/* Collection of Mint and Used Austria, 1850-2004, with 
a few thousand stamps housed in a 64 page stockbook. The 
collection consists of used material up to 1900, with primar-
ily mint material post-1900, with mint never hinged material 
in the modern era. A spot check indicated #s C54-C60 (m.h., 
c.v. $267 total), C54-C58. C60 (used, $249 total), along with 
stamps, sets, and partial sets cataloguing $10 and up includ-
ing semi-postals, Germany used in Austria 1938 to 1945 
(mostly used stamps), newspaper stamps and other back of 
the book material. Postmark interest includes a small variety 
of Vienna town cancels and other c.d.s. postmarks, including 
a few socked on the nose. Owner’s older Scott catalogue val-
ue for the collection in excess of $7,000. The lot also includes 
an accumulation of roughly 500 Wurttemberg used stamps. 
Online photos show a sampling. Only a few small faults on the 
early used, otherwise a very fine and clean lot.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $350

Bahamas

974	 8/*/** Specialized Collection of Mint and Used Bahamas, 
1860s-2018, with a few thousand stamps primarily in hinge-
less mounts, in roughly 125 album pages housed in two bind-
ers. We estimate roughly 90% completeness, in period, for 
basic issues from 1863 to 1930, and virtually complete from 
the 1930s up to 2018. The collection begins with used clas-
sics from the 1860s to 1880s, including 1p (x19, 4 mint no 
gum), 4p (x11), 6p (x6), 1sh (x10, 2 m.h.), with a spot check 
noting the majority having watermark 1 and 2 papers. The 
collection continues with mint singles, sets, and partial sets, 
noting the collector added selections of used stamps, variet-
ies, shades, and more, ranging from the 1890s to the 1930s, 
including Scott #s 27-31 (m.h., c.v. $226 total, including 9 
different shades), 33-36 (m.h., $111 total), 70-80, 83 (m.h., 
$113 total, noting a ½p and 5sh with SPECIMEN overprint), 
85-91 (m.h., $115 total), 100-113 (m.h., $126 total), along 
with sets and partial sets cataloguing from $20 to $60 and 
up. The collection post-1970 consists of mint never hinged 
issues, with the collector adding, souvenir sheets, sheetlets, 
booklet stamps, in hingeless mounts and selections of mod-
ern used hinged onto album pages. A nice collection, with 
only a few basic numbers missing. Online photos show a sam-
pling. A few small faults with a few of the early stamps, includ-
ing a few regummed mint stamps. Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $600

975	 8/* Collection of Mint and Used Bahamas, 1884-1991, 
with roughly 550 stamps in 36 Minkus album pages. The col-
lection begins with a small selection of pre-1884 stamps, and 
continues with primarily mint singles, sets and partial sets up 
to the 1930s, with mint and or used sets post-1935, with a 
spot check noting #s 37-41, 44-47 (m.h., c.v. $165 total), 85-
89 (m.h., $90), 132-147 (used, $70 total), along with a few 
singles, sets, and partial sets cataloguing $20 to $60 and 
up. Owner’s 2020 Scott catalogue value for the collection 
$1,733 (includes owner’s identification and catalogue values 
for most of the album pages). Online photos show the first 7 
pages only, overall fine to very fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,733

976 8/* Collection of Primarily Mint Bahamas, 1880-1963, 
neatly arranged on 16 quadrille pages, with roughly 200 mint 
stamps, ranging from Scott #27/182. We note just a few of 
the better sets with #s 27-32 (c.v. $486 total), 33-36 ($111), 
37-42 ($154), 49-56 ($322), 70-84 ($398), along with a few 
stamps, sets, and partial sets cataloguing $20 to $100 and 
up, including MR4 ($125). The collection also includes rough-
ly 65 used stamps, noting #33-36 ($209 total). We note fresh 
crisp colours throughout, with only a few faults on a few of the 
early stamps. Online photos show the better pages.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $350

Baltic States

977 * Collection of Mint Baltic States in Schaubek Album Pag-
es, 1991-2014, with a few thousand stamps, in roughly 150 
album pages. The collection consists of Latvia, ranging from 
1991 to 2012, Lithuania ranging from 1991-2014, and Es-
tonia 1991-2005 (we estimate 99% completeness in period, 
for each country), noting many sets, souvenir sheets, and 
booklet panes. A spot check indicated catalogue values for 
some sets and souvenir sheets ranging from $5 to $20 and 
up, with many sets having topical and thematic potential, in-
cluding butterflies, lighthouses, flowers, birds just to name a 
few. A nice clean collection, and very fine

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150
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Barbados

978	 8/* Collection of Mint and Used Barbados on Palo Album 
Pages, 1861-1952, with roughly 160 stamps on 22 album 
pages. We note early used classics with #s 13, 29, 32, 33, 
41, 45, 47-51, 51b, 53, 55-56, 60-67 (includes 61a, 65a, 
c.v. $132), 70-79 ($123), 102-108 ($100), 110-112 ($111), 
along with mint and used stamps, sets, and partial sets cata-
loguing $10 and up, including 1916-1918 Seal of the Colony 
127-139 (m.h., $181), 159-161 (m.h., $102), 178 (used, 
$52). Postmark interest includes c.d.s town cancels, includ-
ing a few socked on the nose. Online photos show a sampling, 
overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

979	 8/*/** Large Collection of Mint and Used Barbados, 
1850s-2017, with many thousands of stamps, the majority in 
hingeless mounts, in roughly 150 album pages housed in two 
binders. The collection begins with 9 imperforate used Britan-
nia stamps noting ½p (x2), 1p (x3), 1sh (x4), along with 25 
perforated Britannias with different perforations and water-
mark paper, and continues with 1882-1885 issues noting #s 
61, 63, 65 (x2), 66 (m.h., c.v. $193 total), along with 28 used 
stamps (noting a few with c.d.s. postmarks). The collection 
continues with along with mint and or used sets and partial 
sets, for Badge of Colony, Victoria Jubilee, Nelson Centenary, 
Seal of the Colony issues, noting #s 81-87 (m.h., $172 total), 
102-107 (m.h., $101 total), 127-139 (m.h., $214 total), along 
with a few stamps, sets, and partial sets cataloguing $20 to 
$40 and up. The collection post-1970 consists of mint never 
hinged issues, with the collector adding, souvenir sheets, 
sheetlets, in hingeless mounts and selections of modern 
used hinged onto album pages. A nice collection, with only a 
few basic numbers missing post-1970. Online photos show a 
sampling. A few small faults with a few of the early stamps, 
including a few regummed mint stamps. Overall fine to very 
fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

980 8/* #15/256 Valuable Collection of Mint and Used Bar-
bados, 1861-1962, with roughly 350 stamps, including mint 
and or used stamps, sets and partial sets, neatly organized 
on 27 quadrille pages. The collection begins with a small se-
lection used stamps, ranging from 1861 to 1878, with the 
strength of collection consisting of the mint sets post-1882, 
with #s 60-67 (c.v. $601 total, includes 61a, 63a), 70-80 
($305 total), 81-89 ($385 total, includes 81a), 90-101 ($400 
total), 116-126 ($260 total), 127-139 ($214 total), along with 
other stamps, sets, and partial sets cataloguing from $20 to 
$100 and up. Collectors and dealers will appreciate the fresh 
colours in the mint stamps found throughout this collection. 
We note a few faults with a few of the used stamps, along with 
a stamps with hinge remnants, still a high cataloguing collec-
tion. Online photos show a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400

Bechuanaland

981 8/* #1/193 Collection of Mint and Used Bechuanaland 
and Protectorate, 1885-1961, with roughly 190 stamps, 
with mint and or used stamps, sets, and partial sets, neatly 
organized on 13 quadrille pages. The collection begins with 
38 mint and used British Bechuanaland overprint stamps 
noting Scott #s 1, 4-8 (m.h., c.v. $455 total), 10-12, 15-19 
(m.h., $574 total), and continues into Bechuanaland Pro-
tectorate overprints including 94-95 Seahorses (m.h., $210 
total). The balance of the collection contains primarily mint 
singles and sets, and partial sets including 105-116 (m.h., 
missing 115, $460 total), along with a few mint sets catalogu-
ing $20 to $80 and up. We note fresh, crisp colours with the 
mint material throughout the collection, with the majority of 
stamps being lightly hinged, along with a few having hinge 
remnants. Online photos show a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

Belgium

982 ** Collection of Mint Never Hinged Belgium in Hingeless 
Lighthouse Album Pages, 1959-1978, with a few thousand 
stamps, in roughly 150 album pages. We estimate 98% com-
pleteness in period, noting sets, souvenir sheets, booklet 
panes, semi-postals, etc. A spot check indicated catalogue 
values for some sets ranging from $5 to $10 each, with many 
sets having topical and thematic potential. A nice clean col-
lection, and very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

983	 8 Collection of Mint and Used Belgium in 4 Hingeless Yvert 
& Tellier Albums, 1950s-2007, with slipcases, with many 
hundreds of stamps, along with souvenir sheets and a few 
booklet panes. We estimate 75% completeness in period, 
with the majority of stamps being used. The strength of the 
lot is the many used semi-postal sets from the 1950s onward 
noting #s B515-522 ($191 total), along with a few sets cata-
loguing $20 to $40 and up, along with a number of modern 
used stamps and souvenir sheets. Online photos show a sam-
pling. Very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

984 */** Quality Collection of Mint Belgium in 3 Hingeless 
Davo Albums, 1893-1968, with a few hundred stamps, in-
cluding a few souvenir sheets, and a small selection of Bel-
gian Colonies. The collection primarily consists of sets, and 
partial sets, with strength in semi-postals post-1920s. A spot 
check indicated a few of the better items with Scott #s 74 
(n.h., c.v. $160), 92-102 (m.h., $137 total), 124-137 (m.h., 
missing #137, $271 total), B69-B77 (n.h., $200 total), B114-
B122 (m.h., $591 total), B179 (n.h., $175), B515-B522 
(n.h. $435 total), along with singles, sets, partial sets, and a 
few souvenir sheets, cataloguing from $20 to $100 and up. 
Owner’s current Scott catalogue value for the collection totals 
$9,508. Online photos show a small sample of this clean col-
lection. Very fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$9,508

985	 8/*/** Comprehensive Collection of Mint and Used Bel-
gium,1849-1979, with many hundreds of stamps, noting 
many mint and / or used sets, in a Minkus album, with ad-
ditional album pages added by the owner. The collection be-
gins with used imperforate issues, generally with mostly small 
margins, with Scott #s 1 (x2), 2 (x2), 3-6, 6 (pair), 7-9, 10 
(x2), 10 (pair), 11-12 (c.v. $1,484 total), and continues with 
mint and / or used singles, sets, and partial sets, from the 
1860s to 1910, with predominately mint material post-1910, 
including semi-postals, parcel posts, airmail, postage dues 
and more. Just a few of the better singles, sets, and souvenir 
sheets we encountered include #s 60-75 with labels attached 
(used, c.v. $137 total), 108-122 (m.h., $362 total), 124-137 
(m.h., $646 total), 221 souvenir sheet (m.h., $300), 294-308 
(n.h., $150 total), 435-445 (n.h., $261 total), B9-B16 (m.h., 
$287 total), B106 (m.h., $225), B114-B122 (n.h., $1,050 to-
tal, B122 with pencil notation on gum, small corner crease 
bottom right), B132-B143 (m.h., $1,175 total), B466A-B466B 
(m.h., $400 total), Q15 (n.h., $210), Q132-Q138 (m.h, $397 
total), along with singles, sets, partial sets, souvenir sheets, 
cataloguing $20 to $100 and up. Owner’s older catalogue val-
ue totals under $40,000. The lot also includes a stockbook, 
with a few hundred stamps of owner’s duplicates, including 
25 early used imperforate issues, semi-postal sets and par-
tial sets, and more. We note a few small faults on a few of the 
early stamps. A nice collection with strength from the 1849 
to the 1940s, ideal for collectors or dealers looking for stock, 
overall fine to very fine.

 .......................................................................Estimate $4,000
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Bermuda

986	 8/*/** Large Collection of Mint and Used Bermuda, 
1860s-2018, with a few thousand stamps, primarily in hinge-
less mounts, in roughly 150 album pages housed in two bind-
ers. The collection begins with roughly 100 mint and used 
Victorian issues with a spot check noting #s 2 (mint no gum), 
9 (used, c.v. $150), 13 (used), 15 (x2, used, 1 on piece), 22, 
23 (x3), 24, 25 (x2) m.h., $182 total, along with a few stamps 
cataloguing $10 and up. The collection continues with mint 
and or used singles, sets and partial sets, noting #s 28-32, 
35, 39 (m.h., $87 total), 53 (m.h., $225), 55-79 (m.h., $264 
total), along with a few stamps, sets and part sets cataloging 
$10 and up, and includes higher value Key Types (with rev-
enue postmarks). We estimate 95% completeness in period, 
for basic issues. Post-1950 (primarily mint never hinged ma-
terial), with the collector adding plate blocks, souvenir sheets 
/ sheetlets, in hingeless mounts and selections of modern 
used hinged onto album pages. The lot includes a stockbook 
with owner’s mint and used duplicates, generally ranging 
from the 1900s onward. Duplication up to 5 in some cases, 
with online photos showing a sampling. A few small faults with 
a few of the early stamps, including mint no gum, overall fine 
to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

987 8/* #1/191 Valuable Collection of Mint and Used Ber-
muda, 1865-1965, with roughly 280 stamps, with mint and 
or used a stamp and sets, for some issues, neatly organized 
on 20 quadrille pages. The collection begins with 33 mint and 
used Victoria issues noting #s 1-2 (m.h., $635 total, wmk 1), 
18-25 (m.h., $215 total), and continues with mint and or used 
stamps and sets including 40-54 (m.h. $914 total, includes 
48a), 71-79 (m.h. $121 total), 81-92, 94-96 (m.h., $367 to-
tal), 118-128 (m.h., $265 total), along with a few stamps and 
sets cataloguing $20 to $40 and up. Online photos show a 
sampling. We note fresh, crisp colours throughout, which col-
lectors and dealers will appreciate, along with revenue post-
marks on the high denomination key plate issues. Overall fine 
to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400

British Commonwealth

988 ** Group of 15 Mint Never Hinged British Commonwealth 
Complete Sets, mostly KGVI to early QEII, with Basutoland 
18-28, Bechuanaland Protectorate 124-136, British Guiana 
230-241 and 253-267, Cayman Islands 122-134, Cook Is-
lands 131-140 (1sh is lightly hinged), Gibraltar 107-118, 
Great Britain 286-289, Jamaica 116-128 and 140-141, Ma-
laya 72-82 and 75-85, Kenya Uganda Tanganyika 103-117, 
Papua & New Guinea 122-136 and Sierra Leone 173-185. 
Generally fresh and very fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,595

989 ** Accumulation of Roughly 300 British Commonwealth 
Booklets, loose in a box, noting better representation from 
Great Britain and Channel Islands, to name just two, generally 
ranging from the 1960s to the 1990s, with material possible 
on either side of the range. Duplication up to 5 in some cases. 
Online photo shows an overview, clean and very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

990 ** Group of British Commonwealth NH War Tax Sheets 
or Part Sheets of 60, with Virgin Islands (MR2), Jamaica 
(MR11a), Montserrat (MR3), Falkland Islands (MR1), Turks 
& Caicos (MR12), Bahamas (MR11), and Bahamas (MR12). 
Also includes a Bahamas #116 sheet of 60. Mint never 
hinged and overall fine to very fine. All scanned online.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,134

991 * Collection of Primarily Mint British Commonwealth in 
Four Thick Scott International Albums, 1950s-2000, with 
a few thousand stamps, including many sets, and a few scat-
tered used stamps, noting representation from A to V coun-
tries, with album pages for each country, generally to 2003. 
A spot check indicated material generally ranging from the 
1950s to the 1970s, with a few countries having material up 
to 2000, noting better representation from Bahamas, Cay-
man Islands, Falkland Islands, Bermuda, Malta, just to name 
a few. Just a few of the better mint sets include with #s An-
tigua 107-121 (c.v. $77); Bahamas 158-173 ($86); British 
Guiana 253-267 ($124); British Honduras 144-155 ($94); 
Cayman Islands 100-111 ($70); Falkland Islands 107-120 
($200), along with sets and partial sets cataloguing $20 to 
$60 and up. Online photos show a small sampling. We note 
the albums have a slight tobacco odor, still a nice lot for col-
lectors and dealers, noting the majority of stamps having 
crisp fresh colours. Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $750

992	 8 Accumulation of Canada and New Zealand Used Rev-
enue Stamps, 1860s-1950s, with a few thousand stamps 
housed in a stockbook, in stock pages, and loose material. 
The collection consists of primarily Canada, along with selec-
tions of Provincial revenue issues (primarily from Ontario and 
Québec), noting Law, Excise and Registration stamps and 
more, with a spot check indicating some stamps cataloguing 
$10 to $20 each (van Dam, 2022). The lot also includes a few 
hundred New Zealand Postal-Fiscal stamps, generally ranging 
from 1882 to 1950, noting a few with postal cancellations, 
and a spot check indicating a few stamps cataloguing $10 to 
$50 and up. Online photos show a sampling. A nice lot for the 
specialist, overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

993 */** Accumulation of Mint British Commonwealth Singles 
and Sets, with many hundreds of stamps, including souve-
nir sheets, in roughly 50 loose album pages, three albums, 
and loose material. A spot check revealed material from the 
Victorian era onwards, with strength from the 1920s to the 
1970s, noting better representation from Australia, Pitcairn 
Islands, Bermuda, St. Lucia, just to name a few. Just a few 
of the better stamps and sets include Scott #s St. Lucia 63 
(m.h., c.v. $67), 95-106 (m.h., $105 total); Pitcairn Islands 
1-8 (n.h., $84 total) 20-30 (n.h., $52 total); Great Britain Of-
fices Abroad Morocco 219 block of 4 (n.h., $250 total), along 
with some stamps and sets cataloguing $20 to $60 and 
up. The lot includes a few used stamps in glassines, gener-
ally from the Victorian era. Online photos show sampling and 
overview. Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

994 */** Group of Mint British Commonwealth Issues, with 
Barbados 235-244 (NH), Bermuda 123a, 123b, 124a, 125, 
126a, 127, 128 (mostly lightly hinged), Bermuda 143/162 
(minus 148 and 156, all NH except for 4½d), Dominica 147-
156 (1c pulled perf, 2c faulty, else NH), Great Britain 18-21 
(NH) and Hong Kong 180-183 (NH). All stamps pictured on-
line.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$604

995	 8/*/** Mint and Used British Commonwealth Collec-
tion, all mounted on hundreds of album pages, inside plastic 
protectors. Also a stockbook full of mint only, and a binder 
containing an Australia collection. We note a good variety of 
countries (incl. Australia and New Zealand), with many com-
plete sets and better values throughout. Nice overall quality, 
and good value in this lot. We recommend in-person viewing 
to better appreciate. See scans for just a small glimpse.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400
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996	 8/*/** Collection / Accumulation of Primarily Mint Brit-
ish Commonwealth From 5 Countries, 1890s-1970s, with 
roughly 1,600 stamps in 19 double sided 8-row Vario-style 
stock pages, housed in a binder. The lot includes Seychelles 
(x375), Brunei (x175), Burma (x350), Maldives Islands (x550), 
Pitcairn (x150), with strength in post 1930s mint, with a spot 
check noting Seychelles # 26 (m.h., c.v. $70), Burma Japa-
nese Occupations 2N51-54 ($106 total), along with stamps, 
sets, and partial sets, ranging from $10 to $40 and up. Du-
plication up to 10 in some cases, mostly from post-1940s is-
sues, with online photos show a sampling. Overall fine to very 
fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

997	 8/*/** Valuable and Extensive Collection of Mint and 
Used British Commonwealth in 4 Thick Scott Specialty Al-
bums, with several thousands of fresh stamps, sets, and par-
tial sets, many of which are in black mounts, from A to Z British 
Commonwealth countries, generally ranging from 1840 to the 
1960s. The strength of the collection is the hundreds of mint 
complete sets and partial sets from the Edwards up to early 
Elizabeth II, with used material from 1840 to the 1870s, and 
a mixture of mint and used from the 1880s to 1890s. Just 
a few of the better sets and partial sets include Scott #s (all 
counted as mint hinged) Aden 1-12 (c.v. $775); Ascension 10-
21 ($436); Basutoland 1-10 ($368); Bechuanaland Protector-
ate 105-116 ($585); Bermuda 81-96a ($652); Dominica 25-
34 ($298); East Africa and Uganda Protectorate 1-13 ($776), 
18-27, 29, 29A ($870); Falkland Islands 65-73 ($500). 84-
96 ($361); Gambia 102-120 ($335); Hong Kong 154-166A 
($770); Ireland 44-58 ($429); Leeward Islands 29-40 ($366); 
Malta 21-45 ($547), 98-114 ($318), 167-183 ($308); Mau-
ritius 179-199 ($326); New Guinea 18-30 ($491); Northern 
Nigeria 19-38 ($398); Northern Rhodesia 1-16 ($547); St. 
Helena 79-93 ($477), 101-110 ($472); Sarawak 94-134 
($536); Seychelles 125A-148 ($393); Somaliland Protector-
ate 1-20 ($617), 27-39 ($300). Scott 2023 catalogue value 
for the above-listed sets totals $13,251. The balance of the 
collection, using the owner’s 1990s catalogue values, comes 
to $46,852, noting a significant number of stamps, sets, and 
partial sets cataloguing from $40 to $250 and up (old prices). 
We compared many of the 1990s owner’s values with those 
of 2023, and the average increase was 100%, which would 
ball-park the entire collection at just under $100,000. A spot 
check indicates primarily lightly hinged stamps, along with a 
few never hinged, with all stamps catalogued as hinged. Our 
online photos show just a small sampling of this valuable and 
desirable collection, and really should be viewed in-person to 
better appreciate the contents. A collection that should sat-
isfy the most discriminating collectors and dealers alike, and 
should easily be worth our low estimate.

 .......................................................................Estimate $7,500

998	 8/* Collections of Mint and Used From Nine British Com-
monwealth Issuing Countries, 1880s-1980s, with a few 
thousand stamps in roughly 200 Minkus album pages. We 
note representation (including owner’s 2020 Scott catalogue 
values) from: Gilbert and Ellice Islands (c.v. $840), Dominica 
($975), St. Vincent ($791), British Antarctic Territories ($540), 
British New Hebrides ($569), British Guiana ($629), Tristan 
Da Cunha ($562), Somaliland Protectorate ($499), Singa-
pore ($1,792). A spot check of material indicated primarily 
mint singles, sets and partial sets up to the 1930s, with mint 
and or used sets post-1935, with a spot check noting just a 
few of the better items with #s Gilbert and Ellice Islands 1, 3-7 
(m.h., c.v. $169 total), 14-25 ($106 total), J1-J8 (m.h., $103 
total); Dominica 45-46, 48 (m.h., $95 total); British New Heb-
rides 10-25 (m.h., $106 total); British Antarctic Territory 1-15 
(m.h., $174 total); along with some singles, sets, and partial 
sets cataloguing $20 to $80 and up. Owner’s 2020 Scott cat-
alogue value for the collection $7,195 (includes owner’s iden-
tification and catalogue values for most of the album pages). 
Online photos show a sampling, overall fine to very fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$7,195

999	 8/* Collection of Mint and Used British Commonwealth 
in Two Scott Specialty Albums, 1850s-1940s, with many 
thousands of stamps, including many mint sets, with the first 
album consisting of Great Britain and British Carribean coun-
tries, with better representation from Bahamas, Bermuda, 
Malta, Falkland Islands, Turks and Caicos Islands, and more. 
A spot check indicated just a few of the better items with #s 
Malta 3 (used), 5 (used), 14 (used, c.v. $95); Bahamas 100-
113 (m.h., $126 total); Bermuda 1-6 (used), 12 (used, $975, 
with faults), 49, 51-53 (m.h., $397 total), 71-79 (m.h., $121 
total), 97 (used, $425, if postally used), along with stamps 
and partial sets cataloguing $20 to $50 and up, including 
Omnibus sets from the 1935 Silver Jubilee and the 1948 
Silver Wedding noting Falkland Islands #100 (m.h., $110). 
The second album consists of primarily British Oceania, along 
with selections of British Asia and Africa, with better represen-
tation from Australia and States, New Zealand, and Papua, 
with a spot check noting #s Papua 71-73 (m.h., $257 total), 
94-109 (m.h., $639 total, few toning spots), along with 25 
different Australia Kangaroos, and more. Ideal for the British 
Commonwealth collector with online photos showing a small 
sampling. We note a few small faults with a few of the early 
stamps along with a slight tobacco odor on the album pages. 
Overall fine to very fine.

 ...................................................................... Estimate $1,000

1000 8/* Collection of Primarily Mint British Commonwealth 
in a Crown Springback Album, 1880s-1960s, with roughly 
1,400 stamps, with primarily mint singles and sets, and a few 
used stamps and sets scattered throughout, neatly organized 
on roughly 60 quadrille pages. The collection generally con-
tains countries from Africa, Middle East and West Indies, with 
better representation from Jordan, Gilbert & Ellice Islands, 
Orange River Colony, Trinidad and Tobago, and more, with 
strength in post-1900 issues. A cursory check indicated just a 
few of the better mint sets and partial sets with #s British East 
Africa 68-70 (c.v. $465 total), 72-73, 75-83, 86-87 ($404 to-
tal); Jordan 185-195 ($112); Mesopotamia N39-N41 ($142), 
NO14-NO21 ($231); British Antarctic Territory 1-15 ($172); 
Gilbert and Ellice Islands 1-7 ($221), 14-25 ($106 total); Togo 
80-90 ($86); New Hebrides, British 17-25 ($82); Basutoland 
1-10 ($368); Pitcairn Islands 1-8 ($84); Orange River Colony 
51 strip of 3 ($127, includes 51c); Singapore 28-42 ($156); 
Trinidad & Tobago 34-42 ($90), along with singles, sets, and 
partial sets, cataloguing $20 to $60 and up. Also includes an 
album of many hundreds of primarily British Commonwealth 
used material. Fresh vibrant colours throughout, that collec-
tors and dealers will appreciate. The majority of stamps are 
lightly hinged, with a few having hinge remnants. An ideal lot 
for collectors and dealers alike, with online photos showing a 
sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $750

1001 */**/8  Collection of Roughly 1,100 Primarily Mint British 
Commonwealth Blocks and Plate Blocks, 1930s-1950s, in 
two Crown springback albums containing many sets and par-
tial sets, with roughly 90% mint blocks, with material possible 
on either side of the given range. The collection consists from 
A to Z countries, with better representation from Australia, 
New Zealand,. Ceylon,.West Indies, just to name a few. A spot 
check indicated just a few of the better mint blocks and sets 
with #s Montserrat 102-103 ($80 total); New Zealand 258-
268 ($125 total); Niue 95-103 ($80 total); Sarawak 139-
173 ($112 total); Antigua 94-95 ($134 total); India 154-161 
($230 total), along with blocks and plate blocks, including 
a few sets, cataloguing $10 to $30 and up. Vibrant colours 
throughout, with the majority of stamps being lightly hinged, 
along with many never hinged stamps, and a few with hinge 
remnants. A nice lot for collectors and dealers alike, with on-
line photos giving a small taste.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500
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1002	 8/*/** Dealer Stock of Primarily Mint British Common-
wealth Sets, 1930s-1970s, and partial sets, included some 
used sets and partial sets, neatly arranged alphabetically, in 
a few hundred 2 and 3-row black dealer stock cards. A spot 
check indicated mostly mint hinged material from Aden to 
Zanzibar, with sections for Omnibus sets, including 1935 Sil-
ver Jubilee, 1949 U.P.U., Shakespeare, and more. Each card 
has been identified by the owner using Scott numbers, with 
older catalogue values, and owner’s retail pricing. The ma-
jority of cards retail between $5 to $15, with a few retailing 
$20 to $30 and up. We estimate the lot retails over $2,000. 
Online photos show a sampling and an over. A nice lot for the 
dealer or online seller, with ready to sell material. Overall fine 
to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

1003 */**/* Group of Mint Omnibus Collections On White 
Ace Album Pages, 1937-1980, with a few thousand stamps, 
along with roughly 100 first day covers, mostly in hingeless 
White Ace Album pages, housed in seven thick binders. A 
spot check indicated 1937 Coronation, 1953 Coronation, 
1977 Silver Wedding, 1978 Coronation Anniversary, 1980 
Queen Mother 80th Birthday, all appearing complete with 
mint hinged and never hinged sets, along with selections of 
first day covers, souvenir sheets, se-tenant pairs and book-
lets, for some of the issues. The lot also includes 40 mint 
hinged sets from the 1948 Silver Wedding issue, noting Ber-
muda, Gambia,Trinidad & Tobago, and Zanzibar, with most 
sets cataloguing from $20 to $40 each. Online photos show a 
sampling and an overview. Clean and very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

1004	 8/* Dealer Stock of Mint and Used British Commonwealth 
in Three Red Boxes, with roughly 2,000 dealer 102 cards, 
containing mostly mint and or used singles, and a few sets, 
generally ranging from the 1860s to the 1960s, organized 
alphabetically from A to T countries, noting better represen-
tation from Australia, India, and Straits Settlements, just to 
name a few. We estimate 90% of the cards have been identi-
fied by the owner using Scott numbers, with roughly two thirds 
of the cards having older catalogue and retail prices. A spot 
check indicated the majority of cards are priced $3 and un-
der, with some cards ranging from $10 to $25 and up. Online 
photos show a sampling and an overview. A few faults to be 
expected, overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

1005	 8/*/** Collections / Accumulations of Mint and Used 
British Commonwealth Stamps, 1880s-1960s, with many 
thousands of stamps, in a few albums and stockbooks, loose 
album pages, stock cards, and more. A spot check indicated 
better representation from Rhodesia, noting a few hundred 
mint and used 1898-1908 issues, neatly organized on 15 
quadrille pages, highlighting various perforation and shade 
varieties, along with accumulations of generally used Rhode-
sia, and Southern Rhodesia on loose album pages. The lot 
continues with a collection of mint and Tristan Da Cunha, New 
Zealand Health sheets, presentation packs, and more. Online 
photos show an overview. A nice lot for the British Common-
wealth collector, with possible surprises found within. A few 
faults to be expected, overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

1006	 8/* Oceania Collection of Mint and Used British Oceania 
in Two Thick Scott International Albums, 1950s-2003, with 
a few thousand stamps, including many complete mint sets, 
with better representation from Australia and New Zealand, 
along with Christmas Island, Pitcairn Islands, and more. A 
spot check indicated just a few of the better sets with #s Brit-
ish Antarctic Territory 1-15 (m.h., c.v. $172 total), Solomon 
Islands 89-105 (m.h., $110 total), Fiji 147-162 (m.h., $105 
total), New Zealand 288-301 (m.h., $179 total), along with a 
few stamps, and some sets, cataloguing $20 to $40 and up. 
We estimate at least $400 of modern face value from Aus-
tralia, ranging from 1980 to 2003, and $300 of modern face 
value New Zealand from 1980 to 2000. Online photos show 
a small sampling. We note a slight tobacco odor on the album 
pages. A useful lot, overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $600

British Guiana

1007	 8/* #76/271 Collection of Mint and Used British Guiana, 
1876-1963, with roughly 200 stamps neatly organized on 16 
quadrille pages. The collection begins with reprints of clas-
sic issues noting #s 6-7 (Ship and Motto of Colony), 8-9, 18, 
along with 23 primarily used Seal of the Colony issues ranging 
from 1876 to 1890. The collection continues with mint and 
or used stamps, sets, and partial sets including #s 152-156 
(m.h., c.v. $175), 210-222 (m.h., $174 total), 210-222 (used, 
$197 total), 230-241 (m.h., $88 total), along with stamps, 
sets and partial sets, cataloguing $20 to $50 and up, includ-
ing 253-267 (m.h., $124 total). Online photos show a sam-
pling. We note fresh colours throughout, with a few faults on a 
few of the used stamps. Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

British Honduras

1008 8/* Collection of Mint and Used British Honduras, 1888-
1981, with roughly 300 stamps in 25 Minkus album pages. 
The collection consists of singles, sets and partial sets up to 
the 1930s, with mint and or used sets post-1935, with a spot 
check noting #s 29-32 (m.h., c.v. $95 total), 69 (m.h., $80), 
along with a few singles, sets, and partial sets cataloguing 
$20 to $60 and up. Owner’s 2020 Scott catalogue value for 
the collection $1,032 (includes owner’s identification and 
catalogue values for most of the album pages). Online photos 
show the first 5 pages only, overall fine to very fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,032

1009 * #28/179 Collection of Primarily Mint British Honduras, 
1888-1963, with roughly 200 stamps, with a mint and a used 
stamp for a few values only (mostly post-1930), neatly orga-
nized on 14 quadrille pages. Just a few of the better stamps 
and sets include #s 28-32 (c.v. $95 total), 38-46 ($162 total), 
52-55 ($158 total), 62-70 ($301 total), 75-83 ($190 total, 
includes 80a, 80b), along with a few stamps, sets and partial 
sets cataloguing $20 to $60 and up, including 26c, 28 (used 
on piece, diagonal half used as 1c on cover c.v. $350). On-
line photos show the better pages. We note the fresh colours 
throughout the collection, which collectors and dealers will 
appreciate. Very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200
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Brunei

1010 */** Collection of Roughly 600 Different Mint Brunei, 
1906-2004, including selections of souvenir sheets and 
booklets, neatly organized in 11 double sided Vario-style 
stock pages. The collection ranges from Scott #s 2/582, with 
the majority of stamps lightly hinged up to the mid-1960s, 
and primarily never hinged thereafter. A spot check indicated 
a few stamps, sets, and partial sets cataloguing from $10 to 
$30 and up. Owner’s Standard Stamp Catalogue of Malay-
sia, Singapore & Brunei, 30th Edition, totals 3,300 Malaysian 
Ringgit, equivalent to $970 CDN at time of writing. Online 
photos show a sampling. A clean collection, noting the fresh 
colours, and ideal lot for British Commonwealth collectors, or 
dealers looking for stock. Very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

1011 8/* #13/96 Collection of Primarily Mint Brunei, 1907-
1952, with roughly 100 stamps, with a mint and or a used for 
a few issues, neatly organized on 6 quadrille pages, with #s 
13-33, 35-37 (m.h., c.v. $611 total, 13 (x2)), 43-49, 52-53, 
54 (x2), 55, 58 (m.h., $187 total), 62-75 (m.h., $171 total). A 
virtually complete mint collection for the given years, noting 
the fresh colours found throughout, which should satisfy both 
collectors and dealers alike. All stamps are photographed on-
line.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

Burma

1012	 8/* Accumulation of Used Burma, 1930s-1940s, with 
many hundreds of stamps, in a few Vario-style stock pages, 
and on roughly 30 homemade pages. The lot consists of 
singles and blocks, including multiple on piece, Officials, and 
Japanese Occupations. A spot check indicated #s 14 (x6, c.v. 
$165 total), 57 (x19, $128 total), along with stamps catalogu-
ing $3 to $10 and up. The lot includes 7 first day cover, leav-
ing potential finds to the dedicated collector. Online photos 
show an overview. A few faults to be expected, still fine to very 
fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

1013 8/* #1/171 Collection of Primarily Mint Burma, 1937-
1961, with roughly 190 stamps, including 16 different 1937 
used issues, neatly organized on 10 quadrille pages, noting 
#s 1-16 (m.h., c.v. $257 total), 18A-33, $145 total), along 
with a few mint sets cataloguing $20 and up. The collection 
also includes high denomination used with #s 13-16, 18 
(used, c.v. $698 total, if postally used). A virtually complete 
mint collection for the years given, noting the fresh colours 
found throughout, which will make a nice addition for collec-
tors, or dealers looking for stock. Online photos show all the 
pages.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

Cayman Islands

1014	 8/*/** Collection of Mint and Used Cayman Islands, 
1900-1982, with roughly 450 stamps in 28 Minkus album 
pages. The collection begins with mint sets and partial sets 
from the 1900 to the 1930s noting #s 1-5, 8-15 (m.h., $270 
total), 21-27 (m.h., $125 total), 47 (m.h., $130), 50-62 (m.h., 
$108 total), 64-68 (m.h, $98 total), The collection continues 
with primarily mint hinged singles, sets, and partial sets from 
the late 1930s onwards, with a few cataloguing $20 and up, 
including #135-149 (m.h., $125 total). Owner’s 2020 Scott 
catalogue value for the collection totals $1,573 (includes 
owner’s identification and catalogue values for all the album 
pages). Online photos show most of the better pages. Clean 
and very fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,573

1015	 8/*/** #1/1211a Collection of Mint and Used Cayman 
Islands in Two Springback Albums, 1900-2018, with a few 
thousand stamps in hingeless mounts, with roughly 90% 
completeness in period for basic issues from 1900 to 1930, 
and virtually complete from the 1930s to 2018. The collec-
tion begins with primarily mint sets and partial sets, ranging 
from 1900 to the 1920s, noting Scott #s 1-2 (including a 1d 
with SPECIMEN overprint), 8-12 (m.h., $102 total), and con-
tinues with mint or used sets and partial sets from the 1930s 
up to the 1960s including 69-78 (m.h., $114 total), 69-79 
(used, $372 total), 85-95 (m.h., $155 total), along with sets 
and partial sets cataloguing $20 to $40 and up. The collec-
tion post-1970 consists of mint never hinged issues, with the 
collector adding booklets, souvenir sheets, sheetlets, booklet 
stamps, in hingeless mounts and selections of modern used 
hinged onto the back of album pages. A nice clean collection, 
with only a few basic numbers missing. Online photos show 
a sampling. A few small faults with a few of the early stamps, 
including a few regummed mint stamps. Overall fine to very 
fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400

1016 8/* #1/168 Collection of Primarily Mint Cayman Islands, 
1900-1963, with roughly 180 different mint issues, along 
with a few used stamps sprinkled within, neatly organized on 
17 quadrille pages. Just a few of the better mint sets and par-
tial sets include with #s 1-7 (c.v. $165 total), 21-24, 26-30 
($407 total), 32-43 ($160 total), 50-63 ($180 total), 69-80 
($564 total), 85-96 ($255 total), along with a few singles, 
sets, and partial sets, cataloguing $20 and up. We note bright 
colours throughout, that will appeal to collectors and dealers 
alike, with the majority of stamps being lightly hinged, along 
with a few with hinge remnants. Online photos show a sam-
pling of this very fine collection.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

Ceylon

1017 8/* #25/358 Collection of Mint and Used Ceylon in a 
Crown Springback Album, 1861-1958, with roughly 500 
stamps, with mint and or used singles, sets, and partial sets, 
on roughly 35 quadrille pages. The collection begins with 
roughly 30 different pre-1883, ranging from Scott #25/61, 
with a few stamps cataloguing in the $10 to $30 range, and 
continues with 56 different mint or used issues up to 1886 
noting #s 85-86, 88-91 (m.h., c.v. $102 total). The lot con-
tinues with primarily mint and or used sets and partial sets 
including #s 132-142 (m.h., $125 total), 158, 160-163 (m.h, 
$185 total), 166-177 (m.h., $202 total), 178-193, 195 (m.h., 
$162 total), 225-243 (m.h., $130 total), along with singles, 
sets, and partial sets, cataloguing $20 to $50 and up, includ-
ing 152a (used, $95). The lot also includes selections of of-
ficials and postage dues, noting O18 (used, $62). We note 
bright fresh colours throughout, with the majority of stamps 
being lightly hinged, with a few having hinge remnants. A nice 
lot for collectors and dealers alike, with online photos show-
ing a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

1018	 8/*/** #445 Collection / Accumulation of Mint and Used 
Ceylon, 1880s-1970, with roughly 625 stamps, in 9 double 
sided 8-row Vario-style stock pages, housed in a binder. The 
lot begins with roughly 80 primarily used Victorian stamps, 
and continues with used Edwards and George V issues, with 
a gradual mix of mint material from 1935 onwards, including 
mint sets of the 1935 Silver Jubilee Omnibus issues. A spot 
check indicated some stamps and a few sets cataloguing 
$10 to $20 and up, along with selections of revenue and war 
tax stamps. Postmark interest includes c.d.s town cancels, 
including a few socked on the nose, along with a small vari-
ety of postmarks in the Victorian era. Duplication up to 5 in 
some cases, with online photos show a sampling. Overall fine 
to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150
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China

1019 ** Accumulation of Mint China Sets and Larger Blocks, 
1940s, starting with Scott #s 886-894 issued without gum, in 
either upper right or left blocks of 100, or lower bottom / top 
sheet portion of 100 (20 x 5), each showing two plate inscrip-
tions reading “Printed by Dadong Book Company Shanghai 
Printing Factory”, along with a few plate numbers for a few 
of the blocks. The lot continues with a few sets and multiples 
from the 1940s, including South China set commemorating 
the liberation of Guangzhuo in blocks of 10. Online photos 
show an overview. We note a few faults with a few of the 
stamps, with the blocks of 100 folded into quarters, still fine 
to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

China (People’s Republic of)

1020	 8/** Collection of Mint and Used People’s Republic of 
China, all in 51 black stock pages, with about 80% mint never 
hinged and 20% used (CTO), we note many good singles and 
sets, as well as a few booklets and sheetlets. A few of the sets 
are not complete, but we noted better items such as Scott 
#s 1863 ($105), 1810 ($55), 1840-43 ($40), 1645-46 (in 
sheets, #223), 1354-56 ($48), 1255-70 ($225)1104-07 
($140), 1215-17 ($61)1080-83 ($107), 1095-98 ($182), 
810-17 ($80), 1054-57 ($320), 713-15 ($75), 684-95 ($91), 
639-46 ($137), 467-82 ($120) and more. Overall very fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$5,291

1021 ** #2438/4425 Large Collection of Mint Never Hinged 
People’s Republic of China Blocks of Four, 1993-2017, with 
over 1,330 different issues (over 5,300 stamps), in roughly 
200 Vario-style stock pages, housed in four binders. The col-
lection begins with a binder containing material covering years 
1993 to 1995, with the balance from years 2000 to 2016, 
with material generally ranging from Scott #2438/#4425. 
The vast majority of material are blocks, but note some strips 
of four, and includes selections of plate blocks. Online pho-
tos show a small sampling. Clean and ideal for collectors and 
dealers alike. Very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $750

China (Republic of)

1022	 8/*/** Collection of Roughly 350 Primarily Mint Republic 
of China and China Blocks and Plate Blocks, generally rang-
ing from the 1940s, neatly arranged on roughly 40 quadrille 
pages, in a springback album. The lot includes blocks from 
Manchukuo, Formosa, Inner Mongolia, North East Provinces, 
Taiwan, and more, noting many surcharges and postage 
dues. A spot check indicated the majority of blocks catalogu-
ing $3 and under, with a few ranging from $5 to $10. A nice 
lot for the specialist, with online photos showing a sampling. 
The majority of stamps are lightly hinged, along with many 
never hinged stamps, and a few with hinge remnants. Overall 
fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

Cyprus

1023	 8/*/** Collection / Accumulation of Mint and Used Cy-
prus, 1880s-1980, with roughly 550 stamps, in 10 double 
sided 8-row Vario-style stock pages, housed in a binder. The 
lot primarily contains mint and used pre-1960 stamps includ-
ing mint hinged with #s 3 (x3), 20, 28-32, 38 (x3), 40, 45, 
48 (x4), 49, 51, 53 (x2), 54-55 (c.v. $352 total), along with 
stamps and a few sets cataloguing $20 and up including 
#143-155 (m.h., 153-155 (x2), $203 total), 168-182 (m.h., 
$115). Postmark interest includes a few squared circles, 
along with c.d.s town cancels, including a few socked on the 
nose. Duplication up to 5 in some cases, with online photos 
show a sampling. Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

1024	 8/* Collection of Mint and Used Cyprus, 1880-2012, with 
roughly 825 stamps, in over 60 album pages housed in a 
binder. The collection begins with mint and used singles and 
part sets ranging from the 1880s to 1930s, with strength 
post-1930, with mint and or used singles, complete sets, and 
partial sets. A cursory check indicated #s 29, 31-32, 34-35 
(m.h., $101 total), 43 (m.h., $52), 51, 54, 55, 58 (m.h., $141 
total), 71 (m.h. $130), 125-135 (used, $178 total), along 
with singles, sets, and partial sets, cataloguing $20 and up, 
including #183-197 (m.h., $152 total). Owner’s 2020 Scott 
catalogue value for the collection totals $2,580 (includes 
owner’s identification and catalogue values for some of the 
album pages). Online photos show a sampling. We note a few 
small faults on a few of the early stamps, overall fine to very 
fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$2,580

1025 8/* #2/223 Collection of Mint and Used Cyprus, 1880-
1963, with roughly 240 stamps, with mint and or used singles, 
sets, and partial sets, neatly organized on 18 quadrille pages. 
The collection begins with a small selection of pre-1894 mint 
stamps, and continues with primarily mint sets and partial 
sets post-1894. Just a few of the better sets and part sets 
include with #s 28-37 (m.h. $322 total), 48-58 (m.h., $290 
total), 61-70 (m.h. $157 total), 72-84 (m.h., $253 total), 89-
108 (m.h., $319 total), 125-135 (m.h., $231 total), along with 
singles, sets, and partial sets, cataloguing $20 to $50 and up 
including 123 (used, $400, if postally used), 143-155 (m.h., 
$121 total). We note crisp fresh colours throughout, that will 
appeal to collectors and dealers alike. The majority of stamps 
are lightly hinged, along with a few with hinge remnants. On-
line photos show a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

Czechoslovakia

1026	 8/*/** Collection / Accumulation of Mint and Used 
Czechoslovakia, 1919-1950s, with roughly 1,000 stamps in 
three stockbooks. The first stockbook contains roughly 400 
mint stamps, including a few blocks and gutter pairs, along 
with selections of back of the book material. A spot check 
indicated a few stamps and sets cataloguing from $5 to $25. 
The lot rounds out with a stockbook containing a collection 
of used material, along with a stockbook containing a small 
accumulation of the owner’s used duplicates. We note a vari-
ety of postmark types, including bridge and double ring town 
cancels, with a few socked on the nose. The lot also includes 
roughly 500 mint and used Austria stamps, generally rang-
ing from 1920 to the 1950s. Online photos show a sampling. 
Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

1027	 8/*/** Extensive, Mostly Mint Czechoslovakia Collec-
tion, 1918-1987, in black mounts in two Minkus albums. The 
collection is in its majority mint, with a few used here and 
there, with mostly NH stamps only from the mid-1960s to the 
end, and a mix of hinged and never hinged before then. The 
collection is missing items in the 1919 overprints section, but 
is otherwise complete, including most of the souvenir sheets, 
sheetlets, stamp exposition items, back of the book (saw mili-
tary #s 6-14, $315), etc. We note that the Scott #s 95-108 
issues include 31 different stamps) and there are imperfo-
rate issues here and there. The collection also includes Slo-
vakia (1939 to 1944 complete, including #s 2-23 (NH, $550), 
B27a (NH, $50)) as well as Bohemia and Moravia (1939 to 
1944 complete, including a hinged and a NH set of #s 1-19). 
Rounding off the lot are some covers and FDC, as well as 
many NH items probably destined to replace the hinged in the 
albums, plus some modern souvenir sheets and three spe-
cialized publications on the subject. A nice quality collection, 
not needing much to be complete (see our single lot section 
for more expensive items missing from this collection), overall 
fine to very fine, online scans only show a small sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500
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Denmark

1028 * Accumulation of Mint Denmark in Stock Pages, 1870s-
1950s, with many hundreds of stamps, generally unorga-
nized, housed in 19 stock pages, glassines, and loose mate-
rial. The lot begins with roughly 75 bi-coloured issues, (spot 
check indicated most have watermark 112), noting #s 29a 
(c.v. $65), 34 ($100), and continues with 65-69 ($177 to-
tal), and 1913-1928 King Christian X issues, generally 1 to 
3 stamps per issue, noting better with #s 123 ($60), 126 
(x3, $180 total), 129 (x2, $135 total), 132 ($95), 133 (x2, 
$300 total). The lot continues singles, sets, and partial sets, 
including back of the book material noting 210-219 ($111 
total), C1-C4 (x2), C4 ($415 total), P2-P6, P9 ($438 total), 
along with singles and sets cataloguing $20 to $50 and up. 
The lot also includes roughly 40, generally modern booklets. 
A potentially high cataloguing lot, ideal for the Denmark or 
Scandinavia specialist or dealer. We note a few small faults 
with a few of the stamps, including a few with no gum. A spot 
check indicated mint hinged material. Online photos show a 
sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $350

1029	 8 Specialized Collection of Used Denmark “Bi-coloured” 
Numeral Issues, 1870-1905, with roughly 400 stamps, well 
organized on 40 quadrille pages. The collection is a well re-
searched overview of many of the “bi-coloured” numeral is-
sues, with the owner noting various frame flaws (identified 
with drawn circles over the hingeless mount), printing types, 
plate positions, inverted watermarks, inverted frame lines, 
and more. A spot check indicated a selection of 1870-1871 
Skilling issues with #s 16 (x10, $275 total), 17 (x7, $770 
total), 18 inverted watermark (x2, Facit Special Catalogue, 
2022 c.v. $700 SEK, $91 CDN total at time of writing), 18b 
inverted frame (x2, $175 total), 19 (x7, $525 total), 20 (x3, 
$525 total), with the balance containing 1875 issues on-
wards, with a few stamps cataloguing $10 to $30 and up, 
including a few inverted watermarks and inverted frames. 
Postmark interest includes several numeral postmarks, along 
with various bridge and c.d.s. town cancels, including a few 
socked on the nose. A nice advanced collection, ideal for the 
Denmark or Scandinavia specialist. Online photos show a 
sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $350

1030	 8 Collection / Accumulation of a Few Thousand Denmark 
“Bi-coloured” Numeral Issues, 1875-1904,  with roughly 
2,000 stamps,including singles, pairs, blocks, and strips, well 
organized in two small stockbooks, and 32 Vario-style stock 
pages. The lot begins with two stockbooks, containing roughly 
500 stamps, well identified by the owner, noting different 
printings, inverted watermarks and framelines and more, not-
ing a few Skilling denominations with #s 16 (x23), 18 (x68), 
with the balance consisting of 1875-1904 issues. The bal-
ance of the lot consists of an accumulation of roughly 1,500 
stamps, all from the 1875-1904 issues, in Vario-style stock 
pages. The majority of denominations are present, including 
100 Ore (x378. c.v. $5,625 total, catalogued at the lowest 
value, Scott #52b, at $15 each). Postmark interest includes 
various numeral postmarks, bridge, 2-ring, and c.d.s. town 
cancels, including many socked on the nose. A great lot for 
the specialist, with potential finds for the dedicated collector. 
Online photos show a sampling, overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

1031	 8 Accumulation of a Few Thousand Used Denmark, 1854-
1950s, with material on and off paper, in glassines, bags, 
10 Vario-style stock pages, and two small stockbooks. A spot 
check of material indicated a small selection of Skilling is-
sues, noting #s 17 (c.v. $110), 19 strip of 3 ($225 total), 
with the majority of stamps ranging from the 1870s onward, 
including #26 Pearl Flaw (x4, Facit Special Catalogue, 2022 
c.v. $800 SEK each, $105 CDN each at time of writing), #28 
Pearl Flaw (x6, Facit Special Catalogue, 2022 c.v. $650 SEK 
each, $85 CDN each at time of writing). Postmark interest 
includes many numeral postmarks, bridge cancel types, sin-
gle and double ring postmarks, and c.d.s. town cancels, etc., 
with many socked on the nose town cancels, leaving potential 
finds to the dedicated collector. Online photos show a sam-
pling and an overview of the lot. Overall fine to very fine

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

Dominica

1032	 8/* #25/181 Collection of Mint and Used Dominica, 
1903-1963, with roughly 160 stamps, with mint and or used 
singles, sets, and part sets, neatly organized on 10 quadrille 
pages. A spot check indicated #s 25-29, 32-33 (m.h., c.v. 
$116 total), 49 (used, $75), 54-62 (m.h., $152 total), 65-82 
(m.h., $214 total), along with a few stamps, sets, and partial 
sets, cataloguing $10 and up. Online photos show a sam-
pling. We note fresh colours throughout, noting the majority 
of stamps are lightly hinged, with a few stamps having hinge 
remnants. Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

Dominican Republic

1033	 8/* Collection of Mint and Used Dominican Republic, 
1866-1996, all mounted on computer generated pages in a 
thick binder, with about half and half mint and used. Close 
to complete up to early 1980s, except for the first few pag-
es. Complete semi-postals, missing only a few airmails from 
1928 to 1982, postal tax issues are complete, as are several 
other categories, except appears to be missing most souvenir 
sheets. Range is from #s 5/1228. A clean collection with very 
nice quality throughout.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

Egypt

1034	 8/*/** Collection / Accumulation of Mint and Used 
Egypt, 1860s-1970s, with many hundreds of stamps, in 
roughly 30 doubled sided Vario-style stock pages, housed in 
a binder. The lot has a little bit of everything beginning with 
seven different 1866 surcharge issues, with the strength of 
the lot coming from the post-1900 issues noting #s 108-113 
(m.h., $77 total), 167 (m.h., $250), 172-176 (m.h., $90 to-
tal), 189-190 (used, $245 total), 224 (m.h., $200), M9 Brit-
ish Forces in Egypt Jubilee overprint (m.h., $350), along with 
singles, sets, and part sets cataloguing $20 and up. The lot 
also includes a few plate blocks, souvenir sheets, a few flight 
covers, and selections of mint and used Palestine and Sudan. 
Ideal for the Egypt collector or specialist. Online photos show 
a sampling. A few faults with a few of the early stamps, overall 
fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300
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1035 8/* #29/552 Collection of Mint and Used Egypt in a 
Crown Springback Album, 1874-1962, with roughly 650 
stamps, with mint and or used singles, sets, and partial 
sets, generally ranging from Scott #29/552, along with se-
lections of airmails, semi-postals, and officials, on roughly 
60 quadrille pages. A spot check indicated #s 29-30, 33-41 
(m.h., c.v. $374 total), 105-113 (m.h., $133 total), 114 (m.h., 
$140), 128-148 (m.h., $157, missing #141), 172-176 (m.h., 
$90 total), 189-190 (used, $245 total), C5-C25 (m.h., $82 
total), along with singles, sets, and partial sets, cataloguing 
$10 to $30 and up. Online photos show a sampling, overall 
fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

Europe

1036 ** Large Group of Booklets from Sweden, Finland and 
Netherlands, with a few hundred in all, each country has 
been valued by the owner, as seen in the pictures. Duplica-
tion, very fine.

 .......................................................................... Michel €3,134

Europe (Western)

1037 ** Accumulation of Roughly 1,600 Worldwide Souvenir 
Sheets and Sheetlets, neatly organized by country into 16 
packages of 100, with material generally ranging from the 
1970s to the 1980s, with material possible on either side 
of the range. The lot consists of Netherlands (500), Portugal 
(500), Liechtenstein (300), and Germany (300), all counted 
by the owner, with duplication up to 5 for some souvenir 
sheets. Two packages were opened to show a sample of the 
lot, along with a photo showing an overview. Clean and very 
fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400

Falkland Islands

1038	 8/* Collection of Mint and Used Falkland Islands, 1878-
1984, with roughly 500 stamps, in 24 Minkus album pages. 
The collection begins with a small selection of mint Victorian 
issues with #s 3-4 (m.h., c.v. $210 total), 9, 9a, 11B-14, 16-
18 (m.h., $552 total), and continues with mint and or used 
singles, sets, and partial sets from the Edwards to the 1940s 
including #s 22-29 (m.h., except #29 (used), $510 total), 30-
38 (m.h., 36-38 (n.h.), $643 total), 54-62 (m.h., $272 total), 
65-73 (m.h., $500 total). The balance of the collection con-
tains primarily mint material from the 1950s onward, noting 
a few singles, sets and partial sets, cataloguing from $20 to 
$100 and up, including #s 107-120 (m.h. $200 total), 128-
142 (m.h., $195 total). Owner’s 2020 Scott catalogue value 
for the collection totals $4,859 (includes owner’s identifica-
tion and catalogue values for most album pages). Online pho-
tos show the better pages, overall fine to very fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$4,859

1039 8/* #3/142 Valuable Collection of Primarily Mint Falk-
land Islands, 1878-1960, with roughly 230 stamps, with a 
few used stamps scattered throughout, on 12 quadrille pag-
es. Just a few of the better mint sets and partial sets include 
#s 3-4 (c.v. $210 total), 7-8 ($620 total), 9-12, 12a, 13, 15, 
15a, 16-18 ($525 total), 20-21 ($550 total), 22-28 ($350 
total), 30-39 ($844 total), 54-63 ($497 total), 65-73 ($500 
total), 84-96 ($361 total), along with a few sets and part sets, 
cataloguing $50 to $100 and up. The lot also include Falk-
land Islands Dependencies and separate islands. A high cata-
loging collection with fresh bright colours throughout, which 
British Commonwealth collectors and dealers will appreciate. 
The majority of stamps are lightly hinged, along with a few 
with hinge remnants. Online photos show the better pages.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

Faroe Islands
1040 ** Group of 39 Faroe Islands Annual Collections, 1975-

2012, along with a few presentation packs and roughly 40 
booklets, generally ranging from the 1980s to 2000. Own-
er’s Scott catalogue value for the annual collections totals 
$1,497, and the booklets catalogue $562. Owner’s cata-
logue value for the lot totals $2,059. A very clean and attrac-
tive lot. Online photos show an overview.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$2,059

1041 ** Collection of Mint Faroe Islands, 1975-1998, with over 
1,000 stamps, in roughly 150 album pages, housed in a thick 
binder. The collection contains a little bit of everything, noting 
singles, plate blocks, souvenir sheets, sheetlets, and book-
lets, along with selections of first day covers, and sheets of 
Christmas Seals. Owner’s Scott catalogue value for the col-
lection totals $2,546. Online photos show a small sampling. 
Clean and colourful, with topical and thematic possibilities. 
Very fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$2,596

1042	 8/** Accumulation of Mint and Used Faroe Islands, 
1970s- 1980s, with many hundreds of stamps in a few Vario-
style stock pages, 2-row stock cards, glassines, and loose 
material. The lot has a little bit of everything including used 
material on piece, noting various towns and postmark types, 
including bridge, ship, and c.d.s. postmarks, including a few 
Faroe Islands postmarks on Denmark stamps. The lot also in-
cludes mint never hinged singles and stamps, generally rang-
ing from 1975 to the 1980s, roughly 100x 2kr booklets from 
1975, and a few sheets of Christmas seals. A nice lot for the 
specialist, with online photos showing an overview. Overall 
fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

Fiji

1043	 8/*/** Collection of Mint and Used Fiji, 1900-1984, with 
roughly 300 stamps, in 25 album pages. The collection be-
gins with a small selection of mint and used pre-1900 issues, 
with predominately mint hinged singles and partial sets up 
to 1930. The collection continues with mint (noting modern 
mint never hinged stamps), and or used singles, sets, and 
partial sets post-1930. A spot check notes #s 72-75 (m.h., 
$95 total), 79-80,82-88, 90 (m.h., $87 total), 117-131B mint 
and used set ($224 total), along with a few sets and partial 
sets cataloguing $20 and up. Owner’s 2020 Scott catalogue 
value for the collection totals $967 (includes owner’s identi-
fication and catalogue values for most of the album pages). 
Online photos show a sampling, overall fine to very fine.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$967

1044 8/* #40/197 Collection of Mint and Used Fiji, 1878-1963, 
with roughly 150 stamps, with mint and or used singles, sets, 
and partial sets, neatly organized in 14 quadrille pages. A 
spot check of material indicated #s 40-45 (m.h., c.v. $232 to-
tal), 59-68 (m.h., $152 total), 70-78 (m.h., $599 total, miss-
ing #70A), 93-106 (m.h. $152 total), along with stamps, sets, 
and partial sets, cataloguing $20 to $60 and up. A nice lot 
for the British Commonwealth collector or dealer looking for 
stock .Bright colours throughout, with the majority of stamps 
being lightly hinged, with a few having hinge remnants. Online 
photos show a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200
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Finland

1045 ** Group of Finland Annual Collections, with years 2007-
2008, 2010-2011, 2013, 2016-2019. Owner’s 2020 Scott 
catalogue value for the lot totals $1,611. Online photo shows 
an overview. Clean and very fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,611

1046 */** Accumulation of Mint Finland, 1930s-1970s, with 
many hundreds of stamps, in 9 Vario-style stock pages and 
several glassines. A spot check indicated singles, sets, and 
partial sets, including back of the book material, occupied 
areas, and independent states, with the majority of material 
ranging from the 1940s to the 1960s. We note sets and par-
tial sets cataloguing $10 and up including Karelia 1-15 (m.h., 
$325 total, if genuine). Duplication up to 10 for some issues, 
and up to 3 for a few sets. Online photos show an overview, 
overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

France

1047 ** Mint Never Hinged France Collection in Two Lighthouse 
Hingeless Albums, 1945-1989, sparse at the beginning, but 
still with many good sets, then more than 95% complete from 
the early 1950s to the end. A fresh collection, mounted in 
brand new albums with slipcases, with many better sets such 
as Famous Men, etc. Very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

1048 ** Large Collection / Stock of France Complete Semi-Post-
al Booklets, 1957 to 1991 starts with a collection / stock of 
small format Red Cross booklets from 1957 to 1983 with a 
2021 Yvert catalogue value of €1,949. Then with large format 
Red Cross Booklets from 1984 to 1991 with Yvert value of 
€731. Personnages Célebres 1985 to 1991 with Yvert value 
of €738 and Journée du Timbre 1986 to 1989 with Yvert 
value of €676. Duplication usually ranges from 1 to about 10, 
but can go up to 41 copies in one case. Fresh and very fine, 
with a high face value.

 .............................................................. Yvert & Tellier €4,094

1049	 8 Collection / Accumulation of the French Peace and Com-
merce (Sage) Issues, 1876-1900, with many hundreds (thou-
sands?) of used stamps, ideal for postmark collectors, as we 
noted many town cancels, travelling post office, specialized 
Paris postmarks, stamps used abroad, octagonal datestamps 
(scarce), chargement and affranchissement postmarks, and 
so much more. A stockbook also contains hundreds of Blanc 
and Sower issues, again with postmark possibilities. Pretty 
much all the denominations to the 1fr are present in quantity, 
so the catalogue value is huge. An ideal lot for the specialist 
who has time to sort them all.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

1050	 8 Used France Collection and Stock, 1800s to 1950s, not-
ing 8 stock pages filled with quality material including post-
age dues, nice c.d.s. cancels, as well as 21 album or stock 
pages, also containing a good range of material, noting many 
nice c.d.s. cancels, complete sets, etc. Last but not least is a 
thick stockbook containing many hundreds of used stamps 
in stock format, with a little duplication, with stamps from the 
1850s to the 1950s, noting better value sets, and a little mint 
near the end, etc. Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

1051	 8 Five Stockbooks of Mainly Used France, 1870s to Mod-
ern, all containing many thousands of definitive and com-
memorative stamps, sorted by issue with decent duplication 
and some mint here and there. We noted a good proportion 
of nice postmarks, including specialized ones, complete sets, 
varieties, one of the stockbooks contains many hundreds of 
Sower issues, etc. Also includes a stack of official new issue 
first day pages, a box of mostly Peace and Commerce bun-
dleware and a small stockbook with a variety of interesting 
items. Last but not least is a two-volume Schaubek France 
album (1849-1979) in good condition with no stamps. See 
online pictures for an overview of this useful lot.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

1052 */** Accumulation of Mint France in 5 Binders, 1930s-
1997, with a few thousand stamps, catalogued and organized 
by Scott number by the owner, in roughly 150 manilla stock 
pages. The stamps generally range from Scott #331/2161, 
along with Semi-Postals ranging from #B83/B662, with the 
majority of material cataloguing $3 and under, with some 
stamps and sets cataloguing from $5 to $10 and up. Duplica-
tion up to 7 in some cases. Online photos show a sampling. 
Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

1053 */** Valuable Grouping of France Mint Material, starts 
off with a collection in 2 stockbooks, 1990 to 2000, missing 
only a few perf and booklet varieties, includes all the souvenir 
sheets, booklets, etc. Also two thick stockbooks with a lightly 
duplicated stock of mint, with souvenir sheets, complete sets, 
etc. (1945-1963 in one, 1991-1992 in the other), as well as 
some Lighthouse stock pages with mint booklets (definitives 
and commemoratives), souvenir sheets, sets, etc. We also 
noted a collection of 66 dated corner blocks (definitives from 
the 1940s to 1980s), including a 90c red Pasteur with a cata-
logue value of €120, as well as a large stack of Marianne 
de Béquet, with many dated corner blocks, varieties including 
missing phosphor, and many more stock pages of mint sin-
gles, sets, souvenir sheets, etc., including a page of modern 
varieties the owner has catalogued at €183. All very fine, we 
recommend viewing in person to better appreciate the good 
value in this offering.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

1054	 8/*/** Collection / Stock of Pre-World War II French Is-
sues, we note a group of 5 different World War II resistance 
forgery sheetlets, a group of 16 booklets (regular and Red 
Cross). The rest is displayed on 48 black stock sheets, and 
consists of a stock of mostly used definitives, followed by 
commemoratives up to the 1960s, with emphasis on early is-
sues, with many better issues and postmarks, postage dues, 
airmails, etc. Thousands of stamps in all, overall fine to very 
fine. See pictures for a small glimpse.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

1055	 8/*/** #3/414, B1/CB3 Dealer Stock of Mint and Used 
Stamps, Booklets and Back of the Book, 1849 to 1987, in 
two cartons, mostly in glassines identified and sorted by the 
owner by Scott number in quantities of 1 to more than 20. The 
regular issues cover the classic period to 1940, with some 
Semi-Postal and Airmail Semi-Postal issues and Airmails run-
ning to 1987, with good representation of issues in the range. 
Also includes several complete Croix Rouge booklets from the 
mid 1960s onwards and several stock sheets with additional 
material including revenues and a few covers. Condition is 
mixed especially in the early years, still ideal for online resell-
ers or club trading, or for filling gaps in an existing collection. 
Our photos provide a mere glimpse of the contents.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100
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France and Colonies

1056	 8/* Collection of Mint and Used France and Colonies in 
Four Thick Scott International Albums, 1850s-2003, with 
a few thousand stamps, including many mint sets and partial 
sets, beginning with 64 different pre-1900 used France, with 
a few stamps cataloguing from $10 to $40, and continues 
with primarily used material up to 1930, with a mixture of 
mint and used stamps post-1930, and predominantly mint 
stamps post-1950. The collection appears virtually complete 
from 1900 to the 1990s, including runs of mint and used 
semi-postals, airmails, and offices abroad, with a cursory 
check indicating #s 109-124 (used, c.v. $175 total), along 
with stamps, sets and part sets, cataloguing from $20 to $40 
and up, including B3-B5 (m.h., $55 total), B11 (used, $60), 
B66-B67 (used, $80 total), and more. We estimate roughly 
€100 to €200 of modern face value stamps. The balance of 
the collection consists of A to Z countries, with better repre-
sentation from Reunion, St. Pierre et Miquelon, French Guin-
ea, just to name a few. The material generally ranges from 
the 1880s up to the 1970s, with strength ranging from the 
1920s to the 1940s, consisting of mint sets and partial sets, 
with a few cataloguing from $20 to $40 and up, including 
French Andorra 124-136, 138-139, 142 (m.h., $172 total), 
Reunion 17-21 (m.h., $72 total), leaving potential finds to the 
dedicated collector. Online photos showing a small sampling. 
We note a few small faults with a few of the early stamps, with 
the albums having a slight tobacco odor. Overall fine to very 
fine.

 ...................................................................... Estimate $1,000

Gambia

1057 * #12/171 Collection of 175 Different Mint Gam-
bia,1886-1961, neatly organized on 8 quadrille pages start-
ing with #s 12-19 (c.v. $84 total), 20-27 ($153 total), 28-
39 ($287 total), 41-51, 53-60, 62-63 ($340 total, includes 
#42a), 70-86 ($233 total), 87-96 ($139 total), 102-120 
($335 total), along with a few stamps and sets cataloguing 
$30 and up. A clean collection, noting fresh colours through-
out, with the majority of stamps being lightly hinged. Online 
photos show the better pages.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

Germany

1058 ** Accumulation of Mint Never Hinged Germany Stamps, 
Souvenir Sheets, and Sheetlets, neatly organized into pack-
ages of year sets and souvenir sheets / sheetlets of 100. The 
lot starts with 29 year sets (including a few from DDR) ranging 
from years 1975 to 1999, with the balance of the lot con-
taining roughly 900 souvenir sheets and sheetlets, generally 
ranging from the 1970s to the 1980s, with material possible 
on either side of the range, with duplication up to 5 for some 
issues. One package was opened to show a sample, along 
with a photo showing an overview. Clean and very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

1059	 8/** Accumulation of Roughly 500 Germany Booklets, 
loose in a box, including DDR booklets, generally ranging from 
the 1960s to 2010, with material possible on either side of 
the range. Duplication up to 5 in some cases. A spot check 
indicated a mixture of mint and used booklet panes, noting 
most of the used panes contain commemorative stamps. On-
line photo shows an overview, clean and very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

1060 */** Collection / Accumulation of Mostly Mint Never 
Hinged Germany, 1941-2003, with a few thousand stamps 
in roughly twenty Vario-style stock pages, 2 and 3-row dealer 
cards, and a mint sheet file. The lot begins with a binder hous-
ing the stock pages, with material ranging from Scott #506 to 
#2247, noting a few stamps and sets cataloguing from $10 
and up. Owner’s older Scott catalogue value totals $3,172. 
The lot also comes with mint never hinged material in dealer 
cards, noting just a few better stamps and sets with #s 442-
451 (c.v. $297 total), B119 ($115), along with selections of 
DDR including 702-721 ($225 total 40p faulty), 6 mint sheets 
from the inflation period, selections of Saar and Danzig, and 
Soviet zone West Saxony singles and blocks. Online photos 
show a sampling, with duplication up to 5 for some issues. A 
clean lot, ideal for the Germany collector or dealer looking for 
stock. Very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

1061	 8/* Collection of Mint and Used Germany, 1875-1979, 
with a few thousand stamps, in roughly 60 album pages (no-
tations provided by the owner), housed in 2 binders with loose 
pages. The collection consists of primarily used material from 
the 1870s up to the 1940s, and continues with a mixture of 
mint material post 1940, with selections of mint and used 
semi-postals, airmails, and other back of the book material. 
A spot check of indicated just a few of the better item includ-
ing #s 75-79 (used, $143 total), B31 (used), B32 (m.h., $87 
total), B49-B57 (used, #B59 mint no gum, $380 total), C20-
C26 (used, $273 total), C27-C34 (used, $129 total), along 
with a few stamps, souvenir sheets, and some sets catalogu-
ing $10 to $40 and up. Online photos show a sampling. A 
good collection for the Germany specialist with potential post-
mark finds, etc., overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

1062	 8/*/** Collections of Mint and Used Germany, 1872-
1980s, with a few thousand stamps in roughly 100 album 
pages, housed in three binders with loose album pages and 
dealer cards. The lot has a little bit of everything with used 
material ranging from the 1870s onward, with a gradual mix-
ture of mint stamps from the inflation period to the 1970s, 
along with selections of mint and used semi-postals, airmails, 
and German States. A spot check indicated just a few of the 
better items including #s B310-B317 (used, $340 total), 
B323 (used, $90), Berlin 9N61-9N63 (used, $127 total), 
Saar B69-B73 (used, $517 total), Danzig B15-B19 (n.h., $80 
total), along with a few stamps and some sets, cataloguing 
$10 to $30 and up. Postmark interest includes roughly 350 
Hindenburg issues with town and slogan postmarks, includ-
ing ideal strikes, exhibition, railway, postmarks, among the 
many other c.d.s. town postmarks on other issues. A nice 
lot for the Germany specialist as there could be other finds 
throughout the lot. Online photos show a sampling, overall 
fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400

1063	 8/*/** Large Germany Collection in 7 Volumes, 6 are 
Lindner hingeless albums and there is also a 32-page Light-
house stockbook. The Lindner albums contain: 1) NH Germa-
ny complete from 1974 to 1984 with extra pages containing 
booklet pane combinations, etc., 2) NH Germany complete 
from 1994-1995, 3) used D.D.R. complete from 1955-1981, 
4) NH Berlin 98% complete from 1974 to 1990 plus addition-
al pages containing booklet pane variations, 5) NH Germany 
98% complete from 1984 to 1993, 6) NH D.D.R. complete 
from 1981 to 1988. The stockbook contains a dozen pages of 
misc. material from the areas listed above. Overall very fine, 
with a high catalogue and resale value.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300
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1064	 8/*/** Collection / Accumulation of Mint and Used Ger-
many, DDR, and Berlin, 1930s-1980s, with many thousands 
of stamps in 12 stockbooks / albums, along with roughly 40 
loose manilla stock pages. The lot consists of primarily mint 
material, with strength in Berlin stamps, noting #s 9N1-9N20 
(l.h., c.v. $105 total, if genuine), 9N35-9N41 (l.h., $187 total), 
9N84-9N93 (n.h., $97 total), along with stamps, sets, partial 
sets, and souvenir sheets cataloguing from $10 to $30 and 
up. The 40 manilla pages contain primarily mint singles and 
blocks, including back of the book material, from all three 
issuing areas, with owner’s older Scott catalogue value in 
excess of $2,000, noting many semi-postals and some oc-
cupations stamps. The remaining portion of the lot is a con-
tinuation of primarily mint material with a small postmark 
collection from parcel clippings along with a small selection 
of stampless covers and documents. A little bit of everything 
here and ideal for the Germany specialist as there could be 
some interesting finds. Online photos show a small sample of 
the lot, overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $750

1065	 8/* Quality Collection of Mint and Used Germany and 
Area, 1933-1960, with many hundreds of stamps and some 
souvenir sheets, in hingeless mounts, on roughly 75 loose 
Lighthouse album pages. The strength of the collection is 
with 1930s material including semi-postal stamps issues, 
noting Scott #s B49-B57 (m.h., c.v. $387 total), B50a-B55a 
(m.h., $147 total), B58 souvenir sheet (used, $1,150, c.v. is 
for mint value only. If postmarks are genuine, c.v. $7,500 for 
used), B68 (used, $825), along with singles, sets and souve-
nir sheets cataloguing $20 to $80 and up, including C43-C45 
(used, $755 total). The collection also includes selections of 
mint and used Occupations, noting Berlin 9N1-9N20 (m.h., 
$105 total), 9NB3a souvenir sheet (m.h., $325); Serbia 
2NB5-2NB6 souvenir sheets (m.h. $240 total), along with a 
few sets and souvenir sheets cataloguing $20 and up. A nice 
collection with potential finds for the Germany specialist. On-
line photos show a sampling. A spot check noted mint hinged, 
along with some lightly hinged material. Overall fine to very 
fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $750

1066	 8/* Collection / Accumulation of Mint and Used Germany 
Offices Abroad and Possessions, with roughly 500 stamps, 
neatly organized on roughly 50 quadrille pages, housed in a 
binder. The collection consists of mint and or used singles 
and sets, generally ranging from the 1890s to the 1910s, with 
better representation from Offices in China, Morocco, and 
Turkey, along with selections of German South-West Africa, 
Marshall Islands, Samoa, and more. A spot check indicates 
an even mix of mint and used, including used on piece, noting 
a few with socked on the nose postmarks, with some stamps 
and a few sets, cataloguing $10 to $30 and up. The lot also 
includes a stockbook containing a few hundred stamps, ap-
pearing to be the owner’s duplicates. A nice lot for the special-
ist. Online photos show a sampling, overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

Germany (D.D.R.)

1067	 8 Two Stockbooks Full of C.D.S. Cancels on East Germany 
Stamps on Piece, 1970-1988, with hundreds of pictorial first 
day cancels from Berlin, most are singles or sets on pieces 
that have “stamp” perforations. Also includes souvenir sheets 
with similar postmarks, as well as loose stamps from the 
same era. Very fine, our scans are representative of the whole 
lot.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

1068	 8/*/** Mint and Used Collection of East Germany in Two 
Binders, 1967 to 1993, with many hundreds of stamps, incl. 
complete sets, sheetlets, blocks of four and souvenir sheets, 
in a mix of mint and used plus c.t.o. Lots of topical interest 
and overall very fine, see pictures for an idea.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

German States

1069	 8/* Collection of German States Reprints, Fakes, and 
Forgeries on 44 Album Pages, with many hundreds of 
stamps, with a wide range of material with forged cancella-
tions, modified stamps, and better contemporary reproduc-
tions (crude to very good), etc. An advanced collection that 
would benefit from research, as it probably contains better 
items. Online photos show a sampling. Very fine and useful 
lot for the specialist.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

1070	 8 Group of 12 Thurn and Taxis Different Early Used Issues, 
with #s 8-10, 15, 17, 19, 29-30, 43, 49, 52, and 63, with vari-
ous cancels, etc. Overall fine or better.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,235

1071	 8 Group of 47 Wurttemberg Mostly Used Stamps, includes 
#30-46, 55/71 (missing #69) plus some varieties, etc. The 
lot includes several high cataloguing stamps with Scott #s 18, 
29, 46, with accompanying Sergio Sismondo certificates stat-
ing “genuine and extensively repaired”. Owner’s Scott 2015 
catalogue value is over $7,600. We note a few small faults 
including thins, short perfs, etc., on a few of the stamps. Still 
a good chance to fill some album spaces.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400

Gibraltar

1072	 8/* Collection of Mint and Used Gibraltar, 1886-1987, 
with roughly 400 stamps, in roughly 30 album pages, housed 
in 2-post Minkus album. The collection begins with roughly 
30 mint Victorian issues including #s 19-21 (m.h., c.v. $370), 
22-28 (m.h., $262 total), 30-38 (missing #s 31A, 36, m.h., 
$173 total), and continues with mint and or used singles, sets 
and part sets cataloguing from $20 to $60 and up, from the 
Edwards to the 1930s noting #s 45-47 (m.h., $520 total), 71, 
71b, 72-73 (m.h., $118 total). The balance of the collection is 
roughly 80% complete with primarily mint material, including 
a few souvenir sheets and sheetlets, 1940s onward. Owner’s 
2020 Scott catalogue value for the collection totals $3,270 
(includes owner’s identification and catalogue values for 
most album pages). Online photos show the first 8 pages of 
the collection, overall fine to very fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$3,270

1073 8/* #1/160 Valuable Collection of Mint and Used Gibral-
tar, 1886-1960, with roughly 250 stamps, with a mint and 
used each for some issues, neatly organized on 19 quadrille 
pages. The collection begins with a few Gibraltar overprint is-
sues, with the strength of the collection consisting of mint 
sets and partial sets, noting just a few with #s 8-14, 14a, 16-
19, 21 (c.v. $660 total), 22-28 ($262 total), 29-38 ($263), 
39-43, 45, 47 ($510 total), 66-75 ($472 total, includes 71a, 
b), 76-82, 82a, 83-89, 91-92 ($435 total), 85-89, 91-92 
(used, mostly with oval registration postmarks), along with 
stamps, sets, and partial sets, cataloguing $30 to $80 and 
up, noting 59a-60 ($187 total). Online photos show a sam-
pling. We recommend in-person viewing to better appreciate 
the contents, as the colours are quite fresh and crisp. A high 
cataloguing collection, ideal for British Commonwealth collec-
tors and dealers looking for stock. Very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500
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Gold Coast

1074 8/* Collection of Mint and Used Gold Coast, 1883-1954, 
with roughly 230 stamps, with mint and or used singles, sets, 
and part sets, neatly arranged on 17 quadrille pages, gen-
erally ranging from Scott #11/159. Just a few of the better 
stamps and sets include with #s 11, 13-20 (m.h., c.v. $235 
total), 26-32 (m.h., $132 total), 26-35 (used, $425 total), 
38-46 (m.h., $189 total), 55 2sh 6d pair (used, $280 total), 
69-79 (m.h., $213 total, includes 70a, 75a, b), 82 20sh pair 
(used, appears to have revenue postmark). The collection 
also includes roughly 160 primarily mint Ghana, ranging from 
1957 to 1963, neatly arranged on 10 quadrille pages. We 
note fresh colours throughout, which should satisfy both col-
lectors and dealers. Very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

Great Britain

1075 ** Collections / Accumulation of Mint Great Britain 1967-
2012, with a few thousand stamps in roughly 150 loose 
hingeless album pages, presentation packs, stock cards, and 
an album. The material consists of primarily singles and sets, 
with near completeness from the mid 1970s up to the early 
1990s, with singles, sets, and a few souvenir sheets up to 
2012. Face value totals £1,035 (counting 10p and up only, 
including 118x 1ST stamps, counted at £1.10 each, with the 
majority of denominations ranging from 20p to 38p). Online 
photos show a small sampling of this large lot. Clean and very 
fine for the collector, dealer, postage user or reseller.

 ..............................................................................Face $1,035

1076 ** Accumulation of Roughly 450 Great Britain Pre-Decimal 
Booklets, 1964-1970, all appearing to be stitched booklets, 
including 7 prestige booklets (Stamps for Cooks), and with 
roughly 90 booklets organized and identified by Stanley Gib-
bons numbers, in 3 to 4-row clear stock pages. A nice lot for 
the booklet specialist and dealers looking for stock. Duplica-
tion up to 10 each in some cases. Online photo shows an 
overview. Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

1077 ** Impressive Collection of Mint Never Hinged Cylinder 
Blocks and Larger Multiples, 2003-2023, with roughly 
1,000 cylinder blocks, including many matched sets, gener-
ally ranging from Scott #2360 to #4319, in seven like-new 
64 page Lighthouse stockbooks. The collection also includes 
several hundred blocks of 8, 16, and 40, along with a com-
plete set of 2012 British Gold Medalists sheets of 6. Face 
value totals £8,070 (counting 40p and up only, with the vast 
majority ranging from £1 to £2.55, including 4,152 x 1ST 
stamps, counted at £1.25 each). Not included in our count 
is the £437 of face value Machin and Christmas stamps (in-
cluding many 1ST and 2ND stamps). Our online photos show 
a small fraction of this large collection. Super clean and ideal 
for collectors, dealers, postage user or resellers.

 ..............................................................................Face £8,070

1078 ** Extensive Collection of Mint Never Hinged Cylinder 
Blocks and Larger Multiples, 1953-2002, with roughly 
over 1,000 cylinder blocks (generally in blocks of 9), includ-
ing many matched sets, generally ranging from Scott #515 
to #2321, in 12 stockbooks. The collection begins with sev-
eral hundred pre-decimal stamps and blocks (including a few 
castles sets), with the overwhelming majority of stamps post 
1970. Face value totals £1,996 (counting 15p and up only, 
with the vast majority ranging from 20p to 64p, including 232 
x 1ST stamps, counted at £1.25 each, 52x E stamps, counted 
at £2.20 each, 95x 2ND stamps, counted at 75p each). Our 
online photos show a small fraction of this large collection. 
Super clean and ideal for collectors, dealers, postage user or 
resellers.

 ..............................................................................Face £1,996

1079	 8 Accumulation of Used Great Britain in Stock Cards and 
102 Cards, 1841 up to QEII, containing many thousands 
of stamps, starting with roughly 125 dealer 102 cards con-
taining Scott #33 1d Penny Reds (from 1 to 10 stamps per 
card), with plate number identification provided by the owner, 
along with another 125 dealer 102 cards containing stamps 
ranging from Scott #3/126, noting just a few of the better 
stamps with #s 42 (x3), 49 (x3, plate 8), 49 (x2, plate 10), 51 
(x3, plate 8), 55 (x2), 96 (x2), with catalogue values ranging 
from $20 to $100 and up. Postmark interest includes Mal-
tese Cross, squared circles, c.d.s., including sock on the nose 
town cancels. The balance of the lot contains several hun-
dred 3-row stock cards, containing primarily used Machins 
and other Elizabethan issues, and a collection of used mate-
rial generally ranging from the 1890s up to the 1960s in a 
DAVO album and loose album pages. Online photos show a 
sampling. We note a few small faults with some of the early 
issues. Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400

1080	 8 Collection of Primarily Used Great Britain, 1840-2015, 
with a few thousand stamps, in roughly 100 Minkus album 
and homemade pages, housed in an album. The collection 
begins with roughly 85 Victorian issues noting two Penny 
Blacks both with 2 margins (position GC, with red Maltese 
Cross cancel, and position HG, black Maltese Cross cancel, 
c.v. $750 total), 5 (2 margins, $1,000), 57 (x2), 69 ($500), 
109 (crisp registration oval cancel dated 24.MAY.01, posi-
tion CB, $615), along with stamps cataloguing from $50 to 
$100 and up. The collection continues with used sets and 
partial sets, from the Edwards up to George VI, with roughly 
85% completion for basic issues post-1970, with a few sets 
cataloguing $20 and up, noting Seahorses 179-181 ($417 to-
tal). Owner’s 2020 catalogue value totals $16,469 (includes 
owner’s identification and catalogue values for most of the 
album pages). Online photos show a sampling. We note a few 
faults with some of the early stamps, overall fine to very fine.

 ........................................................................ Scott U$16,469

1081	 8 Stock of Primarily Used Great Britain, Victorian Reign to 
King George VI, with a few hundreds stamps, including a few 
sets, neatly organized in 45 black 2-row dealer stock cards, 
and in roughly 60 dealer pages, housed in two 3-ring bind-
ers. A spot check of the dealer pages indicated a just a few 
of the better stamps including #s 3, 34, 42,45 (x2), 55, 59, 
62, 66,70, 81, 81, 95, along with stamps retailing $20 and 
up. The stock cards includes accumulations of stamps, gener-
ally ranging from the 1880s to the 1950s, including 2/6 Sea-
horse (x56, $2,240 total, counted as #226, $40 each), 5sh 
Seahorse (x16, $1,360 total, counted as #227, $85 each). 
Online photos show a sampling. We note a few small faults 
with a few of the early stamps. Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

1082	 8/*/** Collection / Accumulation of Mint and Used Great 
Britain, 1841-1988, with many hundreds of stamps in a 
Davo album, roughly 15 stock pages, and 102 cards. The lot 
begins with primarily used Victorian era stamps, starting with 
imperforate Penny Reds, along with accumulations of low de-
nomination Jubilee issues, with a gradual mixture of mint and 
used material from George VI onwards. A spot check revealed 
Scott#s 58 ½d Bantam (x67, c.v. $2,345, counted at $35 
each, unchecked for plate numbers), 222 (x17, $680), 223 
(x4, $340), along with stamps and a few sets cataloguing $20 
to $40. Face value totals £112 (counting 10p up to £5 only). 
Online photos show a sampling. A few faults with the early 
material, overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250
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1083 */** Collection of Modern Mint Great Britain, 1978-2001, 
with roughly 100 quadrille pages, presentation packs, and 
loose material. The quadrille pages contain mint stamps in 
hingeless mounts, ranging from 1978 to 1993, with mint 
hinged material on pages up to 2001, along with owner’s no-
tations on each page. Face value totals £392 (counting 10p 
and up only, with 75x 1ST stamps, counted at £1.10 each, 
and 26x 2ND stamps, counted at 75p each). No Machin 
stamps counted towards face value. Online photos show a 
sampling. Clean and useful to the collector or postage user.

 ................................................................................. Face $392

1084 */** Accumulation of Mint Great Britain in 3 Stockbooks, 
1960s-1980s, with a few thousand stamps, with primarily 
mint never hinged issues from the post-decimal period on-
ward, with scattered used material, and mint and used Of-
fices Abroad. We estimate face value of at least £125 (noting 
many stamps 10p and up), with additional face value of the 
lower denominations. The lot also includes a stockbook of 
Jersey booklets and a few souvenir sheets. Duplication up to 
5 in some cases. Overall fine to very fine

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

1085	 8/*/** Collection of Mint and Used Great Britain in a 
Thick Scott International Album, 1950-2003, with a few 
thousand stamps, including many mint sets, along with a few 
souvenir sheets, booklets, and booklet panes. The collection 
is virtually complete from 1950 to 2003 with generally mint 
hinged stamps, along with a used stamp for many issues 
hinged under the mint stamp, and a few modern mint never 
hinged stamps in glassines. A spot check indicated #s 292-
308 (m.h., c.v. $101 total), 309-312 (m.h., $240 total), 317-
333 (m.h., $177 total), along with a few stamps and sets cata-
loguing $10 and up. Face value totals £587 (counting 10p 
on up, with the majority in the 20p to 45p range). The collec-
tion includes 168x “1ST” stamps counted at £1.10 each, 29x 
“2ND” stamps counted at 75p each, 18x “E” stamps counted 
at £2.20 each. The collection also includes mint selections of 
Alderney, Guernsey, Isle of Man, and Jersey, generally ranging 
from the 1970s to the 1990s. Online photos show a small 
sampling. We note the album has a slight tobacco odor. Over-
all fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400

1086	 8/*/** Mint and Used Great Britain Collection in Three 
Thick Deluxe Stockbooks, 1840s to 2013, filled with sin-
gles, sets, blocks, plate or cylinder blocks, souvenir sheets, 
booklets and prestige booklets, booklet panes, postage la-
bels, some P.H.Q. cards, and more. The last three years are 
present in the form of Year packs. The collection starts with 
QV mint and used, and becomes mint only from about KGVI, 
and mint never hinged certainly from early QEII to the end. We 
note that this collection is as useful to collectors than to post-
age users, as we counted a total of about £2,348 from 1972 
to the end, not including the hundreds of Machin issues. Our 
online pictures only give a small flavour of this mostly very fine 
and extensive collection.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $750

1087 **/* Collection of Great Britain Presentation Packs, 
First Day Covers, etc., 1970s-1990s, with a complete run 
of presentation packs, ranging from February 1982 to May 
1986 (#132-171), along with roughly 60 first day covers from 
the same time period, all housed in a wooden box. The lot 
also includes a Stanley Gibbons album with slipcase, con-
taining roughly 40 presentation packs from the Channel Is-
lands, ranging from the 1970s to the 1990s, noting Winston 
Churchill and related World War II events. A clean lot, with 
online photos showing an overview.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

1088	 8/** Collection / Accumulation of Mint and Used Great 
Britain, 1887-1990s, with a few thousand stamps, in an al-
bum, roughly 75 Vario-style stock pages housed in two bind-
ers, and loose material. The lot begins with used material, 
generally ranging from the Jubilees up to the 1950s, noting a 
few earlier with Scott #s 3 (x4), 43 (plate 7), 44, 55, 58 (plate 
5), 61 (plate 16). The bulk of the lot is the primarily mint never 
hinged material in the two binders (part of a dealer’s stock 
with retail pricing), 45 presentation packs, ranging from the 
1970s to the 1990s, and 7 annual collections ranging from 
1983 to 1997. Face value for the lot totals £419 (counting 
10p and up only, including 64x 1ST, counted at £1.10 each). 
The lot also includes mint Machins (not included in face value 
count), Regional issues, and sets of mint and used postage 
dues. Online photos show a sampling. A useful lot for collec-
tors and dealers alike, overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $350

1089	 8/* #1/519 Collection of Mint and Used Great Britain in a 
Crown Springback Album, 1840-1967, with just over 1,000 
stamps, with mint and or used singles, sets, and partial sets, 
on roughly 50 quadrille pages. The collection begins with 
400 pre-1887 used issues, beginning with Penny Blacks (x3, 
0-2 margins, with plate letters FH, HJ, LH, c.v. $1,125 total), 
along with #s 20 (x90, $810 total, catalogued at $9 each) 
28 ($400), 33 ((x170, $510 total, catalogued at $3 each, 
noting a few better plate numbers), 34 (x2, $300 total), 49 
(x3, pl. #s 5, 6, 10, $332 total), 51 (pl. 8, $160), 54 (pl. 4-6, 
$180 total), 58 ½d Bantams (x16, noting pl. 9, $825, pl. 20 
(x2), $100 each), 61 (x8, pl. #s 11, 12, 14 (x2), 15-18, $740 
total), 62 (x4, pl. #s 13-16, $420 total), 64 (x2, pl. 12-13, 
$370 total), 87 ($200), 94-96 ($540 total), 108 (x2, $580 
total), 109 ($615). The collection continues with post-1887 
issues containing mint and or used singles, sets and part 
sets, with just a few of the better stamps mentioned with #s 
111-122, 125-126 (m.h., $832 total), 124 £1 Queen Victo-
ria (used, $925), 128-129, 130b, 131-132, 133a, 134-139 
(m.h., $1,005 total), 140-142 (used, $1,545 total), 176 £1 
Seahorse (used, $1,500, with internal crack), 179-181 Sea-
horses (used, $417 total), 222-224 Seahorses (m.h., $605 
total), 249-251A (m.h., $211 total), along with singles, sets, 
and partial sets, cataloguing $20 to $100 and up. We note 
fresh vibrant colours with the mint material throughout the 
collection, that we know collectors and dealers will appreci-
ate. The majority of stamps are lightly hinged, with a few hav-
ing hinge remnants. A high cataloguing collection, with online 
photos showing a sampling.

 ...................................................................... Estimate $1,500

1090	 8/* #78/126 Lovely Collection of Queen Victoria Issues, 
1880-1900, all neatly mounted on pages, with a good vari-
ety of material, including duplication, high values, etc. This 
collector took the time to seek-out better and clean post-
marks, noting squared circles, c.d.s., etc., with a great many 
dated. A high quality collection that was carefully assembled. 
Owner’s Scott catalogue value is old, as we checked several 
items which were on average at least 10% higher in our 2023 
edition. All pages scanned online, a collection that is sure to 
please the most discriminating collector.

 ........................................................................ Scott U$14,147

Note:  

All Scott Catalogue values are in US 
Dollars.  We have not converted into 
equivalent Canadian dollar values. 
Please bid accordingly.
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Great Britain - Channel Islands

1091 ** Collections of Mint Channel Islands in 8 Albums, 1969-
2007, with a few thousand stamps, neatly organized by 
Scott number, in a few hundred hingeless album pages. A 
spot check indicated equal representation from Jersey, Isle 
of Man, and Guernsey, ranging from 1969 to 2007, appear-
ing complete per Edfil album pages, which includes space for 
some souvenir sheets, booklet panes, postage dues, etc., 
noting some singles, sets, and souvenir sheets cataloguing 
from $5 to $25. The lot also including mint material from Al-
derney, ranging from the 1980s to the 2000s. A clean lot, 
with many topical and thematic possibilities.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

1092 ** Accumulation of Roughly 400 Channel Islands Book-
lets, loose in a box, with seemingly equal representation from 
Jersey, Isle of Man, and Guernsey, generally ranging from the 
1970s to the 1990s, with material possible on either side of 
the range. Duplication up to 5 in some cases. Online photo 
shows an overview, clean and very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

Great Britain - Offices Abroad

1093	 8 Lovely Collection of Used British Offices in the Levant, 
with 29 stamps neatly mounted on two quadrille pages, this 
is a superior assemblage of high quality postmarked issues, 
from Queen Victoria and King Edward, with duplication mostly 
of the high values. We note postmarks from Beyrout, Constan-
tinople, Smyrna and Staboul. Very fine, both pages scanned 
online.

 .................................................................................... Est $300

1094 8/* Collection of Primarily Mint Great Britain Offices 
Abroad in a Crown Springback Album, 1880s-1950s, with 
roughly 500 stamps, with primarily mint singles and sets, 
along with selections of used singles and partial sets through-
out, neatly arranged in roughly 20 quadrille pages. We note 
better representation from Morocco (with various curren-
cies represented), including #s 1-8 (c.v. $116 total), 12, 14-
19 ($185 total), 20-26 ($200), 27-33 ($204), 34(a)-45(b) 
($214), 531-545 ($126), along with Turkish Empire 7-12 
($215), 55-64 ($126); Offices in China 17-25 ($177); Brit-
ish Offices in Africa 14-15 ($100); Tripolitania 14-34 ($257), 
along with a few sets and partial sets cataloguing $20 and up. 
We note crisp colours throughout, with the majority of stamps 
being lightly hinged along with a few with hinge remnants. A 
nice clean collection, with online photos show a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

Greece

1095 ** Group of 5 Better Mint Never Hinged Complete Greek 
Sets, with Scott #s 321-334 (small gum disturbance on #328 
and light crease on 332, c.v. $700), 344-361 ($275), C8-C14 
($200), C67-C70 ($67) and C71-C73 ($110). Overall fresh 
and fine to very fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,352

Greenland

1096	 8/** Accumulation of Mint and Used Greenland, 1938-
1980s, with many hundreds of stamps, in 10 Vario-style stock 
pages, glassines, with loose material. The lot has a little bit of 
everything including mint and or used singles, sets, booklets, 
booklet panes (including a few used), plate blocks, and more, 
with the majority of material ranging from the 1950s to the 
1980s. A spot check of material noted a few stamps, sets, 
and plate blocks, cataloguing $10 and up. Postmark interest 
includes various bridge postmark types, and town cancels, 
leaving potential finds to the dedicated collector. Online pho-
tos show an overview. A nice lot for the specialist, overall fine 
to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

Grenada

1097	 8/* Collection of Mint and Used Grenada, 1861-1972, 
with roughly 250 stamps in 21 Minkus album pages. The 
collection begins with a selection of 26 mint and used Vic-
torian issues, with the strength of the lot with the primarily 
mint singles, sets, and partial sets, ranging from 1900 to the 
1960s. A spot check indicated #s: 1 (m.h., $57), 39-47 (m.h., 
$162 total), 76-77 (m.h., $130 total), 91-112 (m.h., $147 to-
tal), along with a few singles, sets and partial sets catalogu-
ing $20 and up. Owner’s 2020 Scott catalogue value for the 
collection totals $1,052 (includes owner’s identification and 
catalogue values for most of the album pages). Online photos 
show the first 6 pages only, overall fine to very fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,052

1098 8/* #3/190 Collection of Mint and Used Grenada, 1863-
1961, with roughly 180 stamps, with mint and or used sin-
gles, sets, and partial sets, neatly organized on 14 quadrille 
pages. The collection begins with a small selection of mint is-
sues noting #s 3 (no gum), 8, 20, 21, 27, 30a, and continues 
with primarily sets and partial sets post-1895 with #s 39-46 
(m.h., c.v. $140 total), 79-88 (m.h., $162, includes 85a, b), 
along with a few singles, sets and part sets, cataloguing $20 
to $40 and up. Bright colours throughout, that will appeal to 
collectors and dealers alike, with the majority of stamps be-
ing lightly hinged, along with a few small faults with the early 
stamps. Online photos show a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

Haiti

1099	 8/* Collection of Mint and Used Haiti, 1881-2003, all 
mounted on computer generated pages in a thick binder, with 
about half and half mint and used. About 80% complete, and 
missing all souvenir sheets. Airmails (1929-1982) appear to 
be about 90% complete and there is a high level of comple-
tion for some of the back of the book categories. The range of 
material is from #s 1/939 and C1/C513. A clean collection, 
with nice quality throughout.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

Hong Kong

1100	 8/*/** Collection of Mint and Used Hong Kong, 1862-
2006, with roughly 700 stamps, in over 70 quadrille pages 
housed in a springback album. The collection primarily con-
sists of used singles, sets, and partial sets, along with a few 
mint hinged sets and souvenir sheets. A cursory check notes 
just a few of the better items with #s 1 (used, c.v. $140), 5 
(used $140), 117 (n.h., $60), 145 (m.h., $240), 388-403 
(n.h., $100 total), along with singles, sets, partial sets, and a 
few souvenir sheets, cataloguing $20 to $60 and up, leaving 
finds for the dedicated collector. Owner’s 2020 Scott cata-
logue value for the collection totals $3,361 (includes owner’s 
identification and catalogue values for some album pages). 
Online photos show a sampling. Overall fine to very fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$3,361
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1101 */** Collection of Roughly 725 Different Mint Hong Kong, 
1935-2014, neatly organized in 9 double sided Vario-style 
stock pages. The collection begins with a few pre-1935 mint 
hinged issues noting #s 37, 45, 73, 94, 134, 167 (Scott c.v. 
$265 total) with post-1935 material ranging from Scott #s 
148/1680, along with postage due sets J18-J21 (x2), J22-
J22C, and sets of FRAMA Vending Labels depicting various 
zodiac signs from two different post offices ranging from the 
1980s-1990s. A cursory check of indicated the majority of 
stamps are lightly hinged up to the mid-1950s, and primarily 
never hinged thereafter, with a few stamps, sets, and partial 
sets cataloguing from $10 to $30 and up. Owner’s Stanley 
Gibbons Commonwealth Stamp Catalogue for Hong Kong, 
6th Edition totals £1,270 (for #s148/1680 only), equivalent 
to $2,148 CDN at time of writing. Online photos show a sam-
pling. A clean collection, noting the fresh colours, and ideal 
lot for British Commonwealth collectors, or dealers looking for 
stock. Very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

1102 8/* #8/217 Valuable Collection of Mint and Used Hong 
Kong, 1863-1962, with roughly 275 stamps, with mint and 
or used singles, sets, and partial sets, neatly organized on 
23 quadrille pages. The collection begins with primarily used 
stamps up to 1882, with a cursory check noting #s 8-24 used 
set, noting better 17 ($325), 22 ($145), 23 ($950, with blue 
B62 postmark), 9-10 (m.h. $480), 26 (used, $82), 31-35 
(used, $605 total). The collection continues with post-1882 
issues, noting a mixture of mint and or used singles and sets, 
noting just a few of the better items with #s 37, 39, 41, 45-
46, 48 (m.h., $296 total), 36-48 (used, $246 total), 67 (m.h., 
$260), 71-78, 80-81 (m.h., $529 total), 86-87, 89-98, 100-
102 (m.h. $848 total), 106 (used, $420), along with singles, 
sets, and partial sets, cataloguing $30 to $80 and up, includ-
ing 166 (m.h. $350), 179 $10 Silver Wedding (m.h., $325), 
J1-J5 (m.h., $199 total), and more. We note bright crisp co-
lours throughout, that collectors and dealers will certainly ap-
preciate. The vast majority of stamps are lightly hinged, along 
with a few stamps with hinge remnants. A high cataloguing 
collection, with all stamps shown online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $750

Hungary

1103	 8/*/* Collection of Mint and Used Hungary, Including 
First Day Covers, 1940s-1980s, with many hundreds of mint 
and used stamps in four stockbooks, along with loose mate-
rial. The lot contains mint and used stamps and sets, gener-
ally ranging from 1943 to 1983 (a spot check indicated no 
imperforate stamps), along with roughly 50 souvenir sheets. 
The lot also include roughly 250 first day covers, noting single 
and set frankings, ranging from 1969 to 1977, along with a 
few maximum cards. Catalogue values generally range $10 
and under, with many thematic and topical possibilities. On-
line photos show a sampling. Very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

1104	 8/*/** Extensive Collection / Accumulation of Mint 
and Used Hungary, 1870s-2000, with many thousands of 
stamps, in nine volumes. Each volume has a collection of mint 
and used stamps, with strength from 1900 onwards, gener-
ally organized chronologically. A spot check noted #s 462-
465 (m.h., c.v. $145 total), 871-884 ($80 total), along with 
stamps, sets and partial sets cataloguing $20 and up, noting 
roughly 300 imperforate issues from the 1960s to the 1980s, 
including a few souvenir sheets. The collection includes back 
of the book singles and sets, with strength from the 1930s to 
the 1960s, noting semi-postals, airmails, postage dues, and 
occupation stamps, along with roughly 300 souvenir sheets, 
perfins, etc. This lot is really geared for the specialist as we 
note a wide variety of overprints and surcharges, with used 
material having c.d.s. postmarks, including a few socked on 
the nose. Owner’s older Scott catalogue totals in excess of 
$10,000, so we recommend in-person viewing to better ap-
preciate the lot, as our online photos only show a small sam-
pling. We note a few small faults on a few of the early stamps. 
Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $750

1105	 8/*/** Mint and Used Hungary Collection in 6 Volumes, 
1874-2011, either hinged on album pages, or mounted in 
black stock pages, with a high degree of completion, espe-
cially in the 1920s to 2000s range, including semi-postals 
and back of the book. Most of the stamps in the first half are 
used (incl. mostly c.t.o.) and most of the rest are mint never 
hinged, including the majority of the souvenir sheets. A very 
clean collection, assembled with care over several decades, 
not needing much to complete in range, or continue on. 
Owner’s 2020 catalogue value comes to $4,050. Our online 
scans only show a tiny portion of this huge collection.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$4,050

Iceland

1106 ** Four Mint Never Hinged Complete Iceland Sets, with 
Scott #s 144-148 (slight blemish on gum of 50a, $850), 213-
216 ($110), 257-268 ($143) and 278-282 ($44), all fresh 
and mostly very fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,147

1107	 8 Collection and Accumulation of Used Iceland Officials, 
consisting of a collection of 44 different issues, as well as 5 
stock pages filled with duplicates, ranging from one to dozens 
of stamps, noting singles, pairs, blocks, some on piece, etc. 
Overall fine or better.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$3,846

1108	 8 Group of Iceland Circular Numeral Postmarks on 
Stamps, with just over 380 various stamps (pairs and strips 
counted as one) all displayed on 22 stock cards. The quality 
of the strikes range from very fine to barely visible. We have 
scanned all pages online, and we have not checked these 
against the detailed list in the Facit catalogue, so a careful 
inspection might reveal rare postmarks. These cancels were 
used mostly by very small post offices and are sought after.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

1109	 8 Extensive Collection of Unusual Postmarks on Iceland 
Stamps, with just under 650 items (pairs, strips, etc. were 
counted as one), all displayed on several stock pages. This 
collection was put together with interesting and unusual post-
marks being the focus of attention, and we note paquebot 
straightlines, many Edinburgh Scotland c.d.s. cancels, post-
marks from Bergen Norway postmarks, several FRA ISLAND 
ship cancels, Tollur revenue postmarks, Skipsbreif straight-
lines, Icelandic postmarks on the stamps of Great Britain, 
Norway and the United States, and more, all on a wide variety 
of Iceland issues. A wonderful opportunity for the specialist 
collector, or online dealer, all items are scanned online for 
your viewing pleasure.

 ...................................................................... Estimate $1,000

Thousands of scans can 
be found online at

StampAuctionNetwork.com

Want more scans of a lot?
Email us at info@sparks-auctions.com

8
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1110	 8 Large Accumulation of Iceland Definitive Issues, 1902-
1920s, with the 1902-04 issues (6 stock pages), 1911-12 
issues (8 stock pages), 1907-08 issues (25 stock pages) 
and 1920-33 issues (12 stock pages) with singles, pairs and 
strips. This group has a huge catalogue value as there are 
several high value stamps, such as for example #s 83 (x7, 
at $70 each), 84 (4 at $80 each), 85 (x5, at $350 each), 89 
(x72, at $26 each), 91 (x25 at $50 each), 93 (x83, at $13 
each), 95 (x11 at $13 each), 98 ($225), 97 (x3, $75 each), 
137 (x42 at $37 each), 138 (x10 at $57 each), 186 (x4, at 
$82 each), 187 (x2 at $210 each), and many more. There is 
a good amount of postmark interest, with not only town post-
marks, but other interesting postmarks, and there are surely 
many finds in terms of papers, shades, or other varieties. 
The quantities of stock pages given include the various later 
surcharged issues. A great opportunity for the advanced col-
lector, or online dealer. Our online photos only show a small 
portion of the lot.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $750

1111 */** Collection / Accumulation of Mint Iceland Singles 
and Sets, starting with early definitives, followed by defini-
tives and commemoratives (and a few souvenir sheets) in 
complete or part sets, including Airmail, Officials, Semi-Post-
als, two pages of early Christmas seals, a Frimex 1964 stamp 
sheet and souvenir sheet, etc. These are all displayed on 14 
stock pages and 7 stock cards, and also includes an original 
1903 Announcement by Danish Decree of The Coat of Arms 
of Iceland” accompanied by a mint and a used Children’s Asy-
lum stamps bearing the same design. Overall fine to very fine, 
with a mix of hinged and never hinged, all items are pictured 
online. A great opportunity for collectors or dealers alike.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

1112 Group of 11 Documents with Iceland Revenue Stamps, 
1935 to 1941, three have the Facit #G2 (with “Grejoslumerki 
10” surcharge) including one dated May 1 1935, one month 
after the implementation of this practice, five have the later 
issue Facit #G3 (perf. 12¾) and three have Facit #G4 (perf. 
11). We note a variety of cancel types, etc. Also includes a 
stock page of 56 used “documentary revenue stamps” and 
three “payment tax stamps” (Facit G2-G4). Overall fine or bet-
ter, all items scanned online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

India

1113 ** Group of 28 Part or Complete India Sheets, 1940 to 
1951, most are complete sheets of 320, but also includes 
half-sheets and large blocks, no smaller than 64. There is a 
good range of different issues in the period, mostly made up 
of Officials (range of #s O106A to O121), but also regular is-
sues (range of #s 169 to 232), including a few commemora-
tives, such as two half-sheets of 64 of Scott 232 ($576).Some 
of the items have separation, as well as creases or bends, 
etc. Inventory included.

 ...........................................................................Scott U$3,761

1114	 8 Accumulation of Used India From An Old-Time Collec-
tion, 1850s-1950s, with many thousands of stamps, in a 
stockbook, with mostly loose material. A spot check of the 
lot indicated a few 1854-1855 issues with ½a (x4), 1a (x7), 
along with Scott #s 26B (x47, c.v. $164 total), with the major-
ity of the material ranging from the 1930s onward, including 
Officials, and a small selection of India States, noting #s O61 
(x51, $178 total), O62 (x12, $162 total), O69 (x30, $105 to-
tal), O71 (x44, $396 total). The lot is from an old-time family 
collection, with the potential for finds by the dedicated collec-
tor, including better postmarks. Duplication up to 50 in some 
cases, including a two small boxes of bundleware Online pho-
tos show a small sampling. We note a few faults with a few of 
the stamps, overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

1115 */** Large Accumulation of Mint India, King George V - 
King George VI Reigns, with many thousands of stamps, the 
vast majority in large blocks, noting mostly Officials, generally 
ranging from #s O68 to O123, along with blocks of 10 to 15 of 
1935 Silver Jubilee issues. and a few other commemoratives. 
Stamps generally catalogue from 25c to $3 each, with the lot 
including a Jammu #47 (m.h., c.v. $475). Some of the items 
have separation, as well as creases or bends, etc, with online 
photos showing an overview. Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

1116 8/* #20/360 Collection of Mint and Used India, 1865-
1962, with roughly 625 stamps, with mint and or used sin-
gles, sets, and partial sets, neatly organized on 35 quadrille 
pages. The collection begins with 37 different used issues up 
to 1892, with a mixture of mint and used singles and sets 
post-1892. Just a few of the better stamps include #s 50-
52 (m.h., $170 total), 60-75 (used, $214 total), 106-116, 
118-123 (m.h., $251 total), 150-167 (m.h. $406 total), 203-
206 Mahatma Gandhi set (m.h., $557 total), 207-222 (m.h., 
$348 total), along with singles, sets, and partial sets, includ-
ing officials, cataloguing $20 to $80 and up. Vibrant colours 
throughout, that collectors or dealers will appreciate, with the 
majority of stamps being lightly hinged, along with a few hav-
ing hinge remnants. The used material appear to be postally 
used, with the possibility of a few telegraph postmarks. A nice 
collection, with online photos showing a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400

Indian Convention States

1117 8/* Collection of Mint and Used Indian Convention and 
Feudatory States, 1880s-1940s,  with roughly 650 stamps, 
with mint and or used singles, sets, and partial sets, neatly 
organized on 38 quadrille pages. We note 13 different states 
are present, with better representation from Chamba, Gwali-
or, and Charkhari, with a cursory check indicating just a few of 
the better stamps with #s Chamba 70-85 (m.h., $619 total); 
Jhind 126-148 (m.h. $136 total); Patiala 92-95 (m.h., $125 
total); Bijawar State 1-10 (m.h., $390 total); Charkhari 39-43 
(m.h., $510 total); Sirmoor 11-18 (m.h., $162 total). Fresh 
colours throughout, with the majority of stamps being lightly 
hinged, along with a few stamps having hinge remnants. A 
nice lot for the specialist, or for dealers looking for stock. On-
line photos show a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

Indian Feudatory States

1118 Collection of Bundi Forgeries, of the 1915 to 1941 issues, 
includes 21 single stamps (incl. Officials), two covers (both 
have genuine stamps but fake postmarks), 11 blocks of 10 
and a block of six. We note many shades, a useful collection 
or reference group for the specialist. All items scanned online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

Iraq

1119 8/* #1/277 Collection of Mint and Used Iraq, 1923-1961, 
with roughly 275 stamps, with mint and or used singles, sets, 
and partial sets, neatly organized on 20 quadrille pages. A 
cursory check of material indicated just a few of the better 
mint stamps with #s 1-12 ($213 total), 28-40, 42 ($232 to-
tal), 44-59 ($155 total), 77-78 ($112 total), 110-129 ($133 
total), C1-C8 imperforate and perforate sheets ($160 total), 
along with a few sets cataloguing $15 and up. Vibrant colours 
throughout, with the majority of stamps being lightly hinged. 
Online photos show a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150
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Ireland

1120 ** Accumulation of Roughly 150 Ireland Booklets, loose 
in a box, including a selection of prestige booklets, generally 
ranging from the 1960s to the 1990s, with material possible 
on either side of the range. Duplication up to 5 in some cases. 
Online photo shows an overview, clean and very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

1121	 8/*/** Collection of Mint and Used Ireland, 1922-2018, 
with a few thousand stamps, in over 100 album and home-
made pages, housed in a binder. The collection begins with 
mint and or used sets and partial sets ranging from 1922 
to the 1930s (including 55 different mint and used overprint 
stamps), with primarily used material post-1940, with the 
inclusion of mint never hinged material post-2000. A spot 
check of material indicated #s 56-58 (used, $720 total), 
96-98 (m.h., $290 total), J5-J14 (m.h., $82 total), along with 
some stamps, sets, and partial sets, including back of the 
book material, cataloguing $20 to $40 and up. We estimate 
roughly €150 of face value, generally ranging 36c and up. 
Owner’s 2020 catalogue value totals $5,737 (includes own-
er’s identification and catalogue values for most of the album 
pages). Online photos show a sampling, overall fine to very 
fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$5,737

1122 8/* #1/183 Collection of Mint and Used Ireland, 1922-
1962, with roughly 225 stamps, with mint and or used sin-
gles, sets, and partial sets, neatly organized on 15 quadrille 
pages. Just a few of the better stamps and sets include #s 
1-10, 10A, 11 (m.h., c.v. $208 total), 12-14 (m.h., $370 to-
tal), 23-35 (m.h., $139 total), 44-57 (m.h., $229 total), 77-
79 (m.h., $390 total), 96-99 mint and used set ($580 total), 
along with singles, sets, and partial sets, cataloguing $20 to 
$60 and up, including 65-76 (m.h., $143 total). We note vi-
brant colours throughout, which should appeal to collectors 
and dealers alike. The majority of stamps are lightly hinged, 
along with a few with hinge remnants. Online photos show a 
sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

Israel

1123 */**/* Collection of Roughly 650 Israel First Day Cov-
ers and Mint Stamps,1948-1992, in 6 albums, three stock-
books, and loose material. A spot check of first day covers 
indicated single, and primarily set frankings noting a few 
stamps having tabs with better first day cover with Scott #s 
1-9 (c.v. $146, counted as used stamps only). The lot also 
includes a collection of many hundred, primarily mint never 
hinged stamps, with many having tabs, generally ranging from 
1950 to 1992, in four stockbooks including #s 8 (n.h., $100), 
9 (l.h., $175), 31-32 (n.h. $55 total, with tabs), along with 
stamps and a few sets cataloguing $10 to $20 and up. Online 
photos show a sampling. Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

Jamaica

1124	 8/*/** Large Collection of Mint and Used Jamaica, 
1870s-2017, with a few thousand stamps, the majority in 
hingeless mounts, in roughly 100 album pages housed in two 
albums. The collection begins with roughly 325 mint and used 
singles (duplication up to 5 in some cases), and partial sets, 
ranging from 1870 to 1932 noting #s 11 (m.h., c.v. $100), 36 
(m.h. SPECIMEN overprint) 42 (m.h., $50, SPECIMEN over-
print), along with a few stamps and partial sets cataloguing 
$20 and up. The collection continues with primarily mint sin-
gles and sets from 1935 onwards, with mostly never hinged 
material post-1960. We estimate roughly 90% completeness 
in period, for basic issues with the collector adding, souvenir 
sheets, sheetlets, in hingeless mounts and selections of mod-
ern used hinged onto album pages. The lot also includes a 
stockbook of owner’s accumulation of used duplicates, rang-
ing from the 1890s onwards, noting a few c.d.s and squared 
circle postmarks. Online photos show a sampling. A few small 
faults with a few of the early stamps, overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

1125 8/* #1/130 Collection of Mint and Used Jamaica, 1860-
1960, with roughly 300 stamps, with mint and or used sin-
gles, sets, and partial sets, neatly arranged on 21 quadrille 
pages. The collection begins with roughly 35 different mint 
and used pre-1890 issues, noting a few #s 1 (m.h.), 2-13 
(used), 14-15 (m.h.), 20-20a (m.h.), and continues with post 
1897 sets and part sets with #s 28-30 (m.h., c.v. $116 to-
tal), 33-45 (m.h. $262 total, missing 42A), 46-53 (m.h., $212 
total), 61-73 (m.h. $140 total), 75-87 (m.h., $209 total), 88-
100 (m.h. $250 total, includes 99a), along with singles, sets, 
and partial sets, cataloguing from $20 to $50 and up. We 
note bright colours throughout, along with a few faults with 
the early material and a few hinge remnants with a few of the 
stamps. A nice lot for the British Commonwealth collector, or 
dealers looking for stock. Online photos show a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

Japan

1126	 8/*/** Collection of Mint and Used Japan in 8 Albums, 
1900-1990s, with slipcases, with many hundreds of stamps 
in hingeless mounts with album pages in Japanese and Eng-
lish text, including dates of issue. The strength of the collec-
tion is the primarily used material from 1946 to 1972, and the 
primarily mint material, from 1973 to 1990 (including many 
mint sets), with scattered selections of mint and used stamps 
on either side of the range. A spot check indicated #s 369 
(c.v. $87, without gum as issued), 439-442 (m.h., $60 total), 
473a mint and used block ($95 total), 479 (m.h. $150), 517 
(m.h., $65), C9-C13 (used, $71), along with stamps, sets, and 
partial sets cataloguing from $10 to $20 and up. Online pho-
tos show a sampling. Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

Jordan

1127 ** Collection of Mint Never Hinged Jordan, 1975-2002, in a 
stockbook containing 439 different and 16 souvenir sheets, 
fresh and overall very fine. Photos only show a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150
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Kenya, Uganda, Tanganyika

1128 8/* Collection of Mint and Used K.U.T. and Protectorates, 
1903-1963, neatly organized on 18 quadrille pages,with 
three sections. The collection begins with 61 mint and 
used East Africa & Uganda Protectorates, ranging from Scot 
#7/62, including #s 26-27, 29 (m.h., c.v. $325 total), 31-39 
(m.h., $135 total), 52 (used, $130), and continues with 29 
mint and used Kenya and Uganda issues including #s 18-21, 
23-32, 34 (m.h., $140 total). The balance of the collection 
consists of roughly 175 mint and used K.U.T. issues, rang-
ing from Scott #42/141, including 46-59 (m.h., $551 total), 
81-84 (m.h., $132 total). We note bright colours throughout, 
that collectors and dealers will appreciate, with the majority 
of stamps being lightly hinged, along with a few having hinge 
remnants. A popular collecting area, with online photos show-
ing the better pages.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

Kuwait

1129 * #1/199 Collection of Roughly 125 Mint Kuwait, 1923-
1963, neatly organized on 7 quadrille pages, noting better #s 
1-15 (c.v. $632 total), 44-55 ($122 total), 99-101 ($120 to-
tal), along with singles, sets, and partial sets cataloguing $20 
and up including 81A ($95), 83 ($65), O21-O23 ($82 total). 
We note vibrant colours throughout the collection, which col-
lectors and dealers will appreciate. All pages photographed 
online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

Labuan

1130	 8/* Collection of Mint and Used Labuan, 1880-1904, with 
roughly 80 stamps on four quadrille pages, with 21 Queen 
Victoria stamps, and the balance being Labuan overprints on 
North Borneo stamps. A spot check indicated #s 26 (m.h., c.v. 
$275), 27 (m.h., $135), along with stamps and a few partial 
sets cataloguing $20 and up. Owner’s 2020 Scott catalogue 
value in excess of $1,300 (includes owner’s identification 
and catalogue values for all the album pages). Online photos 
show all the pages. We note a few small faults on a few of the 
early stamps, overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

Leeward Islands

1131 * Collection of Mint Leeward Islands, 1890-1954, with 
roughly 120 stamps in 7 Minkus album pages. The collection 
consists of mint sets and partial sets noting #s 1-8 (m.h., c.v. 
$228 total), 20-28 (m.h., $150 total), 29-45 (missing #35, 
m.h., $351 total), 46-57 (m.h., $161 total), 61-80 (m.h., $175 
total), 103-115 (m.h., $149 total). Owner’s 2020 Scott cata-
logue value for the collection totals $1,442 (includes owner’s 
identification and catalogue values for all the album pages). 
The collection includes a few used stamps and two covers. All 
pages photographed online. Clean and very fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,442

1132 8/* Collection of Primarily Mint Leeward Islands and Area, 
1870-1961, neatly organized on 23 quadrille pages. The col-
lection begins with roughly 130 different Leeward Islands 
issues, ranging from Scott #1/147, noting better mint sets 
and partial sets, with #s 1-8 (c.v. $145 total), 20-28 ($150), 
29-34, 36-39 ($261 total), 46-57 ($161), 61-81 ($225), 103-
115 ($149), and continues with roughly 155 different St Kitts-
Nevis issues, ranging from Scott #1/142 including #s 1, 3-10 
($173 total), 37-51 ($160), 52-61 ($160), 79-90 ($178). The 
collection also includes Barbuda 1-11 (m.h., c.v. $179), and 
14 mint and used Nevis issues, including 14, 14A, 21-23, 25, 
27, 29-30 (m.h., $463 total). We note brisk, vibrant colours 
throughout the collection, with the majority of stamps being 
lightly hinged, along with a few with hinge remnants. Ideal 
for collectors or dealers alike, with online photos showing the 
better pages.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $350

Liechtenstein

1133 ** Three Mint Never Hinged Liechtenstein Items, with Scott 
#s 264 ($140), B7-B10 set ($220) and C7-C8 set (these 
signed by Aimé Brun, $565). A fresh and very fine group.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$925

1134	 8/*/** Collection of Mint and Used Liechtenstein, 1912-
1988, with many hundreds of stamps in roughly 32 Vario-style 
stock pages, housed in a binder with slipcase. The collection 
generally consists of mint material, mostly hinged pre-1950, 
with mostly mint never hinged stamps onwards noting #s 1-3 
(m.h., $212 total), 365 (n.h., $55), along with stamps, sets, 
and partial sets cataloguing $10 to $20 and up, including 
back of the book material, and a few souvenir sheets. Own-
er’s older Scott catalogue for the collection totals $4,290. 
Online photos show a sampling. A very fine, clean collection.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

Malaysian States

1135 8/* Collection of Primarily Mint Malaysian States, 1900-
1950s, with roughly 650 stamps, including a few used 
stamps found throughout the collection, neatly organized on 
32 quadrille pages. We note 11 states are present with bet-
ter representation from Malacca, Phang, Penang, Perak, with 
the majority of material generally ranging from the 1920s to 
the 1950s. A spot check indicates just a few of the better 
sets and partial sets with #s Trengganu 53-67 (c.v. $181 to-
tal); Malacca 3-17 ($114 total); Negri Sembilan 21-33 ($111 
total), 38-51, 54-58 ($121 total); Phang 50-70 ($101 total, 
missing #69), Penang 3-22 ($142 total); Perak 62-68 ($137 
total), 69-83 ($280 total), along with stamps, sets, and par-
tial sets, cataloguing $20 to $50 and up. We note vibrant 
fresh colours throughout, that collectors and dealers will ap-
preciate. The majority of stamps are lightly hinged, along with 
a few with hinge remnants. A popular collecting area, with 
online photos showing a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

1136 8/* Johore Collection of Mint and Used Johore, 1891-
1960, with roughly 115 stamps, with mint and or used 
stamps, sets and part sets, neatly organized on 7 quadrille 
pages ranging from Scott #18/168. A few of the better sets 
and part sets include #s 18-24 (m.h., $113 total), 30-36 
(m.h., $82 total), 130-137, 139-143, 146-150 (m.h., c.v. 
$163 total), J1-J5 (m.h., $227 total), along with a few singles, 
sets, and partial sets cataloguing $10 and up. We note fresh 
colours with the mint material throughout the collection, with 
the majority of stamps being lightly hinged, along with a few 
with hinge remnants. A popular collecting area, and a nice lot 
for the British Commonwealth collector. Online photos show 
the better pages.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150
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1137 8/* Kedah Collection of Primarily Mint Kedah, 1912-
1962,  with roughly 120 stamps, with a few used stamps 
found within the collection, neatly organized on 4 quadrille 
pages. A spot check indicated #s 23-28, 30-32, 33-44 (m.h., 
c.v. $287 total), 46-54 (m.h., $203 total), 61-81 (m.h. $169 
total), along with a few stamps cataloguing $10 and up. We 
note fresh colours throughout the collection, which should 
satisfy collectors and dealers alike. The majority of stamps 
are lightly hinged, along with a few with hinge remnants. All 
pages photographed online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

Malta

1138	 8/*/** Collection of Mint and Used Malta, 1863-2006, 
with roughly 800 stamps, in roughly 75 album pages housed 
in a binder. The collection begins with a small selection of 
Victorian issues noting #s 3 (m.h., c.v. $90), 14 (used, $95), 
18 (n.h., $110), 18 (used, $75), and continues with mint 
and or used singles, sets, and partial sets cataloging $20 
and up from the Edwards up to the 1940s including #s 64 
(used, $95), 78-82, 92 (m.h., $92 total), 98-113 (98, 101, 
and 112 used, rest m.h., $218 total), 131-147 (131, 135, and 
141-142 used, rest m.h., $239 total), 160-164, 166 (m.h., 
$202 total). The balance of the collection is roughly 75% com-
plete with mint and used material, with basic issues from the 
1950s onward. Owner’s 2020 Scott catalogue value for the 
collection totals $3,239 (includes owner’s identification and 
catalogue values for some album pages). Online photos show 
a sampling, overall fine to very fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$3,239

1139	 8/*/** Collection / Accumulation of Mint and Used Mal-
ta, 1885-1979, with roughly 525 stamps, neatly arranged 
in a stockbook. The lot begins with 9 different Great Britain 
stamps, with Malta “A25” barrel postmarks, generally cata-
loguing from $10 to $30 each, with the majority of the col-
lection ranging from 1885 onwards, with a mixture of mint 
and or used singles and partial sets up to the 1950s, with 
primarily mint material post-1960. A spot check indicated a 
few stamps, sets, and partial sets cataloguing $10 and up, in-
cluding sets of postage dues. Online photos show a sampling, 
overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

1140 8/* #3/286 Collection of Mint and Used Malta in a Crown 
Springback Album, 1875-1961, with roughly 400 stamps, 
with mint and or used singles, sets, and partial sets, on rough-
ly 50 quadrille pages. The collection consists of primarily mint 
sets and partial sets, noting just a few of the better with #s 
8-13 (c.v. $161 total), 21-27 ($160 total), 28-45 ($387 total), 
66-72 ($152 total), 77-84 ($417 total), 86-93 ($256 total), 
98-114 ($318 total), along with singles, sets, and partial sets 
cataloguing $20 to $100 up including 14 (m.h., $125), 17-18 
(used, $92 total), 131-147 (m.h., $202 total), and more. We 
note fresh crisp colours throughout, as the collection has not 
been opened since the 1960s, with the majority of stamps 
being lightly hinged, along with a few with hinge remnants. 
A lovely collection which should appeal to British Common-
wealth collectors and dealers looking for stock. Online photos 
show a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

Mauritius

1141	 8/* Collection of Roughly 300 Mint and Used Mauritius, 
1861-1961, with an example of mint and used each, typi-
cally side by side for some issues, on 23 quadrille pages. The 
collection begins with roughly 60 Victorian issues, including 
a few surcharges, noting #s 50-53, 56, 58 (m.h., c.v. $233 
total), 62 (used, $325), 71 (m.h., $95), 87c (m.h., $200), 88c 
(m.h., $95), 91-111 (missing 101, m.h., $203 total), and con-
tinues with primarily mint post-1900 issues with #s 124-125 
(m.h., $102 total), 235-249 (m.h., $80 total), along with a 
few stamps, sets and partial sets cataloguing from $20 to 
$60 and up. A nice lot for collectors and dealers alike, not-
ing fresh, crisp colours throughout. The majority of stamps 
are lightly hinged, along with a few stamps having hinge rem-
nants. Online photos show a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400

Mexico

1142 ** Collection of 37 Mexican Stamps with printing Errors, 
includes dramatically mis-perforated stamps, double prints, 
missing colour, etc., very fine. All items scanned online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

1143	 8/* Mint and Used Mexico Collection in a Springback Al-
bum to the 1960s, with hundreds of stamps neatly displayed 
on quadrille pages, including airmail. We note many complete 
sets and probably a few hundred different stamps. The collec-
tion was catalogued in 1990 at $983. See our photos for a 
small sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

Middle East

1144	 8/*/** Group of Mint and Used Issues from Middle East 
Countries, displayed on 8 stock cards, with description and 
Scott value on back, includes Oman complete sets #s 110-
121, 122-133, 139-150 (all NH, $728), Abu Dhabi #26-37, 
80 (all NH, $234), Bahrain # RA1 (unused no gum, $225), 
United Arab Emirates 1977 6th National Day recalled issues 
(50 fils and 150 fils values, both used, listed in Scott footnote 
at $850 for the set of three, presumably mint. Also listed in 
Michel at €200 each) as well as United Arab Emirates unis-
sued Gulf Swimming Championships 75 fils issue (NH, listed 
in n Scott footnote at $500 for set of three, and in Michel at 
€200 each denomination). Overall fine to very fine, the $976 
Scott value given is for all but the U.A.E. unissued stamps 
only.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$976

Monaco

1145 ** Collection of Mint Never Hinged Monaco in Hingeless 
Lighthouse Album Pages, 1957-1982, with a few thousand 
stamps, in roughly 150 album pages. We estimate 99% com-
pleteness in period, noting sets, souvenir sheets, booklet 
panes, with a selection of semi-postals and airmail stamps. A 
spot check indicated catalogue values for some sets and sou-
venir sheets ranging from $5 to $20 and up, with many sets 
having topical and thematic potential, including cars, flowers, 
prominent people, just to name a few. A nice clean collection, 
and very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

1146 **/(*) Interesting Mint Never Hinged Items from Monaco, 
with Scott #s 110-130 (imperforate set mostly without gum, 
unpriced in Scott), B26-B35 ($400), CB11-CB14 ($82) and 
a mint never hinged single of Scott 817 with “Albert Durer” 
inscription instead of “Albrecht Durer”. A fresh and very fine 
group.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150
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Montserrat

1147	 8/* Collection of Mint and Used Montserrat, 1876-1982, 
with roughly 400 stamps in 29 Minkus album pages. The col-
lection begins with mint sets and partial sets from the 1870s 
to the 1930s noting #s 1, 2, 6 (m.h., $133 total), 8, 10, 12-
20 (m.h., $123 total), 22-31 (m.h., #31 n.h., $349 total), 53 
($55), 71-74 (m.h, $83 total), 75-84 (m.h., $198 total). The 
collection continues with primarily mint hinged singles, sets, 
and partial sets from the late 1930s onwards, with a few cata-
loguing $20 and up. Owner’s 2020 Scott catalogue value for 
the collection totals $1,433 (includes owner’s identification 
and catalogue values for all the album pages). Online photos 
show the better pages. Clean and very fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,433

1148 * #1/150 Collection of Roughly 140 Mint Montserrat, 
1903-1963, on 10 quadrille pages, including a few Victorian 
issues, with the majority of stamps post-1900. A spot check 
indicated #s 31A-39 ($133 total), 43-53 ($142 total), 54-73 
($92 total), 75-84 ($193 total), 114-126 ($71 total), along 
with a few singles, sets and partial sets, cataloguing from $20 
to $50 and up. A nice lot for collectors and dealers alike, not-
ing fresh, crisp colours throughout. The majority of stamps 
are lightly hinged, along with a few stamps having hinge rem-
nants. Online photos show the better pages.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

Natal

1149	 8/* #51/116 Collection of Roughly 90 Mint and Used Na-
tal, 1874-1909, neatly arranged on 8 quadrille page, starting 
with 25 different used Victorian issues, noting #s 51-55, 57 
(c.v. $249 total). The strength of the collection is the Edward 
material, noting mint and or used stamps, with one of each 
for some issues noting #s 81-95 (m.h., $471 total), 94-97 
(used), 112-115 (m.h., $216). The collection includes #96-97 
£1 and £1 10sh denominations (m.h., visible toning on the 
front, otherwise c.v. $950 total). Bright colours throughout, 
that collectors will appreciate, with the majority of stamps 
lightly hinged along with a few stamps with hinge remnants. 
All stamps photographed online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

Netherlands

1150	 8/* Netherlands Mint and Used Collection in 4 Lindner 
Hingeless Albums with slipcases, with most of the value 
coming from the pre-1960 issues (there are stamps up to 
2007). The collection has many better used values including 
#s 1-5, 7-12, 19-22, 29, 135-36, 142-60, B5, B54-76, B144-
45, J2-11, etc. While the used catalogues $1,800, there are 
also many mint issues (c.v. $1,040) including #s 18, 306-18, 
326-27, 361-64, 368-69, B291-300, J1, J101-06, etc. There 
are also many duplicated used not counted in the catalogue 
value, which is from 2017, overall fine to very fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$2,840

1151	 8/*/** Collection of Primarily Used Netherlands in a 
Davo Album, 1852-1992, with slipcase, containing roughly 
1,300 stamps, including roughly 30 primarily mint souvenir 
sheets, and a few booklets, ranging from the 1970s to the 
1990s. We estimate the collection to be 95% complete, with 
used stamps up to 1940, followed by a mixture of mint and 
used material post-1940, noting just a few of the better sets, 
and partial sets, with #s 1-3 (used, little or few margins), 17-
22 (used, c.v. $238 total), 23-33 (used, $235 total), 40-53 
(used, $304 total), 90-100 (used, $164 total), 241-243 (m.h., 
$93 total), along with a few sets cataloguing $20 and up. The 
collection also includes selections of back of the book issues, 
including semi-postals, postage dues, and more, with a few 
singles cataloguing $20 and up. Online photos show a sam-
pling. We note a few small faults with a few of the early issues, 
still an overall fine to very fine collection.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

New Guinea

1152 * Collection of Roughly 125 Mint New Guinea Stamps, Not-
ing Better Sets,1925-1939, neatly arranged on 10 quadrille 
pages, noting mint sets with #s 1-13 (c.v. $498 total), C1-C13 
($311 total), C46-C59 ($720 total), along with mint partial 
sets 31-45 (missing #42, $304 total), C14-C25 ($128 total), 
C28-C39, C42-C43 ($243 total), O23-O35 (missing #O32, 
$340 total). Online photos show all the pages. We note fresh 
colours with the mint material, making the lot ideal for collec-
tors and dealers looking for stock. Very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $350

New Zealand

1153	 8/*/** Collection of Mint New Zealand in 3 Lighthouse 
Albums, 1967-2004, with slipcases, roughly 95% in period 
per Lighthouse album pages, noting singles, numerous sets, 
booklets, souvenir sheets / sheetlets, and self adhesive 
stamps. Face value totals $1,540 (counting 40c up to $20 
only, with the majority ranging from 80c to $2). The lot also 
comes with a stockbook and roughly 50 glassines containing 
an accumulation of mint material, ranging from the 1970s to 
1980s (we estimate an additional $150 of face value). Online 
photos show a sampling. A clean collection which would ap-
peal to collectors, dealers, postage users or resellers.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

1154	 8/*/** Collection of Mint and Used New Zealand, 1863-
2000s, with many hundreds of stamps, in roughly 75 Minkus 
album pages, housed in a binder. The collection begins with 
10 used Chalon Heads, noting #s 18, 31, 32 (x2), 35, 36, 37 
(x2), 40, 41 and continues with mint and or used singles and 
parts sets from the 1870s to the 1930s, noting #s 77 (used, 
$200), 122-125 (m.h., $461 total), 165-170 (m.h., $90 to-
tal), 183 (used, $170), B3 (m.h., $100), along with some 
singles, sets, and part sets cataloguing from $20 to $80 and 
up. The collection continues with mint and or used singles 
and sets, with roughly 80% completion for basic issues from 
the 1940s onwards. We estimate roughly $100 of face value 
mint material, generally ranging from 20c and up. Owner’s 
2020 catalogue value totals $8,780 (includes owner’s iden-
tification and catalogue values for most of the album pages). 
Online photos show a sampling. We note a few faults with 
some of the early issues, overall fine to very fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$8,780

1155 8/* Collection of Mint and Used New Zealand and Area, in 
a Crown Springback Album, 1862-1960, with roughly 1,000 
stamps, with mint and or used singles, sets, and partial sets, 
neatly organized in over 50 quadrille pages. The collection be-
gins with roughly 700 New Zealand stamps, generally ranging 
from Scott #11/352, noting just a few of the better singles, 
sets, and partial sets with #s 11-12, 14 (used, c.v. $490 to-
tal), 70-76, 78, 81 (m.h., $375 total), 98 (m.h., $300), 122-
125 (m.h., $461 total), 130-139 (m.h., $290 total), 145-159 
(m.h., $268 total), 182-183 (m.h., $247 total), along with 
singles, sets, and partial sets, including selections of semi-
postals, airmails, and officials, cataloguing $20 to $50 and 
up, including B4 (m.h., $100), C1-C5 (m.h., $155 total), and 
more. The collection also includes a few hundred stamps with 
representation from Nauru, Aitutaki, Niue, and Cook Islands. 
with a spot check indicating #s Nauru 1-12 (m.h. $108 total); 
Aitutaki 3-6 (m.h., $125 total); Niue 49-52 (m.h. $179 total); 
Cook Islands 67-69 (m.h., $86 total). Fresh colours through-
out, which will please collectors and dealers alike, with the 
majority of stamps being lightly hinged, along with hinge rem-
nants for a few stamps. An appealing collection, with online 
photos showing a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500
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Nigeria

1156 8/* Collection of Mint and Used Nigeria and Protectorate, 
1893-1962, neatly organized on 15 quadrille pages. The col-
lection begins with 24 mint stamps from Niger Coast Protec-
torate, noting sets and part sets with #s 37-42 (c.v. $96 total), 
43-48 ($149 total), 55-62 ($106 total), and continues with 
roughly 160 mint and used Nigeria stamps, generally rang-
ing from Scott #1/131, noting singles, sets, and partial sets, 
cataloguing from $10 to $50, including 80-91 (m.h., $86 to-
tal). The collection contains vibrant colours throughout, that 
collectors and dealers will appreciate, with the majority of 
stamps being lightly hinged, along with a few with hinge rem-
nants. Online photos show a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

North Borneo

1157	 8/* Collection of Mint and Used North Borneo, 1886-
1963, with roughly 400 stamps in 34 Steiner album pages. 
The collection begins with mint and used singles and partial 
sets, with strength in post-1900 material. A cursory check in-
dicated #s 136-149 mint and used set (145, 147 and 149 
m.h., c.v. $266 total for the set), 167-184 (m.h., $1,069), 
193-207 (m.h., $711 total), along with singles, sets, and par-
tial sets, including back of the book material, cataloguing $20 
and up noting #s J41-J49 (m.h., $167 total), J50-J54 (m.h., 
$99 total). Owner’s 2020 Scott catalogue value for the collec-
tion totals $3,734 (includes owner’s identification and cata-
logue values for all the album pages). Online photos show a 
sampling. We note a few small faults on a few of the early 
stamps, overall fine to very fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$3,734

1158	 8/* Collection of Roughly 260 Mint and Used North Bor-
neo, 1887-1957, with an example of each for some issues, 
and sets up to 1930, with primarily mint material post-1930, 
all hinged onto 23 quadrille pages. Just some of the better 
mint sets include #s 193-206 (c.v., $711 total), 124-135 
($205 total), 91-102 ($197 total), 208-222 ($142 total), 244-
258 ($135 total), along with a few singles and sets catalogu-
ing $20 to $50 and up, including 35-43 (m.h., $95 total). A 
nice lot for collectors and dealers alike, noting fresh, crisp 
colours throughout. The majority of stamps are lightly hinged, 
along with a few stamps having hinge remnants. Online pho-
tos show a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

Northern Rhodesia

1159 * #1/52 Group of 5 Complete Mint Sets of Northern Nige-
ria, 1900-1912, with 51 stamps in total, neatly arranged on 3 
quadrille pages with #s 1-9 (c.v. $641), 10-18 ($121), 19-26 
($252), 28-38 ($154, includes 34a), 40-52 ($315). Vibrant 
colours throughout, which should satisfy collectors and deal-
ers alike. The majority of stamps are lightly hinged, with a few 
having hinge remnants. Online photos show all the stamps.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

Norway

1160	 8 Large Accumulation of Used Norway, 1863-1950s, with 
several thousands of stamps, housed in roughly 45 Vario-
style stock pages (many double sided), and roughly 100 glas-
sines. The lot begins with an accumulation of 1863-1868 
Coat of Arms issues with Scott #s 6 (x8 at $250 each), 7 (x11 
at $300 each), 8 (x55 at $14 each), 9 (x24 at $60 each), 10 
(x18 at $125 each) 11 (x21 at $55 each), 12 (x26 at $55 
each), 13 (x13 at $160 each) and continues with 1872-1875 
Post Horn issues with #s 16 (x24 at $40 each), 17 (x20 at 
$85 each), 18 (x42 at $12 each), 19 (x33 at $72 each), 20 
(x28 at $72 each), 21 (x22 at $72 each). The balance of the 
lot contains a fairly unorganized accumulation of post 1875 
issues, including officials, postage dues, and more. A cursory 
check indicated a variety of postmark types including a few 
numerals, bridge types, and c.d.s. town postmarks. An ideal 
lot for the collector or dealer as there should be finds includ-
ing various printings, shades, or other varieties. We note a few 
faults with some of the early stamps, still a potentially high 
cataloguing lot, with online photos showing a sampling and 
overview.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

1161 */** Collection / Accumulation of Mint Norway in Stock 
Pages, 1870s-1940s, with many hundreds of stamps, in-
cluding a few corner blocks and larger multiples, generally 
organized in 40 Vario-style stock pages. The lot begins with a 
small selection of Post Horn and Crown issues, noting #s 17, 
19, 21, 25 (m.h., c.v. $199 total), and continues with singles, 
sets and partial sets, including back of the book material, 
with a cursory check indicating #s 104-110 (n.h., $150 total), 
111-114 (n.h., $80 total), 115-126 (m.h., $120, noting many 
never hinged stamps in the set), B1-B3 (m.h., $128 total), O9-
O21 (m.h., $111), along with material cataloguing $20 and 
up. Duplication up to 10 for some issues, and up to 3 for a few 
sets. We note a few early of the early stamps are mint no gum. 
Online photos show a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

1162 */** Large Accumulation of Mint Norway in Three Stock-
books, 1930s-1990, with a few thousand stamps, including 
blocks, and a few booklets, neatly organized in three stock-
books, and several glassines. The lot begins with the three 
stockbooks, with material generally ranging from the 1930s 
up to 1990, including a few sets and partial sets cataloguing 
$20 and up. The lot also contains roughly 100 glassines, with 
a cursory check indicating material from post-1900 onwards, 
appearing to be predominately ranging from the 1920s to 
the 1950s,. including a large accumulation of officials, along 
with semi-postals, postage dues and more, with cataloguing 
values for some sets ranging from $20 to $50 and up. We 
estimate several 100 kroner of face value within the lot. A 
nice lot for collectors and dealers alike. Online photos show 
an overview.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

Nyasaland Protectorate

1163 8/* Collection of Mint and Used Nyasaland Protectorate, 
1897-1953, neatly organized on 13 quadrille pages. The 
collection begins with 17 mint British Central Africa issues, 
including #s 43-48, 50-51 ($209 total), 60-67 ($411 total), 
and continues with 28 mint and used Nyasaland Protectorate 
issues noting #s 1-7 (m.h., $110 total), 33-37 (m.h., $255 to-
tal), 36-37 (used, $205 total, both with Blantyre bridge post-
marks). The balance of the collection contains roughly 120 
mint and used Nyasaland issues, with a few sets and partial 
sets, cataloguing $20 to $40 and up. Online photos show a 
sampling. We note the stamps are generally lightly hinged, 
with a few having hinge remnants. Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200
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Pakistan

1164 8/* #1/130 Collection of Primarily Pakistan, 1937-1961, 
with roughly 190 stamps, with primarily mint singles and sets, 
neatly organized on 10 quadrille pages. A spot check indi-
cated better mint sets with #s 1-19 (c.v. $239 total), 24-43 
($225 total), O11-O26 ($284 total), along with 40 mint Baha-
walpur issues, including #s 2-15 ($126 total). Crisp colours 
throughout, with the majority of stamps being light hinged. A 
clean lot, with online photos showing a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

Papua New Guinea

1165 */** Papua New Guinea Massive Mint Collection in 4 
Stockbooks, with a high degree of completeness in the 
1952-2014 issues, with a range from #s 122 to 1763. Only a 
few of the values from the 1950s are hinged, rest is fresh and 
never hinged. A great deal of the value comes in the 2006-
2014 sets which have the basic set and two souvenir sheets, 
e.g. World Aids Day 1339-49, Birds 1480-85, Orchids 1640-
45, Coconuts 1709-14, etc. Overall fine to mostly very fine, 
great lot for the topicalist, scans show a small sampling and 
the catalogue value dates back to 2021.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$4,140

1166	 8/* Collection of Mint and Used Papua New Guinea, 1901-
2005, with roughly 700 stamps, on roughly 100 album pages 
housed in a binder. The collection begins with roughly 70 mint 
and used New Guinea stamps, including a few North West 
Pacific Islands, with strength in 1930s airmails noting #s 
C46-C59 (m.h., c.v. $720 total), along with a few stamps and 
partial sets cataloguing $20 and up. The collection continues 
with roughly 110 mint and used Papua stamps, ranging from 
1901 to 1941, with singles, sets and partial sets cataloguing 
$40 and up including #s 34-40 (m.h. $76 total), 48 (m.h., 
$77), O1-O12 (m.h., $169 total). The balance of the collection 
consists of mint and used Papua New Guinea, with roughly 
75% completeness, ranging from 1952 to 2005. Owner’s 
2020 Scott catalogue value totals $2,420, (includes owner’s 
identification and catalogue values on each album page). On-
line photos show an overview. Overall fine to very fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$2,420

1167 8/* #1/166 Collection of Roughly 160 Mint and Used 
Papua New Guinea, 1901-1962, neatly organized on 12 
quadrille pages. The collection consists of mint and or used 
singles, sets and partial sets, noting #s 1-4, 6 (m.h. $155 
total), 11-14, 16-18 (m.h., $343 total), 22, 24-25 ($126 to-
tal), 19-21, 26 (used, $115 total), 60-72 (m.h., $123 total, 
missing #64), 94-107 (m.h., $214 total), O1-O10 (m.h. (m.h., 
$94 total), along with a few stamps, sets and partial sets, 
cataloguing $20 and up. We note the majority of stamps are 
lightly hinged, with a stamps having hinge remnants, still a 
very appealing lot for collectors and dealers alike. Online pho-
tos show a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

Portugal

1168 ** Accumulation of Roughly 200 Portugal Booklets, loose 
in a box, including a selection of prestige booklets, generally 
ranging from the 1960s to the 1990s, with material possible 
on either side of the range. A good opportunity for topical and 
thematic possibilities, with duplication up to 5 in some cases. 
Online photo shows an overview, clean and very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

Rhodesia

1169 8/* Collection of Mint and Used Rhodesia, 1890-1963, 
including Southern and Northern Rhodesia, neatly organized 
on 28 quadrille pages. The collection begins with roughly 130 
mint and used Rhodesia, ranging from Scott #1/140, with 
roughly 60 used stamps up to 1909, along with #s 82-97 
(m.h., c.v. $388 total), 119-132 (m.h. $228 total, includes 
122a, 129a), along with Rhodesia & Nyasaland mint issues 
including #s 141-155 (m.h., $114 total), 158-171 (m.h., $112 
total). The collection includes roughly 125 mint and used 
Northern Rhodesia issues noting #s 1-14, 16 (m.h., $347 to-
tal), 61-74 (m.h., $84 total), and continues with roughly 160 
mint and used Southern Rhodesia issues including #s 21-30 
(m.h. $207 total), 81-94 (m.h., $98 total), along with singles, 
sets and partial sets, cataloguing $20 and up. We note fresh 
colours throughout, that collectors and dealers will appreci-
ate, with stamps generally lightly hinged, with a few having 
hinge remnants. Online photos show a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

Romania

1170	 8/** Collection / Accumulation of Mint and Used Roma-
nia, 1930s-1980s, with many thousands of stamps, housed 
in 6 stockbooks (5 are brand new 64 page stockbooks), and a 
roughly 100 Vario-style stock pages in a binder. A spot check 
indicated primarily used material from the 1930s up to the 
1960s, noting a mixture of mint and used material from the 
1960s onward, noting singles, blocks, plate blocks, souvenir 
sheets and sheetlets, a few booklet panes (in some cases, 
one each per issue), with modern used material primarily 
having CTO cancels. Catalogue values for a few sets range 
from $5 to $10, with many thematic and topical possibilities. 
Duplication up to 10 in some cases. Online photos show a 
sampling. Clean and very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

1171	 8/*/** Mint and Used Collection of Romania in a Scott 
Specialty Album, 1866 to 1979, mostly used from beginning 
to the 1930s, then a mix of mint and C.T.O. to the end. We 
estimate there to be several hundred stamps in all, including 
some complete sets and a few imperforates here and there, 
with strong topical interest. No back of the book or souvenir 
sheets present. A very good start towards completion and 
overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

Russia

1172	 8/* Collection of Mostly Used Russia to the Early 1970s, 
hinged into two binders, with a good representation of several 
hundreds from the earliest issues to the end, including some 
complete sets, c.t.o. cancels and lots of topical interest. Over-
all fine to very fine, see pictures for a small sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

St. Helena

1173	 8/* Collection of Mint and Used St. Helena, 1880s-1984, 
with roughly 250 stamps, in 19 Minkus album pages housed 
in a binder. The collection begins with a small selection of mint 
and used Victorian issues, including #s 11 (m.h., c.v. $70), 14 
(used, $72), 40-46 (n.h., $95 total), and continues with primar-
ily mint sets and partial sets from the Edwards onwards, includ-
ing #s 89-93 (m.h., $414 total), 118-127 (m.h., $101 total), 
along with a few sets and partial sets cataloguing from $20 
to $40 and up. Owner’s 2020 Scott catalogue value for the 
collection totals $1,582 (includes owner’s identification and 
catalogue values for some album pages). Online photos show 
a sampling, overall fine to very fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,582
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1174	 8/* #1-47 Complete Collection of Mint or Used St. Hel-
ena Victorian Issues, 1856-1897, consisting of 49 different 
stamps, in four hingeless Lighthouse album pages, ranging 
from Scott #1 to #47, noting a few highlights with mint #s 1 
(c.v. $600), 3 ($900), 8-10 ($900 total), 18 ($225), 28-30 
($440 total), and used #s 2, 2B ($485 total), 22-23 ($310 
total). Scott 2024 catalogue value for the lot totals $5,158. A 
nice lot for the British Commonwealth collector, noting many 
stamps with fresh colours, with mint stamps up to 1884 ap-
pearing to have no gum. All stamps shown online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $750

1175 8/* #33/172 Collection of Mint and Used St. Helena, 
1884-1961, with roughly 150 stamps, including mint and or 
used singles, sets, and partial sets, neatly arranged on 13 
quadrille pages. The collection begins with 11 primarily mint 
pre-1890 issues, with strength in post-1920 mint sets and 
partial sets. Just a few of the better stamps include #s 40-46 
(m.h., $95 total), 50-55 (m.h., $137 total), 79-93 (m.h., $477 
total), 101-110 (m.h., $472 total), along with a few sets and 
partial sets catalogue from $20 to $80 and up. We note fresh 
colours throughout the collection, which should appeal to 
British Commonwealth collectors and dealers. The majority of 
stamps are lightly hinged, along with a few having remnants. 
Online photos show a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

1176	 8/* #48-138 Complete Collection of Mint or Used St. Hele-
na Three Kings Issues, 1902-1949, consisting of 97 different 
stamps, in eight hingeless Lighthouse album pages, ranging 
from Scott #48 to #138, noting a few highlights with #s 60 
(m.h., c.v. $275), 79-94 includes the key 15sh issue (m.h., 
$1,577 total), 95-99 (m.h., $596 total), 101-110 (m.h., $472 
total), Scott 2024 catalogue value for the lot totals $3,518. 
A nice clean collection for the British Commonwealth collec-
tor, noting many stamps with fresh colours. All stamps shown 
online.

 ...................................................................... Estimate $1,000

1177 */** #139/1174 Virtually Complete Collection of St. Hel-
ena Queen Elizabeth II Issues, 1953-2021, neatly displayed 
in hingeless mounts in two Lighthouse albums, with slipcas-
es. The collection is very nearly complete, with a range from 
Scott #139/1174, and includes roughly 75 souvenir sheets. 
Owner’s 2018 Scott catalogue value totals $2,746, but our 
observation is that this number has gone up by perhaps 20% 
in some cases. A spot check indicated primarily lightly hinged 
stamps from the 1950s up to the 1960s, with almost exclu-
sively never hinged material post-1970. A very clean collec-
tion that will appeal to British Commonwealth collectors, or 
dealers looking for stock. Very fine throughout, online photos 
show a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400

St. Kitts-Nevis

1178	 8/* Collection of Mint and Used St. Kitts-Nevis, 1870-
1980, with roughly 350 stamps in 23 Minkus album pages. 
The collection begins with 14 Victorian mint issues from Nevis 
and St. Christopher noting #s Nevis 21-23, 25, 29-30 (m.h., 
c.v. $308 total); St. Christopher 4, 7-9, 12, 14-15, 22 (m.h., 
$325 total), and continues with primarily mint St. Kitts-Nevis 
singles, sets, and partial sets from 1903 to the 1960, with a 
mixture of mint and used material post-1960, including a few 
modern mint never hinged stamps. A cursory check indicated 
#s 37-51 (missing #43a, m.h., $159 total), along with singles, 
sets, and part sets cataloguing $20 and up. Owner’s 2020 
Scott catalogue value for the collection totals $1,422 (in-
cludes owner’s identification and catalogue values for most 
of the album pages). Online photos show the first 7 pages 
only, overall fine to very fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,422

St. Lucia

1179	 8/*/** Large Collection / Accumulation of Mint and Used 
St. Lucia, 1860-2014, with a few thousand stamps, mostly in 
hingeless mounts, in roughly 150 album pages housed in 2 
thick binders. The collection begins with mint and used clas-
sics noting Scott #s 1 (mint no gum), 6 (mint no gum), along 
with 25 primarily used 1863-1864 issues, along with 25 pri-
marily used 1880s surcharge issues, generally cataloguing 
from $10 to $30 each, noting a few socked on the nose c.d.s. 
postmarks. The lot continues with mint and or used singles. 
sets, and partial sets, with a spot check noting #s 39 (m.h., 
$110), 43-48 (m.h., $77 total), 52-55 (m.h., $130 total), 95-
106 (m.h., $105 total), along with some sets cataloguing $20 
to $40 and up. We estimate 95% completeness in period, for 
basic issues. Post-1960 (primarily mint never hinged mate-
rial), with the collector adding plate blocks, souvenir sheets 
/ sheetlets, in hingeless mounts and selections of modern 
used hinged onto album pages. The lot includes a stockbook 
with owner’s mint and used duplicates, generally ranging 
from the 1930s onward. Duplication up to 5 in some cases, 
with online photos showing a sampling. A few small faults with 
a few of the early stamps, overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $350

1180 8/* Collection of Mint and Used St. Lucia, 1902-1970s, 
with roughly 350 stamps in 29 Minkus album pages. The col-
lection begins with a few mint stamps Victorian issues, with 
the strength of the collection post-1900 with primarily mint 
singles, sets, and partial sets, noting #s 43-47, 50-54 (m.h., 
c.v. $153 total), 77, 70-89 (m.h., $141 total), along with a few 
singles, sets, and partial sets cataloguing $20 to $60 and up. 
Owner’s 2020 Scott catalogue value for the collection totals 
$1,018 (includes owner’s identification and catalogue values 
for most of the album pages). Online photos show a sampling, 
overall fine to very fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,018

1181 * #43/170 Collection of Roughly 165 Different Mint St. 
Lucia, 1902-1963, neatly organized on 10 quadrille pages, 
noting better sets and partial sets with #s 43-48 (c.v. $77 
total), 50-56 ($236 total), 57-72 ($140 total), 95-106 ($105 
total), along with singles, sets and partial sets, cataloguing 
from $20 to $50 and up, including 88-89 ($80 total), 110-
126 ($50 total). A nice lot for British Commonwealth collec-
tors or dealers as we note vibrant colours throughout, with 
the majority of stamps being lightly hinged, with a few stamps 
having hinge remnants. Online photos show a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

St. Vincent

1182	 8/*/** Mostly Mint Collection of St. Vincent, 1883 to 
1982, plus St. Vincent Grenadines (1974 to 1978), plus 12 
first day covers. The St. Vincent collection starts with 34 
stamps from the QV to KGV era, followed by a strong repre-
sentation of mostly mint from KGVI to the end, incl. souvenir 
sheets, a few booklets and missing only a few stamps in that 
era. The Grenadines is made up of mint and used sets and 
souvenir sheets, seemingly complete in period. Overall very 
fine, see photos for a small overview.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200
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1183 8/* #2/201 Collection of Mint and Used St. Vincent, 
1862-1963, with roughly 160 stamps, with mint and or used 
singles, sets, and partial sets, neatly organized on 13 qua-
drille pages. The collection begins with 27 mint and used pre-
1898 issues, with a few cataloguing $30 and up, including 
#s 2 (no gum, $65), 13 (m.h., $65), along with sets and par-
tial sets post-1898 with #s 62-70 (m.h., $167 total), 82-88 
(m.h., $125 total), 90-103 (m.h., $125 total), 118-131 (m.h., 
$163 total), along with a few stamps, sets, and partial sets, 
cataloguing $20 and up. Collectors and dealers will appreci-
ate the bright colours found throughout the collection, not-
ing a few small faults with the early material, including a few 
stamps with hinge remnants. Online photos show a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

Samoa

1184 8/* #9/232 Collection of Mint and Used Samoa, 1886-
1962, with roughly 180 stamps, with mint and or used, 
singles, sets, and partial sets, neatly organized on 15 qua-
drille pages. The collection begins with nine Express issues, 
appearing to be Type 3 (8 mint, 1 used), with a spot check 
indicating just a few of the better stamps noting #s 9-13, 
13a, 14a, 15-17 (m.h., $209), 51-56 (m.h., $115 total), 57-
69 (m.h., $200 total), 175-180 (m.h., $545 total), along with 
a few singles, sets, and partial sets, cataloguing $20 and up. 
Bright colours throughout, with the majority of stamps being 
lightly hinged, along with a few having hinge remnants. A nice 
lot for collectors and dealers alike, with online photos show-
ing a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

Sarawak

1185	 8/*/** Collection / Accumulation of Mint and Used Sar-
awak, 1870s-1960s, with roughly 250 stamps, in six Vario-
style stock pages, housed in a binder. The lot begins with a 
mixture of mint and used classics with #s 2 (x2), 3-5, 6 (x2), 8 
(x2), 9-10, 22, 25 (x4), 26, 28-30 (used), 31, 32 (x2), 35 (x5), 
43, along with stamps and a few sets cataloguing $10 and up 
with strength in 1930s mint issues onward. Postmark interest 
includes a few with c.d.s town cancels, including a few socked 
on the nose. Duplication up to 5 in some cases, with all pages 
shown online. Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

1186 8/* #1/211 Collection of Primarily Mint Sarawak, 1869-
1957, with roughly 200 stamps, including a few used scat-
tered throughout (generally from the Victorian to Edward 
reigns), neatly organized on 13 quadrille pages. Just a few 
of the better mint stamps and sets with #s 15-21 (c.v. $557 
total), 28-31 ($114 total), 36-47 ($231 total), 50-70 ($214 
total), 94-108 ($133 total), 135-154 ($335 total), along with 
a few singles, sets, and partial sets, cataloguing $20 and up, 
including 79-92 ($78 total). We note fresh colours with the 
mint material, that collectors and dealers will appreciate. The 
majority of stamps are lightly hinged, along with a few with 
hinge remnants. Online photos show a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

Saudi Arabia

1187	 8/*/** Group of Better Mint and Used Saudi Arabia Sin-
gles, Sets, etc., all presented on 8 stock cards, described on 
back and priced by 2022 Scott, with #s 211-226 (NH, $312), 
227-242 (NH, $254), 393 (NH, 225), 225, 241, 242 (all three 
hinged, $232), 225/522, C30-32 (14 NH issues, $246), C7-
C21 (NH, $263), as well as a card containing #s O16/O60 
and RA2/9 (mint and used, with 20 stamps total, $223). Also 
includes a NH imperforate pair of #234, which is unlisted in 
Scott and Michel (crease).

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,755

1188	 8/*/** #75/516 Group of Mostly Mint Saudi Arabia Is-
sues to 1971, with used #s L37 and L39b, and mint (hinged 
and NH) #s 75/516, all on a double-sided stock sheet. 53 
different stamps in all, overall fine to very fine.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$600

1189	 8/*/** #C6/C95 1949 to 1968 Group of Saudi Arabia 
Airmail Issues, with Scott #s C6 (used) and C10 to C95 
(mint, with a mix of hinged and never hinged). Total of 21 diff. 
stamps, overall fine to very fine.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$583

Scandinavia

1190 ** Accumulation of Roughly 500 Scandinavia Booklets, 
loose in a box, generally ranging from the 1970s to the 1990s, 
with material possible on either side of the range. Duplication 
up to 5 in some cases. A spot check indicated primarily mint 
booklet panes, along with some used booklet panes. Online 
photo shows an overview, clean and very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

Seychelles

1191	 8/* Collection of Mint and Used Seychelles, 1890-1979, 
with roughly 325 stamps in 22 Minkus album pages. The 
collection begins with primarily mint singles and partial sets 
from the 1890s to the mid 1930s, with a mixture of mint and 
or used singles, sets and partial sets post-1940. A spot check 
indicated #s 1-10, 12, 22-23, 30-32 (m.h., c.v. $127 total), 
125a/148a (24 stamps, $368 total), 173-190 (m.h., $92 to-
tal), along with sets and partial sets cataloguing $20 and up. 
Owner’s 2020 Scott catalogue value for the collection totals 
$1,190 (includes owner’s identification and catalogue values 
for all the album pages). Online photos show a sampling, over-
all fine to very fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,190

1192 8/* #1/197 Collection of Mint and Used Seychelles, 
1890-1961, with roughly 250 stamps, with mint and or used 
singles, sets, and partial sets, neatly organized on 17 qua-
drille pages. We note just a few of the better stamps with #s 
1-21 (m.h., c.v. $592, include #7a), 22-26 (m.h., $157 total), 
38-48 (m.h., $160 total), 63-73 (m.h., $130 total), 74-89 
(m.h., $297 total, includes #s 85a, 87a), along with singles, 
sets, and partial set, cataloguing $20 and up, including 33-
37 (m.h., $90 total). We note vibrant colours throughout, that 
collectors and dealers will certainly appreciate. Online photos 
show a sampling. Clean and very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

Sierra Leone

1193	 8/* Collection of Mint and Used Sierra Leone, 1859-1981, 
with roughly 375 stamps in 36 Minkus album pages. The col-
lection begins with a selection of 22 Victorian mint issues in-
cluding Scott #1a (m.h., c.v. $275), and continues with mint 
and or used singles, sets, and partial sets, with the strength 
of the material post-1930, noting #s 116-117 (m.h., $60 to-
tal), 140/151 (m.h., $116 total), along with singles, sets, and 
part sets cataloguing $20 and up. Owner’s 2020 Scott cata-
logue value for the collection totals $1,394 (includes owner’s 
identification and catalogue values for most of the album 
pages). Online photos show a sampling, overall fine to very 
fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,394
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1194	 8/* #21/226 Collection of Primarily Mint Sierra Leone, 
1876-1963, with roughly 230 stamps (including a few used 
singles and part sets), neatly arranged on 16 quadrille pag-
es, generally ranging from Scott #21/226. Just a few of the 
better items include with #s 21-22, 24, 28, 30-31 (m.h., c.v. 
$91 total), 34-44 (m.h., $102 total), 77-88 (m.h., $209 total), 
103-117 (m.h., $119 total, includes mint 115a 1sh black, 
emerald shade, not catalogued), 122-137 (m.h. $267 total), 
along with a few stamps, sets, and partial sets, cataloguing 
$20 to $50 and up. We note vibrant colours throughout that 
collectors and dealers will appreciate. The majority of stamps 
are lightly hinged, along with a few stamps having hinge rem-
nants. Online photos show the better pages.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

Solomon Islands

1195	 8/*/** Collection of Mint and Used Solomon Islands, 
1908-1984, with roughly 375 stamps in 23 Minkus album 
pages. The collection consists of primarily mint singles, sets 
and partial sets, intertwined with scattered used throughout, 
with a few modern never hinged stamps and souvenir sheets. 
A spot check indicated #s 17 (m.h., c.v. $62), 28-41 (m.h., 
#29 (used), $492 total), 89-105 (m.h., #100 and 105 (used), 
$108 total), along with a few singles, sets, and partial sets 
cataloguing $20 to $40 and up. Owner’s 2020 Scott cata-
logue value for the collection totals $1,198 (includes owner’s 
identification and catalogue values for most of the album 
pages). Online photos show the first 5 pages only, overall fine 
to very fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,198

1196 */** Collection of Mint Solomon Islands, 1908-1996, with 
roughly 825 stamps, along with roughly 50 souvenir sheets, 
neatly arranged in a stockbook. The collection begins with 
partial sets from 1908 to 1935, including 30 issues ranging 
from Scott #s 23/54, and is virtually complete post-1935 
with singles, sets, and souvenir sheets, including 89-105 
(m.h., c.v. $110), along with sets and a few souvenir sheets 
cataloguing $20 and up. Online photos show a sampling. A 
spot check indicated mostly mint hinged stamps pre-1960, 
with the vast majority never hinged thereafter. Clean and very 
fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

1197 8/* #1/108 Collection of Primarily Mint Solomon Islands, 
1907-1961, with roughly 100 stamps, including a few differ-
ent used issues, neatly organized on 8 quadrille pages, not-
ing #s 1-7 (m.h., c.v. $336 total, few toning spots visible on 
the front), 8-18 ($255 total), 28-31, 33-39 ($129 total), along 
with a few stamps and sets cataloguing $20 and up, including 
#41 £1 (used, $150, if postally used). Online photos show the 
better pages. We note fresh colours throughout, with a few 
faults as previously mentioned. Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

Somaliland Protectorate

1198 8/* #1/143 Collection of Primarily Mint Somaliland Pro-
tectorate, 1903-1960, with roughly 160 stamps, neatly orga-
nized on 8 quadrille pages, ranging from Scott #1/143. The 
collection begins with 33 mint and used British Somaliland 
overprint issues noting #s 1-9, 13-20 (m.h., c.v. $484 total), 
and continues with primarily mint singles, sets, and partial 
sets including 27-28, 30-35, 38 (m.h., $143 total), 84-95 
(m.h., $97 total), along with a few stamps, sets and partial 
sets cataloguing $20 and up, including 36 (used, $50), 51-
61 (m.h., $75 total), O14 (m.h., $80). A nice lot for collectors 
and dealers alike, noting fresh, crisp colours throughout. The 
majority of stamps are lightly hinged, along with a few stamps 
having hinge remnants. Online photos show all the pages.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

South Africa

1199 8/* Collection of Mint and Used South Africa and Area in 
a Crown Springback Album, 1863-1963, with roughly 1,000 
stamps, with mint and or used singles, pairs, sets, and par-
tial sets, neatly organized on roughly 40 quadrille pages. The 
collection begins with roughly 70 stamps from Cape of Good 
Hope, ranging from Scott #13/71, noting #s 13 (used, $135), 
51 (m.h., $110), 54 (m.h., $140), 63-71 (m.h., $285 total) 
and continues with roughly 500 mint and used South Africa 
issues, including several mint and used se-tenant pairs, rang-
ing from Scott #1/280. A cursory check indicated just a few of 
the better stamps with #s 2-4, 6-14 (m.h., $253 total), 30 se-
tenant pair (m.h., $125), B1-B8 se-tenant pairs (m.h., $126 
total), along with a few sets, pairs, partial sets, and back of the 
book material, cataloguing $20 to $40 and up. The collection 
rounds out with roughly 450 mint and used South West Africa 
issues, including mint and used se-tenant pairs, ranging from 
Scott #1/280. A spot check indicated #s 1-8 se-tenant pairs 
(m.h., $134), 16-27 se-tenant pairs (m.h., $763 total), along 
with a few sets, pairs, and back of the book material, cata-
loguing $20 to $50 and up. Fresh colours throughout, which 
will appeal to collectors and dealers alike, with the majority of 
stamps being lightly hinged, with a few stamps having hinge 
remnants. Online photos show a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $400

1200	 8/* Collection of Primarily Used South Africa in a Davo 
Album, 1910-1995, with slipcase, containing roughly 1,100 
stamps, including roughly 35 souvenir sheets (mostly mint), 
ranging from the 1970s to the 1990s. A spot check indicated 
that the collection appears complete, noting #16 (c.v. $600), 
along with mostly English-Afrikaans used singles, noting a few 
se-tenant pairs including #s 32 (c.v. $180), 54 ($110), along 
with a few sets cataloguing $10 and up. The collection also 
includes selections of back of the book issues, including air-
mails and officials, with a few singles cataloguing $20 and up. 
Online photos show a sampling. A clean collection, in overall 
very fine condition.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

South America

1201	 8/*/** Mint and Used Collections from 10 South Ameri-
can Countries, housed in stock pages in 7 binders, with Ven-
ezuela (over 1,000 stamps, souvenir sheets, etc), Peru (over 
600 stamps), Uruguay and Ecuador (about 600 stamps), Bra-
zil and Colombia (about 540 stamps), Argentina and Bolivia 
(over 550 stamps), Paraguay (about 430 stamps), and Chile 
(just under 500 stamps). We noted a mix of mint and used, 
several souvenir sheets, complete sets, commemoratives 
and definitives, lots of topical interest and more, with some 
duplication. Overall fine or better, scans only show a small 
sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

Southern Nigeria

1202 8/* #1/55 Group of Primarily Mint Southern Nigeria, 
1901-1912, with 59 stamps, neatly arranged on two qua-
drille pages. The collection includes #s 1-9 (m.h., c.v. $294 
total), 10-19 (missing #18, m.h., $166 total), 21-30 (m.h., 
$322 total), 51-55 (m.h., $102 total), along with a few used 
with dated postmarks. Fresh crisp colours throughout, ideal 
for collectors and dealers alike, with the majority of stamps 
lightly hinged. Online photos show all the stamps.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150
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Straits Settlements

1203 8/* #41/268 Collection of Mint and Used Straits Settle-
ments, 1882-1945, with roughly 325 stamps, with mint and 
or used singles, sets and partial sets, neatly organized on 21 
quadrille pages. Just a few of the better sets and part sets in-
clude #s 41, 43-48, 50-57 (m.h., c.v. $398 total), 83-87 (m.h., 
$106 total), 93-102 (m.h. $144 total), 109-112, 114, 116-
124 (m.h., $474 total), 151d-199d (m.h., $156 total, miss-
ing 165d, 167d) 217-234 (m.h., $243 total), 238-252 (m.h. 
$206 total), along with mint and or used singles, sets, and 
partial sets cataloguing $20 and up. The collection has fresh 
colours throughout, which should appeal to British Common-
wealth collectors and dealers alike. The majority of stamps 
are lightly hinged, along with a few with hinge remnants. An 
attractive lot, with online photos showing a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $350

Sudan

1204 8/* #1/138 Collection of Mint and Used Sudan, 1897-
1961, with roughly 275 different stamps, with a mint and 
used stamp each for a few issues. Neatly organized on 16 
quadrille pages. The strength of the collection are the many 
mint sets present noting #s 1-8, 9-16 (c.v. $144 total), 17-
27($116), 29-57 ($104 total), along with a few sets catalogu-
ing $20 and up, including 98-114 ($62 total, with control 
numbers in selvedge for each issue), along with airmail and 
Officials issues. Crisp colours throughout, with the majority of 
stamps being lightly hinged, along with a few stamps having 
hinge remnants. Online photos show a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

Sweden

1205 ** Group of 107 Sweden Booklets, from the 1960s to the 
1980s, each cost between 1 and 20 Krona, catalogued by 
owner, with some duplication, very fine.

 ..............................................................................Michel €812

1206	 8 Clean Collection of Used Sweden in a Cosmos Album, 
1855-1961, with roughly 800 stamps, neatly organized on al-
bum pages (we estimate 80% completeness for basic issues 
only). The collection starts with early classics with Scott #s 2 
(c.v. $100), 6, 8, 10-12 ($160 total), 13, 14 ($160), 16, 17, 
19, 21-23, 25, and continues with stamps, sets, and partial 
sets up to 1961, including coil pairs and selections of Offi-
cials, with a spot check indicating catalogue values ranging 
from $10 to $40, including 204-206 ($97 total), O11 ($65), 
just to name a few. Owner’s Scott catalogue value totals 
$2,360 (appears to be current). We note many readable post-
mark strikes and types, including socked on the nose town 
cancels. The lot also includes roughly 30 booklets, generally 
ranging from the 1950s onward. Online photos show a sam-
pling of this clean collection. Very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

Switzerland

1207	 8/* Group of Early Swiss Issues with Certificates, with #10 
(mint (regummed). four clear to full margins, with retouched 
in center shield, showing the characteristic split of the outer 
frameline of Position 40, very fine), 19 (used with federal frill 
cancel in blue, three clear margins, showing next stamp at 
bottom and just into frameline at top right, fine), 35 (used 
with partial c.d.s. cancel, narrow margin at top, cut along fra-
meline at bottom and right and cut into the frameline on the 
left, fine), 36 (mint OG with fresh colour), 37 (very lightly can-
celled, still retains OG), 38a (used, with Couvet 19.AUG.1862 
c.d.s. cancel) and 56a (used, bright sky blue shade). Overall 
fine, with some margin issues on some, else each stamp is 
accompanied by a 2014 Sismondo certificate. A useful group.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$2,235

1208	 8/*/** Group of Mint Switzerland Sets from 1932-1939,  
basically complete with mint issues for the period, including 
#s 210-215 (n.h., c.v. $213), 244-246 (n.h., $275), along with 
sets cataloguing $20 and up including, 1934 Views, 1938 
League of Nations, 1939 National Exhibition (x3), 1936-1938 
Charity. The mint material also includes sets of airmails, post-
age dues, and 1932 Peace sets from both League of Nations 
and International Labor Bureau. The lot also includes a small 
selection of used stamps including C15 ($65), along with a 
few other issues cataloguing $10 and up, Liechtenstein 54-
63, 65-69 (m.h., $285 total), and roughly 12 album pages of 
mint and used Austria, ranging from classics up to the 1970s. 
Online photos show a sampling. We note a few faults with the 
1934 Views and 1932-1935 Charity issues including crease 
and gum disturbance, otherwise a worthwhile grouping.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

1209	 8/*/** Collection / Accumulation of Mint and Used Swit-
zerland, 1851-2014, with a few thousand stamps in a 60 
page stockbook, starting with 12 used imperforate stamps 
including Scott #10, and 1858-1862 issues, along with 39 
primarily used Helvetia issues and 32 Numerals. The lot con-
tinues with primarily used stamps up to the 1950s , including 
semi-postals and airmails, generally organized by year, with 
a spot check indicating stamps and a few sets, and part sets 
cataloguing $10 and up including #s 300 (used, c.v. $85), 
301 (c.v. $95), 303 (used, $70), with primarily mint never 
hinged material, including a few souvenir sheets, post-1950 
onwards. Owner’s older Scott catalogue value for the collec-
tion totals in excess of $10,000. Duplication up to 3 in a few 
cases. Online photos show a sampling. We note a few small 
faults with the early material. Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $600

1210	 8/* Collection of Mint and Used Switzerland in a Scott In-
ternational Album, 1858-2003, with a few thousand stamps, 
including many sets and partial sets. The collection consists 
of used material up to the 1930s, with a mixture of mint and 
used up 1960, with the balance of the collection consisting 
of primarily mint material. We estimate the collection is 90% 
complete from the 1930s onwards, with a spot check indicat-
ing just a few of the better items with #s 37-38 (used, c.v. 
$102 total), 50 (used, $130), 56a (used, $270), 59 (used, 
$77), 301 (used, $95), along with stamps, sets, and partial 
sets cataloguing $20 and up, along with back of the book ma-
terial including semi-postals, airmails, postage dues and Of-
ficials noting #s C13-C14 (used, $95 total), B4-B6 (m.h., $86 
total), B18-B20 (used, $96 total), and more, leaving potential 
finds to the dedicated collector. The balance of the collec-
tion includes many hundreds of mint United Nations stamps, 
ranging from 1951 to 2000, noting material from Switzerland, 
Austria, and the United States. Online photos show a small 
sampling. We note a few small faults with a few of the early 
stamps, overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500
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1211	 8/* Collection of Mint and Used Switzerland in a Davo 
Album, 1858-1992, with slipcase, containing roughly 1,250 
stamps, including a few souvenir sheets, with the majority 
of stamps used up to the 1930s, with a progressive mixture 
of mint and used material post-1930. We estimate the col-
lection is 80% complete up to the 1930s, and roughly 95% 
complete post-1930, beginning with a small selection of used 
imperforate stamps with #s 10 (c.v. $160, 3 margins), 36-40 
($302 total, 1-2 margins), with a spot check indicating just a 
few of the better singles, and sets, noting 48 (used, $215), 
77 (used, $425) 111 (used, $230)), 181-185 (used, $77 to-
tal), PAX mint and used set, with mint hinged 293, 297-301, 
304, and used 294-296, 302-303, 305 ($439 total, along 
with a few singles, and sets cataloguing $20 and up. The 
collection has a good selection of back of the book material 
including B2-B3 (used, $116 total), B7-B9 (used, $96 total), 
C2-C12 (m.h., $119 total), C13-C15 (used, $152 total, C14 
m.h.), and souvenir sheet B143 (used, $240), along with a 
few sets, partial sets, and souvenir sheets, cataloguing $30 
to $50 and up. The collection also contains roughly 200 mint 
never hinged United Nations issues, from the 1960s to the 
1990s. Online photos a sampling. We note a few small faults 
with a few of the early stamps. A nice collection noting various 
paper and perforation types, along with town postmarks and 
postmark types. Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

Tanganyika

1212 8/* #1/42 Group of Mint and Used Tanganyika, 1921-
1961, with 67 stamps, neatly arranged on five quadrille pag-
es. Noting #s 10-22, 23a, 24a, 25, 26a, 27a, 28 (m.h., c.v. 
$1,035 total), 29-42 (m.h., $182 total). The collection also in-
cludes 21, primarily mint, German East Africa stamps noting 
#s N115-N120 ($293 total, including N115a). Online photos 
show all the pages. A clean collection, noting fresh colours 
throughout, and the majority of stamps being lightly hinged. 
Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

Tonga

1213 8/* Collection of Mint and Used Tonga, 1886-1961, with 
roughly 100 different stamps, all neatly organized on nine 
quadrille pages. A few of the better stamps and sets include 
with #s 15-20 (m.h., c.v. $168 total), 29-32 (m.h., $147 total), 
38-52 (m.h., $309 total), along with a few sets and partial 
sets cataloguing $20 to $60 and up, including 21-24 (m.h., 
$85 total). Crisp colours throughout, that collectors or deal-
ers will appreciate. The majority of stamps are lightly hinged, 
along with a few stamps having hinge remnants. Online pho-
tos show the better pages.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

Transvaal

1214 8/* #123/284 Collection of Mint and Used Transvaal, 
1885-1910, with roughly 145 stamps, with mint and or used 
singles, sets, and partial sets, neatly organized on 10 qua-
drille pages. The collection begins with 67 mint and used pre-
1902 stamps, with a few stamps cataloguing $20 and up, 
noting Scott #135 mint reprint (c.v. $4,000 if genuine), with 
strength in the Edwards reign includes #s 252-266 (m.h., c.v. 
$723 total), 261-264 (used, $179 total), 269-271, 273-279 
(m.h., $345 total). We note fresh colours with the mint mate-
rial, with the majority of stamps being lightly hinged, along 
with a few hinge remnants. A nice lot for collectors and deal-
ers, with online photos showing a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

Trinidad and Tobago

1215	 8/* Collection of Mint and Used Trinidad and Tobago on 
Palo Album Pages, 1864-2000, with roughly 500 stamps on 
100 album pages. The lot begins with a small selection of 
used Trinidad, ranging from 1864 to 1909 including #s 48, 
51, 53, 58-60, 64, 67 (x2), 69-71, 73 (m.h.), 74-86, 92-100 
(95, 98, m.h.), and J1. The collection continues with selec-
tions of used Trinidad and Tobago up to 2000, with strength 
post-1935, with a gradual mixture of mint stamps and souve-
nir sheets post-1970. A spot check of catalogue values indi-
cated a few stamps, sets, and partial sets ranging from $10 
to $20 and up. Postmark interest includes a nice selection of 
c.d.s. town postmarks, including a few socked on the nose. 
Online photos show a sampling, overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

1216	 8/*/** Large Collection / Accumulation of Mint and 
Used Trinidad and Tobago, 1851-2019, with a few thousand 
stamps, the majority in hingeless mounts, in roughly 125 al-
bum pages housed in two albums. The collection begins with 
roughly 225 primarily used Trinidad noting mostly perforated 
Britannia’s from ½p to £1 (revenue postmarks on the higher 
denominations), along with roughly 20 mint hinged Tobago 
1882-1896 issues, and back of the book material noting 
postage dues and war tax. The collection continues with 
mint and or used singles, sets, and partial sets of Trinidad 
and Tobago, ranging from 1913 to the 1950s, with primarily 
mint never hinged stamps onwards. A cursory check noted 
#s 10 (m.h., $85), 30 (x2, m.h., $80 total), along with sets 
and partial sets cataloguing from $20 to $60 and up. We es-
timate 95% completeness in period, for basic issues. Post-
1960, with the collector adding, souvenir sheets, sheetlets, in 
hingeless mounts and selections of modern used hinged onto 
album pages. Duplication up to 5 in some cases, with online 
photos showing a sampling. A few small faults with a few of 
the early stamps, overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $350

1217	 8/*/** Mint and Used Collection of Trinidad and Trinidad 
& Tobago, all neatly displayed in black mounts on quadrille 
pages. Trinidad (1896 to 1919) includes 48 stamps, incl. 
postage dues (2023 Scott c.v. $686) and Trinidad & Tobago 
(nearly complete mint from 1913 to 1977 incl. War Tax and 
dues, Scott c.v. $1,097). A clean and mostly very fine collec-
tion, see our pictures for a sampling.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,783

Tristan da Cunha

1218 */** #1/1230 Virtually Complete Collection of Mint 
Tristan da Cunha, 1952-2021, neatly displayed in hinge-
less mounts on roughly 125 quadrille pages, housed in two 
binders. The collection is very nearly complete, with a range 
from Scott #1/1230, including varieties, such as a selection 
of watermark varieties (noting sideways and inverted), and 
includes roughly 100 souvenir sheets. Owner’s 2014 Scott 
catalogue value totals $4,155, but our observation is that this 
value has gone up by up to 20% in some cases. A spot check 
indicated primarily fresh and lightly hinged stamps from the 
1950s up to the 1960s, with almost exclusively never hinged 
material post-1970. A very clean collection that will appeal to 
British Commonwealth collectors, or dealers looking for stock. 
Very fine throughout, online photos show a sampling.

 ..............................................................................Scott U$750
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Turks and Caicos Islands

1219 8/* Collection of Primarily Mint Turks and Caicos Islands, 
1900-1983, with roughly 350 stamps in 25 Minkus album 
pages. The collection begins with a few mint stamps from 
Turks Islands, and continues with mint singles. sets, and 
partial sets, from 1900 to the 1930s noting #s 13/22 (m.h., 
missing #21, c.v. $86 total), 25-35 (m.h., $69 total), along 
with singles, sets, and partial sets cataloguing $20 and up. 
The collection continues with primarily mint singles, sets and 
partial sets post-1935 with material cataloguing $20 to $60 
and up. Owner’s 2020 Scott catalogue value for the collection 
totals $1,139 (includes owner’s identification and catalogue 
values for most of the album pages). Online photos show a 
sampling, overall fine to very fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,139

1220 * #1/138 Collection of Primarily Mint Turks and Caicos 
Islands, 1900-1963, with roughly 160 stamps, including a 
few used issues, primarily post-1930s, neatly organized on 8 
quadrille pages. The collection includes sets with #s 1-9 (c.v. 
$150 total), 13-22 ($132 total). 25-43 ($115 total), 60-70 
($98 total), 78-89 ($91 total), along with a few singles, sets, 
and partial sets, cataloguing $20 and up including 105-117 
(m.h., $97 total), 121-135 (m.h., $112 total). We note vibrant 
colours throughout, with the majority of stamps being lightly 
hinged, along with a few with hinge remnants. A nice lot for 
any British Commonwealth collector, or dealer looking for 
stock. Online photos show a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

United Nations

1221 ** Collection of Mint Never Hinged United Nations Mate-
rial, 1950s-2005, with material from New York, Geneva, and 
Vienna offices, starting with 27 annual collections from years 
1993-1999, 2003, 2005, along with 9 Endangered Species 
collections. The lot also includes 15 sheetlets / souvenir 
sheets, booklets, matched sets of plate blocks, generally 
ranging from the 1990s, along with a mint collection in hinge-
less mounts (contains mostly single stamps and a few sou-
venir sheets), from 1951 to 1983, and some first day covers. 
A nice group with thematic and topical possibilities. Online 
photos show an overview. Very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

1222 ** Collection of Mint United Nations Stamps and Sheet-
lets, 1960s-1990s, with many hundreds of blocks (including 
inscription plate blocks), in roughly 100 manilla stock pages, 
housed in four binders with loose material. A spot check indi-
cated blocks from the Offices in New York, ranging from 1967 
to 1995, Offices in Geneva, ranging from 1969 to 1991, and 
Offices in Vienna, from 1979 to 1994. The lot also includes 
roughly 100 souvenir sheets and sheetlets, generally from 
the Offices in New York, from the same period noted above. A 
treasure trove of thematic and topical subjects within. Online 
photos show a sampling. Clean and very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

United States

1223 ** Accumulation of Mint Never Hinged United States Mate-
rial, 1970s-2000s, with singles, booklets, souvenir sheets, 
sheetlets, and annual collections, in a small box. Face value 
totals $343 (counting 10c and up only, with the vast majority 
ranging from 25c to 37c, with 150x FOREVER stamps, count-
ed at 66c each). The annual collections are from 1974-1978. 
A clean group with online photos showing an overview.

 ................................................................................. Face $343

1224 ** Mint Never Hinged Collection of United States, in Two 
Lighthouse Hingeless Albums, 1986-2000, looks to be 
about 95% complete, as per Lighthouse pictures (missing 
mostly perf varieties, etc.), as well as never hinged, although 
we did not check every stamp. This collection is loaded with 
much useful material, both for postage users and collectors, 
with coils, souvenir sheets, sheetlets, complete sets, book-
lets and panes, self-adhesives, and more, including high de-
nomination stamps and some back of the book. Very fine and 
clean collection.

 ..............................................................................Face $1,101

1225 ** Accumulation of United States Never Hinged Material, 
with 10 annual collections for years 1993-1994, 1996-1999, 
2001-2004, 2006, along with a few souvenir collections, 
loose sheets, stamps, and blocks. Face value totals $424 
(counting 20c and up only). The lot also includes roughly 30 
sheets from 1968-1969. A clean group, with photo showing 
an overview. Very fine.

 ................................................................................. Face $424

1226 ** Accumulation of Mint Never Hinged United States Mate-
rial, 1970s-1990s, with singles, blocks, booklets and sheet-
lets, housed in two binders, a stockbook, plus loose mate-
rial. The strength of the lot is a binder containing roughly 40 
sheetlets and blocks from the 1990s, generally in the 32c 
range, many still sealed from the Postal Service. Face value 
for the lot totals $1,066 (counting 10c and up only, with the 
vast majority in the 25c to 32c range). We note a few higher 
denominations in the lot including a sheet of 20 of $10.75 
denomination stamps. Online photos show a sampling. A 
good lot for the postage user or reseller. Very fine.

 ..............................................................................Face $1,066

1227	 8/*/** Collection of Mint and Used United States, 1900-
2000s, with many hundreds of stamps on roughly 125 home 
made pages. The lot consists of primarily used stamps, gen-
erally ranging from 1900 to the 1930s, with a gradual mix 
of mint material post 1930, with primarily mint never hinged 
stamps in hingeless mounts from the 1960s onward. Face 
value totals $366 (counting 10c and up only, with the major-
ity ranging from 20c to 42c). Online photos show a sampling. 
Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

1228 */** United States Postage Lot, in two stockbooks, on al-
bum pages and in a folder, as well as a pile of Annual Col-
lections. We note many booklet panes, coils, self-adhesives, 
some sheets and sheetlets, etc. A clean and useful lot.

 ................................................................................. Face $883

1229 */** United States Mint Collection in Two Lighthouse 
Hingeless Albums, 1922-1985, one album appears to con-
tain commemoratives (95% complete in period), the other 
album has a good level of completeness, with better coils, 
noted #s 803-834, 1031A-1053, many complete sets, etc. 
A nice, clean collection, overall very fine, online scans only 
show a small portion.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

1230	 8/* Old Time Collection of Used Revenues with Double 
Perforation Varieties, all mounted on 26 pages, with a wide 
variety of George Washington issues, in singles, pairs, strips 
and blocks, many to most of which have extra rows (either 
one or two) of horizontal, vertical or diagonal perforations. 
An interesting collection of material not often seen, which 
should catalogue in the many thousands of dollars, for regu-
lar stamps only. All pages scanned online.

 ...................................................................... Estimate $1,500
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1231	 8/**/* Consignment Remainders of Mint and Used 
United States, with a little bit of everything noting roughly 
250 blocks and plate blocks, generally ranging from the 
1930s to the 1970s, including a few airmail, with Mr. Zip mak-
ing an appearance here and there, all housed in a stockbook. 
The lot also includes roughly 130 covers including commer-
cial mail, a few first day covers and event covers, from the 
same time period as noted above, along with used material in 
album pages. Online photos show a sampling. A curious mix 
of material, fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

1232	 8/*/** Collection of Mint and Used United States in a 
Lighthouse Album, 1893-1977, with many hundreds of 
stamps, with generally used stamps from the 1893 to 1905 
including Colombian Expedition issues (1c-10c), Trans-Missis-
sippi Expedition issues (1c-10c), Louisiana Purchase used set 
($84 total), with the majority of stamps mint after 1905 in-
cluding #550 (n.h., $70), and a set of Nebraska and Kansas 
overprints ($481 total, if genuine), with the collection appear-
ing complete from 1937 onwards. Online photos show a sam-
pling. We note a few faults with a few early stamps, generally 
fine to better.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

1233	 8/*/** Accumulation of Mint and Used United 
States,1930s-1990s, with a few thousand stamps in two Lib-
erty albums, three stockbooks, annual collections, and loose 
material. The strength of the lot is the mint material ranging 
from the 1970s to the 1990s, with singles, blocks, booklets, 
souvenir sheets, sheetlets, and annual collections. Face val-
ue totals $642 (counted by the owner, with the majority of 
face value ranging from 15c to 32c). Online photos show a 
sampling and overview. Overall fine to very fine.

 ................................................................................. Face $642

1234 */** Collection / Accumulation of Mint United States, 
1900-1970s, with many hundreds of stamps, in three al-
bums, seven sheet files, and loose material. The lot begins 
with a few imperforate blocks including #371 (n.h. (x2), m.h. 
(x2), c.v. $88 total), 372 (n.h. (x2), m.h. (x2), $120 total), 
along with a few Washington-Franklin issues. The strength of 
the lot is the roughly 140 complete sheets, ranging from the 
1960s to 1970s, with very little duplication, along with blocks 
and plate blocks from the 1930s to the 1970s. Face value for 
the lot totals $479 (counting 10c and up only, with the vast 
majority in the 10c to 15c range). We estimate at least $100 
of face value with the lower denominations. Also includes an 
empty stockbook, and some worldwide mint and used mate-
rial. Online photo shows an overview. We note most of the 
sheets have some gum glazing. Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

1235 */** Accumulation of Mint United States Face Value Post-
age, with singles, blocks, strips, souvenir sheets and sheet-
lets, generally ranging from the 1980s onwards, loose in a 
box. Face value totals $504 (counting 15c and up, with the 
majority ranging from 32c to 37c). The lot includes 190x 
“FOREVER” stamps, counted at 66c each, along with a selec-
tion of denominations ranging from $1 to $14. Online photos 
show an overview. Very fine.

 ................................................................................. Face $504

1236	 8/*/** Consignment of Useful Mint and Used United 
States, 1860s-2000s, with several thousands of stamps, in 
roughly 150 album pages in four binders and a stockbook. 
The lot begins with a stockbook of primarily used pre-1950 
material, with a spot check noting #s 68, 73, 291 (c.v. $175), 
294-299 ($119 total), along with a few stamps, sets, and par-
tial sets, cataloguing $10 and up. The lot continues with three 
binders of roughly 1,000 precancels, generally organized by 
state, noting various font and bar configurations (including 
a few inverted town names), along with a binder containing 
mint and used airmails, noting C18 (n.h., $75) along with a 
few stamps cataloguing $20 and up. Online photos show a 
sampling. We note a few faults with a few of the early stamps, 
still a useful lot, overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

1237	 8/*/** Collection of Mint and Used United States in a 
Thick Scott International Album, 1850s-2003, with a few 
thousand stamps, beginning with roughly 100 different pre-
1900 used stamps (including a few grill issues), ranging from 
Scott #11A/290, with a few stamps and part sets catalogu-
ing $20 and up. The strength of the collection consists of the 
post-1930 mint hinged issues noting singles, blocks, plate 
blocks, booklets, souvenir sheets and sheetlets, including 
back of the book issues, noting C14-C15 Zeppelins (m.h., 
$900 total), along with mint and used postage dues, reve-
nues, Officials, and more. Face value for the collection totals 
$1,052 (counting 15c and up only, with the majority ranging 
from 20c to 38c, and includes some denominations ranging 
from $1 up to $14). The lot also includes two stockbooks con-
taining roughly 200 plate blocks, ranging from the 1950s to 
the 1970s, and loose mint never hinged stamps in glassines, 
purchased from the Postal Service. Online photos show a 
small sampling. We note a few small faults with some of the 
early stamps with the album having a slight tobacco odor. A 
useful lot, overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $750

1238 */**/8  Collection of Roughly 800 Different Primarily Mint 
United States Blocks and Larger Multiples, 1930s-1950s, 
neatly organized on roughly 70 quadrille pages, in a Crown 
springback album. The collection also contains several plate 
blocks, along with selections of coils, imperforate stamps, 
and back of the book material. We note a few blocks and sets, 
cataloguing $5 to $15 each, along with an estimate of $100 
to $200 face value (primarily low denomination stamps). 
Online photos show a sampling. The majority of stamps are 
lightly hinged, along with many never hinged stamps, and a 
few with hinge remnants. Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

1239	 8/** #145/4845 Stock of Mint and Used United States 
in 7 Red Boxes, 1870s-2013, with several thousands of 
stamps, organized by Scott numbers, in small plastic pouch-
es. The stock contains primarily used material from the 
1900s onwards, including a small selection of earlier issues 
and back of the book material, with a mixture of mint ma-
terial from the 1950s onwards, with strength in the modern 
issues. Face value in excess of $960, noting the majority of 
denominations ranging from 20c to 45c. The lot includes 
an additional red box containing 28 packs of Ultra Pro clear 
polypropylene sleeves (100 per pack). Online photos show an 
overview. A useful lot for collectors and dealers alike, overall 
fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500
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Virgin Islands

1240 8/* Collection of Mint and Used Virgin Islands, 1880-
1981, with roughly 300 stamps in 20 Minkus album pages. 
The collection begins with a small selection of mint pre-1880 
issues, with mint singles, sets and partial sets ranging from 
1880 to the 1960s, with a mixture of mint and used mate-
rial post-1960, with a spot check noting #s 10, 13-15 (m.h., 
c.v. $143 total), 49-66 (m.h., $136 total), 115-127 (m.h. $98 
total), along with a few singles, sets, and partial sets catalogu-
ing $20 to $60 and up. Owner’s 2020 Scott catalogue value 
for the collection $1,170 (includes owner’s identification and 
catalogue values for most of the album pages). Online photos 
show a sampling, overall fine to very fine.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$1,170

1241 * #5/140 Collection of Primarily Mint Virgin Islands, 1867-
1963, with roughly 125 stamps, including a few used issues, 
primarily post-1930s, neatly organized on 8 quadrille pages. 
The collection begins with a few pre-1889 mint stamps with 
#s 5, 5a, 10, 11 (no gum), 12, with mint sets post-1899 with 
#s 21-28 (m.h., c.v. $161 total), 29-37 (m.h., $134 total), 38-
46 (m.h., $147 total), 53-66 (m.h., $76 total), along with a few 
singles, sets, and partial sets, cataloguing $20 and up, noting 
76-87 (m.h., $140 total). We note fresh colours with the mint 
material, which should appeal to collectors and dealers alike. 
The majority of stamps are lightly hinged, along with a few 
with hinge remnants. Online photos show a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

Zanzibar

1242 8/* #38/263 Collection of Mint and Used Zanzibar, 1896-
1957, with roughly 260 stamps, with mint and or used sin-
gles, sets, and partial sets, neatly organized on 17 quadrille 
pages. Just a few of the better sets and part sets include 
#s 38-52 (m.h., c.v. $278 total), 56-61B (m.h., $124 total), 
79-93 (m.h., $392 total), 62-71, 74, 77 (m.h., $194 total), 
99-108, 110, 112, (m.h., $296 total), J1-J3, J4, J5-J8, J9-J11 
(m.h. $184 total), along with stamps, sets and part sets, cata-
loguing $20 and up, including 111 (used, $120), 201-213 
(m.h., $118 total). We note fresh colours throughout, that col-
lectors and dealers will appreciate, The majority of stamps 
are lightly hinged, along with a few with hinge remnants. On-
line photos show a sampling of this lovely collection.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $350

Zululand

1243 8/* #1/22 Group of 34 Mint and Used Zululand Stamps, 
1888-1896, with a mint and or a used for some issues, neatly 
organized on two quadrille pages, including #s 1-8, 10 (m.h., 
c.v. $507 total), 11 5sh (used, $800 if postmark is genuine), 
12, 12a (m.h., $95 total), 15-22 (m.h., $373 total), along with 
a few stamps cataloguing $10 and up. Fresh colours through-
out, which collectors and dealers will appreciate. The majority 
of stamps are lightly hinged, along with a few with hinge rem-
nants. All stamps shown online.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

Worldwide

1244 ** Group of Better Mint Never Hinged Worldwide Sets, 
with Germany 9N61-9N63 ($240), 9N75-9N79 ($90), Bel-
gium B31-B33 (B33 has a spot of toning, $300), B426-B431 
($29), B532-B537 ($65), Q310-Q326 (Q326 is lightly hinged, 
$244), Belgian Congo 231-256 ($115), Austria B245-B251 
($37), Ethiopia 273-277 ($78), Ireland 149-150 ($40), Por-
tugal 107 ($215), 650-657 ($325), 675-682 (fingerprint on 
677, $155), Spain 418-432 (missing 419, $120), 776-779 / 
C127-C130 ($375). Nice quality group.

 .......................................................................... Scott U$2,428

1245 ** Group of 110 Mint Never Hinged Large Souvenir Sheets, 
in 3 sheet file albums with sheets from a variety of countries. 
We noted United Nations New York Office 2010 Year of the 
Monkey issue, along with high face value sheets from Hong 
Kong, France, Australia, Singapore, Isle of Man, Indonesia, 
and more. Also included are 9 large and 2 small complete 
sheets of the 1983-5 Greenland Parcel Post reprints. An un-
usual lot full of very attractive material, with many topical and 
thematic possibilities.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

1246 ** Accumulation of Roughly 1,000 Worldwide Souvenir 
Sheets and Sheetlets, consisting of roughly 800 souvenir 
sheets, and 200 sheets / sheetlets, housed loose in three 
small boxes. The material generally ranging from the 1930s 
to the 1990s, with a spot check indicating catalogue values 
ranging from $3 to $10 each. Better representation can be 
found from Hong Kong, St. Lucia, Germany, San Marino, along 
with European and Commonwealth countries, just to name a 
few. Online photos show an overview, with accumulation up 
to 10 in some cases. An ideal lot for the collector, with many 
topical and thematic treatments, or dealer looking for stock. 
Very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

1247 ** Accumulation of Roughly 1,500 Mint Never Hinged 
Worldwide Souvenir Sheets, in a box, generally ranging from 
the 1970s to the 1980s, with material possible on either side 
of the range. A spot check indicated better representation 
from Germany (including DDR), and British Commonwealth, 
with duplication up to 5 for some souvenir sheets. The lot also 
includes nine Statue of Liberty souvenir sheets (duplication 
up to 50 each). A clean lot, with online photos showing an 
overview. Very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

1248 ** Accumulation of Roughly 400 Worldwide Booklets, 
loose in a box, noting better representation from Germany 
(including DDR), along with some British Commonwealth and 
other European countries, generally ranging from the 1960s 
to the 1990s, with material possible on either side of the 
range. Duplication up to 5 in some cases. A spot check in-
dicated mint booklet panes, with a few used booklet panes 
intertwined. Online photo shows an overview, clean and very 
fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

1249 ** Accumulation of Roughly 1,000 Worldwide Souvenir 
Sheets, neatly organized into packages of 100, generally 
ranging from the 1970s to the 1980s, with material possible 
on either side of the range. A spot check indicated better 
representation from United Nations (roughly 40% of the lot) 
along with European and British Commonwealth countries, 
with duplication up to 5 for some souvenir sheets. Two pack-
ages were opened to show a sample of the lot, along with a 
photo showing an overview. Clean and very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

1250	 8 Accumulation of Thousands of Worldwide Perfins in 3 
Red Boxes, completely unsorted into hundreds of glassines 
and 102 cards. A spot check revealed the majority of mate-
rial is from Great Britain, generally ranging from the Victorian 
era onwards, and the United States from the 1900s onwards, 
along with worldwide stamps, including a 50c Bluenose per-
fin stamp, and a few covers. A nice lot for the perfin special-
ist, with some sorting required, which could yield surprising 
results. Online photos show an overview. One red box lid is 
missing, otherwise fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200
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1251	 8 Large Collection / Accumulation of Worldwide Perfins in 
9 Volumes, with many thousands of stamps, in roughly 300 
Steiner pages housed in 6 thick binders, and two stockbooks. 
The bulk of the collection includes two binders of Great Brit-
ain, with material ranging from the Penny Reds up to the 
Machins, a binder of Canada, generally ranging from the Ad-
mirals up to the 1960s, and a binder and stockbook of the 
Untied States, with stamps ranging from the 1900s onwards. 
The remaining binders and stockbook contains worldwide 
material with better representation from Australia, Austria, 
Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, just to name a few. We 
note a wide variety of patterns, with some companies identi-
fied on album pages. Online photos show an overview and a 
sampling, overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

1252	 8/*/** Collection of Mint and Used Worldwide Stamps 
in 4 Scott International Albums, 1860s-1970s, with a few 
thousand stamps with representation from A to Z countries. 
The first album covers years from 1840 to 1940, with several 
hundred classic used stamps, noting better representation 
from Brazil, Canada, United States, Switzerland and Germany, 
with a spot check indicating a few stamps cataloguing $10 to 
$30 and up. The three other albums contain mint and used 
material (some in hingeless mounts), covering years from the 
1940s up to the 1970s, noting a few better PRChina mint 
never hinged sets with Scott #s 783-790 (c.v. $239 total), 
810-817 ($80 total). Online photos show a sampling. Overall 
fine to very fine

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

1253 */** Worldwide Dealer’s Stock With British Common-
wealth and Selected Countries, all displayed on roughly 150 
double sided Vario-style sheets inserted in clear sheet hold-
ers with each stamp or set identified as per Scott number 
and retail asking price. This stock had been made accessible 
to customers in Tarifold displays in the retired dealer’s shop. 
While some sheet holders are dusty, the Vario sheets and the 
stamps inside have all been well protected. The majority of 
the stock is mainly comprised of mint never hinged new is-
sues ranging from the 1960s to the 1990s with occasional 
earlier and later items, along with souvenir sheets, sheetlets 
and booklets. Most items are priced in the range of $1 to $5 
with some $10 and up. There is extensive duplication of the 
new issues material but generally not exceeding eight cop-
ies. Among the Commonwealth countries, we noted, Austra-
lia, St. Vincent, Malta, Singapore, among others. The listed 
prices were obviously based on older catalogue values, and 
for some, the prices exceed current catalogue values. A diver-
sified and clean lot that will appeal to dealers and resellers as 
there are loads of topicals and other useful material. Very fine 
and fresh throughout.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

1254	 8/*/** Consignment of Useful Worldwide Material,  with 
roughly 70 booklets, mostly from British Commonwealth and 
European countries, ranging from the 1960s-1970’s; 60 sou-
venir sheets generally ranging from the 1970s-1980s, and 
a few presentation packs. The lot also includes roughly 700 
dealer 102 cards in a small box, generally organized from N to 
S countries, with better representation from Pitcairn Islands, 
Papua, Norfolk Islands, and New Zealand, to list a few. Each 
card has a retail price provided by the owner, typically in the 
$3 range and under, with a few retailing a bit more. Online 
photos show an overview. Nice lot for the topical or thematic 
collector, overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

1255	 8/* Collection of Mint and Used Worldwide Stamps in a 
Supreme Album, 1900s-1960s, with a few hundred stamps, 
with better representation from Europe and British common-
wealth countries, with the majority of material ranging from 
the 1930s to the 1960s. A spot check indicated a few sets 
cataloguing $15 to $30, including used set of 1908 Québec 
Tercentenary issues, mint Australian postage dues, 1949 In-
donesia UPU souvenir sheets, just to name a few. Owner’s 
2022 Scott catalogue value totals $1,838. Online photos 
show a sampling. Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

1256	 8/*/** Huge Collection / Stock Filling an Old Time 40-
Page Stockbook, with thousands of stamps from all over the 
world, sorted by country, this lot is as received so finds are 
possible, as a quick glance revealed lots of early material. An 
in-person inspection is recommended to get a proper ides of 
all that is included. Pictures show an overview of a few ran-
dom pages. Should easily be worth our low estimate of $5 per 
page.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

1257	 8/*/** Balance of Worldwide Estate, starts with a stock-
book filled with France and Colonies, 7 old time albums or 
stockbooks with many hundreds of stamps, a box of older Ca-
nadian bundleware, many glassines and stock cards of good 
Canada mint and used material, a stack of stock pages with 
covers, cards, stamps, paper money, an envelope full of good 
Canadian revenues, and envelope full of covers and cards, 
as well as a small stack of better British Commonwealth on 
album pages, and more. A very useful lot, with lots of good 
value, inspection is recommended to better appreciate the 
value, quantity and quality.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $350

1258	 8/* Collection of Worldwide Mint and Used Stamps in 5 
Albums, with a few thousand stamps in roughly 250 home-
made pages. Generally ranging from the 1940s to the 1970s, 
with material possible on either side of the range. A spot 
check indicated material from A to Z countries, including 
roughly 70 souvenir sheets and sheetlets, with better repre-
sentation from Guyana and Marshall Islands, with some sets 
and souvenir sheets cataloguing $10 and up, including Baha-
mas 132-147 (m.h., c.v. $84 total), along with thematic and 
topical possibilities. Online photos show a sampling. We note 
the majority of material has been hinged using “post-its” (af-
ter a few tests, these were easily removed from the stamps). 
Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

1259	 8/** Collection / Accumulation of Worldwide Mint and 
Used Stamps, 1900s-1980s, with many thousands of stamps 
in 6 stockbooks. A spot check indicated better representation 
from European countries including Belgium, Hungary, Russia, 
just to name a few, with used material up to the 1950s, with 
a mixture of mint and used thereafter, noting singles, blocks, 
and souvenir sheets, noting catalogue values ranging from 
$5 to $10 for some sets and souvenir sheets. A nice oppor-
tunity for thematic and topical collectors with online photos 
showing a sampling. Very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

1260	 8/* Collection / Accumulation of Worldwide Used Stamps 
in 17 Volumes, with many thousands of stamps, generally 
ranging from 1900 to the 1970s, with material on either side 
of the range. We note better representation from European 
countries noting Austria, Czechoslovakia, Greece, Poland, 
along with representation from South America and Asia coun-
tries. A spot check indicated a variety of postmarks including 
c.d.s types, with many sock on the nose cancels, leaving finds 
to the dedicated collector, along with many thematic and topi-
cal possibilities. Online photo shows an overview. Fine to bet-
ter.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300
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1261	 8/* Large Collection of Mint and Used Worldwide Stamps 
in 10 Thick Supreme Global Stamp Albums, with many 
thousands of stamps, primarily ranging from the 1860s to 
the 1970s, with material on either side of the range. The col-
lection consists of A to Z countries with predominately used 
material with a mixture of mint hinged stamps from 1900 on-
ward, noting better representation from Brazil, Hungary, Po-
land, Russia, United States, just to name a few. A spot check 
of material indicated some stamps and a few partial sets cat-
aloging $20 to $40 and up, noting back of the book material 
for a variety of countries. Postmark interests include various 
postmark types including c.d.s. town cancels, including many 
sock on the nose, leaving finds to the dedicated collector. On-
line photos show a sampling and an overview. We note a few 
small faults with a few of the early mint stamps, otherwise 
fine to very fine.

 ...................................................................... Estimate $1,000

1262	 8/* Collection of Worldwide Mint and Used Stamps in 5 
Scott International Albums, with a few thousand stamps, 
generally ranging from the 1870s to the 1970s, with possible 
material on either side of the range. The lot consists of A to 
S countries, with primarily used stamps from the 1870s on-
ward, with a mixture of mint material from the 1950s and up. 
We note better representation from Austria, Belgium. France, 
Hungary, Greece, Portugal, Russia, along with British Com-
monwealth, French Colonies, and South America countries. A 
spot check indicated some stamps, sets, and partial sets cat-
aloguing from $10 to $30 and up. Postmark interest includes 
a variety of types, including c.d.s., broken circle, bridge types, 
etc., with many sock on the nose cancels. Online photos show 
a sampling. We note a few small faults on a few of the early 
stamps. A nice lot with potential finds to the dedicated collec-
tor, fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

1263	 8/*/** Large Collection / Accumulation of Mint and 
Used Worldwide Stamps, with many thousand of stamps 
in 14 stockbooks / albums, along with loose material. The 
lot contains a little bit of everything with a spot check not-
ing used collections of France and Germany, generally rang-
ing from the 1870s onwards, and worldwide mint and used 
material in stockbooks and in a few sparsely filled worldwide 
albums, with better representation from Europe And British 
Commonwealth countries. The lot also contains 2 and 3-row 
dealer stock cards, glassines, and stock pages, of mint and 
used worldwide stamps and sets, generally ranging from the 
1890s onwards, including Canada block of 4 Map stamp 
(n.h., Scott c.v. $400), along with some stamps, sets, and a 
few souvenir sheets cataloguing $20 to $40 and up, leaving 
potential finds to the dedicated collector. An eclectic lot to be 
sure, with online photos showing a small sampling and an 
overview. A few small faults expected, overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

1264	 8/*/** Large Consignment of Mint and Used Worldwide 
Material, with several thousands of stamps, generally rang-
ing from the 1890s to post-2000s, in hundreds of manila and 
Vario-style pages, housed in 19 binders / albums, with loose 
material. This lot has a little bit of everything noting better 
representation from Canada, United States, Great Britain, 
along with Europe and Commonwealth countries, including 
three collections of topicals, and a Sweden town postmark 
collection (stamps used on piece post WWII). A cursory check 
of material indicated PRChina #s 467-482 (n.h., $120 total), 
828-832 (n.h., $85 total), 1222-1227 (n.h., $41 total); Can-
ada sheet of CL40 (n.h., $350 total, perforation separation 
at top); United States 692-701 (n.h., $137 total); Yugoslavia 
343-354 (n.h., $90 total). The lot also includes roughly $200 
of Canadian face value material, and a collection of “Stick 
‘n’ Tick” experimental labels and covers (owner paid $130 
at auction), United States modern mint, Great Britain used 
Victorian issues, roughly 200 worldwide souvenir sheets, and 
more. Online photos show a small sampling and an overview. 
A large lot that could hold surprises for the dedicated collec-
tor. Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

1265	 8/* Collection of Used Worldwide Stamps in 7 Old Albums, 
1870s-1940s, with over 1,000 stamps, beginning with four 
like-new Scott International postage stamp albums, with one 
album dedicated to nineteenth century issues, an album for 
years 1901-1920, and two albums for years 1920 to 1926, 
and 1920 to 1929. Each album is sporadically filled, with 
better representation from United States, Germany, France, 
and Austria, with a spot check noting a few stamps and sets 
cataloguing $10 and up. The lot continues with two Modern 
postage stamp albums, moderately filled, with better repre-
sentation from Europe and the United States, generally rang-
ing from 1880s to the 1940s, along with an interesting album 
of many hundreds of worldwide postal stationery cut squares, 
almost all with postmarks, ranging from the 1880s to the 
1890s.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

1266	 8/*/** Consignment Remainders of Canada and World-
wide Material, with a wide range of material noting in eight 
stockbooks or albums, loose 102 cards, and four framed col-
lectibles. A cursory check of material noted a stockbook of 
mint and used France art stamp topicals, Great Britain group 
of 59 Penny Reds (Scott #20), with Glasgow 159 duplex post-
marks, along with roughly 200 dealer 102 cards, with world-
wide stamps and sets, including perfins, noting better repre-
sentation from European countries, ranging from the 1890s 
onwards, with retail prices ranging from $5 to $10 and up for 
a few cards. The lot includes four collectibles in glass frames 
(stamps all easily removable from the frames), including a full 
sheet of ½c Québec issue. Online photos show an overview. 
We note a few faults on some of the early material. Overall 
fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

Would you like to work with the Sparks Auctions team? We are seeking knowledgeable lotters to join 
us. Contact General Manager Peter MacDonald pmacdonald@sparks-auctions.com to express your 
interest, or have a look at our website for more information.
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1267	 8/*/** Collection / Accumulation of Mint and Used 
Worldwide Stamps, 1890s-1960s, with a few thousand 
stamps, in 8 stockbooks, several Vario-style stock pages, and 
loose material. The lot contains a wide range of material from 
A to Z countries, with used material generally ranging from the 
1890s onwards, and with mint material from the 1920s to the 
1960s. We note better representation from British Common-
wealth and Middle East countries, with a spot check noting 
just a few of the better items with #s Iran 560-573 (x2, m.h., 
c.v. $346 total), O41-O53 (x2, m.h., $166 total), Q19-Q31 (x2, 
m.h., $206 total); Korea 122-125 (x6. n.h., $271 total); North 
China 3L1-3L8 (used, $100 total), along with stamps and 
sets cataloguing $10 to $30 an up. The lot also includes Brit-
ish Commonwealth Omnibus sets, noting over 100 different 
mint 1935 Silver Jubilee stamps, with the owner identifying 
“fly speck” varieties. An eclectic lot, from an old-time family 
collection, with the potential for finds by the dedicated col-
lector. Online photos show a small sampling. We note a few 
faults with a few of the stamps, including toned gum on some 
of the mint stamps. Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $350

1268	 8/*/** Group of Worldwide Remainders, an envelope con-
tains Falkland Island singles and sets (QV to QEII), an enve-
lope contains 62 GB Penny Reds (some have nice postmarks, 
incl. imperforates), envelope full of Canadian Postage Dues 
(incl. mint early sets), a group of 31 France Napoléon used 
issues (imperf. and perf.), a few Canadian Beaver stamps, 
some Canadian imperforate Edward issues, 72 United States 
precancel stamps, 62 Canadian KGV stamps with socked on 
the nose numeral and letter postmarks (from the Montréal 
duplex), three reproductions of the Canada #3 12d black QV 
(one is signed by Fred Jarrett), etc. Overall fine to very fine, all 
items pictured in our overview photos.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

1269 */**/8 Collection of Roughly 1,200 Primarily Mint World-
wide Blocks and Plate Blocks in Three Springback Albums, 
1900s-1950s, containing many sets and partial sets, with 
roughly 90% mint blocks, with the majority of material from 
the 1930s to the 1940s. The collection consists from A to Z 
countries, with better representation from Europe and South 
American countries including Brazil, France, Finland, Italy, 
Germany, just to name a few. A spot check indicated just a 
few of the better mint blocks and sets with #s Canal Zone C7-
C14 ($106 total); Danish West Indies 51-58 ($160 total); Italy 
C28-C33 ($211 total), including a few sets and better blocks 
cataloguing $10 to $30 and up. Vibrant colours throughout, 
with the majority of stamps being lightly hinged, along with 
many never hinged stamps, and a few with hinge remnants. 
A nice lot for collectors and dealers alike, with online photos 
giving a small taste.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $350

1270	 8/*/** Stock of Worldwide Mint and Used Stamps in 
Thousands of 102 Cards, Part One, housed in 5 small plastic 
tubs, with roughly two thousand 102 cards per bin. A spot 
check indicated representation from A to Z countries, gener-
ally unorganized, with roughly 25% of the stamps identified 
using Scott numbers, with under 10% of the cards priced 
for retail. We note better representation from China, United 
States, British Commonwealth and European countries, gen-
erally ranging from the 1890s to the 1960s, with roughly 75% 
of the stamps being used. The cards generally contain 1 to 3 
stamps each, noting a few sets, with material generally cata-
loguing $2 and under, with a few stamps retail priced at $20 
and up. Online photos show a sampling and overview, overall 
fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

1271	 8/*/** Stock of Worldwide Mint and Used Stamps in 
Thousands of 102 Cards, Part Two, housed in 5 small plastic 
tubs, with roughly two thousand 102 cards per bin. A spot 
check indicated representation from A to Z countries, gener-
ally unorganized, with roughly 25% of the stamps identified 
using Scott numbers, with under 10% of the cards priced 
for retail. We note better representation from Australia and 
States, Chile, South Africa, Great Britain, along with A, C, M, 
N, S, and T countries, generally ranging from the 1890s to the 
1960s, with roughly 75% of the stamps being used. The cards 
generally contain 1 to 5 stamps each (with accumulation up 
to 10 for some issues), noting a few sets, with material gener-
ally cataloguing $2 and under, with a few stamps retail priced 
at $20 and up. Online photos show a sampling and overview, 
overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

1272	 8/*/** Stock of Worldwide Mint and Used in 29 Binders, 
1890s-1970s, with many thousands of worldwide stamps, or-
ganized alphabetically, in roughly 500 Vario-style black stock 
pages. A spot check indicates the majority of material is used 
up to the 1930s, with a mixture of mint and used material 
post-1930 up to the 1970s. We note representation from A 
to U countries, with better representation from British Com-
monwealth, European Counties, including Austria, Germany, 
France, Great Britain, New Zealand, PRChina, along with Unit-
ed States and more. Each stamp has been identified by the 
owner using Scott numbers, and has been priced for retail 
sales. We note the majority of stamps are priced $3 and un-
der, also with a few stamps and sets, retailing $5 to $10 and 
up. Duplication up to 3 for some issues. Online photos show a 
sampling, overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

1273	 8/* Worldwide Mostly Used Collection in Older Scott In-
ternational 19th Century Album, 1840-1900, loaded with 
thousands of stamps, with emphasis on Canada, USA, Great 
Britain, France, Australian States, Greece, Portugal and more. 
Includes so many stamps and sets cataloguing $100 and 
more, we cannot list them all. Noted Canada used Scott 4 
(c.v. $200), 17b, 18, 19, 22, 24, 27 and 28 (c.v. $1,030), 
46-7 (c.v. $185), mint Jubilee half-cent to $1 Sc 50-61 (c.v. 
$2,547) and used $2 (c.v. $550). Then mint E1 (c.v. $170) 
and F1b and F2 (c.v. $510), not forgetting British Colombia 
used Sc 5 (c.v. $300). An advanced France section includes 
Sc 2 (c.v. $800), 7 (c.v. $360), 9 ($650), a sound 37 ($750), 
Bordeaux issue 38-41 and 46-8 (c.v. $1,235), 65 (c.v. $24)) 
as well as postage dues J6-7(c.v. $175), J9 (c.v. $110), J11-
22 (c.v. $572) and J26-28 (c.v. $545); 1870 Alsace occupa-
tion N4-7 (c.v. $135) and French Colonies 1-6 (c.v. $138). 
Then Great Britain also well populated pages where we spot-
ted a nice three-margins Sc 1 (c.v. $375), 26 (c.v. $175), 39 
(c.v. $160), 44 (c.v. $275), 45 (c.v. $160), 53 (c.v. $450), 
55 (c.v. $260), mint 80 (c.v. $290), used 96 (c.v. $185) and 
108 (c.v. $190). Large and small Hermes Heads are well rep-
resented on Greece pages. In Italy, we saw used Sc 37-44 
(c.v. $114), 58-63 (c.v. $140) and J3-20 (c.v. $250). Luxem-
bourg highlights include used Sc 8 (c.v. $160) and 37 (c.v. 
$450). Portugal is also very interesting with items such as 
Sc 16 (c.v. $150), 17-24 (c.v. $928), 35d (c.v. $140), 36a 
(c.v. $500), 88, 90-3 (c.v. $475). We also noted Japan used 
16-7 (c.v. $500), Cape of Good Hope used 12-3 (c.v. $485). 
USA highlights are Sc 26A (c.v. $140) and Trans-Mississippi 
issue mixed mint and used to 8 cents (c.v. $417). Many more 
interesting issues are to be found throughout the album, most 
notably in Austria, Belgium, Japan, Germany and States, Aus-
tralian States, New Zealand, Hong Kong as well as many other 
British colonies to name only a few. Quality varies as usual for 
these older collections but is generally fine to very fine.

 .......................................................................Estimate $5,000
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1274	 8/* Worldwide Mint and Used Dealer Stock in 15 Counter 
Books, with the vast majority in many hundreds of priced 102 
cards or 105 pages. A spot check indicated primarily used 
singles, and a few sets, ranging from the 1860’s up to the 
1920s, with a mixture of mint and used singles and sets from 
the 1920s to the 1950s, with better representation from Eu-
ropean countries including France, Germany, Switzerland, 
and more, along with representation from countries in Asia 
and South America, along with the United States. Retail prices 
generally range from $5 to $20 per card, noting a few cards 
priced $50 and up (we estimate retail prices exceed $5,000). 
Online photos show a sampling and overview. A few faults to 
be expected, overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

Foreign -- Topical Collections

1275 */*/** Collection of Airship and Balloon Topicals, in-
cluding souvenir sheets, photographs (x21), covers (x11, incl. 
Zeppelin), as well as stamps and stamp sets. Wide range of 
subjects covered, would be great to add to an existing collec-
tion or start a new one. Overall fine or better, see our photos 
for a small sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

1276	 8/*/** Topical Collection of Worldwide Birds, with rough-
ly 1,100 mint and used stamps, along with a few souvenir 
sheets, and first day covers, in four albums. The material gen-
erally ranges from the 1950s to the 1980s (with some mate-
rial on either side of the range), consisting of A to Z countries, 
noting mint and used sets, with a spot check indicating a few 
sets cataloguing from $5 to $35, leaving possible find to the 
dedicated collector. A popular collecting area, and the basis 
for further expansion. Clean and very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

1277	 8/*/** Collection of Worldwide Christmas Stamps and 
Seals in 11 Stockbooks, with roughly 3,500 primarily mint 
never hinged stamps, including many sets and a few souvenir 
sheets, sparsely filling 9 like new stock books. The stamps 
generally range from the 1960s up to the 1990s, with mate-
rial possible on either side of the range, with better repre-
sentation from British Commonwealth and French Colonies, 
depicting religious, Santa, stained glass, and other Christmas 
themes. The lot also includes two stockbooks of Canada 
Christmas seals, including a few booklets from 1939-1940, 
progressive die proof sets from the 1940s to the 1980s, and 
roughly 300 seals ranging from the 1920s to the 1980s (not-
ing French and English language seals). The lot rounds out 
with roughly 175 loose souvenir sheets, ranging from the 
1970s to the 1980s. A nice lot for the Christmas or topical / 
thematic collector. Online photos show a sampling. Very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

1278 ** Collection of Over 40 Different Sir Winston Churchill 
Collectible Items, starting with a 27-page stockbook full with 
many hundreds of Churchill stamps, including singles, sets, 
Omnibus issues, mini and souvenir sheets, etc. Also includes 
a deck of Churchill playing cards, a brass and glass ashtray, 
some cassette recordings, a vinyl record of Churchill speech-
es, several Life and other magazines, some greeting cards, 
four porcelain plates including one from Wedgewood, a few 
enameled silver spoons, some bookmarks and much more, 
including a “Penny Black” wristwatch. All items pictured on-
line, a vary nice lot of collectibles.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

1279 * Extensive Collection of Sir Winston Churchill Themed 
Covers, neatly displayed in 12 large binders, separated most-
ly by country, with United States (74 diff. covers and FDC), 
Great Britain (3 volumes containing 237 covers, FDC, statio-
nery, coin covers, event covers, etc. including a cover mailed 
to Churchill from Iran during his presidency), and A to Z coun-
tries in 6 volumes (about 450 covers, FDC, stationery, coin 
covers, event covers, and more, many from countries seldom 
seen). These form the main collection, which is complement-
ed by a few odds and ends, including a thick binder of World-
wide covers relating to World War II, Churchill, etc. with over 
70 covers, FDC, etc.). The collection contains several scarce 
or rare items, and a close look will confirm, despite our very 
brief sampling of online pictures. Overall very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $500

1280	 8/*/** Extensive Collection of Winston Churchill in 35 
Volumes, sorted by country in fancy binders with match-
ing slipcases, each containing an average of 50 quadrille 
pages, starting with a few volumes of Great Britain, followed 
by Aden to Zambia, then 4 volumes of Local issues and the 
last 5 volumes are devoted to an extensive collection of the 
50th Anniversary of the end of World War II. The GB section 
starts with an in-depth collection of the 1965 Memorial Is-
sue (Scott 661-662) with numerous varieties, a sheet, etc. 
followed by the Br. Comm. 1966 Memorial Omnibus issues, 
then with Peace Omnibus issues, etc. Volume 2 contains 
extensive GB 1974 Centenary of Birth issues, with sheets, 
traffic lights, gutter blocks, and so on. Most of the collection 
contains a wide variety of Churchill-themed items from most 
of the British Commonwealth countries, plus many more, of-
ten with in-depth studies of one issue. The following types of 
items will be seen throughout: cinderellas, singles, sets, sou-
venir sheets, souvenir folders, booklets, imperforates, gutter 
multiples, blocks, plate blocks, printing varieties, perforation 
varieties, watermark varieties, surcharge or overprint variet-
ies, colour shifts, specimens, proofs, die proofs, progressive 
proofs, articles, postcards, covers, photographs and many cut 
outs from auction catalogues for items the owner had not yet 
obtained. Many thousands of items throughout, collected and 
lovingly displayed over a lifetime of this collector. Accompa-
nied by three Churchill on Stamp catalogues including one 
which was published by the owner of this collection “Churchill 
World Stamp Catalogue” (2012, 218p) as well as 6 issues 
of Topical Time dealing with the subject. Our online photos 
only show a very small sampling of the collection, seeing it in 
person would be highly inspiring and useful, and we can also 
offer more specific pictures or live videos to interested par-
ties.

 .......................................................................Estimate $2,500

1281 * Topical Collection of Flora and Fauna First Day Covers 
of the World, with roughly 650 covers, in 11 felt covered al-
bums issued by Fleetwood and the National Audubon Soci-
ety, generally ranging from 1979 to 1992. We note primarily 
single frankings, along with a few sets, with representation 
from a number of issuing countries. Photos show a sampling, 
clean and very fine

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100
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1282	 8/*/** Huge Mint and Used Worldwide Music Topical Col-
lection, in 9 Thick Binders with Slipcase, consisting of about 
4,500 stamps including many complete sets, a few hundred 
souvenir sheets, some first day covers, booklets, imperfs, foil 
stamps, and back of the book (semi-postals and airmails), 
from the late 1930s to the early 2000s. The majority are mint 
hinged (also noted some never hinged) all neatly displayed 
on over 1,000 quadrille pages including some narration with 
no duplication. Amongst the countries represented we noted 
Austria, Belgium, Bhutan, China, Canada, Czechoslovakia, 
France and French colonies, Germany, Hungary, Japan , Ko-
rea, Russia, Sweden, U.S., and many more. Collection is as 
received, and a cursory check revealed many items in the 
$2 to $5 range, with some much higher, such as a PRC set 
cataloguing $175, etc. The online photos provide only a small 
glimpse of this impressive collection, viewing is strongly rec-
ommended to better appreciate the contents. Collection is 
very fine and fresh throughout.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $250

1283 Accumulation of Cancelled to Order Sheets Relating to 
Pets. 1960s-1970s, with many hundreds of sheets, souve-
nir sheets and sheetlets, neatly organized in several plastic 
sleeves. The majority of the lot has stamps relating to cats 
and dogs, noting several different dog breeds including box-
er’s, Labrador retrievers, cocker spaniels, and more, along 
with different domesticated cats (if that is possible), in happy 
poses. We note better representation from European coun-
tries including Poland, Hungary, DDR, Romania, and more. 
Online photos show a sampling. A nice lot for the thematic or 
topical collector or dealer. Proceeds from this lot will go to a 
charitable organization.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

1284 */**/* Large Worldwide Topical Collection Depicting 
Religious Themes in 13 Binders, with roughly a few thou-
sand stamps, along with souvenir sheets, and covers. The col-
lection begins with four binders containing roughly 100 White 
Ace album pages, with mostly worldwide mint sets in hinge-
less mounts, generally ranging from the 1940s to the 1960s. 
We note just a few of the better sets with Scott #s Spain CB8-
CB17 (m.h., c.v. $174 total), Italy 232-238 (n.h., $105 total), 
along with some sets cataloguing from $20 to $50 and up. 
Owner’s 2020 catalogue value for the four binders totals 
$3,869. The lot continues with primarily mint material, includ-
ing roughly 100 souvenir sheets, with better representation 
from European and South American countries, along with four 
binders containing roughly 250 first day covers with stamps 
or cachets depicting religious figures or themes. A nice lot 
with potential finds for the collector or dealer. Online photos 
show a few sample pages. A spot check noted a few stamps 
stuck on the album pages, still overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

1285 */** Large Royalty Thematic and Topical Collections in 8 
Binders, with a few thousand stamps in a few hundred album 
and Vario-style stock pages. The collection contains represen-
tation from almost all Commonwealth issuing countries with 
primarily mint never hinged singles, sets, souvenir sheets, 
booklets and booklet panes, and more, including owner’s 
catalogue values, generally for each item, with many values 
ranging from $3 to $15. A cursory check notes collections 
relating to Royal birthdays, weddings, Queen Mother, Princess 
Diana, Coronation Anniversary, along with a Commonwealth 
Day collection and Omnibus sets from the 1960s onward. On-
line photos show a sampling. A clean collection and very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

1286	 8/** Large Accumulation of Thematic Stamps Relating 
to Soccer / Football, 1960s-1970s, with several hundred 
sheets, souvenir sheets, and sheetlets, noting a mixture of 
cancelled to order and mint never hinged material. Neatly 
organized in several plastic sleeves, a spot check indicating 
better representation from Monaco, South Arabia, Roma-
nia, Grenada, and more, with stamps relating to important 
football events including 1962, 1966, 1970 and 1974 World 
Cups, and the 1972 and 1976 Olympics, along with youth 
tournaments, Cup Winners Cup, and more, with some stamps 
showing match results, players (notably Pele), etc. A popular 
Champions League topic, where you never walk alone, with 
accumulations ranging from 10 to 50 and up for some issues. 
Online photos show a sampling. Proceeds from this lot will go 
to a charitable organization.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

1287 ** Extensive Collection of the World Refugee Year, 1959-
1960, neatly organized in hingeless mounts, on roughly 40 
quadrille pages, housed in a binder. We note 300 different 
philatelic items, from 77 issuing countries, noting singles, 
pairs, souvenir sheets, imperforate singles and pairs, sur-
charges, and more. A spot check indicated #s Chile C218 sou-
venir sheet (c.v. $130), Belgium B660-662 souvenir sheet 
($70), along with a few sets and souvenir sheets cataloguing 
$10 to $30 and up. Owner’s 2014 Scott catalogue value to-
tals $886, but our observation is that this number has gone 
up by perhaps 20% in some cases. Very fine throughout, on-
line photos show a sampling.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $200

Postal Artifacts and Ephemera

1288 Canada Post Office Sign for Rideau Ferry, a red, white and 
blue aluminum post office sign measuring 23 x 24 inches with 
inscriptions Rideau Ferry / K0G 1W0 in fine condition, consid-
ering these were outdoor signs subject to the elements. This 
post office was in Lanark county and closed in 1988. Would 
look great in any stamp den or museum.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

Collectibles and Memorabilia

1289 Collections of Official Sterling Silver Proofs “From Sea to 
Sea” and “The Canadian Collection”, consisting of 50 hall-
marked proofs (25 per collection) minted in gold-gilded solid 
sterling silver (.925) by Canadian Silver Engravers and issued 
in limited edition. The collection is housed in two felt-lined 
boxes (both with its own key) and are each accompanied by a 
Certificate of Authenticity as well as an information booklet. 
Weight of silver content alone is approximately 988 grams, 
overall fine with one set having some tarnishing.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $700

1290 Group of 11 Old Letters or Documents, oldest appears to be 
dated 1464 (?) written by Thomas (?) Cotton, Hugh Cartwright 
and Charles Hendley in English. Also a group of 8 (mostly 
personal) letters from 1804 to 1833, written at Copenhagen, 
Portland Place, Wherstead Lodge, Brighton, Altoma, etc. as 
well as an 8-page 1765 marriage contract from France be-
tween Jacques Trouvé and Jeanne Briant and an 1875 folded 
letter mailed from Russia (?) to Friedrichshafen, Germany. An 
interesting group.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

1291 Group of 24 Old British Revenue or Other Documents, from 
the early 1700s to 1901 (most are early 1800s), some of 
them on vellum paper, most dealing with court cases or other 
legal matters such as rent, etc. Eleven of the documents have 
blue or grey embosses revenue adhesives.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150
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Collecting Supplies

1292 Large Group of Useful Supplies, including two gently used 
stockbooks, roughly 20 sealed packages of Vario pages (not-
ing mostly 2 and 3-row), a box containing roughly 75 packs of 
black mounts in various configurations, two U.V. lamps (test-
ed and in working condition), along with gently used sheet file 
pages, Vario-style stock pages in various configurations, mag-
nifying glasses, and more. Online photos show an overview. 
Overall fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

1293 Group of Useful Mounts and Two Brand New Stockbooks, 
with roughly 75 packages of black mounts in various con-
figurations (most appear unopened), along with two 64-page 
Lighthouse stockbooks, sealed in the original packaging. We 
note that a few packs have yellowish toning, otherwise a use-
ful group for any collector.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $100

1294 Large Group of Useful Supplies, with roughly 50 packages of 
clear and black mounts in various configurations (some ap-
pear to have been opened), five 16 page stockbooks, roughly 
100 Vario-style stock pages in various configurations, three 
Lighthouse binders (one brand new in original packaging), un-
opened pack of acetate cover holders (x100, pocket size- 7¾ 
x 5”, original retail price $59), electric U.V. lamp, deluxe Lind-
ner splicer (ideal for larger mounts), and more. Online photos 
show an overview. Many of the items are like new to brand 
new, and still very usable. Fine to very fine.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

1295 Group of 28 Archival Quality Three Ring Binders in Black, 
these are very well built, with stiff covers and well constructed 
slip cases. They also have sturdy and quality-built three-ring 
mechanisms, which are lockable. Each binder has a clear 
pouch for identification tags and were purchased new from 
Archivalmethods.com at US$50 each. Like-new condition, 
see online photos for an idea.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $300

1296 Group of 11 Stockbooks, ranging from gently used to like 
new, with a mixture of black and white pages, in various con-
figurations, with the vast majority having 60 to 64 pages. A 
useful lot.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

1297 Group of Useful Supplies, containing a little bit of everything, 
including roughly 70 packages of clear and black mounts 
(most opened), in various configurations; 3-row black dealer 
stock cards, many still in Lighthouse boxes; a few unopened 
packs of Vario stock pages, three unopened packs of 100 
each of dealer 102 cards, along with glassines, 5 packs of 
hinges (1,000 in each), two gently used stockbooks, and 
more. All useful, ranging from like new to brand new condi-
tion.

 ..........................................................................Estimate $150

Thank you for participating in the Sale!

Symbols and Abbreviations

**   never hinged with original gum (NH also used)

*    hinged with original gum

(*)     unused without gum either as issued, or having gum fully 
removed. This is normally further qualified in the description.

og     original gum

8    used includes full range of postally used, cancelled-to-
order, precancels.

XF     extremely fine applies to stamps with exceptional quality 
and margins well in excess of what would typically be found. This 
term is used rarely and is not used by us on items usually only 
found this way.

VF     very fine a stamp in superior condition which is well-cen-
tered and without fault.

F-VF fine-very fine applied to stamps that are somewhat less 
well-centered than very fine, while taking into account what may 
be considered as typical margins of classic material.  The term 
has also been applied to multiples with individual stamps with 
range of grade or for larger lots/collections.

F    fine stamps having perforations that do not cut into the 
design and without damaging faults.  Items described as such 
may have slight detracting features such as short perforation 
tips or natural inclusion. Many better classic material naturally 
falls into this category and may be expected to command prices 
similar to those ascribed by catalogue values.

VG     very good equivalent to “average”. Typically with poor 
centering, heavy cancellation or faults such as minor thins, light 
creases, etc.

*     cover which here embraces stampless folded letters (SFL), 
envelopes, first day covers (FDC’s), stationery envelopes, etc.

PC    post card applies to picture postcards, postal cards, sta-
tionery cards, etc.

E/P   essay, proof, die proof

F     forgery

UL     upper left usually used to describe the corner of a sheet, 
block or individual stamp.  The abbreviations UR, LR and LL are 
used similarly.

c.d.s. circular date stamp postmark

l.h.    lightly hinged

v.l.h.  very lightly hinged

h.r.  hinge remnant

perf. perforation used in the context of “short perfs” or a perfo-
ration measurement, such as “perf. 12.0 x 11.5” 

Est.  estimate when there is no price guide for the item, this is 
our estimate of the final hammer price if there is average compe-
tition for the lot.

8   scan or photo can be found online

– or / used when describing a range of catalogue numbers, 
where “-” indicates the range is complete between two numbers, 
and “/” indicates missing one or more items.

    &	Literature
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TERMS & CONDITIONS OF SALE 
(Updated January 12th, 2024)

1. The property described in the sale catalogue (print and online versions) will be 
offered at public auction by Sparks Auctions Inc. (hereinafter “Sparks Auctions”) on 
behalf of various consignors. By bidding on any lot, whether in person, or through 
an agent, via Stamp Auction Network, by mail, email, fax, telephone, website, or 
any other means, the bidder acknowledges and agrees to all of these Terms and 
Conditions of Sale.

2. The highest bidder acknowledged by the auctioneer shall be the buyer. The term 
“hammer price” means the last bid acknowledged by the auctioneer. The purchase 
price payable by the buyer will be the sum of the hammer price plus a commission 
equal to 17% of the hammer price (“buyer’s premium”), together with any tax which 
may be applicable. See “About Bidding” for more information about how bidding is 
conducted in Sparks Auctions’ sales.

3. All bids are per lot as numbered in the catalogue. The auctioneer shall regulate 
the bidding and reserves the right to reject any bid believed by him not to be made 
in good faith; to withdraw any lot prior to sale; to divide a lot; or to group two or more 
lots and to act on behalf of the vendor. In the event of any dispute, the auctioneer’s 
decision shall be final. Sparks Auctions will execute bidding instructions on behalf 
of clients, but will not be responsible for any errors in the execution of such bids. 
Opening bids will be available on Stamp Auction Network and will be updated by that 
system.

4. Unless a bidder has established payment terms with Sparks Auctions prior to the 
sale, Sparks Auctions must receive payment in full before the lots will be delivered. 
Buyers not known to Sparks Auctions must make payment in full within five days from 
the date of sale. Accounts more than thirty days in arrears will be subject to a late 
payment charge of 2% per month. All expenses incurred in securing payment from 
delinquent accounts will be charged to the defaulter. A fee of $100.00 will be charged 
for any cheque returned for insufficient funds.

5. All sales are conducted in Canadian Funds. Payment may be made by e-transfer, 
bank draft, bank wire transfer, cheque drawn on a Canadian or U.S. bank, Canadian 
or International postal money order, PayPal, cash or credit card. There is a 3.5% 
convenience fee to process credit card payments. Cash/Cheque payment in U.S. 
funds is acceptable at the same rate which Sparks Auctions can purchase Canadian 
Funds at our bank (3.5% percent above the midmarket rate). The amount owed in 
U.S. funds will be noted on invoices. Credit cards will be processed in Canadian 
Funds. Buyers from Canada will be charged the taxes applicable in their home 
province. Bidders resident outside Canada are not liable for Canadian taxes if 
purchases are delivered outside of Canada. See “Shipping Information” for Sparks 
Auctions’ shipping policies. Buyers outside Canada are responsible for all customs 
duties applied by their home country.

6. Until paid in full, all lots remain the property of Sparks Auctions on behalf of the 
seller.

7. The buyer assumes all risk for delivery of purchased lots and agrees to pay for 
prescribed shipping costs. See “Shipping Information” below for Sparks Auctions’ 
shipping policies.

8. Because the auction catalogue is available in multiple formats (print, online 
at sparks-auctions.com and StampAuctionNetwork.com) there is a possibility 
of technical or other error. In that event the auctioneer’s decision will be final. If 
discovered before the sale, corrections will be posted on www.sparks-auctions.
com These are only provided as a service to bidders and Sparks Auctions does not 
guarantee their completeness or accuracy. See “Valuation of Lots” for an overview of 
Sparks Auctions’ use of catalogue values and estimates.

9. Any lot, the description of which is obviously incorrect, is returnable, but only if the 
lot is returned to us within 14 days of receipt. All disputed lots must be returned intact 
with the original packing material. The following lots may not be returned for any 
reason:

a. Lots containing ten or more items;

b. Any lot described with “faults” or “defects” may not be returned because of any fault 
or defect;

c. Lots illustrated in our printed catalogue or online may not be returned because of 
centering, margins or other factors shown in the illustrations, including easily visible 
flaws. It is the bidder’s responsibility to view lot images online before bidding.

d. Any lot that was viewed in advance of the auction by the buyer or his agent.

e. Any lot sent for expertization by Sparks that receives numerical grading unless the 
graded certificate describes faults not already described by us;  

g. It is normal for postal history items to have small faults including but not limited to 
minor nicks, pencil notations on back, edge and back flap tears, and slight reductions 
consistent with commercial usage. Folded letters should be expected to have at least 
one file fold. While we strive to mention more significant flaws, condition issues such 
as the aforementioned are not grounds for return. Items being offered primarily on the 
basis of the postmark are not returnable on the basis of flaws to the underlying item.

10. All lots are sold as genuine, unless otherwise noted. If a purchaser wishes to 
obtain an expert opinion on a lot, an extension for expertization may be granted if the 
following conditions are met:

a. Notice of this intent is given prior to finalizing the purchase.

b. All lots to be sent out on extension must be paid in advance, including the 
expertizing fee(s), and shall be submitted by Sparks, directly. Sparks will use one of 
the following expertizing services:

i. Vincent Graves Greene Foundation (Canada and BNA); or

ii. BPA or RPSL (British Commonwealth); or

iii. Philatelic Foundation or PSE (USA and territories, see Section 9f above); or

iv. Another authority mutually agreeable to both parties.

c. Extensions are granted for the reasonable period of time required by the 
expertising authority;

d. If in the opinion of the authority the lot is not genuine or was grossly misdescribed, 
the purchaser shall receive a full refund of the purchase price including the 
expertization fee;

f. If a purchased item has a recognized certificate dated within the last seven years, 
extensions will not usually be granted.

11. Lots which include the notation ‘Rsv.’ are offered subject to a minimum bid 
(“reserve”), agreed to between the consignor and Sparks Auctions, below which the 
lot will not be sold in the auction. Any lot which does not meet the reserve will be 
stated to have been “passed” during auction proceedings.

12. Should any dispute arise over these Terms and Conditions, such dispute will be 
settled according to the laws and regulations of the Province of Ontario, Canada, with 
options for resolution being negotiation between the parties, followed by mediation, 
followed by action in the most appropriate legal venue in Ontario.

Shipping Information

Please note that items will be shipped by the least expensive method below unless 
other arrangements are made between the buyer and Sparks Auctions in advance of 
shipping. Insurance on shipped items is the responsibility of the buyer entirely.

All shipping methods are subject to the current regulations and protocols of the 
shipping provider, which can change from time-to-time in response to various 
conditions outside the control of Sparks Auctions. To maximize shipping efficiency 
and minimize cost to the buyer, some lots may be shipped without multi-ring binders 
or other bulky housing mentioned in a lot description, or by combining the contents of 
multiple housings into fewer of them.

Within the National Capital Region:

a) Normally, it is expected that local residents will arrange for pick-up from our office, 
by appointment only.

b) Shipping can be arranged using the “Within Canada” methods described below, 
or by other means if specific arrangements are made between the buyer and Sparks 
Auctions.

Within Canada:

a) Single or multiple lots that fit into one or more regular Canada Post Xpresspost 
labeled envelopes will be shipped by that method with signature required. These lots 
will be charged postage only but not a handling, packaging, or insurance fee.

b) Cartons and larger lots will normally be shipped by parcel post or FedEx with 
signature required. If bulky lots have a value in excess of $1,000 they will be shipped 
by Xpresspost with signature required. This category of lots will usually be charged 
an additional handling or packaging fee.

To the USA:

a) Single or multiple lots will be sent by Canada Post with signature required and no 
extra handling, packaging, or insurance fees.

b) Cartons and larger lots will be shipped by Canada Post parcel post or FedEx 
Ground with signature required. This category of lots will usually be charged an 
additional handling or packaging fee.

Overseas:

a) Single or multiple lots will be sent by Registered or Xpress Mail with signature 
required and no extra handling, packaging or insurance fees.

b) Carton and larger lots will be shipped by pre-arrangement only. We reserve the 
right to not ship to areas of the world not served by FedEx.
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Valuation of Lots

Catalogue values are listed for many lots in the sales. These are the best 
available guides to the retail price of a single stamp or set provided that the 
item(s) are the same quality as the standard described in the introduction to 
each catalogue. Exceptional quality will often sell above the catalogue value; 
inferior quality will sell for less; faulty stamps in a lot can result in a sale price 
of a small percentage of the catalogue price.

When cataloguing collections we use the value for the grade specified. For 
Scott this grade is very fine. For Unitrade we use the grade specified in the 
lot’s description. Thus a “fine” collection will have all stamps added at the 
fine price. We do not count obvious forgeries, reprints etc. and usually do not 
count faulty or ugly stamps. A lightly penciled X under a stamp in a lot means 
it was not counted in the catalogue value. We put a light pencil note beside 
more expensive stamps and often put a total catalogue value at the bottom of 
each page to assist viewers.

The following catalogues have been used. If there is a variance from this list, it 
will be mentioned in the text of the description. 
2023/2024 Scott Catalogue Volumes 1A through 6B in US$
2023/2024 Scott Classic and US Specialized in US$
2023/2024 Unitrade Specialized Catalogue of Canadian Stamps in CAN$
2023/2024 Stanley Gibbons 1840-1970 (SG), values in £

2007 or later Michel catalogues of the World (Mi), values in €
2022 The Canadian Revenue Stamp Catalogue by E.S.J. van Dam in CAN$
2022 American Air Mail Catalogue: The Air Mails of Canada and 
Newfoundland, 2nd Edition (AMCN2) in US$
Other specialized catalogues as noted in descriptions.

The U.S. Specialized and the Scott Classic are referred to as “Scott” 
interchangeably with the standard 6 volumes.

The term “owner’s catalogue value” indicates a variety of approaches and 
may include older versions of catalogues. We will have inspected and 
reviewed the result but not re-catalogued; hence we do not vouch for the 
exact total of an “owner’s catalogue value”. Likewise, we will note “owner-
identified” or “owner’s count” or “owner’s face value” when there are varieties 
or other notations included in the consignment, even if we have not verified 
them.

“Estimates” (“Est.”) are used when there are multiple factors to consider, 
to identify what we believe the lot might sell for when there is reasonable 
competition for it.

“Face Value” is used for entire lots when it best describes the value of the 
contents. From time to time, “face value” is used to identify the face value of a 
portion of a lot that also considers additional factors.

About Bidding

Bidding in a Sparks Auction takes place in accordance with our 
Terms and Conditions and can happen in several ways:

1. Advance Bidding

We accept bids in time-honoured traditions before the auction starts:
a. by printed bidsheet (included with the print catalogue and also 
available for download from our site). If you use mail to send us 
a bidsheet, please call at least the day before the sale begins to 
confirm that we have received it. 
b. you can fax a printed bidsheet (included with the print catalogue 
and also available for download from our site) to 613-567-2972.
c. you can call our office at 613-567-3336 or use our North American 
toll-free number:  844-252-2032.
d. you can email bids to info@sparks-auctions.com  Simply provide 
the lot number and your maximum bid in Canadian dollars.

Please use the following bidding increments:

 $10 - $200 $10 $7000 - $15,000       $500
 $200 - $800       $25 $15,000 - $30,000      $1,000
 $800 - $1500     $50      $30,000 - $100,000     $2,000
 $1500 - $3000      $100       $100,000 - $500,000   $5,000
 $3000 - $7000      $200       above $500,000       $10,000

All bids not conforming to these increments will be rounded down 
to the previous increment. If two identical bids are received for a 
particular lot, the bid received earliest will prevail, regardless of how 
the bid was received.

2. Telephone Bidding

We can arrange for participation via telephone. Phone bidding must 
be arranged at least one day in advance so we can assign someone 
to call you at the appropriate time. Often, phone bidding is best for 
more expensive items. If phone bidding is not convenient for you, 
we encourage bidders to engage an agent, or to bid live via Stamp 
Auction Network to be sure bids are executed in the way they would 
like. See below for more information about live bidding or contact us 
for more information at 613-567-3336.

Sparks Auctions reserves the right to refuse telephone bidding at 
any time. Sparks Auctions will not be held responsible in the event 
that a telephone bidder cannot be contacted or does not have 
reliable service.

 3. Auction Agents

Having an agent act for you is another way to ensure your bidding 
intentions are well represented if you cannot participate in person or 
by bidding live via Stamp Auction Network. Auction agents can view 
material, when public viewing is an option. The following agents 
are knowledgeable, experienced auction buyers known to Sparks 
Auctions and familiar with our sales. Please contact one of them, 
or your own existing agent directly to make arrangements suitable 
to both parties. Sparks Auctions is not responsible for a bidder’s 
relationship with any agent. Agents: please contact our office at 
least two days before the start of a sale to make arrangements for 
your clients to be billed and to have their winnings shipped.

 Jamie Hennebury Claude Michaud
 709-351-4103 902-443-5912 or 902-456-0950
 probuck5@hotmail.com jcm.ph@ns.sympatico.ca

 Nick Martin, LoveAuctions UK Frank Mandel  
 (44) 0120546 0968 212-675-0819
 nick@loveauctions.co.uk busybird1@me.com
 
4.Live Internet Bidding

For the most realistic experience next to being on the auction floor, 
we invite you to participate via live Internet bidding, which allows 
bidders anywhere in the world to participate in the auction. Sparks 
Auctions is pleased to make the auction available through Stamp 
Auction Network, an independent provider of philatelic auction 
services for auction houses and bidders. We will do everything we 
can for our customers to make the process simple, trustworthy and 
fun. To access Sparks Auctions live internet bidding, connect to 
Stamp Auction Network at:

www.StampAuctionNetwork.com 

Register with Stamp Auction Network and choose a FREE 
membership. During the registration process, you will create a 
user name, which will allow you to choose auction firms to bid 
with, including Sparks Auctions. We will review your request for 
registration as soon as possible during normal business hours. 
If your application was made more than a few days ago, please 
contact us for assistance.
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BID SHEET
Public Auction #49 — February 29th, March 1st & 2nd, 2024

SPARKS AUCTIONS
1770 Woodward Drive, Suite 101, Ottawa, ON K2C 0P8

Telephone: (613) 567-3336    844-252-2032 toll-free    FAX: (613) 567-2972
Email: info@sparks-auctions.com    www.sparks-auctions.com

Your name and full mailing address:(please print):

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

Daytime telephone______________________________________

Fax:___________________________________________________

Email:_________________________________________________

PLEASE LIST ADDITIONAL BIDS ON REVERSE OR COPY TO LIST ADDITIONAL BIDS

Check appropriate boxes:
 You may increase my bids by one increment to break a tie.
 You may increase my bids by _______% if competition warrants.

Please bid using these increments.
(All bids are in Canadian dollars.)

$10 - $200 $10 $7000 - $15,000       $500
$200 - $500       $25 $15,000 - $30,000      $1,000
$500 - $1500     $50      $30,000 - $100,000    $2,000
$1500 - $3000     $100       $100,000 - $500,000  $5,000
$3000 - $7000     $200       above $500,000       $10,000

See reverse for options such as limit bids, credit card payments* etc.

I authorize Sparks Auctions to purchase on my behalf the following lots at 
or under the limited stated.  I agree to the terms of sale as printed in the 
catalogue.
____________________________________________________
Signature
References: 
____________________________________________________
Stamp Firm  Telephone
____________________________________________________
Stamp Firm  Telephone

A buyer’s Premium of 17% will be added to the hammer price and 
becomes part of the total purchase price.

   Lot Number      My Top Bid         Lot Number       My Top Bid         Lot Number       My Top Bid        Lot Number       My Top Bid
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LIMIT BIDS  If you wish to limit the total amount of your successful bids (not including the 17% buyer’s premium) enter the 
amount here. $_________
Your bids will be executed until this figure is reached.

I would like to pay by credit card.  *Please note: We charge a 3.5% fee to process credit card payments

CC # ________________________________________________  Expiry  _______/_______

Validation number on back____________ (this must be provided)

Name as shown on card: ______________________________________________________

Authorizing Signature_________________________________________________________

   Lot Number      My Top Bid         Lot Number       My Top Bid         Lot Number       My Top Bid        Lot Number       My Top Bid
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Prices Realized for
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03/02/2024 19:25:56

Lot# Realized

1 500
2 120
3 110
4 90
5 375
6 375
7 110
8 120
9 900
10 350
11 1,500
12 200
13 1,050
14 900
15 225
16 1,150
17 2,100
18 2,400
19 1,000
20 140
21 200
22 250
23 300
24 200
26 110
27 225
28 850
29 300
30 500
31 200
32 2,800
33 1,050
34 425
35 325
37 325
38 170
39 225
40 1,000
41 200
42 275
43 425
44 1,050
45 5,400
46 300

Lot# Realized

47 190
48 110
49 450
52 130
53 2,000
54 400
55 800
56 425
57 250
58 1,800
59 600
60 225
61 275
62 225
63 425
64 550
65 130
66 400
67 250
68 850
69 180
70 425
75 700
76 500
78 225
79 225
80 250
81 425
82 475
83 150
84 275
85 550
86 375
87 550
88 350
89 425
90 250
91 500
92 375
93 850
94 190
95 1,400
96 200
97 600

Lot# Realized

98 100
99 90
100 800
101 850
102 800
103 475
104 600
105 190
106 475
107 600
108 375
109 200
110 325
111 100
112 800
113 190
114 400
115 100
116 90
117 650
118 375
119 2,800
120 475
122 110
123 375
124 100
125 400
127 275
128 160
129 600
130 600
131 160
132 200
133 700
134 90
135 225
136 425
137 950
138 400
139 300
140 250
141 130
142 200
143 800

Lot# Realized

144 450
145 2,100
146 600
147 1,150
148 350
149 275
150 400
151 275
152 475
153 130
154 300
155 600
156 850
157 1,100
158 600
159 2,100
160 140
161 1,800
162 275
163 150
164 140
165 180
166 275
167 150
168 90
169 200
170 275
171 900
172 550
173 750
174 110
175 70
176 325
177 300
178 350
179 375
180 80
181 80
182 350
183 750
185 275
187 900
188 350
190 140

Lot# Realized

191 150
192 325
193 190
194 250
196 425
197 80
198 100
199 1,600
200 225
201 600
202 375
203 200
204 325
205 2,900
206 1,450
207 1,500
208 140
209 475
210 900
211 1,250
212 225
213 400
214 750
215 140
216 200
217 225
218 190
219 70
220 225
221 350
222 550
223 1,300
224 850
225 400
226 2,500
227 950
228 130
229 1,300
230 3,800
231 400
232 130
233 15,000
234 100
235 160

Lot# Realized

236 130
237 50
238 70
239 80
240 90
241 60
242 90
243 80
244 475
245 190
246 400
247 2,100
248 2,800
249 2,900
250 300
251 27,000
252 5,600
253 550
254 400
255 375
256 90
257 110
259 275
260 325
261 475
262 160
264 100
265 400
266 170
267 275
268 425
269 190
270 800
271 600
272 1,050
273 4,200
274 325
275 375
276 550
277 500
278 1,050
279 950
280 1,500
281 1,600

Lot# Realized

282 325
283 150
285 1,450
286 500
287 700
288 375
289 250
290 160
291 50
292 100
293 650
294 100
295 120
296 160
297 110
298 120
299 90
300 110
301 100
302 60
303 150
304 225
305 190
306 160
307 100
308 130
309 225
310 130
311 50
312 60
313 60
314 350
315 275
316 250
317 375
318 70
319 80
320 100
321 60
322 160
323 70
324 375
325 1,000
326 90
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Prices Realized for
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Lot# Realized

327 100
328 70
329 90
330 100
331 130
332 130
333 140
334 130
335 100
336 400
337 275
338 190
339 80
340 900
341 475
342 950
343 180
344 100
345 350
346 250
347 300
348 160
349 850
350 450
351 90
352 60
353 275
354 170
355 275
356 275
357 375
358 150
359 275
360 1,150
361 800
362 1,100
363 475
364 375
365 700
366 140
367 4,400
368 275
369 550
370 2,200

Lot# Realized

371 450
372 110
373 250
374 6,400
375 350
376 160
377 170
378 160
379 130
380 110
381 250
382 150
383 375
384 120
385 475
386 300
387 350
388 225
389 2,400
390 3,200
391 425
392 275
393 1,600
394 500
395 300
396 375
397 500
398 200
399 425
400 600
401 325
402 160
403 1,400
404 325
405 190
406 130
407 180
408 1,250
409 110
410 70
411 900
412 325
413 250
414 275

Lot# Realized

415 550
416 275
417 500
418 450
419 400
420 600
421 250
422 120
423 80
424 120
425 130
426 50
427 120
428 4,400
429 90
430 200
431 170
432 300
433 400
434 400
435 700
436 550
437 550
438 225
439 170
440 130
441 325
442 130
443 225
444 325
445 225
446 130
447 180
448 120
449 225
450 425
451 170
452 375
453 275
454 50
455 350
456 140
457 275
458 325

Lot# Realized

459 550
460 800
461 275
462 450
463 160
464 140
465 350
466 110
467 275
468 275
469 200
470 140
471 425
472 350
473 500
474 500
475 600
476 600
477 475
478 225
479 110
480 350
481 250
482 475
483 650
484 900
485 600
486 150
487 550
488 275
489 375
490 1,050
491 550
492 275
493 375
494 375
495 1,900
496 475
497 475
498 190
499 600
500 300
501 275
502 600

Lot# Realized

503 250
504 275
505 1,050
506 750
507 650
508 375
509 400
510 275
511 400
512 800
513 1,800
514 130
515 475
516 120
517 650
518 375
519 300
520 180
521 200
522 700
523 550
524 80
525 160
526 275
527 170
528 80
529 70
530 300
531 170
532 275
533 180
534 600
535 650
536 130
537 190
538 300
539 110
540 80
541 200
542 170
543 800
544 750
545 650
546 5,000

Lot# Realized

547 1,800
548 225
549 300
550 60
551 475
552 60
553 550
554 110
555 160
556 50
557 60
558 110
559 50
560 275
561 250
562 550
563 750
564 425
565 225
566 375
567 120
568 475
569 550
570 325
571 2,700
572 450
573 160
574 300
575 1,100
576 225
577 60
578 200
579 140
580 160
581 700
582 1,000
583 800
584 190
585 500
586 325
587 170
588 1,250
589 225
590 60

Lot# Realized

591 950
592 110
593 700
594 500
595 350
596 225
597 325
598 300
599 160
600 475
601 140
602 1,250
603 60
604 160
605 425
606 800
607 900
608 800
609 425
610 180
611 90
612 600
613 110
614 350
615 275
616 225
617 120
618 225
619 250
620 225
621 70
622 225
623 450
624 60
625 90
626 225
627 275
628 70
629 350
630 1,150
631 600
632 2,400
633 160
634 3,800
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Lot# Realized

635 700
636 140
637 60
638 1,600
639 350
640 60
641 160
642 550
643 70
644 325
645 200
646 325
647 60
648 475
649 250
650 550
651 325
652 450
653 200
654 1,400
655 225
656 475
657 190
658 50
659 400
660 475
661 1,200
662 800
663 550
664 170
665 150
666 950
667 130
668 225
669 375
670 275
671 225
672 100
673 110
674 90
675 375
676 160
677 50
678 60

Lot# Realized

679 200
680 250
681 110
682 225
683 90
684 225
685 200
686 190
687 50
688 275
689 60
690 160
691 140
692 325
693 50
694 400
695 275
696 800
697 60
698 140
699 1,100
700 1,000
701 1,300
702 425
703 850
704 500
705 300
706 275
707 1,050
708 950
709 1,500
710 50
711 275
712 250
713 2,400
714 350
715 650
716 1,000
717 850
718 550
719 130
720 170
721 1,300
722 80

Lot# Realized

723 3,000
724 425
725 300
726 800
727 425
728 275
729 425
730 475
731 425
732 60
733 60
734 475
735 50
736 150
737 650
738 850
739 650
740 600
741 375
742 450
743 275
744 450
745 140
746 250
747 170
748 150
749 70
750 50
751 60
752 90
753 60
754 200
755 700
756 100
757 90
758 90
759 60
760 140
761 180
762 50
763 110
764 80
765 160
766 140

Lot# Realized

767 120
768 70
769 70
770 275
771 225
772 50
773 110
774 70
775 60
776 140
777 200
778 375
779 180
780 550
781 170
782 300
783 550
784 150
785 150
786 1,600
787 425
788 1,900
789 1,250
790 1,600
791 300
792 1,350
793 130
794 160
795 110
796 325
797 190
798 200
799 160
800 600
801 70
802 325
803 3,400
804 100
805 325
806 425
807 160
808 250
809 375
810 475

Lot# Realized

811 2,900
812 250
813 300
814 225
815 3,400
816 180
817 450
818 400
819 475
820 275
821 325
822 80
823 1,800
824 375
825 275
826 130
827 375
828 140
829 170
830 325
831 250
832 550
833 160
834 300
835 450
836 500
837 1,400
838 400
839 900
840 110
841 850
842 130
843 400
844 600
845 130
846 400
847 180
848 225
849 400
850 4,600
851 3,400
852 2,800
853 1,700
854 425

Lot# Realized

855 600
856 5,600
857 750
858 1,500
859 5,200
860 325
861 750
862 140
863 400
864 180
865 275
866 700
867 1,450
868 700
869 60
870 475
871 170
872 225
873 325
874 200
875 600
876 110
877 225
878 130
879 650
880 350
881 100
882 80
883 850
884 700
885 750
886 375
887 600
888 2,300
889 600
890 500
891 425
892 950
893 275
894 900
895 350
896 700
897 375
898 850

Lot# Realized

899 350
900 375
901 350
902 2,200
903 225
904 425
905 400
906 2,200
907 900
908 1,050
909 375
910 110
911 80
912 140
913 2,400
914 350
915 650
916 3,600
917 1,800
918 2,200
919 1,450
920 4,600
921 140
922 190
923 180
924 275
925 800
926 850
927 350
928 800
929 1,300
930 1,600
931 650
932 325
933 1,100
934 750
935 750
936 1,250
937 2,300
938 650
939 600
940 850
941 450
942 1,900
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Lot# Realized

943 750
944 1,000
945 2,500
946 2,300
947 1,050
948 1,000
949 500
950 700
951 750
952 225
953 180
954 800
955 750
956 250
957 650
958 400
959 900
960 800
961 275
962 325
963 350
964 250
965 250
966 350
967 2,200
968 200
969 225
970 130
971 600
972 170
973 375
974 750
975 275
976 500
977 425
978 110
979 600
980 425
981 600
982 225
983 160
984 1,600
985 1,500
986 950

Lot# Realized

987 1,200
988 500
989 120
990 375
991 1,050
992 325
993 600
994 180
995 225
996 200
997 12,500
998 1,000
999 1,100
1000 1,350
1001 1,250
1002 500
1003 600
1004 650
1005 375
1006 750
1007 200
1008 170
1009 450
1010 250
1011 180
1012 100
1013 250
1014 275
1015 550
1016 475
1017 650
1018 140
1019 225
1020 1,600
1021 325
1022 150
1023 140
1024 500
1025 425
1026 110
1027 3,200
1028 700
1029 650
1030 700

Lot# Realized

1031 275
1032 110
1033 225
1034 700
1035 300
1036 180
1037 425
1038 1,050
1039 1,050
1040 325
1041 300
1042 80
1043 100
1044 450
1045 550
1046 250
1047 375
1048 325
1049 225
1050 100
1051 160
1052 110
1053 375
1054 250
1055 250
1056 800
1057 325
1058 160
1059 190
1060 500
1061 375
1062 225
1063 275
1064 350
1065 1,400
1066 650
1067 50
1068 80
1069 190
1070 110
1071 300
1072 550
1073 600
1074 250

Lot# Realized

1075 400
1076 140
1077 3,200
1078 550
1079 425
1080 1,000
1081 300
1082 300
1083 140
1084 60
1085 275
1086 1,050
1087 90
1088 275
1089 2,100
1090 1,100
1091 275
1092 150
1093 700
1094 550
1095 225
1096 130
1097 170
1098 150
1099 160
1100 425
1101 350
1102 850
1103 90
1104 700
1105 375
1106 120
1107 300
1108 325
1109 375
1110 1,000
1111 750
1112 110
1113 3,200
1114 1,250
1115 1,350
1116 1,900
1117 750
1118 80

Lot# Realized

1119 425
1120 450
1121 900
1122 325
1123 225
1124 375
1125 325
1126 950
1127 160
1128 400
1129 350
1130 200
1131 250
1132 425
1133 130
1134 700
1135 425
1136 130
1137 150
1138 750
1139 80
1140 500
1141 400
1142 100
1143 100
1144 200
1145 275
1146 600
1147 250
1148 170
1149 325
1150 225
1151 150
1152 700
1153 550
1154 475
1155 700
1156 160
1157 2,000
1158 425
1159 400
1160 4,200
1161 750
1162 700

Lot# Realized

1163 350
1164 225
1165 650
1166 350
1167 250
1168 160
1169 425
1170 325
1171 70
1172 50
1173 425
1174 700
1175 300
1176 900
1177 475
1178 225
1179 850
1180 170
1181 190
1182 180
1183 250
1184 275
1185 80
1186 375
1187 400
1188 100
1189 120
1190 425
1191 180
1192 400
1193 190
1194 350
1195 275
1196 250
1197 225
1198 325
1199 900
1200 475
1201 250
1202 425
1203 475
1204 200
1205 150
1206 160

Lot# Realized

1207 650
1208 160
1209 225
1210 350
1211 275
1212 425
1213 170
1214 275
1215 90
1216 2,600
1217 250
1218 375
1219 180
1220 225
1221 130
1222 160
1223 275
1224 850
1225 275
1226 750
1227 160
1228 650
1229 250
1230 1,100
1231 60
1232 170
1233 350
1234 375
1235 475
1236 190
1237 1,400
1238 60
1239 550
1240 225
1241 225
1242 600
1243 500
1244 550
1245 225
1246 350
1247 350
1248 225
1249 225
1250 325
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Lot# Realized

1251 500
1252 375
1253 325
1254 150
1255 140
1256 250
1257 275
1258 150
1259 140
1260 475
1261 750
1262 500
1263 475
1264 800
1265 275
1266 375
1267 425
1268 400
1269 900
1270 1,050
1271 1,250
1272 850
1273 4,000
1274 1,100
1275 160
1276 90
1277 250
1278 275
1279 425
1280 3,200
1281 60
1282 700
1283 160
1284 700
1285 225
1286 140
1287 160
1288 170
1289 550
1290 130
1291 120
1292 250
1293 110
1294 300

Lot# Realized

1295 600
1296 225
1297 225
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393 400

534
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726
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